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FORWARD

Overview of the Study

This has been a study of what teachers look and listen for

while they teach. Its aims have been to discover how different

teachers of the early grades learn to observe and make practical

sense of what happens in their classrooms from day to day. Data

collection in the study took place from Fall 1981 through Spring

1984. Data analysis continued through Summer 1985. Three issues

have been of special interest in the study: (1) how teachers'

ways of seeing are learned and how they change over time (across

years of experience in teaching and within each year from

September through June), (2) how what teachers come to notice and

interpret in their classrooms may differ as a result of their

experience in teaching in inner-city or suburban schools, and (3)

how teachers' practical seeing-from-within-the action may differ

from the more distanced observation patterns of intermittent

visitors to the classrooms.

In focusing on these issues the project staff studied

teachers who were at differing stages in their careers. The

individuals we studied ranged in experience from veteran teachers

through beginning first-year teachers to pre-beginners who were

undergraduate education majors. Five experienced teachers were

studied across an entire year of their teaching. Two of them wc,re

from a suburban school. They were studied in 1981-82. Three of

the teachers were from urban, inner-city schools. One was studied

in 1982-83 and that teacher was studied again with two others in
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1983-84. We also studied four beginning teachers during their

first year of full-time teaching, and seven undergraduate teacher

education majors, one of whom was studied during student teaching.

The experienced teachers were studied by a combination of

long-term participant observation, classroom videotaping, and

interviewing. The inexperienced teachers were studied by

interviewing. This was an in-depth study that yielded detailed

case information. Because of practical limits on space, much but

by no means all of that information is presented here.

Overview of the Report

This final report is divided into three sections. The first

section identifies the main themes of the study. The second

section is divided into two parts. The first part contains four

case studies of the experienced teachers we observed and

in'cerviewed. These chapter-length case studies provide a rich and

comprehensive portrayal of the customary patterns of attention of

teachers while teaching.

The second part of Section II compares the ways of seeing

of beginning and experienced teachers. It begins with a chapter

based on interviews conducted throughout the first year in which

four novice teachers began to teach full time. A second chapter

is based on focused group interviews with the beginning teachers

and the experienced teachers. During those interviews we asked

the teachers to watch and comment on video footage of routine

classroom events that was collected in a previous research

project. That footage functioned as a kind of projective test; a
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common stimulus to which the different teachers reacted variously.

We were then able to compare and contrast the comments of the

beginning and the experienced teachers.

the third and final section of the report consists of

summary, conclusions, and implications. It begins with a review

of the main themes from the case studies of the beginning and

experienced teachers. This is followed by a survey of conclusions

derived from the various case studies and discussion of the

implications of those findings for preservice and continuing

teacher education. A second chapter discusses the implications of

the findings for policy decisions regarding the nature of the work

life and professional socialization of teachers.
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Chapter 1

ISSUES OF SUBSTANCE:

MAIN THEMES OF THE STUDY

This chapter introduces the study and its major themes.
First it considers the changes from the original research design
and the themes in the original research questions. Then, as
foreshadowing for the case studies that appear in Section Two, it
introduces the major themes and conclusions that emerged from the
empirical investigation. Throughout the chapter, the notion of
pedagogical commitment and its influence on teacher's ways of
seeing is emphasized.

Frederick Erickson



ISSUES OF SUBSTANCE:

MAIN THEMES OF THE STUDY

Changes, from the Original Research Design

In the qualitative, interpretive approach to research taken

here it is usual for certain features of emphasis to change during

the course of the study. Most of our research questions remained

the same throughout our work but there were three changes from the

original research design that had substantive significance. The

first change was the least substantive; it involved change from a

longitudinal data base to a cross-sectional one.

The original design had called for longitudinal study of a

group of undergraduate education majors who would be monitored

throughout their undergraduate teacher education career and then

on into their first years of teaching. This turned out to be

logistically unfeasible for a variety of reasons. However, our

study of different individuals at differing points in the teaching

career--from undergraduate majors to teachers having an average of

12 years of full-time experience--provides cross-sectional data on

which to base inferences about the development in teachers of

increasingly experienced ways of attending to and making sense of

everyday events in the classroom.

The second change from the original design was to avoid using

student achievement on standardized tests as a measure of teacher

effectiveness. As the study progressed it became apparent that

comparable tests were not being used across our sample of school

sites, which consisted of three differing public school districts

A-2
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and three differing independent schools. (It had become necessary

to study three beginning teachers in independent schools because

of the scarcity of positions for beginning teachers in central

Michigan during the years of the study). In addition it became

apparent during the course of the study that some of the teachers

in our sample had differing pedagogical aims and definitions of

effectiveness. Their fundamental notions of teaching and its

effects differed enough that comparison according to end of the

year standardized test scores seemed inappropriate.

Our finding that the various teachers' aims were in some

regards incommensurable led to the third major change from the

original research proposal, which was to add as a major topic of

inquiry the issue of the teachers' implicit and explicit

pedagogical commitments--their working philosophy of classroom

teaching and learning. The differences between teachers in

constitutive notions of the nature and aims of teaching and

learning were most striking for the experienced teachers, who were

also the teachers that were studied in greatest depth. Those

differences were greater across individuals than across the two

different types of settings studied, inner-city and suburban

schools.

This unexpected finding led to a new line of emphasis in data

analysis- and reporting. Through analysis of the rich case study

material available we attempted to make explicit the teachers'

individual beliefs and values, many aspects of which were

implicit, regarding the fundamental character and purpose of their

daily pedagogical work. We also became interested in the ways in

A-3
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which the individual teachers' theories of their practice were

related to implicit definitiont, of the work of teaching and of

student learning that were communicated by the personnel of the

school district and school building and that were also

communicated in the district-mandated materials and standard

operating procedures that became part of the teachers' routine

classroom practice. The working philosophy that was manifested by

each teacher--a combination of the pedagogical commitments held by

the individual teacher and by the school system--seemed to have

profound influence on what each teacher attended to and made sense

of in the midst of the daily routines of classroom life.

Themes in the Original Research Questions

The project proposal assumed that distinctively

"professional" ways of seeing and making sense would be evidenced

by the teachers, and that the experienced teachers in the sample

would show a more clear and more fully developed repertoire of

ways of seeing tman would the novice teachers. The emphasis in

the study was on what teachers routinely noticed while they were

teaching and what interpretive sense they made without deliberate

reflection or critical scrutiny regarding what they could know

through immediate perception.

The proposal also presumed that there would be three main

sources of variation among the teachers in their ways of seeing

and making sense time (across the school year and across years

of teaching experience), setting (urban or suburban school

system), and instructional effectiveness. The proposal further

A-4
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presumed that teachers' immediate ways of seeing would differ from

the views of classroom observers who were not themselves immersed

in the action. It was assumed that classrooms were busy,

information rich settings in which there were at any given moment

many more bits of information available than the teacher could

attend to, constrained as he or she was by human limits on

information processing capacity. Seeing, hearing, and making

sense were presumed to be selective and constructive; an active

apprehension of information in the environment rather than a

passive reception of it. These assumptions are reflected in the

original research questions, which follow.

A. Do teachers' ways of seeing and making sense change
across time? If so, how?

B. Do the practical ways of seeing used by teachers
themselves differ in systematic ways from those used by
observers who are external to the action and who do not
exercise full authority as a teacher?

C. Are there apparent differences between inner-city and
suburban teachers in ways of seeing and making sense?

D. Are there apparant differences between more and less
instructionally effective teachers in ways of seeing and
making sense? If so, what are they and how do ways of
seeing seem to relate to differences in decision-making
and in ehe conduct of instruction?

Themes in the Pro ect's Findings

As a way of foreshadowing the case studies that appear in the

second section of this report, let us consider some of the major

conclusions and themes that emerged from the empirical investiga-

tion that was guided by these research questions. We can consider

first the overarching questions regarding ft,: selectivity of

teachers' routine attention and interpretive sense-making. Before

A-5
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doing this, however, let us introduce the pseudonyms of the

experienced teachers that were observed. Experience with these

teachers provides the main body of evidence from which were

derived the overall conclusions that are about to be discussed.

Each of the teachers had at least ten years of classroom

experience.

Suburban Teachers

Mrs. Smith (1982-83)

Mrs. Meijer (1982-83)

Urban Teachers

Mr. Fairley (1984, Winter -- Year I
1984-85 -- Year II)

Mrs. Tobin (1984-85)

Mrs. Gates (1984-85)

Theme: The Strategic Character of Practical Seeing. The

teachers we studied saw what they needed to. They paid attention

to those phenomena that seemed to them necessary to monitor, given

the kind of pedagogical work they were involved in at the moment.

"Seemed to them," in the previous sentence, is a phrase that is

not intended to imply conscious reflection or deliberate strategy.

All the experienced teachers we studied were highly strategic but

were intuitively so in the ways they directed attentionto what

was going on around them. (Indeed the strategic press in t'Ae

perceptions of the teachers is a major difference from the novice

views of undergraduate interns and from the more sophisticated

views of the researchers as well. The views of the experienced

teachers differed especially from those of intermittent visitors

A-6
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in that even more so than the beginning teachers the experienced

teachers zeroed in on phenomena across narrower ranges yet at at

deeper levels of interpretation than did the intermittent

visitors, who did not have the responsibility to keep the show

running, and thus could step back from it more easily and look

more broadly but more superficially at what was happening. There

are costs as well as benefits inherent in the intensity of focus

and interpretation that characterized the experienced teachers.

These will be discussed in the final section of the report).

It may seem obvious to conclude that the teachers' conscious

thoughts and their preconscious perceptions were motivated and not

simply neutral. Our rediscovery of the intentionality of

consciousness (or better, the intentionality of teachers'

intuitions) is not trivial, however. The immediate perceptions

and spur of the moment decisions of the teachers seemed to be

organized by a process akin to that of triage in emergency

medicine.

Triage refers to the tendency of battlefield medics and other

emergency medical workers to respond first to the needs of those

patients whose wounds are both serious and amenable to treatment.

Thus the most extremely seriously wounded are likely to go

untreated on the grounds that their case is hopeless and

consequently medical resources, which are finite, should not be

expended on them. The least seriously wounded also go untreated

on the grounds that they can survive temporarily without

treatment.

A-7
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The teachers we studied seemed to attend most often to those

phenomena in the classroom that seemed to invite or require some

action by them that could have some positive effect. Such acts

could be a response, a preventive move, or a decision. The

teachers rarely attended to classroom phenomena out of general

curiosity or in order to enjoy and appreciate what they saw and

heard. Attention seemed to be used as a limited resource for

pragmatic purposes. It was a kind of vigilance from which one did

not often derive aesthetic pleasure, or a morally affirming sense

of satisfaction in a job well done, or an empathic appreciation of

the small triumphs and courageous attempts that were made by the

students,

In shcac, for most of the teachers we studied, immediate

seeing and making sense was not necessarily always unpleasant but

it was rarely fun. In fact, for a few of the teachers it seemed

never to be fun, although for some of the teachers some of the

time it was intrinsically rewarding.

One can easily conceive how a triage-like pattern of focusing

attention would be highly influenced by the teacher's pedagogical

commitments--the body of examined and unexamined assumptions of

what is necessary and right in the conduct of classroom teaching

and learning. As one teacher's pedagogical commitments differed

from another's so their customary ways of seeing and making sense

differed.

Moreover, given an individual's pattern of pedagogical

commitments, his or her patterns of attention and decision

differed across various classroom activities. Not only what the
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teacher saw and heard, but the way in which the teacher used the

senses of sight and hearing seemed to differ across such routine

classroom activities as a reading lesson, using an overhead

projector in a mini-lecture and discussion or having the class

line up to leave the room. The differences in ways of seeing

across differing classroom activities (i.e., across differing

kinds of classroom work by the teacher) were patterned

distinctively across the individual teachers, depending on their

pedagogical commitments. In sum, not only as they did different

kinds of classroom work but as they defined the nature of their

work differently, and that of their students, the teachers paid

attention to some qualitatively differing kinds of things (e.g.

level of ambient noise, originality in a child's reasoning) as

well as to some similar phenomena and then reasoned differently

from the behavioral and physical evidence they perceived.

Theme: Ways of Seeing In and Across Time. Next let us

consider the research questions concerning changes across time in

teachers' ways of seeing and making sense. One aspect of this is

a set of developmental issues; to what extent and in what ways

does the immediate perception and interpretation of beginning

teachers differ from that of experienced teachers?

There were differences between the novices and the experts in

teaching, but these differences did not run along the lines

predicted by the models of Fuller and others (see Fuller 1969).

According to Fuller, the major difference between beginning and

experienced teachers was the beginning teachers' concern with self

A-9
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("How am I doing? Am I a success at this? Is it right for me?"),

which contrasted with a concern for student learning that emerged

later in the teaching career as the concerns with self began to

be resolved ("How are they doing? What do they know? Where do

they need to go next, intellectually?").

We found a different order of difference between the

beginning and the experienced teachers than that identified by

Fuller. The novices tended to look less comprehensively at

classroom phenomena than did the more experienced teachers.

Novices tended to look more at discrete actions of individual

children and less at the emerging shape of the classroom society

as a whole. They did not seem to "read off" where they were in

the yearly progression through the curriculum against the backdrop

of calendar time. An experienced teacher might ask herself a

question such as "Now that it's January shouldn't we be farther

along in math?" Beginners at teaching did not do this.

Apparently since they did not have years of experience in getting

through the school year, they did not read off their progress

against the calendar as did the veteran teachers. The first-year

teachers acquired a more comprehensive view of students and their

behavior by the time spring had come. At that point they were

making more connections and looking more at the class as a whole

than they had done at the beginning of the year. Still, however,

they did not seem to orient themselves in terms of a sense of the

whole school year.

Some change in perspective occurred for the beginning

teachers, but very little seemed to change in the perspectives of
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the experienced teachers. They did not seem to question their

judgment about children or about how well this class was doing in

comparison with classes from previous years. There seemed to be

very little incentive for taking new perspectives on one's

pedagogical work. The one exception to this was one of the inner

city teachers, Mr. Fairley, whom we studied across two school

years. In the second year of our work with him he had been

transferred to a new school and all at the same time encountered

a new set of children and families, a new principal, and a new

basal reading series. His perspectives on teaching changed

somewhat in that new situation, but his case was exceptional.

Only one other teacher seemed to question her own judgements and

perccntions. That teacher, Mrs. Gates, also taught in an inner-

city school.

The other aspect of time that was related to changes in the

teachers' practical ways of seeing has already been alluded to;

differences across the calendar year. All the teachers conceived

of their pedagogical work as changing in nature across the school

year. Most of the experienced and inexperienced teachers saw the

beginning of the year as a time to establish various classroom

routines. A change in the direction of greater complexity of

classroom tasks (and accordingly of student roles) began to happen

after Thanksgiving. At that point the experienced teachers'

patterns of attention changed as well. At the beginning of the

year they were monitoring children's verbal and nonverbal

,ompliance with the role expectations for various classroom

routines, e.g. "Put your pencil under your book . . . I want to

A-11
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-1, all eyes up here." Later in the year the experienced teachers

1 more concerned with where children stood in the annual

pru6ression through the curriculum. Consequently the content of

the students' academic work became more salient than (or at least

as salient as) the form of the student's performance as a class-

room citizen.

One of the second-grade teachers, Mrs. Meijer, said that

January was the time when the class would "jell." Mrs. Smith, the

second-grade teacher across the hall called it the time when some

of the students "started to fly." Another of the teachers called

it the time of "the big push." This was a time when collectively

the class became organized and developed group morale around

academic achievement. Mrs. Meijer was anxious during late January

and the first week of February because she hadn't seen the class

jell yet. Then it began to happen and she started to relax

somewhat. Throughout the year, however, she was still a bit

anxious and regretful because she felt that this year's class was

not moving ahead academically as rapidly and as collectively as

had other gtoups she had taught in previous years.

Time, as it progressed across the year, also influenced the

teachers' ways of seeing in yet another way. As the school year

progressed the teachers' sense of each child's institutional

biography developed. The teacher would notice the child doing

something, or not doing something done previously, and read off

that behavior against a growing cumulative record of memories of

the child across the year. After Christmas these "records,"

especially for those students with which the teacher was having
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difficulty, became more and more elaborated. Mentally, the

teachers were keeping longer and longer lists on the children. As

the list grew, a behavior of the moment was increasingly

interpreted in terms of the gestalt of remembered past b-ahaviors,

rather than being considered de novo. By the end of the year

there were few surprises in children's behavior, especially for

the experienced teachers. This had benefits in that it made the

complexity of children's differences more manageable conceptually.

It had costs in that it became increasingly unlikely that the

teacher would change his or her understanding of a child as the

result of noticing a behavior that could be taken as disconfirming

evidence of the child's overall "record". Thus the teachers

seemed to be more and more sure of their judgments about children

as the year progressed, and less and less open to rethinking their

judgments because they had noticed a discrepant instance in the

child's behavior that deviated from what the teacher had come to

expect to see. In other words, the teachers' impressions of

students became increasingly fixed as time went on.

Theme: Visitors' and Teachers' Ways of Seeing. Here we can

consider the research questions regarding differences in ways of

seeing between intermittent visitors to the classroom and

teachers who lived in the classroom each day. There were some

differences between these two kinds of observers and what they

saw. The teachers observed from the midst of the action of

classroom life and from the standpoint of one who possessed full

authority over the students. There were two types of intermittent

A-13
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visitors, the undergraduate student interns and the participant

observers, both of whom visited the classrooms a few days each

week.

The main difference between the visitors and the full-time

teachers was in the comprehensiveness of view taken regarding

specific events and students. The teachers made many more

connections among phenomena than did the visitors; connections

across kinds of activities (what a student did in doing a workbook

assignment as compared with what that child did in a soccer game

on the playground) and across time (what the child was doing in

September in comparison with December and February and in

comparison with what an analogous child did across the school year

two years ago). These connections made for a multi-layered

backdrop against which the action of any individual or set of

individuals in any given moment might be interpretively assessed.

These interpretations were intimately local and finely nuanced.

They seemed to influence immediate perception, such that one could

say that the experienced teachers paid attention to very fine

details of specific behavior and at the same time were very

comprehensive in their interpretations of the significance of what

they were seoing. They were able to do this very rapidly, as in

using _a "quick scan" to produce a behavioral snapshot of the

momentary behavior of a particular student. The teachers

remembered these behavioral snapshots vividly, recounting them

later to the observers and connecting up a whole set of remembered

snapshots across time.

A-14
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All the observers, the visitors and the teachers alike,

noticed especially students who were behaviorally salient and thus

stood out from the crowd. Daisy Thomas, an experienced teacher

who was part of the project staff, said that these were students

who "point themselves out." The differences between visitors and

teachers in ways of seeing such children lay in the sense that was

made of them, and therefore on the behavioral details that were

used as evidence in making interpretive connections. The

teachers, as full-time residents in the classroom society, were

able to make much more coherent sense of the behavior of salient

children than could the observers.

This point can be illustrated by an example from the

classroom of Mrs. Smith, one of the experienced suburban teachers.

One day in October Mrs. Smith came to the participant observer and

said, "Did you see how Sam took his paper plates?" (In fact, the

observer had not noticed this incident at all, even though it

happened right in front of him.) The children were making large

flowers, each petal of which was a paper plate. As the observer

watched and wrote notes, the students stood in line to get their

batches of plates from the teacher. During the last few weeks the

teacher had noticed that Sam, who she saw as highly competitive,

had been completing only part of his seatwork assignments, or

rushing through them and making obvious, careless mistakes. He

was one of the most academically able boys in the room and his

mother was an elementary school teacher. As the teacher watched

him occasionally, using a "quick scan" while she was doing other

things, she noticed that Sam speeded up in doing his seatwork as
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soon as a few other children began to turn theirs in (students

took seatwork papers to the appropriate subject-matter filing

baskets as soon as the papers were completed).

Until the teacher pointed out Sam's competitive behavior, the

researcher had not noticed it. The teacher made the comment about

the paper plates while standing with the researcher and watching

Sam playing soccer during recess. She said to the observer, "Look

at how he plays!" She said she had noticed how actively he played

in team sports, and how he sometimes cried when his team lost.

Apparently connecting all these observations, she saw Sam's way of

standing in line to get his paper plates as another instance of

his being pushy and competitive. She noticed this in connection

with a perceived problem, "What can I do to get Sam to slow down

and do his seatwork more carefully?" This was not a problem for

the researcher, and he did not notice information relevant to it.

The views of the least experienced visitors, the undergrad-

uate education majors, were most different from those of the most

experienced teachers. Considering the previous example, an under-

graduate student might not even have seen the behavioral indica-

tors of impatience that the teacher saw as Sam stood in line.

They were not obvious behavioral indicators, although once the

paper_plates snapshot had been discussed the participant observer

was able to notice additional instances of Sam's impatience.

Certainly an undergraduate student would not make so many connec-

tions across different kinds of events as did the teacher. The

novice eyes of the undergraduate students seemed to see fragments

of behavior of individual children, without putting the fragments
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into a more comprehensive interpretive framework and without see-

ing the relationship of many children's individual behaviors to

the development of group and classroom level patterns of activity.

Yet the undergraduates could, like the adult participant observers

and the experienced teachers, notice those most salient children

who "pointed themselves out."

The more experienced participant observers saw some of the

same connections made by the teachers, and some connections that

differed from those of the teacher but were of the same order,

i.e. making connections from a child's performance across differ-

ent subject matters or events, comparing and contrasting the

activity of an instructional group across the main seasons of the

school year.

Major differences in what the observers noticed and what the

teachers noticed while teaching may have to do with differences in

pedagogical commitments between the participant observers and the

teachers. With the exception of one participant observer

(Pelissier) all the other project staff had considerable experi-

ence in public school and/or university teaching. We brought our

own pedagogical commitments to observation. In general, the oL-

servers were less sanguine about the use of published curriculum

materials, especially in reading, than were the teachers (Mrs.

Gates and Mr. Fairley being significant exceptions in this re-
_ _

gard). The observers were much more sceptical than were most of

the teachers about fundamental axiomatic assumptions that are

current among teachers, e.g. that "ability" is a trait residing in

students and can usually be assessed validly by teachers, that
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hol. Ability varies widely in classrooms and is found in the

population at large'in something like a normal distribution, that

a stuJent's ability (in the sense of preparation) and current

school performance is so powerfully influenced by the student's

family situation that the teacher can have little positive influ-

ence if family conditions are not supportive of what the teacher

is trying to do.

Doubts about axioms such as these led the researchers to take

a stance to observation that could be called sympathetic revisi n-

ism, or sympathetic criticism. The position of the researche

was not value neutral. Yet the researchers identified with

teachers, seeing them as conscientious and, especially in the

of the experienced teachers, seeing them as skilled professionals.

In spite of their identification with the teachers the

observers looked for some things in the classrooms that differed

from what the teachers seemed to be after in their looking. The

researchers tended to look for displays of competence and effort

among certain children in places during the school day that the

teacher did not, either because the teacher was not present, or

because in running the whole show, the teacher's attention was

directed elsewhere. The visiting observers were able to watch

individual children for much longer strips of time than could the

teachers. The result of the observers' looking often was to see

more similarity between the so-called "low ability" and "high

ability" children in the room than did the teachers, although to

say this is a gross .oversimplification. The observers saw what

the teachers meant by "bright" and "slow," or "ready" and "not
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ready" but the observers were able to see a wider range of a

student's classroom behavior than the teacher could. Partly this

wai tv:x.ause the observers were able to look at the student when

for the teacher that child was "off camera," i.e. out of the

teacher's focus of attention of the moment.

This is not to suggest that the observers' looking was any

more systematic or objective than that of the teachers. Both sets

of observers looked in subjective ways that were disciplined. The

participant observers' looking was not constrained by the

intensity of problem-focus and by the press of triage that we have

described for the teachers. The classroom visitors had the

advantage of being able to range more freely in their looking, but

the asset of observational breadth was purchased at the cost of

observational depth; lack of the special kind of analytic force

that came from the teachers' imr rsion in the practical--in

problem focus and triage.

One possible advantage held by the participant observers may

have come .L.rom not t-,ing in the teacher's situation of immersion

in the action. This was the opportunity to watch with great

breadth as a reT.ult of being able to entertain more than one

pedagogical commitment at a time. The researchers were able to

sit back, as it were, and look at classroom life from various

value :;ositions; theoretical orientations and pedagogical commit-

ments. It seemed hat while teaching, the teachers maintained a

single pedagogice commitment, and did so intuitively, without

reflection. The teacher might consider differing commitments and

interpretations after the fact, during an interview or during



private reflection. While in the act of teaching, however, the

teachers seemed to have viewed events from the standpoint of a

single and fixed pedagogical commitment, as near as we could tell

from what the teachers told us in interviews that they remembered

about classroom events a few hours before.

A consequence of maintaining a single pedagogical commitment

was that the teachers did not doubt what they thought they had

seen and heard, while the participant observers were constantly

doing that, and questioning their own interpretations. Classroom

life seems so fast paced and the teachers, while in the act of

teaching, seemed so committed to their working pedagogical theory,

that they did not seem to question their perceptions or judgments.

This may be adaptive in the short-term enactment of moment by

moment teaching and decision-making, given the huge amount of

informaticrn that is potentially available to process. It may be

maladaptive for the longer term aim of developing the most accu-

rate possible assessment of a child or of a classroom group. Some

questions about their practice arose from the teachers themselves

during the very gentle interviewing done by the researchers. What

was striking, however, was that the teachers tended not to scruti-

nize their own perceptions critically, nor their pedagogical com-

mitments, even though they might have expressed during interv ews

some second thoughts about the alternative strategic moves they
_

chose at various points during the time under discussion in the

interview.

The tendency, then, was for the teacher's way of seeing to be

fixed; part of a self-sealing meaning system that was not
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available to self or to others for critical reflection. With a

few exceptions the daily work life of the teachers seemed to be

filled with practical action but relatively empty of praxis.

There seemed in their work to be a paucity of experience, in the

sense of Dewey's notion of it as a combination of p=actice and

reflection upon it.

Theme: Seo3 Setting Influences on Ways of Seeing. The

last of the sets of research questions to be considered by way of

introduction are those regarding the influences of the school

setting on teachers' ways of seeing and making sense. In the

project proposal setting influences were conceived as related to

differences between the work life of teaching in suburban and

urban school systems. These differences were assumed to obtain

mainly in ehe differing character of the student populations in

both kinds of school system, in the differing scale of the school

systems, and in differing formal organizational characteristics

such as the degree of central control over curriculum, the rela-

tive availability of supplementary materials and services for

students and teachers, and the numbers and influence of mid-level

administrators.

One of the unexpected findings was that the teachers studied

did not seem to differ regularly in ways of seeing across the two

kinds of school districts, urban and suburban. Rather, the

teachers differed in ways of seeing more according to pedagogical

commitments, and these did not differ across the suburban sample

and the urban sample of teachers. Admittedly, the numbers of
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full-time teachers studied is small; five experienced and four

beginning teachers. Moreover, three of the beginning teachers

taught in independent schools, none of which was like an urban

public school, and the one beginning teacher in a public school

taught in a suburban district. Thus there is no information on

beginning teachers in inner-city schools, which are considered by

many to be the most stressful conditions for beginning to teach.

It is nonetheless interesting that the differences among

teachers in seeing and making sense seemed to be related more to

individual differences in those teachers' pedagogical commitments

than to the urban or suburban character of their students and

their school setting.

This is not to say that there were no differences at all

between the city and suburban teachers. These differences seemed

relatively slight, however, involving matters of degree rather

than of kind. The thresholds of tolerance for levels of ambient

noise and classroom fidgeting were lower for the suburban teachers

than for the urban teachers. The suburban teachers' classroom

groups looked slightly more orderly, in the traditional sense of

the term, than did the students of the urban teachers.

The classrooms were quite similar across school districts,

however, in the pedagogical commitments that were for the most

part held and enacted by the teachers. As already noted, Mrs.

Gates and Mr. Fairley, two of the three teachers in urban schools,

were somewhat exceptional in this regard, but even in their

classrooms for much of the school day patterns occurred that

resembled those to be sketched briefly below.
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In both the urban and the '..A.Iburban districts much of the

curriculum was centridly mandated and there was much use of

already prepared materials--texts and accompanying workbooks,

dittoed worksheets. In all classes students were grouped by

achievement for reading but not for mathematics. In the suburban

classrooms there was an especially wide range of achievement, with

some of the second grade students reading at the seventh and

eighth-grade level. During the middle of the year in the two

suburban classrooms an extensive writing project was conducted by

the teachers, and this was not mandated centrally. Yet in one of

the urban classrooms, Mr. Fairley's in Year I, the students did

considerable writing and there were many more children there

performing below grade level, and fewer performing above grade

level. Of all the classrooms, Mr. Fairley's in Year I was the one

characterized by the most student time spent on projects that went

beyond the mandated curriculum or served as alternatives to it.

Mrs. Gates, another urban teacher, was next in the amount of time

spent on reading and mathematics activities that supplemented the

mandated curriculum. In the classrooms of Mrs. Tobin, the third

of the three urban teachers, and for Mrs. Smith and Mrs.

Meijer, who taught in suburban classrooms, students spent much of

their-time using the materials supplied by the school districts.

The stgdents worked hard in all the rooms. Yet most of their work

was done using prescribed materials that stressed short-answer

responses to various kinds of questions about facts.

For the most part the teachers accepted the materials and

curriculum guides presented to them. With the exception of
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Mr. Fairley during Year I and Mrs. Gates, the teachers did not

seem to see it as good or right to take students beyond or around

the curriculum as it was prescribed. This seems to have been a

value decision, however implicit, on the teachers' part. It seemed

not simply that the teachers found this less work than to swim

against the institutional currents that flowed through the school

and through their classroom. The teachers worked hard; they put

much effort into problems that they cared about. But for most of

the teachers the prescribed curriculum did not seem to be a major

problem for their teaching and for students' learning.

Thus the mandated materials and procedures that went with the

materials were a powerful setting influence on the teachers'

actions and choices regarding actions, how they conceived of

student work, and what they paid attention to and made interpre-

tive sense of. Setting influences seemed to become most powerful-

ly alive in the classrooms through the medium of the instructional

materials that were used.

The power of mandated materials and procedures as setting

influences is illustrated especially by the example of Mr.

Fairley's teaching in Year II. He had been studied the previous

year when he was at a school in which he had taught for some

years: At that school he had become closely acquainted with the

families_of students, and had developed many curriculum units and

activities that supplemented the mandated materials. In inter-

views he expressed strong convictions in the importance of encour-

aging children to reason and to be curious--to go beyond the

information given, invent new solutions, and seek new questions.
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He thought that much of the assigned drill found in published

materials was unecessary; he saw children's isolated academic

skills as following understanding rather than preceding it and

building up to it.

The social and pedagogical organization of learning

activities in his room during Year I manifested Mr. Fairley's

beliefs. Students were encouraged to work on their own at open-

ended tasks. The reading groups in his room were achievement

ranked but his was the only room observed in which children were

not asked to read aloud in the reading groups. Rather, at all

skill levels, most of the group time was spent discussing the

selections from the texts. The students read selections from a

range of texts, multiple copies of which Mr. Fairley had collected

over the years.

Mr. Fairley's teaching and pedagogical commitments during the

first year he was studied were atypical for the urban district,

which had some years before adopted highly centralized mandates

for curriculum and instruction, measuring student achievement on

tests of prescribed sequential objectives. In Year II his teaching

looked a bit more typical for that district. This was most true

for his reading instruction.

At the beginning of the second year that Mr. Fairley was

studied the district adopted a uniform reading series for all

classrOOis in the early grades. The basal texts were accompanied

by workbooks and by frequent tests of the student skills that were

sequentially presented in the materials. These tests were given

at prescribed intervals and the results, unit by unit, were
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catalogued and reported for each teacher.by the district's central

avaluation unit. This was an instructional management system

designed to permit no escape by teachers. Mr. Fairley found

himself in a new pedagogical situation wi.ch tha new reading

series. In addition, his former school had been closed, and he

had been transferred, at his request, to the school where most of

the students from the old neighborhood were being sent. But those

were a small minority of his new students; most came from families

and neighborhoods with which he was not familiar. He had a new

principal; one who had been a leader in "teacher effectiveness"

training in the district, an approach to teaching that differed

greatly from Mr. Fairley's pedagogical commitments.

Mr. Fairley adapted to these circumstances by using the new

reading series in a way much closer to that recommended in the

teacher's manual than he had done the previous year when he had

used the old reading series. He still streFd comprehension

over skill drill but students spent more t. on worksheets from

the workbook and less on independent reading and writing

assignments. In classroom discussion and in reviewing student's

written work Mr. Fairley did not look as much as in Year I for

evidence of student interests and new ideas.

In both ycars students in Mr. Fairley's room had spent much

time on task. The nature of the curricular tasks changed,

however, under the influence of new materials and a new teaching

situation. Not only did the students' work change; so did the

nature of Mr. Fairley's pedagogical work and his ways of seeing

and making sense in accomplishing that work. This example
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illustrates the profound framing influence of the wider

institutional setting on teachers' patterns of observation and

interpretation. It is not a contrast across differing types of

school districts, or across student populations that differed much

in sccioeconomic status, race and ethnicity, or even across

differing tyvs of teachers. It is a change across setting

conditions for one individual teacher, the most powerful new

influence on whom seems to have been the newly mandated materials

that redefined the nature of daily academic work in a single

subject matter area.

Summary

This chapter has the study and major themes from the study

have been reviewed: the strategic character of teachers' ways of

seeing, changes in teachers' ways of seeing across the time of the

school year and across years of experience in teaching, differ-

ences between visitors' and classroom teachers' ways of seeing,

and some influences of the school setting on what teachers notice

and how they make interpretive sense of it. Throughout the

chapter the discussion has emphasized the notion of pedagogical

commitment and its influence on teachers' ways of seeing. This

notion was not explicitly anticipated in the set of guiding

research questions that were framed in the original project

proposal: It emerged as significant during the course of data

collection and analysis. The notion of pedagogical commitment

proved to be a thread by which the studies of experienced and

inexperienced teachers could be connected; a analytic construct
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according to which the ways of seeing and making sense of all the

different teachers could be compared and contrasted. In the next

sections of the report the teaching and the strategic practices of

observation and inference used by the various teachers will be

described in sets of case studies.

Reference

Fuller, F. F. Concerns of teachers: A developmental
characterization. American Educational Research Journal, 1969,
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Chapter 2

CASE STUDY OF A SUBURBAN TEACHER:

MAKING DECISIONS ABOUT STUDENTS' SPECIAL NEEDS

This case study focuses on one teacher's ways of seeing
children in her class with regard to special needs that they might
have in the areas of learning or behavior. The chapter begins
with an introduction to the study. Next, it considers the
findings which examine the teacher's decision making, changes in
her ways of seeing once she had referral in mind, and how she made
connections across different kinds of phenomena before she made a
referral. The chapter ends with a discussion of the conclusions.

Brenda Lazarus

Exerpted from Practical Reasoning and Observation: A Second-
Grade Teacher Refers Children for Special Education Services.
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CASE STUDY OF A

SUBURBAN TEALtil,

Introduction to the Study

Elementary teachers routinely engage in setting children

apart within their classrooms. There are programs for gifted

children, for remedial readers, for children who are artistically

or musically inclined, for student leaders, for student helpers,

and for children in need of special education. Throughout the

course of a normal school year, a teacher may be called upon to

make decisions about all or most of the above. This places the

teacher in the position of being the one who decides who gets in

to programs and who does not. In this sense a teacher is a "gate-

keeper" (Erickson and Shultz, 1982), as well as an instructor.

The purpose of this study was to examine the way an

experienced second grade teacher made decisions about children in

her class with regard to any special needs that they might have in

the areas of learning or behavior. These special needs were of a

persistent, long-term nature that extended beyond the transient,

temporary problems that bother many children during a school year,

but do not continue to hamper their academic or social growth.

These special needs may result in a teacher making the decision to

refer a particular child for special education services. The

teacher sees these special needs as requiring intervention above

and beyond the assistance she can provide within the regular

classroom.
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What is there about a child that sets him or her apart in

such a way that the child's teacher considers a special education

referral as an alternative (or an additional) setting to her

class? The teacher in this study had daily contact with twenty-

four children. At the beginning of the year none of the children

were in special education programs, excluding speech therapy. By

the end of the year the teacher had made two referrals for special

education services and had considered doing so for two other chil-

dren. How does a teacher decide whom to refer and whom not to

refer? Did the two children who were referred have characteris-

tics that were not present in the other children in the room?

What did the teacher learn about the other two ta.A:geted children

that led to her not pursuing possible special education placement

for them? What about other children who were troubling to the

teacher but were never even mentioned for referral? These are

some of the questions upon which this study was predicated.

The way children are set apart for special education by a

teacher has not been looked at before at such a microscopic level.

The process of how students get into special education has been

investigated by Mehan and his associates (Mehan et al., 1981b) but

not at the same level br with the same set of the guiding ques-

tions. They studied the issue of special education placement

beginnIAg at the special education placement committee meetings.

The placement committee meeting is an important step, but only one

in a series of gates that lead to special education placement

within most school districts. Before a placement committee can
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enact a routine (Mehan, 1984) a student first has to be brought to

the attention of such a committee. The child's regular classroom

teacher is often the first to bring a child to the attention of

such a group. It is at this point that the teacher's skill in

practical reasoning and observation takes on great significance.

The regular class teacher thus opens the first gate into special

education (see Figure 1).

When a regular education teacher makes a decision to refer a

child to special education there is a great deal more involved

than meets the eye. The significance of the interactions that

occur within the classroom context cannot be overlooked. This

year-long participant observational study of one second grade

classroom made it clear rilat each and every school year has its

own uniqueness. This is true even if the teacher has taught the

same grade for a number of years. The interactions that occur

between the teacher, the children, the curriculum, and the

materials, are intricately woven together each school year in a

pattern that makes sense to those involved. The experienced

teacher looks for signs of reoccurring patterns familiar from

previous years. Children of interest are more or less important

as objects of the teacher's observations as she looks for telltale

signs of problems, but it seems that each class has its own

special and unique qualities. What factors enter into teachers'

ways of seeing particular children who trouble them? The impor-

tance of early intervention with handicapped children is well

known to educators, but they are still reluctant to label a child
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as a special education student. Checklists of behavioral

characteristics have been developed to aid classroom teachers in

their recognition of the early signs of learning and behavior

problems, but the observations and practical reasoning of the

teacher doing the referral are not reflected in most of these

forms.

This study focused on one of the many routine sorting deci-

sions of a classroom teacher. The research question of interest

in the study was, what factors are responsible when a second grade

teacher identifies children as being in need of special education?

Three sets of questions guided the study. The first set dealt

with the observations of the teacher in the first days and weeks

of the school year that alerted her to possible special needs in

certain children. The second set had to do with what types of

teacher observations and practical reasoning took place once a

certain child was targeted by the teacher. The final set of guid-

ing questions was forQed after the teacher in the study had refer-

red two children for special education services. This third set

was developed in an attempt to understand why the teacher had

referred these two children and not other children who had

problems as well.

Research Plan

Given the nature of the research questions and the in-depth

understanding of the phenomenon that was desired, I felt .At a

year-long fieldwork study would be the most appropriate and best
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way to gain these insights. Interpretive participant observation

(Erickson, 1985) was used to gather data for this study. It is

already known that most referrals for special education in the

high incidence areas such as learning disabilities and emotional

impairment are done by the classroom teacher. What is not known

is how the classroom teacher goes about deciding whom to refer and

whom not to refer. The research tools of the ethnographic or

fieldwork method have been adapted to education from the disci-

plines of anthropology and sociology. It was felt that these pro-

cedures, increasingly more prominent in educational research,

would be the most appropriate to use in trying to discover how the

classroom teacher sets children apart for special education refer-

ral.

Extensive on-site participant observation was carried out.

This involved the often difficult task of finding the right blend

between observing and participating in the activities of the

class. I was present in the classroom almost every day from the

first day of the 1981-82 school year through the month of October.

After that, the classroom was visited two or three times per week

through December. From January through the second week in April

(Spring Break), I was present once or twice a week. From mid-

April until the close of the school year on June 17, contact was

maintained with the teacher by means of the telephone and periodic

visits. Care was taken to be present at particularly crucial

times during the year as identified by both the teacher, previous

researchers, and myself. In all, site visitations were

4 4
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made on sixty-two different days, eleven of which were full days

and the rest half days. This amounted to approximately three

hundred twelve hours of on-site observation.

Observation was focused on the classroom teacher and the

objects of her attention. At first, student interaction was noted

primarily as it appeared to have a relationship to what the

teacher was seeing. Later, the interactions of specific children

who were identified as potential candidates for special education

referral were more elsely observed, even if the teacher's atten-

tion was elsewhere. During the periods of participant observa-

tion, extensive fieldnotes were taken and documents pertinent to

what was happening in the classroom were collected. These docu-

ments included Itudent assignments, bulletins to go home, district

policy booklets, and so forth. Fieldnotes were gathered during

the classroom visits (Schatzman and Strauss, 1977, see pages

94-101). Over 460 pages of footnotes comprise the written data

base.

Periodic interviews were held with the teacher in order to

gain insight into her ways of interpreting and to confirm or dis-

confirm the researcher's inferences with supporting evidence

reflecting the position of the teacher-informant. For the most

part the interviews took place during the teacher's lunchtime. On

several occasions interview data were gathered during recess, in

the car on the way to lunch at a local restaurant, at the restau-

rant, and after school. The format that worked best with the

teacher in this case was that of an informal interview rather than
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a structured formal interview. I prepared a few specific

questions about observations and ideas of interest to me and

interspersed these as they seemed appropriate. It was not diffi-

cult to get the teacher to express her feelings about events and

specific children in the classroom. Her openness in the inter-

views provided an excellent source of data. She made it easy for

me to check inferences without having to do much probing. Each

interview was audiotaped and ten interviews were completed that

span the cour3e of the school year.

Videotaping of classroom events, the teacher, and specific

target children was done in an attempt to capture what she was

seeing as she went about her day-to-day teaching, as well as the

specific behavior of the target children. On several occasions

the teacher specifically asked for certain activities (the opening

of thc school day) and specific children (Pammy during seatwork)

to be filmed. These were viewed and discussed afterwards. I felt

that the use of videotape would enhance both the teacher's recall

of her cognitive processing at the time of the action, and allow

me to study the context of incidents that might become salient at

a later date. This method was particularly useful later in the

year when the target children had been identified as it allowed me

to go-back to the early videotapes and watch the behavior of the

identified children. At the beginning of the year the camera was

placed on a tripod in the front corner of the room, behind the

teacher's desk (see Figure 2). From this angle it was possible to

tape the class from nearly the same perspective the teacher had
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when she addressed the children from her desk. A wide-angle lens

was used to include as many eiildren as possible at one time, but

the camera was too close to the children to get all of them in

view at once. Later in the year, a zoom lens was used to focus on

specific children and events of interest. In all, nineteen hours

of videotape are included in the data corpus.

Selected pieces of videotape were used on four occasions in

viewing sessions with the teacher (Erickson & Schultz, 1977). The

teacher and I watched the tape together. Sometimes I would stop

the tape and ask the teacher to recall what she was seeing or

thinking about at that particular point in the tape. Sometimes

she asked me to stop the tape at places she wanted to elaborate

upon or to see again. The viewing sessions were audiotaped and

later coded and analyzed.

At the beginning of the study permission slips for participa-

tion were sent home to the parents of each child in the room (see

Appendix C). The letter explained that the children might be

asked to wear a vest that contained a cordless radio-microphone

for a period of time. The purpose of the vest was to capture the

words of specific children on the videotape. By the end of the

study each child in the room had an opportunity to wear the vest

at least twice. This made it possible to have all the children on

-

tape under the assumption that if one or more were referred for

special education I would not have to call undue attention to

them. This method also provided videotapes of contrast, or bench-

mark, sets of children that were later studied in comparison with
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the target children. To make the vest wearing less obtrusive two

vests were used. One vest contained a "dummy" microphone. The

children thought that I was recording both children wearing vests.

A pocket was sewn on the back of a blue denim vest and the radio-

microphone was placed inside it (see Figure 3). The microphone

cord was slipped under several flaps of elastic sewn on the vest

at strategic points and came over the shoulder where it was clip-

ped to another piece of elastic close to the wearer's mouth. The

FRONT

Micro. one Cord
Radi Microphone Transmitter

(inside pocket)

BACK

Figure 3: Recording vest with radio microphone.

antenna cord was taped down at several places on the back of the

vest with electrician's tape. The children enjoyed wearing the

vest and eagerly requested their turns. There was an expected

amount of "testing" of the microphone each time a child wore a

vest. The vest wearing sometimes proved disruptive to the class,
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but for the most part it was quickly forgotten after a few minutes

and the children and teacher went on with their regular activi-

ties.

In summary, the interpretive participant observation method

was used to gather the data for this study. The techniques used

by the researcher were: 1) gathering field notes during observa-

tions in the classroom; 2) videotsoing the teacher and children

who were the subjects of the study; 3) audiotaping interviews

between the teacher and the researcher; 4) audiotaping viewing

sessions between the teacher and the researcher discuss what

appeared on the videotapes; and 5) gathering docw. --,Prtinent

to classroom happenings.

Analysis

A four-faceted approach was used to obtain and analyze the

data from the study. The four strategies used were watching,

listening, recording, and analyzing (see Chapters 4-7, Schatzman &

Strauss, 1973). In an ethnographic study the analysis of data

begins while the researcher is still gathering data. Analysis is

integrated with the other three fieldwork strategies. The data

obtained from the different methodological processes were compared

and contrasted using a technique known as "triangulation" (Gorden,

1980, p.12). In this process, what has been learned from one data

source is cross=checked for validity with what has been learned

from the other sources. An example of this procedure follows:

The teacher made a statement in an interview about a certain
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classroom management procedure she used. In this specific case Lt

was a behavior modification technique. I examined the fieldnotes

for instances of the procedure being used and viewed the video-

tapes for further occurrences of the use of the procedure by the

teacher. If the teacher was seen using the procedure on videotape

and at other times it had been noted in the fieldnotes that she

used the procedure, the evidence strongly supports her interview

statement. Instances of disconfirming evidence as well as

confirming evidence were sought in order to help the researcher

make a stronger argument for hypotheses that have been made

(Erickson, 1979).

The next step was to look for classes of things, persons, and

events in an attempt to discover key linkages between the phenom-

ena occurring in the classroom (Schatzman & Strauss, 1973).

It was within the key links that the overriding model for the

research developed and the theoretical constructs emerged. This

process is not static. That is, the classes may change and key

linkages may shift or lead to new theoretical areas that necessi-

tate further reading of the literature and analyses. All of this

was not done in a vacuum. Central to an interpretive participant

observational study is cross-checking with the teacher-informant

to keep the process constructually valid. Additionally, communi-

cation with knowledgeable colleagues regarding the theoretical

issues that were shaping the analysis helped me clarify the guid-

ing constructs and focus on the key linkages.
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Once the key linkages were set and the theoretical constructs

were researched, the next layer of data analysis began. This

consisted of the often tedious process of organizing and sifting

through the data Imes. Instances from the fieldnotes were color-

coded around issues and children. Audiotapes and videotapes were

transcribed and color-coded as the fieldnotes had been. A modifi-

cation of Erickson and Shultz's (1977) procedures for analyzing

videotapes was used once the children and events of interest were

defined. I developed catalogs to help me know where to find

certain types of information in the fieldnotes.

After two children had been referred for special education I

selected instances of their classroom interactions from the video-

tapes and made a master videotape of each child. When I made the

master tapes I used a Date-Time-Generator to record the actual

school date and running time (in minutes, seconds, and tenths of a

second) on the videotape copy for each event selected. Vigaettes

were written after carefully watching the master videotapes and

cross-checking my fieldnotes for any off-camera interactions of

importance.

Prior to evaluating the current study the reader is cautioned

that the research methodology chosen has a number of underlying

assumptions that will be stated before the results are presented.

Of prinuiry importance is the antireductionist belief that the

whole cannot be understood by examining its parts separately. The

approach is also predicated'on humans being able to know them-

selves and being able to accurately express their feelings about
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what they have done. From this follows the assumption that people

have the capacity to pay attention to the meanings of their

actions, to rapidly organize and simplify events, and to take on

complex social roles. Fourth, it is assumed that most behavior is

purposively constructed and cannot be understood without knowing

its meanings and purpose. The final assumption of participant

observational research has epistemology, the art of knowing, at

its core. It i8 the belief that the subjective view of reality is

both accessible and functional. It is possible to find out what a

person meant by viewing his or her actions or listening to his or

her words. The participant observational approach to research has

understanding as its primary goal, placing understanding above

predictability and control, the goals of some other types of

research in education.

A complete description of the sc..tIng and stOjets of the

study will be presented in the next section. The - Jn of this

is to help the reader start to understand how the research ques-

tions, methodology, analysis and assumptions all blend together.

Setting

In this section I set out to transport the reader to the

actual classroom that was studied. While this, of course, is not

physically possible, it may be mentally and emotionally possible

to come close to being there through descriptions. First, I

describe the school district, the school, and the classroom that

was studied. Second, an overview of the major happenings of the
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school year is presented from the teacher's point of view. The

teacher of the classroom is described next. Following this, a

"typical" day in the classroom is reviewed. Fifth, the children

in the classroom are discussed as a group and finally, the special

education referral process used at the school will be described.

These are the essential pieces of background information that may

minimally allow the reader to be a part of the 1961-82 school year

in this siicond :,,rade classroom.

District, School, and Classroom

The school used in the study is located in a small mid-

Michlgan community of approximately thirty thousand people. The

Seneca School District (fictional name) is in close proximity to a

major state university, the state capital, and a major division of

a large automaker. The community could be described as a "bedroom

community." Its residents work primarily in one of the above

endeavors. The community is beginning to change because a new

shopping center and new businesses have bezn built in the

district. Seneca School District also includes parts of two town-

ships that are more rural in nature.

The district has grown steadily since it was consolidated in

1923. The classroom being studied is at the Pawnee School, one of

four eleaiee.ary schools serving the district. A one-story school,

Pawnoe =3*. built in 1955 and has since been renovated to include a

media center, a multi-purpose room and counseling areas. The

district has one middle school for grades six through eight and
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one high school, noted statewide for its excellence. The

residents of the Pawnee School attendance area are very stable.

The majority of the children spend their entire sAomentary school

career in this one school. This is no ue of all the elementary

schools in the district, however.

Pawnee School houses almost three hundred children and con-

tains two classes at each grade level from kindergarten through

fifth. In addition to the eleven classroom teachers there are

full-time teachers for music, physical education, and remedial

reading. There is a half-time special education resource room

teacher, a part-time speech therapist, and a part-time school

counselor. The school is served by a school psychologist and

school social worker as needed. These specialists meet regularly

with the building team to discuss any children of concern to the

teachers.

The two second grade classrooms are located across :rom each

other at the far northern end of the corridor in the original

building. On the wall outside the classroom door was a poster of

Snoopy (the wise beagle of Charles Shultz's "Peanuts" cartoon

strip) lying on top of his doghouse saying, "Relax. Second Grade

Is a Breeze." Each child's desk was labelled with his or her name

and a picture of Snoopy. Snoopy was the theme for this year's

class. The children's art work filled the room bulletin boards

and hung from two wires the teacher had strung from the front to

the back of her room.
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The way the desks were arranged and the children's positions

in the desks changed frequently throughout the year. Sometimes

the children's desks were in horizontal rows, sometimes they were

in groups of four to ten, and sometimes the desks were alone. At

the end of the year the desks were all together in a big U shape.

The teacher had a desk and a four-drawer file cabiuet for some of

her materials. Besides the children's individual desks (see

Figure 2) the room also contained an area for free reading with a

small table and two chairs. This area was formed by using a book-

shelf and another, wider shelf to set it apart in one corner. On

top of the shelf were wire baskets where children filed their

completed work. There was a rocking chair and an easy chair with

a footstool in the large open area at the back of the room. This

area was used for small group time, story time, show and tell, and

other such activities. The listening center was located to the

side of the large open area. Tt consisted of a round table with

four chairs. There was a record player, a cassette tape recorder,

Ad several headphones on top of it. There was a basket full of

recorda and tapes that children were allowed to listen to when

their work was completed. There was a compartmentalized, double-

sided piece of furniture known as the "cubbies" near the dor.

Each Child was assigned a cubby space. The children kept their

lunches; paint shirts, gym shoes, and various other items in these

spaces. The teacher kept a paper cutter, a box of spelling group

materials, and some clipboards on top of the cubbies. There was

also a set of smaller cubbies by the door that was used as
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mailboxes. Notices to go home, homework, and awards were placed

in these boxes by a helper or the teacher and the children were to

take their mail as they left for home at the end of the day. The

room contained a sink and lavatory Ln another corner. There were

storage cupboards and a teacher closet along the western wall.

Scissors, glue, scrap paper, and rulers were left out on top of

the counter for children to use.

Room 125 was very much a reflection of what the children were

working on that particular day and time. It was a room that

looked lived-in. Children's work was hung, h)ad stapled

all around. It was also apparent on the first. . vZ echool that

the majority of thAse children knew a grea'c deal about how to go

to school. They entered the room, took their seats, remembered to

raise their hands without being reminded, and got out their

pencils, books, and other needed supplies.

Prior to beginning the field study in Room 125 Mrs. Meijer

told me that there would be frequent changes in the seating

arrangement. From September to June thirteen changes were record-

ed in the fieldnotes. Many of them were major reorganizations. I

spent so much time looking at the mundane issue of seating

arrangements for several reasons. First, the arrangements were

made with a stated rationale on her part. Second, these changes

generally tended to set children apart from the main body of

activity. Finally, the seating arrangements can be used as visual

evidence to ahow what happened to certain groups of children in

terms of their movement in the class as the year progressed.
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When I looked at the seating charts for the beginning and end

of the school year several physical factors were noticeable. The

opening of school seating arrangement (see Figure 2) is very

ordered. There are six groups of three children and one group of

four children, all facing the same direction and lined up in

straight rows. To the teacher a row consisted of the two groups

of three desks next to each other; thus there were four rows, with

Row 4 consisting of only four children in one set. The row

closest to the chalkboard where the daily assignments were written

was referred to as the front row, or the first row. The rest were

culled the second, third, and fourth or back row. The ba7: row

was the row of four desks closest to the door. The teacher's desk

was at the far front corner, facing the children and in a diagonal

line with the door.

Looking at the seating chart for the end of the year (see

Figure 4) it can be seen that the teacher had moved all the

children's desks in to a U shape. She had moved the front of the

class to the chalkboard by the door and had moved her own desk to

this end of the room, but in the same position-faeing the children

and the door. She had reversed the focal-point of the room. The

U consisted of six desks next to each other forming each leg of

the U. Five desks formed the base of the U. Four children's

desks were placed inside the U. These four children were each

opposite another child on the U. The U shape reflected the coming

together of the class at the end of the year. They had "jelled"

enough to be seated in one large block of desks.
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Figure 4: Room arrangementMay 1982.
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When the children arrm4 on the first day of school the

teacher had already tepee la ated name tags to each desk indi-

cating where the children should sit. Four considerations went

into her decision about where to place the children: First, she

spread out the highest readers. Reading scores from the past

May's testing, recorded on a card prepared by last year's teacher

for each child, were used for this. Next, the teacher spread out

any children new to the school. Third, "trouble kids" (FN's

9-9-81, p.6) those who were known to have behavior problems,

speech problems, or others as noted by their first grade teacher

were separated on the periphery of the group. The teacher said

that her recollections of her observations of the children from

last year also influenced her decisions. First and second graders

share recess time and the teachers share recess duty. This gives

the second grade teachers a year to observe the children before

they get them. Finally, the teacher said that she put the shorter

children in the front. Presumably she knows their height frog.

observation, as it was not recorded on the child's data card.

Backdrop: A Fchool Year

A physical description of the classroom can give the reader a

mental picture of the school environment. The reader's own

experience of being a student should give 3cme degree of familiar-

ity to the scene. What it more difficult t47 x2create for the

reader, however, are the particularities of t4',! rhythm of this

classroom in this school year. Wore I ptgLie tho iArtdings
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relative to the research questions of this study a general feeling

of the way the 1981-82 school year went for the teacher will be

given. What follows is a highly interpretive context-stripped

synoptic look at her calendar year. I have attempted to delineate

high and low points of the year. Later, it will be important to

contrast the tempo of the year with the times of the year when the

teacher made her special education referral decisions. I hope

this synoptic view will be helpful in seeing how setting children

apart was, to an extent, practically grounded to different points

of the school year. Each school year has a pattern and a rhythm

of its own. The experienced teacher is in charge of the class but

it is the children who are in control. As I looked back on the

1981-82 school year in Room 125 through the teacher's interview

comments and in our informal conversations, I formed impressions

of the high and low points she experienced during the year. On

the overview figure that follows (see Figure 5) the tempo of the

year is traced via the heavy black line to the right of the page.

I have distilled each month down to its major happenings or feel-

ings end have used direct quotes from the fie1dnote8. A discus-

sion of the figure follows.

September was a time of beginnings. It was a time of rules

and routines. There was an overall focus on classroom climate.

The teacher made an attempt to spot potential problems and problem

children. She tried to intervene before things could get out of

hand. She was very much in charge. She told me that she allowed

little time for self-expression or exploration at this point in
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the year on purpose. The room arrangement at the beginning of the

5%ar supported the teacher's contention that she was academically

oriented with the children being separated into ordered rows.

October brought on a "getting to know you" mood to Room 125.

The teacher increasingly focused on individual children's person-

alities, needs, and strengths. It was at this point in the year

that the first set of children were seriously considered for

referral to special education services. By mid-month the work

load in the room had picked up significantly. The reminders of

rules and routines, common up to this point, were at a minimum.

The teacher expected the children to begin to work more indepen-

dently. She was not going to, as she said, do anymore "spoon-

feeding." This was the beginning of her feelings of dissatisfac-

tion with the class's progress. The teacher started talking to me

about the class "not jelling" (FN's 10-29-81, p.7). This feeling

carried over into November. At the same time the other second

grade teacher was talking about one of her students getting ready

to "fly" in her work. By this she said that she meant the girl

was ready to really zoom ahead with the schoolwork. These were

indications that both teachers expected some sort of change to be

occurring by this point in the school year.

About this time the class began the preparation of artwork

for Halloween. There were special projects and activities right

on into November and December. The three weeks between

Thanksgiving and the Christmas vacation were taken up with holiday

rituals: making gifts for parents, doing special art projects,
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and baking together in the school kitchen. At the same time, the

children were expected to be more independent and not to rely on

their teacher for as much assistance as earlier in the year. The

teacher indicated that she felt like she was "spinning her wheels"

(FN's 12-1-81, p.3).

The New Year, 1982, seemed to signal a new phase for the

teacher. She referred to this period as the beginning of the "big

jump." "The push is on" she said (FN's 1-13-82, p.2). It was

time for "shooting ahead and teaching kids thing" (FN's 2-23-82,

p.3). She increasingly put emphasis on the curriculum. In inter-

views she talked about where she was going in each academic area.

There was less talk about problems or individual children,

although these did not cease to be of importance. She was not

going to keep the majority of the class waiting for the stragglers

any longer.

The "big jump" mood continued from January to March when the

teacher stated that her class was "pretty well in tune with

expectations" (FN's 3-11-82, p.2). At this point in the year she

felt she could let down a little and allow the children more time

for affective activities. They had more class discussion. The

seating arrangements were more group oriented, although the

children still faced the chalkboard as cursive writing continued

to be introduced, a few letters at a time.

Spring vacation was in early April and the teacher predicted

that it would be all downhill after that point. In 1982 there was

an unusually lengthy ten weeks after vacation until school closed.
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Both second grade teachers had lamented about what a long spring

it was going to be. April and May passed, and some of the

children were still finishing up the major project of the year:

the wild animal "research report."

For the teacher the end of May and early June were the "hang-

ing in there" time of the year. A "gang of boys" had formed and

the girls were pairing up. Children's feelings were hurt when

best friends changed overnight. The teacher spoke to me about

trying to "maintain her cool." Reading testing, math testino, and

a second grade play about nature all disrupted the normal daily

schedule. The end of the year rituals and special events occupied

a great deal of '4me well the last day of school, June 17.

The day before snhool ,losed the children received their teacher

assignments for the next year. They all counted down the final

thirty seconds on June 17 and they were "officially" third

graders. The children climbed aboard their buses and left home.

The Teacher of Room 125

Before I move further in the story I would like to introduce

the main character of the study. Up to this point she has been

described only as "the teacher" or "she." Mrs Meijer (not her

real name) was in her early thirties. She had been teaching for

seven years, all in the Seneca School District, and was in her

second year as a second grade teacher at Pawnee School.

Mrs. Meijer had taught fourth grade at another school in the

district previously. She received her bachelors degree in
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elementary education and her masters degree in reading from the

university located rvaarby. After college she stayed in the area,

obtaining her first teaching job in the Seneca District. Mrs.

Meijer is Caucasian, and divorced, and was raising her young

daughter alone at the time of the study. She had volunteered to

take part !r1 a larger study (Teacher's Practical Ways of Seeing,

Frederick Erickson, Principal Investigator, for the Institute for

Research on Teaching at Michigan State University). She was very

open as to her personal feelings about teaching and what went on

in the classroom. Mrs. Meijer could express herself in ways that

were easy to understand. It should be remembered that most of her

words were being recorded and a great deal of her teaching was

be videotaped. Audiovisual recording usually inhibits a person

not. , to "performing."

The Children of Room 125

The next layer that must be added to the description of the

setting for this study is to talk about the children in Room 125.

In order for thtl reader to understand how Mrs. Meijer came to set

apart children for special education referral it will help to have

a general sense of what the children in this classroom were like.

It has already been noted that these children knew a great

deal about how to go to school on the first day. They came from

predominantly middle to upper middle class Caucasian families that

tended to value education. There was one nonCaucasian child

(ChineseAmerican) in the room. To someone who has taught only in
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an urban or rural school district this class of children may not

seem entirely familiar, at least on the surface.

From an academic perspective, their Class Profile shows that

on the Complete Battery total, fifty seven percent (57%) of the

children scored in the middle stanines (4, 5, 6) and forty three

percent (437.) scored in the upper stanines (7, 8, 9) (Stanford

Achievement Test, Primary I, Form A; October 1, 2, & 5 1981). No

children scored it the lower stanines on the Complete Battery, but

some individual student's subtests were in the lower stanines.

The class had a grade equtvalent of 3.0 at the beginning of second

grade (2.0). Total class grade equivalents and stanines for each

of the subtests are available in Appendix B. The grade equivalent

scores for the subtests ranged from 2.5 (math concepts) to 3.5

(listening comprehension). There was no evidence to Indicate that

this Class Profile was dissimilar to thoce seen in p;evious years

in this school district by Mrs. Meijer.

A class has another reputation besides en academic one that

it brings with it t... a new grade. This reputation, real or

perceived, is based on the folklore that develops about the class,

ior example in the teachers lounge, in the halls, on recess duty,

while aonitoring the bus lines, and in teachers' meetings. Before

the school year bagan both second grade teachers had been told by

the first grade teachers to expect attention problems. According-

ly, the teachers planned several listening activities for the

first weeks of school because they had so aany "singers, hummers,

and mumblers" (FN's 9-9-31, p. 7) as Mrs. Ne:jez put it. There
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were several rambunctious boys in the secend grade and both

teachers said that Mrs. Meijer had gotten the greater share of

them.

Mrs. Meijer said that there were more ,.::nildren with speech

impediments (three) and more children with psychological files

(six) than she had ever had before- Psychological files are

usually established for children who have been referred for

special help or who are in special education. In Viewing Session

#2 (11-12-81, pp. 6 & 7) Mrs. Meijer talked about the children

having short attention spans and being immature. She also said

1'.hat she had never had so many children who "needed to sit alone

in order to function" (p. 6). Both sl';e and the other second grade

teacher were hesitant to make jokes with the children or to relax

much because the children got off task so quickly. She felt that

she lacked rapport with this class and that they were a "lazy

bunch" (FN's 11-4-81, p. 3).

The above descriptions were meant '7 give the reader a feeling

that, although academically this class children was average or

above average, the teacher felt that she had a challenging class

because of the problems referred to above. Both aspects of their

reputation, the academic and the social, should be lcd.oketS at in

the analysis of Mrs. Meijer's setting children apart for special

education referral.



Special Education Referral Process

The last piece of background information about the setting

for this study that is needed before the findings are presented

has to do with how children are referred for special educaCon

services in the Seneca School District. The process of referring

a child for special education services at Pawnee School was a

fairly straightforward procedure. A teacher, parent, or the prio-

cipal could initiate the referral process. The district used a

fourpage referral form that was completed by the classroom teacher

(see Appendix C) and given to the principal. The principal

forwarded the referral to the district office. Then the referral

child was discussed at a building team meeting with the classroom

teacher and the speOalists present. At this meeting the

specialists would share any previous information about the child

that they might have. A decision would be made '.hout requesting

the parenr-s' signature on the psychological evaluation form. The

tlam may have decided to have the building resource room teacher

observe titi child in the child's classroom and do some educational

evaluation before having the psychologist test the child. If this

was the case, the team gt rl,t again. They may have made

further recommendations to the teather or have decided not to pur-

sue psychological evaluation.

After the evaluations were kompleted the team met sgata to

present their findings to the teacher. The parents were notified

by the appropriate specialist. Shortly thereafter the formal

Individualized Educational Program (I.E.P.) Meeting was held with
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the parent(s) in attendance. The I.E.P. Meeting at Pawnee School

conforms to state and federal guidelines. Those present at the

meetings vary somewhat, depending on the child's suspected

disability. In a case of suspected learning disabilities, the

principal, the classroom teacher, the school psychologist, the

resource room teacher, and the parents are present. The principal

would greet the parents and introduce them to the staff. They

were informed that t meeting was being held to sign papers to

certify the outcome of the testing that had been completed. The

parents were given a booklet describing the services for the

learning disabled in the state.

Usually the specialists have each already explained the test

results to the parents by telephone, but they each go over their

findings briefly at the meeting. Complete written psychological

and educational evaluations can be reed by the classroom teacher

at a later date by contacting the principal or the school psychol-

ogist. Then the psychologist summarizes for the parents and makes

a recommendation regarding placetat. This is discussed and

anyone with questions asks them. ThPn the proper I.E.P. form is

signed and the ,atermination to place or not to r.,,ct in special

education is entered. If the child is found eligible for place-

ment; a more detailed discussion is held outlining when and wher:-

services are to be delivered. Objectives for the child, and the

other legally mandated components of the I.E.P. (P.L. 94-142) are

written.
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The following figure summarizes the referral pross at Pawnee

School (see Figure 6). The decision points are marked by diamond

shapes. In a school district such as Seneca that uses a

discrepancy between achievement and ability to determine

eligibility for learning disabilities services, a "not eligible"

determination, at the lower elementary grades in particular, does

not tecessarily signal the end of the referral line for a child.

The committee may decide to keep the child "under observation" for

a specified amount of time and then look at eligibility again,

hence the "No, but" decision on the flow chart. This apparently

is done because it may take additional time for a discrepancy to

show up for a learning disability.
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Findings: Getting a Special Education

Identity in a Second-Grade Class

I-will return to the initial issue of the study, children

with mild to moderate learning or behavioral problems. Such

children are usually not considered for special education services

until they enter school. These mild to moderate problems include

learning disabilities and emotional impairments (see Appendix D

for definitions used). The identification process begins when a

classroom teacher notices student behavior that causes her or him

to set students apart, or categorize them, as being in need of

additional attention. In other words, the teacher feels that

something special may have to be done to meet the needs of these

students. The primary questions addressed in this study revolved

around the beginning of the identification process. The focus was

on the regula, . Uassroom teacher's role in choosing the children

to be referred for special education. The broad research question

guiding this study was: How does a teacher come to identify chil-

dren as being in need of special education services in the early

elementary grades?

The decision an early elementary grades teacher makes when

determining whether to refer a child for special education

services or not is based on a phen_menological perspective of the

child. The actual act of referral involves filling out a form by

the teacher, but the factors a teacher considers before filling

out the form are much more complicated. These factors and the way

the teacher perceives and categorizes each child are the subject
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of this study. There Was sometfting special about the way a child

set himself or herself apart, both spatially and temporally, that

alerted the teacher to a possible problem. Certainly a child with

academic and/or behavior problems could trigger a referral to

special education, but in this case there seemed to be something

that transcended the physical list of characteristics on the

Eocial education referral form ant" vPused the teacher to set some

children apart for referral to special education.

The crir-....cal nature of the interactions between teachers and

children in the first days of any school year has been pointed out

by other researchers (Clark & Yinger, 1979; Emmer, Evertson, &

Anderson, 1980; Gomes, 1979). These early interactions form a

basis for the way a teacher thinks about a child for the rest of

the year. Teachers' expectations for the child are set by school

records, what they have heard from other teachers, and their own

impressions from those early days of the school year (Brophy,

1982). In this study, general expectations for the class as a

whole guided the teacher's decision making. Her referral deci-

sions coincided with certain points in the overall rhythm of the

school year. The children who were referred for special education

received varytag amounts of the teacher's attention throughout the

year. There were two critical times in the school year when the

teacher gathered all of her information about the children

together and was more inclined to make a formal referral for

special education. The first came around the last two weeks

in October. At this point the academic work started to become
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more important than the rules and routines. The second major

decision point came at the beginning of January and lasted for

several weeks. The teacher described this as her time for pushing

ahead and teaching kids things, her big academic push. 3he was

looking to see which children could take the push and which could

not.

This chapter of findings begins with a discussion of how Mrs.

Meijer saw her class, with particular emphasis on two of her

terms: focus and jelling. These two terms are related to the

research question. Following this discussion there is a detailed

description of how Mrs. Meijer started setting children apart into

various groups. Vignettes of the two children who were referred

for special education by Mrs. Meijer add rich descriptions to the

reporting. A summary of the meior research findings concludes the

section.

A Teacher Views Her Class

A photographer must have the ability to focus on his subject

accurately. He must also be able to look at the overall composi-

tion of his intended photograph and select the correct frame for

his subject. A classroom teacher, like the photographer, must

also make decisions about focus and frame in the classroom. Mrs.

Meijer used the term "focus" many times when talking about the

children in her class throughout the course of the 1981-82 school

year. Her personal interest in photography may have influenced

her extensive use of the term, but it is an apt metaphor for the
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identification process. Before a teacher refers a child for

special education, he or she spends many hours trying to frame a

child's abilities against his or her expectations. The teacher

spends hours focusing in on specific children as he or she

attempts to locate the child's problems. To even the most casual

observer of the classroom scene, it must be clear that it is

impossible for a teacher to be aware of all that is occurring at

any one time. The aim of a teacher's classroom focus may be to

get the overall, or wide-angle, view of her class. lhis was

particularly true of Mrs. Meijer's focus at the beginning of the

year. Classroom management was a primary concern as she did not

yet know the children well. I observed her as she quickly scanned

over the classroom until something caught her eye, and then she

would focus on it. Mrs. Meijer also used the term "focus" to

apply to an individual child or small group. She would tell a

certain child to focus on his or her work, or say, "This is your

next focus." Both uses of the term changed as the year

progressed.

Mrs. Meijer's framing changed from wide-angle to telescopic

once she got to know the children better. She would "zoom" in on

individual children in an attempt to get a detailed look at them

as the photographer does when a telephoto lens is used. Mrs.

Meijer also did this when she worked with small groups of

children. For exempla, when she was teaching a small reading

group, that group was her frame of reference. Children doing

seatwork were blurred into the background context and only became
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salient if there was a noise or movement that disturbed the

overall picture for Mrs. Meijer. If this occurred she quickly

expanded her frame to the entire class until the disruption

ceased, with or without her direct intervention.

At the beginning of the year, Mrs. Meijer used the term

"focus" to mean e contact on the part of the child. The meaning

of "focus" when applied to individual chi1dt-r was discussed in

Interview 3.

... just means looking at. Focusing their eyes, and
most of the time, like with Neil, you can have a visual.
You can see something visual in his face, where his
behavior is showing you that he's not attending to what
you're doing.... (FN's 9-22-81, p. 2)

By the spring of the year, "focus" had taken on a deeper meaning.

In Interview 8, Mrs. Meijer discussed her ideas about this term

again.

... Focus doesn't merely mean looking at the teacher. It

also means processing what's expected of you. ... Focus
means getting rid of outside distractions. Getting your
thoughts ou only the thing you're doing and, uh,
processing what's being said. (FN's 3-11-82, p. 4)

Her second definition of focus was one that few children at the

beginning of second grade are ready for in a developmental sense.

Craig, Neil, Pammy, Steve, Mary, and Joe were the children most

often mentioned as being out of focus. They received frequent

reminders to focus on their work. It is notable that as the year

progressed these children were the ones who came to be identified

as the target children for the study. This change in the way Mrs.

Meijer used the word "focus" paralleled what was happening with

the way she viewed individual children. She went from an almost
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total focus on the children's behavior at the beginning of the

year to a focus on the cognitive aspects of the children's pro-

gresa. Mrs. Meijer used the word "jelling" when talking about

this phenomenon. On October 29 she said that she felt her class

was "not jelling" (FN's 10-29-81, p. 7). What seemed to lie

behind the jelling issue was her expectation that at some point in

the fall the class should all start working together and start to

move ahead. It was also at this point that the workload began to

pick up in the class. Mrs. Meijer began to complain about having

to "spoon-feed" the children. This meant that she was having to

help them too much. She felt that they should know when to

sharpen pencils, when to go to the bathroom, what daily seatwork

to do, and where to put their completed work.

In Interview 5 (11-4-81, p. 2), Mrs. Meijer said that jelling

was not something that an observer could actually see. I asked

her if I could film "jelling." She did not think it would be pos-

sible.

It's a feeling. It's a feeling you have between you and
your students. And because that feeltng varies from year
to year with the personalities you're daaling with, it's
never the same.

She said that jelling is an "overall kind of thing" (FN's 11-4-81,

p. 1)-and individual students are seen as "part of the whole jel-

ling process." The actions of individual students are the phenom-

ena that, when viewed from the teacher's perspective, are what

give her the knowledge that her class is jelling.



Four months after the above interview, Mrs. Meijer continued

to use the jelling metaphor for the phenomenon of her class

working together as one fairly harmonious group.

Can't say my class isn't jelling. Most of my kids are
pretty well in tune with expectations. What I'm noticing
with kids like Craig, Steve, and Joe is that they can no
longer meet the expectations and they're starting to fall
behind. (FN's 3-11-82, p. 2)

It is clear that jelling was tied to the class meeting the

teacher's expectations in some way. There came a certain point in

the year when most of the children could meet the demands, and

then she made her academic thrust. January through March were the

most important months for cognitive growth according to Mrs.

Meijer. Her personal focus at this time of the year was on the

curziculum. She was conscious of the fact that these months were

usually the most productive for the children.

On March 11, Mrs. Meijer mentioned to me that three children

were not able to keep up with her expectations. They were, in

addition, among those whom she described as not being able to

focus. The children in a classroom who are not "processing" what

is expected of them and are not "in tune" with the teacher's

-xpectations are the children most apt to be set apart by the

classroom teacher for further consideration. The Oildren who

were_ considered for refezral for special education services in the

1981-82 school year came from this group of children who set them-

selves apart and/or had been set apart by Mrs. Meijer. These

children will be discussed after a description of some of the

children for whom Mrs. Meijer had high expectations is presented.
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Setting Children Apart

A feeling for the way the class ran for the majority of

children is needed as contrast for the stories that will come

later in this section of the children who were having difficul-

ties. Context is crucial to understanding the research questions

and findings in a participant observational study. Some stories

about the children who were succeeding in the class will be told.

A discussion of the groups that Mrs. Meijer set apart during the

year will follow. Finally, an examination of the groups that

became the foci of this study will be presented. Fieldnotes for a

full morning early in the 1981-82 school year are reproduced in

Appendix E. These notes describe what happened on a "typical"

morning (9-25-81). The activities for the half-day included:

opening of class activities, a handwriting lesson, boardwork

explanation, journal writing, spelling groups, reading groups,

film and snack time, and seatwork. These fieldnotes are typical

of the kinds of observations noted throughout this year-long

study. Sections from the fieldnotes that were interesting to me

because of some relationship to a possible handicap were further

developed into stories about particular children and events. What

follows is a series of fi.:e vignettes that I wrote from the field-

note data. These vignettes p,:esent the reader with a "look" at

the classroom interactions. Later in this chapter I will separate

the children into sets according to the way Mrs. Meijer was begin-

ning to see them in tems of their overall classroom performance.

The children who were succeeding in the class according to the
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teacher's expectioas can be considered to be her benchmark

children. Mrs. Meijer used these children as her reference points

throughout the school year to judge the progress of other
. _

children. The stories will feature benchmark and target children

together in interactions, as well as the two groups interacting

with the other children in the class. Below is a listing of the

children most often cited by Mrs. Meijer in interviews and talks

as being members of the two grcelps.

Benchmark Children Target Children

Donald Paul Steve Mary
Elizabeth Sarah Joe Pammy
Jessica Andrew Craig Neil

The following story about the Red Math Group shows the five

children in the lower math group interacting with the teacher. Of

this group of five children, Craig was the only one referred for

special education. Notice how he responded to teacher directions.

Notice also how Mrs. Meijer used a concrete approach as she

directed her small group lesson.

Subtraction Lesson--Red Math Group

Steve, Sarah, Craig, Karen. and Ca...1-t 'I'ary was

absent) were called back to the group area oi the carpet
for 'their math group. Mrs. Mel. 1r wrote on the board:

2

+3
3

+2
5

-2
5

-3

All of the children were looking directly at the board
except Craig. Mrs. Meijer asked them if they could see
how the numbers 2, 3, and 5 could be worked four dif-
ferent ways. She spread out five workbooks on the floor
in front of the children. She used them to show how four
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different problems could be worked. The children could
see, visually, how the operations worked. Mrs. Meijer
erased the previous example and wrote:

2 8 10 10

+6 +2 -

She called their attention to the sample box in their
math book (p. 25). Craig looked on Karen's page. Mrs.

Meijer appeared to be totally focused on her math group,
but had to interrupt them at this point to tell the
people doing seatwork that there was too much "buzz" this
morning and to remind them to do their own work. Paul,

Donald, Neil, and Joe were singled out and told to get
busy.

The Red Math Group worked individually on the
problems on page 25. Mrs. Meijer helped Craig, at least
three times that I counted, by giving him explanations of
how to do the work. Mrs. Meijer went back to helping the
others and then checked their answers. Sarah was the
only one who seemed to uederstand .:hac they were doing as

I watched. Steve appeared very confused. He was looking
and did rot do any writing. He looked around at the
other children. Mrs. Meijer asked them all to look at
the next sample box on me 26. Mrs. Meijer wrote:

9-5= and 9-4= . Thia time Craig appeared to be
watching her write up the examples. She again used the
workbooks to show them how to work the problems.

6
4.2

2
46

2
+8

8 6

7 .9

8 4
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After wor;I g for about ten minutes an these

probler Mrs. Meijer checked their progress. Karen and
Sarah axcused to their seats because they were
finis 'Jr's. Meijer still watched Steve, Carrie, and

Craig , aelped them as needed. Craig was excused next,
-then Carrie, and finally, Steve. (FW's 10-13-81)

This story represents a typical meeting of the law math

group. A concept would be reviewed or explained. Mrs. Meijer

would go through some examples on the board. The pages would be

assigned and then checked by Mrs. Meijer. She excused children as

they finished or demonstrated that they understood the concept

sufficiently to work on their own at their desk. She watched over

the work as it progressed in front of her, helping on a one-to-one

basis if a child had difficulties. The use of concrete materials

to explain the problems was common. The high math group (Yellow)

was much larger and the children received less individual help,

but the procedures were generally the same as for the Red Group.

Both groups used the same book, the difference being that In

September the children in the Yellow Group had started about two

chapters further back in the book than the Red Group. In the low

group all the children except Craig had known to look at the board

for the teacher's examples. They had also km-qn to look at the

examples in their book when a teacher directed them to, while

Craig looked at a neighbor's book instead.

In the following description of a large group lesson that

occurred in December, notice the dirence in the way the bench-

mark and target children (see Figure 7 f-- a list of names)

responded to Mrs:. Meijer in the lesson on question words. Members
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of each group both volunteered and gave correct and incorrect

responses. Also notice the differences in the actions of the two

groups when they were actually directed to start working on their

daily assignments.

Who-What-Where-When-Why

Mrs. Meijer began the group lesson by asking the
children to "generate" a list of question words. Hands
shot up imm,-lately from John, Elizabeth, Jessica, and
then Pammy. John, the first called upon, came up with
"How." The children gave more question words and they
were wrIA.telA on the chalkboard by Mrs. Maijer. Karen,
Andrew, and Steve put their hands up to volunteer. Steve

was called on. He said, "There." Mrs. Meijer asked him
if "there" asks a question and told him that "there"
usually tells somethirg. Andrew was called upon next,
responding, "They." Mrs. Meijer pointed out why they
were wrong and moved on. Most of the children appevred
to be watching her. Steve volunteered "is" next and was
told that he had given a correct answer.

Mrs. Meijer then asked them if they had ever heard
of the five w-h words that go together and are asking
words. No one had the answer, sa she told them that the
five words were: where, when, what, why, and who. They

were asked to practice saying these and to memorize them.
She asked them all to say the five words together. A

chorus of "Who, what, where, when, and why" could be
heard. Steve said, "Who, what, where, why" twice as they
practiced, leaving out "when." Both times Elizabeth
turned around in her seat and looked at him. fie seemed

oblivious to his omission.

Mrs. Meijer started going over the assigments for
the next morning. Some children (Elizabeth and Andrew)
were sprawled over their desks, and several more were
yawning or stretching (Jessica, Karen, and Judy). By

this time, Craig and Steve were no longer paying atten-
tion to Mts. Meijer. Craig was wearing the.recording
vest with the radio-microphone. At this point in the
year he was sitting next to Steve. Their desks were the
closest ones to Mrs. Meijer's desk, near the front chalk-
board, where most of the explanations were given. After
Mrs. Meijer finished the discussion and gave directions,
she suggested that they take their seatwork pages out of
their desks. Jessica 4as the only one who was already
getting out her math book as Mrs. Meijer talked. Soon
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Elizabeth, Sarah, Judy, Andrew, Karen, Mary, Pammy, and
the others began to do as directed, but not Craig and

Steve. Finally Steve made a move to start working and
Craig called out to the teacher, "What's tba top one?"

(VTN's 12-4-81). He was referring to the top words in

the daily boardwork list that were written on the chalk-

board directly to the side of his desk. Mrs. Meijer came

over and asked him to sound out the words. He decoded

slowly, "Student council report." Mrs. Meijer said

nothing further and Craig stood looking at the board for

a few seconds, then hummed to himself as he went about

getting out his workbook pages, glancing at the board
from time to time.

Craig helped Steve find some of his pages. Then, as

Craig tried to tear the day's math page out of his work-
book, he ripped the page as often happens with perforated
pages. "Oopsie," he sheepishly muttered. Steve looked

at Craig and mimicked him. Then he said, "Oopsie,
oopsie, goody, goody." Steve got his paper out of ne
book without ripping it and said, "My first time doing it
right."

Mrs. Meijer was at the paper cutter across the room
explaining something to Judy. With only a glance tr,war
her, Craig, torn paper in hand, headed iu her V.rection.
He began to call her name for help before he wez; even
halfway over to the spot where she was standip.. He

said, "This ripped when I was taking it out,." Mrs.

Meijer made Craig wait until she was done with Judy and
then told him to go get a piece of tape fr,m1 her desk to

fix his paper. Then she made a general announcement to
the class that they were wasting too much tape and should

be more careful when tearing out their pages.

Craig returned to his seat to make the repairs and
went up to Mrs. Meijer's desk to get a piece of tape. He

carefully put it on the torn sections and then noticed
that there was not enough tape to cover the entire rip,

so he had to go back for more. After he bad placed the
second piece of tape on the page he held the page up to
the light and called to Steve, "Hey, look it. You can

see through it!" (FN's 12-4-81)

It took Craig nearly six minutes to get ready to do his daily

assioments. With the exception of Steve, who had been kept

involved with Craig's torn paper, the rest of the class had quite

a head start on him. While Craig's six-minute lag might seem
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insignificant when set against an entire school day, it was

unfortunate for Craig and others like him that these lags tended

to occur on a daily basis 3d in a variety of situations, not just

before getting started on their euf.gnments. Both Craig and Steve

had partially focused on what Mrs. Meijer expected them to do, but

neither appeared to understand the assignments well enough to stay

focused on what they should have been doing during the time of the

torn math paper.

In the next vignette, a contrast between Elizabeth's and

Craig's comprehension of the teacher's directions is apparent.

Craig figured out how to get a piece of drawing paper only after

watching another child, but he used his new knowledge to help a

third child.

Gettii Piece of Drawing Paper

On the first day of school, a half day, at about
11:15, Mrs. Meijer told the class that she wanted them to
draw a self-portrait before they went home. The children
were busy finishing up the rest of the morning's activi-
ties and were at different stages of readiness to begin
their portraits. Mrs. Meijer gave the directions for the
art project and told the children to ask her for a pieci
of drawing paper when they were ready. Mrs. Meijer
continued with writing on the chalkboard, aud some of the
children began to draw themselves. Donald looked around
the room, apparently trying to figure out where the
drawing paper was. Craig seemed to have the same
question an his mind, and he went over to Mrs. Meijer.
_He asked her where the paper was. He was told to think
about what she had said. Right then, Elizabeth came up
and asked Mrs. Meijer for a piece of drawing paper and
she was handed a sheet. Craig, looking puzzled, seemed
to be trying to figure out what Elizabeth had done that
he hadn't. Mrs. Meijer went on about her work, leaving
him to stand there thinking.

A few minutes later, Royce went up to Mrs. Meijer
and asked her where the drawing paper was. He received
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Paul demonstrated his withitness by trying to talk someone into

taking the rap although he apparently was not willing to do it

himself. Elizabeth summoned up her courage and decided to risk

admitting it was hers. It is not known if Mrs. Meijer heard or

saw what Paul was up to or if it really was Elizabeth's bag. The

former is more probable than the latter to me, based on my

observations. In any case, Elizabeth demonstrated her withitness

by feeling able to volunteer to take the rap in order that all the

rest of the children might get to their buses or time. The plan

did not succeed. These stories conclude the look at the general

interactions of the class and at the beginnings of how this

experienced teacher set children apart.

Throughout the course of this year-long study of one second-

grade teacher, the focus of the observation revo 4nd how

she determined if any children needed to be ref.,- - special

education services. The story became a study of , )ractical

ways a teacher e- the children in her classroom. The story is

about how the teacher judged a child's ability to learn effective-

ly from her and what she decided to do about it if she felZ the

child needed some outside intervention. As the school year

progressed, the children were informally sorted into categories.

These categories were largely undefined, but they seemed to form

sets for the teacher to ponder.

To begin to understand how Mrs. Meijer went about grouping

"families" of children together, the fieldnotes and interview

audiotapes we*J7e carefully examined to identify her specific verbal
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Paul was able to come up to the teacher, get her attention and

help, and go back to his seat to finish his work. Pammy was wait-

ing for the teacher's help, but she never followed through. She

used up more time than Paul, and she never received the teacher's

help. She may have had the same question as Paul and therefore

benefited from Mrs. Meijer's response to him. This is not known.

In December Mrs. Meijer told me that she was not happy about

the progress of her class. On a day that had not gone well, the

chi) en were cleaning 'up and getting ready to go home. Mrs.

Meijer said later that she had been at her "sharpest" 1,FN's

p. 2).

Taking the Rap

It was a Wednesday and there had been a student
council popcorn sale that afternoon. Many of the
children had purchased popcorn. Mrs. Meijer had found a
wadded-up popcorr bag on the floor just as the children
were lined up, c(!,s and hats on, all ready to go to
their buses. She asked for the person responsible to
claim it. No one did. She waited. Children nervously
looked around at each other. Toward the back of the line
Paul was quietly trying to talk someone into claiming the
bag so they could leave. Suddenly, Elizabeth spoke up
and said it was hers and tried tc.; take the bag from Mre.

Meijer. Mrs. Meijer just looked at Elizabeth. The look
on her face implied that she did not believe the bag was
Elizabeth's, and she did not give it to her. She asked

for the real person to claim it. No one did. Mrs.

Meijer said that there would be no student council
popcorn for anyone next week. The children, looking
_disappointed and doing some groaning, filed out and got

on their buses. (FN's 12-9-81, p. 2)

Paul and Elizabeth were two of the children whom Mrs. Meijer

considered among her brightest and most "withit" kids. "Withit"

was used in the sense of knowing wr to do at the right time and

doing it. (I will return to Mrs. Meijer's use of this term.)
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the same response as Craig and stood there looking
puzzled too. At that point Craig came over to Royce and
whispered something to him. Royce went back up to the
teacher and said, "May I have some paper?" Mrs. Meijer

.responded, "Yes, you may," and gave him the desired
sheet of drawing paper. (FN's 9-9-81, p. 4)

Even though I did not observe how Craig figured out what

Mrs. Meijer's directions had been, this episode seems to demon-

strate that he learned the correct response needed to obtain the

piece of paper without having to be told again by Mrs. Meijer. It

also shows one of the "withit" children, Elizabeth, following

directions correctly on the first attempt. She mr_fjr have modeled a

col:rect response for Craig or she may have told him what to say.

From the beginning of the year several students in the class

stood cglt Is being more adept in the role of student than others.

One of these children was Elizabeth; another was Paul.

Elizabeth's abUity to obtain needed materials was just described.

The following examp/e demonstrates Paul's ability to approach the

teacher for help, get it, and return to his assignments. At the

same time Pammy attempts the same activity and does not get the

teacher's help.

Approaching the Teacher for Help

It was shortly before lunch and Mrs. Meijer was
11.0F.3ing individual children with their seatwork as they

up to her with questions. She was sitting at the
eTA.1 reading talking to Gail. Pammy went up and
waited for her tvnl. Paul came up next and they both
stood aroui.zd table waiting. Mrs. Meijer finished
with Gail ay.:1 -acknowledged Paul first. Pammy stood there

waiting. She seemed to forget why she was there and went
back to her seat, never having talked to Mrs. Meijer.
(FN's 9-22-81, p. 1)



references to sets of children. It was felt that these natural

families might show some resemblances to one another that would

prove to be indicative of the patterns involved when she set

children apart for a specific purpose, as in referral for special

education services. Seventeen sets were thus identified (see

Figure 7). These sets are by no means mutually exclusive, nor do

they include formal groupings made by Mrs. Meijer for instruction-

al purposes, as in her reading, spelling, and math groups.

Rather, they reflect the informal day-to-day observations that

Mrs. Meijer felt were important to point out in interviews or in

discussions of the day's happenings. It is noteworthy that 14 of

the 17 sets of children were problem groupings. That is, they

were groups of children mentioned as having, or causing, specific

problems for Mrs. Meijer.

Some of these problem sets were made up of children the

teacher considernd referring for special education services.

These were the children I most closely observed through the field-

work process. I wanted to discover what it was about these

children that had caused the teacher to refer them for special

education. She referred to them as her "target" children (FM's

9-21-81, p. 2). Of all the problem sets, why did certain children

become "target" children?

Other sets of children identified by the teacher were studied

as a means of contrast. The pool of children from which the sets

were formed consisted of the members of Mrs. Meijer's second-grade

class during the 1981-82 school year. Informal categories created
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by Mrs. Meijer included the "bright, really withit" childtan, the

"doesn't quite have it" children, and the "has it, but can't put

it together" children. The majority of the children in the class

were between the upper and lower extremes (see Figure 8), in what

I have called the average group as they were never given a family

name in our discussions by Mrs. Meijer. The informal categories I

have described were groups talked about by Mrs. Meijer, but they

were not actual groups in the classroom. She had other types of

groups that existed in everyday life. There were reading, math,

and spelling groups. She had groupings like her "gang of boys"

Bright, really Average

withit studentsT students2

Doesn't quite have it
students3

has it, but can't put
it together students4

1

Paul
2
Jimmy Gail 3Mary

4
Craig

Elizabeth Carrie Jason Joe Neil

Andrew Judy Doria Steve Pammy

Donald John Blake

Jessica Karen Sue

Sarah Becky Royce

Figure 8: Informal ability groupings of Room 125 children.
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and the children with emotional problems. Children could be

mambers of several groups. Only the informal groups are reflected

in Figure 8.

Interviews structured around Mrs. Meijer's class list were

held at two different points in the year (late September a ' mid-

March). She was asked to say whatever she wanted about each

child. Figure 9 was developed from listening to these two taped

interviews and from transcribing Mrs. Meijer's comments about the

four groupings of children previously described in Figure 8. Also

recorded on the figure are excerpts from Mrs. Meijer's comments

from the June report card as they were available for the children

of interest. These comments were recorded while I was looking at

the report cards alone, and no discussion was held with Mrs.

Meijer about them. They are included as an end-of-the-year sum-

mary statement of how she felt about each child.

In an interview on March 2, Mrs. Meijer talked about what she

saw as the specific problems of the group of children in her

"doesn't quite have it" She said that Mary, Joe, and Steve

were "on a par with I.Q. and what they have on the ball" (FN's

3-2-82, p. 4). According to Mrs. Meijer, Mary has "no specific

disability" and will always be "the C student.' Steve 11.1 "such a

pi:: pen" that he sticks out anyway, and Joe, although he works

hard, is going to have a "long school career." By ti-e 'hid of the

time she called the "big push" for academics in March, Mrs. Meijer

said that Steve and Joe, as well as Craig, could "no longer meet
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the expectations" (FN's 3-11-82, p. 2). She further e.,aborated

that most of the class was doing a "pretty good job" except for

Mary:, Joe, Steve, Neil, and Craig.

Of the five children mentioned above as not doing well, only

Craig was referred for special education services. He was refer-

red in October. In Pigure 10 the "careers" of the eight c: .1dren

judged most troubling to Mrs. Meijer are displayed. The figure is

based on her comments from interviews throughout the academic

year. Both Steve and Joe were mentioned as being "target"

children for referral yet were never referred. Neither Neil nor

Mary was mentioned for referral. Pammy, the second child to be

referred was not included by Mrs. Meijer in the group of children

not able to meet her expectations in March. In Pammy's case the

evidence seems to point toward factors other than academic ones.

She was in the highest reading and math groups, but she rarely

finished all of her seatwork. Craig, Pammy, ana Neil had the

family resemblances of "having it, but not being able to put it

together." In other words, there was something about these

children that made Mrs. Meijer feel that they had the ability to

do the work she was assigning, yet they were unable to organize

themselves or their thought processes in such a manner as to

allow their abilities to come out in a way that made them success-

ful in school. It can be seen in Figure 10 that only two of the

eight children who were most troubling to Mrs. Meijer were
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actually referred for special education services. This indicates

that she used referral to special education sparingly.

Has lt, But Can't
Put It Together Kids

Pammy
Referred for Soecial Education

Craig

Neil

Doesn't Quite
Have It Kids

Mary >
Not Mentioned for referral

Steve
> Mentioned for Referral

Joe

Others
Gail Referred for Counseling

Jason --to Referred for Retention

Figure 10: Careers of children troubling to Mrs. Meijer.

On the other hand, Mrs. Meijer, as just mentioned, felt that

Steve, Joe, and Mary lacked the capability to do much better than

"C" work. On the October 1981 Stanford Achievement Tests (see

Figure 11), Craig's stanine range (3-7) was the lowest of all six

children. However, Joe, Steve, and Mary were not much ahead of



him with stanine ranges of 4-7, 4-8, and 5-9, respectively. Mrs.

Meijer's bright, withit children, Paul, Andrew, and Elizabeth, all

had scores entirely in the high stanine ranges. Donald (5-9),

Jessica (5-8), and Sarah (5-7) showed more variability but were

all average or above in achievement. Complete Battery Totals for

all children in the class can be found in Appendix G.

LOW AVERAGE

1 2 3 4 5 6

HIGH

7 8 9

Paul

("elTige7177

..)

Donald
.t .. . . . . .>

Neil
.

Jessica
. .....

Sarah/.. .. 1.

Pammy
f_ 0
Mary

Steve

Joe

Craig

.01.1
Extra bright, withit kids

Doesn't quite have it kids

Has it, but can't put it together kids

Figure 11: Stanford Achievement Test stanines for informal
ability groups.
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Not all children who pointed themselves out did so in ways

that would cause a teacher to suspect that a special education

referral was needed. Donald, Paul, and Andrew were far from being

"model" students in class in terms of behavior. While not being

in trouble with Mrs. Meijer as much as Craig or Neil, they

certainly received more teacher reprimands over the course of the

year than did such boys as Royce, Blake, or John from the average

group.

The major differences between Donald, Paul, and Andrew on one

hand, and Craig and Neil on the other, was that the former group

were part of Mrs. Meijer's "extra bright and/or really withit"

group of children as previously mentioned. On a qualitative level

the misbehaviors of Donald, Paul, and Andrew were of a different

nature in time and place than those of Craig and, to a lesser

extent, Neil. The bright and withit boys may have been regarded

differently because they managed, in spite of some silly behaviors

at times, to get their work done. They participated appropriately

during lesson times for the most part. They tended to get into

trouble at unsupervised times, such as lining up, recess, and free

time after their assignments were completed. They were also mooa

adept_at getting away with talking or sharing answers "behind the

teacher's back" (Spencer-Hall, 1981) than the more "out-of-it

children" like Craig, Steve, and Joe. They seemed to have both a

sense of their own worth in the teacher's eyes and a sense of how

far they could go with their inappropriate behavior before causing

the teacher to become really angry with them.
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An outsider (the researcher in this case) can be misled as to

a child's abilities and achievements if she relies solely on the

teacher's comments. This was apparent when we discussed the

end-of-the-year reading scores in May. One of the boys whom I

felt Mrs. Meijer included in her group of average children was

John. His scores on the Stanford Achievement Test and the Gates

McGinitie Reading Test placed him as one of the brightest children

in the class. He had never been grouped with that set of children

by Mrs. Meijer in her verbal discussions of the children with me.

I suspect that John's beginning-of-the-year crying outbursts

and silliness kept Mrs. Meijer from including him in the withit

group at first. He chose Jimmy as his best friend at the

beginning of the year. Jimmy was a child who lacked self-contrrA

at times. Later in the year, John's best friend was Royce, a new

boy to Pawnee School who was somewhat quiet and shy. John was on

the fringe of the withit boys but was not really included in all

of their activities.

It seemed that Mrs. Meijer had attributed certain social-

emotional characteristics to John that overrode his high achieve-

ment scores. I :mcpressed surprise at the end of the year when I

saw his reading test results. John scored high grade equivalents

in both vocabulary (5.6) and comprehension (5.7). I had placed

him in the "average" group academically. Mrs. Meijer was

surprised that I did not know what a good reader he was. She did

not express surprise at seeing his scores but rather seemed to

expect them to be high.
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In two of the interviews (#5, 11-4-81 and #8, 1-14-82) Mrs.

Meijer talked about a number of children who were not part of the

process of coming together as a class. When she first talked

about the class "not jelling," Gail and John were specifically

mentioned as examples of how an individual child, or a few

children, can disrupt the whole process. John had been in tears

over a math assignment, and Gail continued to isolate herself from

the rest of the children. Later, Mrs. Meijer implied that Steve,

Craig, and Jimmy were also holding up the class's progress.

When the jelling issue was discussed again in January, Mrs.

Meijer said that most of the class had jelled, but again she cited

a number of children who were not part of the process. Steve,

Joe, Mary, and Craig were lagging far behind in academics. John

and Jason were described as having problems with immaturity. Neil

and Gail t:ere primarily behavior problems. Figure 12 shows the

classroom standouts at these two times in the year when the issue

of the class jelling was discussed.

It is interesting that neither Neil nor Pammy was included as

part of the "not jelled" group in November. By January, Neil was

included, but not Pammy. By January 14, Mrs. Meijer had already

referred Craig and Pammy for special services and had included

them, as well as Neil, in the "has Lt, but can't put it mgether"

group. It is also interesting that even though more children

(eight) were cited by Mrs. Meijer in January was not being part of

the group, she made no further referrals of children for special

education services that school year. When Figures 11 and 13 are
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compared, it can be further noted that even though John was listed

both times in Figure 12 he was never one of the children consider-

ed for.special education referral. Pammy, who was referred, was

never listed as not meeting expectations in either November or

January, as shown in Figure 12. This tends to support the notion

that there was something more than failure to meet expectations

that caused a student to be referred for special education.

11-4-81, Interview 5 I-14-82, Interview 8

Class

Steve
\

Gail
s%

Rest

is "not jelling"

Craig

1

Jimmy

//
John

/
of the class

This is the "big jump"

Craig
1

Steve Joe
N Jason

Mary /
1

Neil

Gail \ John
/

\ /
Rest of the class

Figure 12: Classroom standouts at two critical points
in the year.

Setting Children Apart for Special Education Referral

I was particularly interested in the practical ways Mrs.

Meijer set children apart for special education referral. I felt

that by looking at the children she might refer, I would be able

to determine what set these children apart from the othet:s in the

classroom. At the beginning of the study there was no way of

knowing if the teacher would refer any children. There were
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several children who seemed to point themselves out to me from the

opening day. As it turned out, Mrs. Meijer verbally targeted four

(Craig, Pammy, Joe, Steve) of the 22 children in Room 125 for

special education referral. She actually referred two (Craig and

Pammy) children. One of them (Craig) was placed into special

education classes for the learning disabled for the next school

year, 1982-83. The other child (Pammy) was not placed into

special education.

Both children whom Mrs. Meijer referred for special education

were in the group of children she had labelled her "has it, but

can't put it together kids." I decided to look closely at the

data on this group of three children--Craig, Pammy, and Neil.

Craig and Pammy were the ones who were referred for special

education services. Craig, Pammy, and Neil were three very

different childrent yet Mrs. Meijer saw a commonality in all of

them. Craig and Pammy were referred to special education as

possibly being learning disabled. Mrs. Meijer's practical

definition--"has it, but can't put it together"--perhaps better

than any clinical characteristic best describes the puzzling

condition that teachers face when they came across a child with

learning disabilities.

Thumbnail sketches of the three children's characteristics

are presented below. The descriptors are mainly my comments about

the children, written as I observed them or as I thought about

them later. The few words in quotation marks are Mrs. Meijer's
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words. Examples of each characteristic were found in the

fieldnotes. I will present some of these in stories about each

child.

Craig--questioning; alert, yet out-of-it; dense; in
one ear and out the Q. smart; wants to be withit--Cub
Scout, snowmobile; artic ability.

Pammy--absent-minded; insect lover, scientifically
inclgiarionely; shunned by classmates, but doesn't seem
to care; individualistic, not concerned with doing what
others do.

Neil--brooding; aggressive; "mousie" at times with
teacher; mean, frequently copies others' work; shy about
volunteering in class; "emotional things."

After noting the above characteristics of the three children,

I went to the fieldnotes for the first weeks of the school year

and took out observations written about these three children.

These observations were chosen to show how the children were

already setting themselves apart from their classmates. At the

time I wrote the fieldnote observations that follow, school had

been in session for two weeks and the children had settled into a

routine. The children in the class were expected to take more

responsibility for themselves now as Mrs. Meijer was busy getting

her small groups organized for reading, math, and spelling.

9-17-81 Neil: Warned twice before 10 a.m. about his
behavior. Mrs. Meijer mentions an "office" (his seat
moved away from others) as a possibility for him. Told
again about getting his seat changed.

Pammy: Reads to herself in a corner during
Rainy Day Recess. No interaction with other children.
Has cabbage wedge for snack today. In art builds a
"playground for lady bugs" out of craft straws.
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9-18-81 Neil: Often stands while doing seatwork.
Argues with Joe and is talked to several times in the
morning by Mrs. Meijer for his behavior.

Pammy: Gets a teacher-imposed time limit to
try to get TWETo complete her work.

Craig: Stands a lot to work at his seat.
Asks to sharpen pencil at wrong time (during class, not
before).

9-21-81 Neil: Is told to "focus" several times.
Copying DonWars paper.

Craig: Does not pass papers over to the side
of his row WiR-directed. Mentioned as a "target"
child. Asks for something to be repeated, and he is
to/d to have his eyes and ears open. He seems excited
when he notes that there are only 15 minutes left until
he gets to go home.

Pammy: Mentioned as a "target" child.
Shares excitement with Craig that there are only 15
minutes left until they get to go home.

The above notes show that these three children were already

becoming objects of Mrs. Meijer's special attention. These early

brief fieldnotes serve as an introduction. I will next go on to

discuss the three children in a longitudinal way across the school

year. I will look most closely at Craig since he was the one

child who became eligible for special education services. This

discussion will be followed by a look at Pammy, the other child

who was formally referred. Next, a brief look at Neil will be

given. Neil is included as an interesting contrast to Craig and

Pam since he was in Mrs. Meijer's practical grouping of "has it,

but can't put it together kids," yet was never referred for

special education.
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Earlier in this section I said that Mrs. Meijer verbally

targeted four children for special education referral. These

were:. Craig, Pammy, Steve, and Joe. Since Steve and Joe were

never referred, their cases will not be discussed in detail, but

the reader may want to note them as they appear in some of the

vignettes about other children. These two boys were part of Mrs.

Meijer's group of "doesn't quite have it kids" (see Figure 13).

"Has It,But Can't Put "Doesn't Quite
It Together Kids" Have It Kids"

Referred:

Neil Mary
Targeted for

Craig referral, but Steve
Pammy not referred: Joe

Figure 13: Children most troubling to Mrs. Meijer in the
1981-82 school year.

To study each of the three children in depth, I used the

following process. Firat, I carefully went through the data

corpus and examined all specific references to each child's

behavior. These notes were then analyzed and categorized into th(

specific types of problems each was experiencing. Next, dvailabb

pieces of videotape were studied to get a sense of the antecedent !

and consequences of behaviors in the context in which they

occurred. Then, short vignettes were written to portray actions

(rich description) and shorter, supporting pieces of data (thin
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description) were gathered. Portraits of Craig, Pammy, and Neil

emerged that showed a shared "family resemblance" (the "has it,

but can't put it together kids") as well as the particularistic

attributes of each child. The family resemblances appeared to

influence Mrs. Meijer's decision to set them apart as a group.

The descriptions of the children to follow must be considered

within the context of the entire group of children who were

members of Room 125 that school year.

When the teacher went about using her personal skills of

observation and practical reasoning, it was necessary to do this

from an interactional perspective. She looked at the child

individually, but she also had to think about how the child inter-

acted with the other children in the class, with her as the

teacher, and also how the child interacted with the curriculum and

its materials. Being a successful second grader in Mrs. Meijer's

class involved the ability to interact in several different types

of classroom events. These events were: large group activities,

where Mrs. Meijer presented a new concept, reviewed material

already covered, and gave group directions or assignments; small

group activities, such as reading and math groups; independent

work times, seatwork and individual time needed to complete a

small group assignment; teacher interaction times, when the

children received help or when they were just talking with the

teacher in face-to-face exchanges; and finally peer interaction

times, before, during, and after class, on the playground, and in

the lunchroom.
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Getting a Special Education Identity: Craig

Craig was the first child referred for special education by

Mrs. .Meijer and the only child who was placed into special

education from Mrs. Meijer's class in the 1981-82 school year. In

this extensive description of Craig, stories and comments from all

the major events involved in being a second grader in Mrs.

Meijer's classroom are represented. This was done because Craig

was the one child in the class who was eventually placed into a

special education classroom for the mildly handicapped (LD) as a

result of Mrs. Meijer's practical observation and reasoning

skills. He was a standout from the first day of school. In fact,

Mrs. Meijer knew a great deal about Craig before he entered her

class. She knew that he had repeated kindergarten and had not had

a very successful year in first grade. She knew that he had

received help from the reading consultant in the past and that he

would, no doubt, need it again this year. She did not refer him

for special education immediately, nor did she indicate that she

planned to. Rather, she viewed her task as his teacher to try to

decide what his problem areas were and how she could best help

him. Her first opportunity to observe Craig's behavior was in the

large group context because this was the primary interactional

stage at the beginning of the school year. Mrs. Meijer had

gathered the children together on the floor by her rocking chatr

before their dismissal to go home. (Later in the year the

children simply lined up, but in early September she made sure

each knew what bus to take, had their bookbags or lunchboxes, and
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she made any announcements that needed to be made to all of them.)

Note how Craig set himself apart in this example of his behavior

in a _large group activity.

Large Group Behavior

Lining Up to Go Home

3:15 p.m. It was time to go home on the first full
Monday of the school year. The children were seated on
the carpet at the back of the room and Mrs. Meijer was

in her rocking chair. She directed everyone who brought
their lunch box to line up. Nearly half the children
got up and headed for the door. Mrs. Meijer next
excused those who bought lunch in the cafeteria. All

the rest of the children except one got up from the
floor and went over toward the door. Mrs. Meijer had
started to stand up when she noticed that Craig was
still sitting on the floor, a bewildered look on his
face. He appeared to be waiting. Mrs. Meijer asked,
"What did you do for lunch today?" He answered that he

had an egg sandwich. Mrs. Meijer waited and then said,
"But you brought a sack, right?" Craig continued to sit
until Mrs. Meijer went over and told him to join the
other children in line to get on their buses. (VTN,

9-14-81)

At the time, Craig's mix-up did not seem remarkable. Yet

looking back, it is a clear example of the types of problems in

comprehending the nature of school tasks that surrounded him all

year long. Didn't he hear Mrs. Mefjer's directions? Was he

unable to hear the difference between the sounds of bought and

brought? Or was he confused because he brought a sack lunch

rather than a lunch box and Mrs. Meijer had said, "lunch box"

people line up. Other children who brought sack lunches (not

lunch boxes) got up when the teacher said this. He was the only

child left sitting,on the floor at the conclus:on of Mrs. Meijer's
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directions. Craig stood out from the other children on this

fourth day of school. He had problems in taking directions or

explanations in one situation and being able to transfer them to a

similar situation when he encountered it. The videotape of this

activity clearly shows the expectation on his face. Bringing a

sack lunch was not the same to him as bringing a lunch box, nor

was it the same as buying a cafeteria lunch to him. She gave two

categories, but he appeared to be waiting for a third. Most of

his classmates did not share this difficulty, at least consistent-

ly. The lack of ability to generalize (or transfer what he had

learned in one situation) tended to bother Mrs. Meijer as the days

and weeks wore on.

Craig's confusion in a large group over the nature of a

social task, lining up, was shown in "Lining Up to Go Home."

Another example of Craig's behavior during a large group lesson,

this one on metrics, should exemplify the problems he showed

above. This lesson came much later in the year. Mrs. Meijer's

academic push was in full swing, and Craig's frustration at not

being able to keep up was at its highest. For everyday math

lessons Mrs. Meijer had two groups, but for metrics they all did

the pages together as a group activity. The class was sitting on

the floor with their math books and pencils. Mrs. Meijer was in

her rocker.

Metric Measuring Lesson

Mrs. Meijer began the lesson by directing the
children tc teat pages 139, 140, 142, 143, and 144 out
of their books. As they began to tear out the pages,
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she reminded them to keep the pages in order because
they would be stapling them together at the end. Craig
had the first page in his hand and stopped. Mrs. Meijer
said, "Tear it out Craig and keep right on tearing until

you get to page 144." She next gave the class direc-
lions on how to show her they were ready to continue.
Craig was the only child not ready to go on. They were

asked to turn to page 140 as page 139 was "not expected"

of them. Craig was on the wrong page, and Mrs. Meijer
had to tell him specifically to turn to page 140. She

finished explaining what they were to do on each page
and then told them to punch out the measuring "sticks"
from the back of their books. Craig managed acceptably

with this task.

The next eight to ten minutes were spent in measur-
ing the different items called for on the pages. Mrs.

Meijer walked around helping where needed. She went
over to help Craig and noticed Steve on the wrong page.
She told them that they would do page 141 together
because it would be too hard to do alone. They were to
measure some lines in units and Mrs. Meijer drew a
sample on the board. They discussed the directions, and
the children began to measure individually as Mrs.
Meijer walked around helping. Craig looked on Karen's

paper. About an hour after beginning the lesson, the
children's workbook pages were stapled together, and the
class all checked their answers at the same time. (IT's

3-11-82, p. 1)

In the fieldnotes I made no indication of the number of

answers Craig, or any other child, got correct. The notes provide

a record of the children who were not functioning appropriately

during the lesson as they were singled out. Craig's problems

seemed to be with comprehending the nature of the task rather than

with being able to do the problems.

That afternoon after the children had gone, Mrs. Meijer said

that Craig's measuring was fine. She explained, "He can do the

skill that's required of him if he knows what to do." When I

asked her about his performance during the metric lesson she said,

"He couldn't follow. Wasn't on the right page. Didn't see where
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the picture...just didn't have those kinds of put it together

things. Once Craig tore the page out of his book, he was

completely lost" (FN's 3-11-82, p. 3). Mrs. Meijer said that

Craig relied heavily on visual cues. She said that he had learned

to compensate for his weak auditory skills by relying on his

visual abilities and that "without a finger point [to the problem]

he was completely lost" (FN's 3-11-92, p. 3). Her comments help

develop the picture of a child who is lost without visible struc-

ture. Tearing out the three or four pages from their bound,

ordered sequence in the book contributed to Craig's confusion in

getting started. Once he got going, he apparently was able to

complete the ,

According to Mrs. Meijer, one of Craig's biggest problems was

not following directions. On his special education referral form

(see Appendix H) she stated her concerns as difficulty with

"memory tasks" and "understanding directions." She felt that

Craig's difficulty with directions came in the understanding of

what to do. She suspected that his short-term memory might be the

problem. Another example from the fieldnotes, the first art

lesson, may help to explain the manifestations of Craig's problem

with directions.

Art is generally an exciting part of school life for most

second graders. Mrs. Meijer explained to the eager children that

they were going to be given a sheet of construction paper and some

straws. They were to use their imaginations to make a design.

She suggested that the straws could be stuck flat to the paper or
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stick up at any angle. Mrs. Meijer was standing in the middle of

the rows of children, but to the outside, facing them as she gave

directions.

An Eager Artist

When she was ready for them to get their supplies,
she said, "People in my back row, that are not lefties,
may go get some scissors and a glue bottle for your

row." Paul, Jimmy, and Jessica all got up and headed

for the scissors can. Elizabeth stayed in her seat.

She is left-handed.

Mrs. Meijer was about to go on when she noticed that
Craig was speedily on his way back to the supplies area.
He had been sitting in the front row. She said to him,
"Craig, are you in my front row?" Craig didn't say
anything. He turned around with a sheepish-looking grin
on his face. He started to head toward his desk,
putting his left hand to his chin and then his right
hand to his ear as he walked quickly back to his row.
The rest of the children just watched him. Some were

smiling. (FN's 9-17-81)

From where Mrs. Meijer was standing and directing her

attention, Craig could possibly have thought that he was in the

back row as his row was the farthest away from the scissors cans.

Two pieces of evidence tend to dispute this, however. First, Mrs.

Meijer had consistently referred to Craig's row as the first, or

front row and to the other children's row as the fourth, or last

row. This incident took place on the seventh day of school.

Second, no other children from Craig's row moved toward the

scissors, and all three children from the back row did get up.

Three of the four back-row children were "withit, together kids."

Did Craig truly think that in this instance he was in the back

row, or could it have been the excitement of the first art lesson

that caused him to rush forward before his row was called? As the
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year went on, Craig proved himself to be one of the most talented

artists in the classroom. Was he not listening to Mrs. Meijer and

tuning out on the "back row" portion of her direction? Again

Craig "pointed himself out" in front of the whole class for not

following directions.

In addition to having difficulty following directions in

large group activities, Craig also had problems in small group

activities and when he was working independently, such as during

seatwork. Specific examples from the fieldnotes and videotapes

will be pointed out. Also, examples of interactions with other

children will be given. Several of the stories will point to

cognitive-thinking strategies that he appeared to be using. These

are included because it was Mrs. Meijer's feeling that Craig had

the ability to do better and this was her main distinction between

the "has it, but can't put it together kids" and the "doesn't

quite have it kids."

Small Group Behavior

An examination of Craig's actions in reading and math group

lessons may shed additional light on why he was the first child

Mrs. Meijer referred for help.

Craig was in the Rainbows (Houghton-Mifflin, 1974) reading

group, the middle of three groups tn Room 125. The children took

turns reading orally. Sarah was the only child praised for her

reading this particular late-September day. Craig was told to use

more excitement tn his reading. (He usually read in a monotone.)
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After the oral reading they were directed to do some workbook

pages, and they all started to write except Craig. When Mrs.

Meijer questioned him about why he was not working he said, "I

didn't understand what do do" (FN's 9-30-81, p. 2). She helped

him and next explained that they were to underline a certain

picture on a page. When Mrs. Meijer reminded Neil to underline,

Craig did too. This was one time that he was not caught for his

inattention to the task at hand. He seemingly took a cue from a

classmate.

Similarly, a couple of weeks later in math group I noted that

all the children except Craig were watching Mrs. Meijer do a

sample problem at the chalkboard. Later, he looked on Neil's

paper to see what to do. At least three times during the lesson

Craig had to be told what to do and how to do it. He did watch

the next time that Mrs. Meijer demonstrated at the board. He was

excused from math group to go to his seat at 9:56 a.m. but was

again asking Mrs. Meijer for help at 9:59. She told him that she

was not going to "spoonfeed" him anymore (FN's 10-13-81, p. 3).

Three months later Mrs. Meijer was still giving Craig extra

help in his math group. She had called the Red Math Group back to

the floor. She began to go over page 130 with them but noticed

that Craig was not on the right page. She told him the page

rtT as well as where to look on the page. She went over the

AA:,ml directions of what to do. They were to underline their

The problems had to do with the months of the year.

W6S sent back to his seat to get a pencil. Mary was
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Cour from right to left, but wasn't observed by the teacher.

Crai, A on Sarah's paper before he even tried to put down an

answer. He was so busy figuring out the six months of the year

that he forgot he was supposed to be underlining. He asked, "Do

you circle it?"

Mrs. Meijer went over the rhyme of the months ("Thirty days

has September...") and called the children's attention to the big

calendar on the front bulletin board. They were to find out on

what day of the week January had started. Steve could not name

the day. Carrie could not do it either. Mrs. Meijer told them

and went on to explain pages 104 and 105, which dealt with skip

counting. She asked Steve to continue from "2-4-6." He did it

and answered that he was counting by twos. Mrs. Meijer asked

Craig to go on from "4-8-12." He did not get it. First he said,

"8." Then, with a prompt, he said he was counting by fours.

Carrie was unable to go on from "3-6-9," but Mary could. Mrs.

Meijer helped Craig make an apostrophe as they had to write 2's,

4's, 3's on their worksheet to identify the counting patterns.

Page 106 was explained, and then Mrs. Meijer gave the children

time to complete the four pages on their own at their desks while

she called up one of the reading groups.

Clearly, Craig was not the only one having difficulty in his

math group this particular day. It is also clear that he had

trouble both with remembering directions and grasping the concept

of skip counting. These same difficulties in comprehending both

the nature of the social task and the academic task involved were
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apparent when Craig was doing seatwork. One of the seatwork

activities that the children had to do was "centers." Mrs. Meijer

would set out six to eight self-instructing activities on a table

for the children to do during the course of the week. They

checked their name off on a master list after the activity was

completed. They could do these activities in any order they

wished.

Seatwork Behavior

Around Halloween Mrs. Meijer set out a ghost puzzle as one of

the center activities. The pieces were in a box, but it was not

the original box. There was no guiding picture of what the puzzle

was supposed to look like when finished. There were quite a few

medium- to small-sized pieces, and it looked to me like the

finished puzzle would be about 5" x 7" in size.

The Ghost Puzzle

It was mid-afternoon when Craig went up to the
centers table and selected the puzzle. He took it back
to his seat and dumped the pieces out on his desk. He

tried to put some pieces together. He was not getting
very far. When I asked him, he said that he was trying
to start at the center of the puzzle. He seemed to have
no strategy for fitting the pieces together. He tried
to fit pieces together that had colors that didn't
match. He did not try to fit the edge pieces together
or to fit pieces that contained obvious parts of words.
He soon gave up and put pieces back in the box. (FN's
10-21-81, p. 4)

Craig did not seem frustrated when he could not do the puzzle.

When I told him about the strategy of looking for the edge pieces

first, he did not seem the least bit interested. He had tried,
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but did not appear to be bothered by his inability to do the

puzzle. The puzzle was like Craig himself. All the pieces were

there, but it was difficult to put them together to make a whole.

Instead of trying to put the puzzle together, Craig moved on to

the next activity.

While Craig was trying to do the puzzle, Pc:Jmy was catching

up on seatwork. Elizabeth, Karen, and Sarah were cleaning up the

painting area after everyone had finished the day's art project.

Andrew and Paul were back at the listening center. Mrs. Meijer

had told the children to be sure to read the back board and to do

what it said after they finished putting their skeleton bones

(Halloween project) together. The back board directed them to

finish today's boardwork. Several children, Craig and Joe among

them, went directly on to centers instead of doing their board-

work. On many occasions throughout the year, Craig went on to

free time or another activity when he had not finished his seat-

work. Most of the time he was noticed and redirected by Mrs.

Meijer. Sometimes he was not.

Is All of His Work Done?

The listening center was a place reserved for
children with all their seatwork completed. On February
3, at 15 minutes before lunch, Craig headed for the
area. Was all of his work done? His being finished
with seatwork early was out of character with his usual
work pattern that had been observed for the past five
months. My check of the wire baskets where the children
placed their completed pages surprisingly turned up one
of Craig's papers in each of the baskets. A close look
at the quality of his work shed light on why he was done
so quickly. (FN's 2-3-82, p. 2)
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Figure 14 shows what Craig turned in for each of the five seatwork

subjects that day and what the actual assignment had been. At

this point in the year the academic "push" was on. Mrs. Meijer

had just learned that Craig was not eligible for special

education. A few weeks later she commented that Craig was not

even trying anymore.

Subject Assignment Craig's Paper

Spelling underline & capitalize Just underlined

Candy Page
(worksheet)

alphabetize words & no poem

write a poem candy/candle incorrect

Journal write about Ground full of erasures
Hog's Day "I wish that ther

was no tosh they of
the gond hoge"*

Reading pp. 101 & 102

Workbook

Math pp. 117 & 118

skipped one on page
101; others were
correct, page 102
looked okay

pp. 115 & 116 okay,

(with teacher) but these weren't
assigned for today

*Likely translation: I wish that there was no such thing as the

Ground Hog. (The Ground Hog had seen his shadow, and tnerefore
according to legend there would be another six weeks of winter.) (FN's

2-3-82, p. 3)

Figure 14: A look at Craig's seatwork assignments for 2-3-82.
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The previous notation of the incorrectness of Craig's work

when he turned it in made me want to look for instances where I

could actually observe Craig completing his seatwork. I

remembered that a few days earlier I had watched Craig doing some

math problems on his own, so I went back to the notes and video-

tape of the math boardwork of January 29. The day's math board-

work had been explained with examples at about 9:45 a.m. An hour

later, after recess and snack, Craig began to do his problems. He

and Royce and a few other boys were copying the problems from the

board. Occasionally they looked as if they were pointing to

specific problems and asking each other questions.

Math Boardwork

1. 11 6 8 9
+ 6 + 7 + 4 + 3

2. 15 12 9 5

+11 , 7 + 8 +13

3. 24 48 56 47

+30 +31 +22 +21

(FM's 1-29-82, p. 2)

As I walked down the row behind the boys I noticed that Craig

was working on the first problem in Row 3: 24 + 30. His method

for doing the problem was as follows: First, he added 2 + 3 in

the tens column and got 5. Then he added 4 + 0 in the ones column

and got 4. His answer of 54 was correct, but his method of

achieving it would ultimately lead to error in problems that

required carrying (regrouping) in the ones column. It would have
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been interesting to see how Craig handled this. Some of the other

children may have been using the same method as Craig, but it was

not recorded in the fieldnotes.

Each of the settings just mentioned--large group, small

group, and seatwork--was part of the interactional context set up

by Mrs. Meijer. As has been noted, with each of these settings

there were interactional tasks required of the children that

caused problems for Craig. In the following pages, Craig's social

interactions with the teacher and his peers will be examined.

Would Craig's difficulties still be evident when the academic

requirements were removed?

Interactions With the Teacher

A Day on the Floor

The morning Upa-You-Body was over. Craig, Pammy,
and Steve had been left standing twice, Judy once, and
John three times. (Being left standing meant that a
paper had not been turned in to the teacher). Andrew
had just tattled on Neil for looking on Donald's paper.
Mrs. Meijer was getting the class ready to go on to
handwriting when she noticed Craig rocking in his chair.
She told him to move to the floor to work.

While the rest of the class went on with printing,
Craig worked on spelling. He was asked to get a
clipboard to write on, and by the time he was ready to
start the handwriting the class had moved on to their
journals. Craig was seated on the floor right in the
path of the children who were coming back to the wire
baskets to file completed papers. He did not move so
they walked around him, or stepped over him, until Mrs.
Meijer saw this and told him to move. He moved over to
the group area of the carpet, and a few minutes later
when Mrs. Meijer started math groups she had to sit by
her desk. He was working on the last worksheet of the
morning before finishing the others, coloring when he
was not supposed to be. The morning went on. Group
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work over and Mrs. Meijer moved to her desk. Students
started to r.ovies up for individual help. Craig was in the way for
the thIrd time, end he still had to be told to move. (FN's

10-10-81)

.Craig's inability to be perceptive about being in the way, or

being in the wrong line, was problematic all year long. He would

be told something once, or even twice, and still not be able to

generalize, or apply it, to the same situation when it confronted

him again. Mrs. Meijer said that usually a day on the floor cured

the chair rocking, but "We'll see with Craig" (FN's 10-10-81,

p. 3). She seemed to think that once would not be enough for him.

This problem with generalizing was also evident when Mrs.

Meijer gave oral directions. One day in mid-October Mrs. Meijer

gave the class a pretest on compound words. The test had been

passed out, and she had explained what compound words were. When

she asked if anyone was having problems, Craig raised his hand.

His question was, "What are compound words?" Mrs. Meijer explain-

ed again and told them to underline the two parts. Craig said,

"Do you circle it?" Mrs. Meijer asked him to repeat what she just

said, but he did not at first. Finally he said, "Through it"

(FN's 10-21-81, p. 5). Many times I wondered if he was behaving

this way deliberately. Later in the day Mrs. Meijer said that she

could tell by his face that he really did not remember what she

said. "He's not processing," she concluded (FN's 10-21-81, p. 5).

The special education resource room teacher was in the room

observing Craig the same day. Mrs. Meijer said that the resource

teacher could not have picked a better day to see the way he

really is.
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Another example of Craig's inability to judge a mood came on

the first day that Mrs. Meijer turned over several of the

children's messy desks. She had been trying to get them to keep

their desks in order for several weeks. The children were out for

afternoon recess and she caught sight of Neil's extremely messy

desk. She went over and turned his desk down, spillint, the

contents on the floor. She also "dumped" the desks of Joe, Paul,

Karen, Sarah, and Steve. When the class returned from recess they

were surprised to see what had happened. There was a hush as the

children looked around. Whispers of "she did it" could be heard

coming from some of those who who had stayed in for recess.

There was a slight air of tension es the children waited for

Mrs. Meijer to explain. Before she had a chance, Craig spoke up

cheerfully and said, "Mine's all messy too. Do you want me to

dump it too?" (FN's 11-3-81, p. 5). Mrs. Meijer told him that if

she had wanted his desk dumped she would have doviN Lt. He mis-

judged the seriousness of the situation in the room, or perhaps he

was trying to make lighu of it.

Craig also misjudged the social implications of occurrences

on other occasions. Early ia the same year, on the second day

that videotaping was done in the class, was another example. As

was to be expected when an outsider enters a classroom of second

graders with a videotape recorder, camera, microphone, and a tele-

vision fr tor, there was much curiosity about the whole business.

The teacher and I told the children what was going to happen and

Mrs. Meijer proceeded with the day's activities. The next day,
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however, Craig brought his own tape recorder to school. He was

ready to capture the day's happenings for himself. He proudly

came _over and showed it to me. Then he placed it on his desk,

running it for the other kids.

A Second-Grade Recorder

When Mrs. Meijer noticed Craig with his tape
recorder set up on his desk in the front row, she asked
him to put the recorder inside his desk. It was
distracting Craig and the other children around him.
She said to Craig, "If that bothers your work today I'll
have to put it on my desk till recess." Mrs. Meijer
went on with her explanation of the morning's work and
the day began. At about 10:50 a.m. Craig took the
recorder out of his desk. Mrs. Meijer noticed him
showing it to me, and he was asked to put the recorder
on her desk, which he did, but he left the machine
running.

Periodically during the remainder of the morning
Craig would run up to her desk and check the tape. He

turned it on and off as they left and returned to the
room. Mrs. Meijer did not appear to notice his
activiti tl:. until the children had gone to lunch. She

played back some of the tape and was surprised to
discover that the machine had recorded from inside the
desk. She said that she was not about to let him take
the tape home and do "goodness knows what" with it. So

she erased the morning's recording during her lunch
break.

When Craig returned to class after lunch, he ran up
to the teacher's desk, presumably to turn the recorder
back on, but found it missing. He ran over to Mrs.
Meijer and questioned her as to its whereabouts. She

told him that it was in her closet and that he could get
it after school. She told him that she had not given
him permission to record the class. Her explanation
seemed to satisfy him, and no more mention of the tape
recorder was made until about five minutes before bus
time when Mrs. Meijer got the recorder out of her
closet. Craig saw her and ran over and tried to take it
from her without asking. He was directed to sit down at

his desk. The recorder was handed to him as he walked
out the door to get on his bus, and that was the last I
heard of the recording venture. (FN's 9-5-81, p. 1)
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This example points out what I considered to be one of

Craig's strengths that at the same time was one of his weaknesses.

He was aware and excited about what was going on, his recording in

this "case, but he became carried away with what he was doing to

the point of getting himself reprimanded by Mrs. Meijer for

continuing to record after she had asked him to put the recorder

on her desk.

Before I move Qn to Craig's relationships with his peers, one

further example of his inability to size up the social situation

in the classroom will be presented. It happened on a day when

there was a slight change in the established routine that had

evolved around the use of the computer in the classroom.

Integration Skills

It was a hectic Tuesday in Room 125. It was the
class's day to have the microcomputer in their room.
(At the time of the study the school had two machines to
share among all the classes.) It was also library day.
Usually Mrs. Meijer left the computer in the room and
when the class returned to the room the children resumed
turns. This particular day, however, she decided to
wheel the whole computer cart down to the library. She

wanted the children to go right on with their turns when
they were not selecting books.

Mrs. Meijer had not made an announcement to the
class about her plan, but it seemed obvious what she had
in mind when she pushed the heavy cart down the hall and
set it up in the library. After it was ready to go she
called John over to take his turn. John took his turn
at the computer and went over and tapped Craig, who was
next on the list. Craig stopped what he was doing. He

walked back to the classroom and passed right by the
computer. Mrs. Meijer noticed that no one was using the
computer and was checking into it when Craig came back
from the classroom with a puzzled look on his face.
Mrs. Meijer got him started on the program and went on
to help other children select books. (FN's 3-2-82)
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Mrs. Meijer used this incident later as an example of Craig's

"lack of integration skills" (FN's 3-2-82, p. 3). It also seems

to point to his difficulty with social perception, as noted

previously. One might assume that by second grade, when a child

sees his teacher push a cart loaded with a microcomputer down to

the library, he would realize it was to.be used there. No other

children were observed going back to the room to use the computer.

In addition, Craig was not the first child called up to work on

the machine. In this instance, he seemed oblivious to the

surroundings. On some occasions Craig was able to observe other

children's behavior and to imitate it. Not this time.

Interactions With Peers

With his peers Craig remained pretty much on the fringe of

the "gang of boys" that existed in Mrs. Meijer's room. The other

children accepted him but did not go out of their way to include

him. Craig would also join in with the boys' sports at recess.

He huddled with them in the halls and at breaks and was not an

outcast by any means. The class appeared to accept him for what

he was, with tolerance and little malice.

The only observed act of a hostile nature directed toward

Craig occurred ae the beginning of afternoon activities one day in

March. The children were sitting down around Mrs. Meijer for

their story. John came in and jumped on Craig's foot. This type

of behavior was very unusual for the class, and Mrs. Meijer

immediately asked John why he would do such a thing. At first
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John said nothing. He looked quitc upset by Mrs. Meijer's

question. He finally said, "F,:e, Craig keeps trying to sit with

us and I don't want him to sit by us!" (FN's 3-16-82, p. 1).

Mrc. Meijer talked about that not being a good reason to jump on

him. Craig looked surprised and a little hurt by the incident but

didn't say or do anything, and Mrs. Meijer went on reading the

story.

There were several times throughout the year when the class

would react to Craig's behavior before Mrs. Meijer did. Once in a

science lesson the class was experimenting with what happened to

light rays when a flashlight beam was directed in different

angles. Mrs. Meijer had to keep telling a few of the children to

quit leaning forward to see because they were blocking the beam's

path. Finally, she had warned them enough and said that the next

time anyone did it that would be the end of the experiment. On

the very next trial, Craig started leaning out into the middle.

This time it was his classmates who yelled out, "Craigie, Craigie"

(FN's 11-10-81, p. 2).

On another occasion when the class was across the hall in the

other second-grade teacher's room for social studies, Craig got up

twice with the wrong row of children. The second time it happened

several children yelled out, "Craigie, you're in Row 1" (FN's

10-1-81, p. 5). There was no other child in the class who invoked

this type of reaction from the other children. The principal of

the school called him "Craigie" and so did his mother when she was

at school helping out with puppet making one day. Craig is not a
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name that usually gets made into a diminutive like Jim or John.

Even though he was one of the oldest boys in the class due to his

retention in kindergarten, he was physically small and was treated

like he was younger, or less responsible, by almost everyone,

including his Cub Scout leader, as will be obvious in the follow-

ing paragraphs.

Interactions Outside the Classroom

I did not have much evidence in the fieldrotes about Craig's

competence outside the classroom, but I had wondered if he was the

type of child who would seem more "normal" in nonschool activities

and only show his learning disabilities in school (see Cole &

Traupmann, 1980, for further discussion of a learning disabled

child in nonschool contexts). I had observed Craig trying to help

Paul with a Cub Scout activity in the hall one morning before

school. Craig told Paul that his mother was supposed to sign the

activity after he completed it. Then Paul asked Craig if he knew

what to do for the religious activity. Craig said no, but he

showed off his three activity beads that were sewn on his Cub

Scout jacket. I decided to try to gather some evidence on his

behavior in Scouts because I suspected that perhaps this was

Craig's area to shine.

Just a little over a month later, while the children were

with the other second-grade teacher for a film, an opportunity

presented itself. Mrs. Meijer and I were talking in her classroom

when the school librarian came down to the class. She brought a
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message from the Cub Scout leader: Mrs. Meijer was to announce to

the boys that there would not be a meeting today. The Scout

leader had told the librarian to tell Mrs. Meijer to "look Craig

in the eyes" and tell him to go home after school (FN's 2-23-82,

p. 2). Mrs. Meijer asked the librarian to repeat it. There was

no special message for any of the other boys. It seemed that even

the Cub Scout leader believed that Craig was a child who had to be

told something directly; she had set him apart from the other boys

too. Craig seemed competent in Rcouting activities, earning

beads, and even trying to help others, but he had trouble follow-

ing directions outside, as well as inside, the classroom. Admit-

tedly, this one instance is too incomplete a base on which to

characterize his entire out-of-classroom interactional

performance. Nevertheless, there does seem to be enough evidence

to state firmly that the Cub Sccut leader had also set Craig apart

from the other boys in her troop.

Craig: A Summary

It should be clEar that Craig had difficulty across all the

interactional-event settings in Mrs. Meijer's room. His case has

been fully described here because he was the one child in the room

who achieved the status of obtaining a special education identity.

The actual procedural data on how this came about will be

discussed later in the chapter. At the beginning of the year it

was Craig's "family resemblance" to other children with problems

whom Mrs. Meijer had known in the past that had earned him a spot
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in the set of "target children." Switching from her role as a

teacher to that of a gatekeeper, it appeared that it was the

universal, pervasive difficulties that Craig displayed in all of

the classroom events that I identified in Mrs. Meijer's second-

grade class that helped her make the decision to refer him for

special education services.

Craig was a second grader who wanted to do well but lacked

basic skills in reading and math. In addition, he lacked skill in

comprehending the nature of tasks asked of him across the class-

room contexts. He had difficulty following directions, was slow

in getting started, and was impulsive when responding to the

teacher's questions. He seemed alert and smart at times yet

out-of-it and dense at other times. This section on Craig

concludes with a list of Craig's strengths and weaknesses (see

Figure 15) as noted throughout the year. The list is taken from

the fieldnotes and from interviews with Mrs. Mei_

Pam: Left to Her Own Devices

The second child referred for special education evaluation by

Mrs. Meijer was Pam. Unlike Craig, who seemed to stand out in the

activities of the class, Pam blended into the background, almost

to the point of seeming to be withdrawn. At times Pam could be

working on something in the midst of a crowd of children and not

pay any attention to them. It was almost as if she were in her

own little world. Often she had to make up her schoolwork during

recess or free time when she should have been interacting with
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Date

9-10

Notation

can't follow directions, either out
to lunch, or tuning out

9-30 questions everything
10-5 inability to follow more than one

direction, inability to stay on task,
kindergarten repeater, primer reader,
doesn't know basic math facts to "10,"
visual learner

10-6 adjustment problems every year so far,
bright kid, wants to see all there is
to see, tries, wants to learn, to do
well, auditory processing problems

10-21 not processing
12-8 can't organize to begin, not a self-

starter, can only concentrate on one
thing at a time, meticulous

1-29 does 2-column addition incorrectly
2-2 reversals and inversions In his

reading, difficulty In conceptualiz-
ing, has learned to compensate, one-
to-one he can read, anxiety, habitual
problems, questioning, clears throat
under stress

2-3 no longer trying, reading not valued
at home

Date

2-9

Notation

eager to do well, not getting anythin
from the reading act, can't put the b
picture together

3-2 Is learning, has basic skills, probie
in performing a task with more than o
step (these comments from school psy-
chologist), difficulty with writing
skills (like journal), difficulty goi
from "tool" learning to application o
"tools," no integration skills, copie
other kids' work

3-II won't try anymore, can do skill If he
knows what to do, difficulty followin
being on right page, lacks put-it-
together skills, relies on visual,
depressed at having to sit away from
other kids, making negative comments
about his schoolwork, not developmen-
tally ready for carrying In math, lik
artsy stuff, can't process what's
expected of him, particularly the
auditory

3-23 wonders about petit mai seizures, fix
stare (above from the reading teacher

5-26 EEG was normal, needs I:I attention t
succeed



classmates. Pam had a particularly difficult time completing her

seatwork. Mrs. Meijer explained the four to six daily activities

at the beginning of the morning and then she expected the children

to do them independently in order as she worked with her various

groups. By mid-September it was obvious to Mrs. Meijer that Pammy

was one of the children who was having trouble getting the daily

work done. When seatwork was checked at the Upa-You-Body time of

the day, Pammy was usually left standing at least once every day.

In the following story an incident is described where Pammy was

isolated from the other children by Mrs. Meijer. Notice that

other children are working alone and completing assignments while

Pam is still on the first assignment near the end of the after-

noon. Notice what she does after she is sent to the corner to

work on her story by herself.

My Tooth Story

In mid-September Mrs. Meijer had her second graders
write a story about teeth for Dental Health Week. After
story time she explained what they were to write about.
She told them to title their story, "My Tooth Story."
Before they could start to write the story they had to
make their spelling dictionaries. At 2 p.m. the first
children to finish the dictionaries were given paper for

"my Tooth Story." This was 35 minutes after Mrs. Meijer

had given directions. By 2:10 Donald, Jimmy, Paul, and
Jessica were finished with both tasks and off to other
activities.

Aftat recess (2:20 to 2:40) Mrs. Meijer demonstrated
the day's art project, leaf rubbings. At 2:50 the class
was told that tha tooth story must be finished before
they could go on to the art project. Mrs. Meijer was at
the small table helping students with the spelling of
difficult words. She called Pam to come back to the
table with her spelling dictionary. She saw that Pam
was still finibing up on the dictionarY and hadn't even
started her totth story. Mrs. Meijer said to Pam, "This
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[tooth story] is your next focus. Go get your pencil."
Mrs. Meijer sent Pam to the free-reading corner table to
complete her story.

Pam went to the corner and sat down, but then stood up
'again and leaned forward as if to take a few steps
toward the main part of the room. She stopped, appeared
to be deciding if she should go, and then tentatively
ean to her desk and came back a few seconds later with
her spelling dictionary in her hand. This had taken
nlmost two minutes. She finally sat down, scooted the
chair up to the table, looked at the paper in front of
her, then looked away to her left at the bulletin board.
Next she put her pencil up to her head then to her hair,
shaking her right leg all the while. Another minute had
gone by as she flicked her pencil under her chin while
looking at the bulletin board. She finally turned to
her work again, sighed visibly, scooted her chair up and
stopped, scooted back, stood up and turned toward where
Mrs. Meijer was standing. Pam talked to herself,
pointed her finger sternly as if she was mimicking
someone saying, "Sit down here," and then she sat back
down, still mumbling.

Four and a half minutes had now passed since Mrs.
Meijer sent Pam to the corner, and she still had not
begun to write. She looked at her paper again for five
seconds, looked at the bulletin board, glanced at what
the rest of the class was doing, and then looked back at
the bulletin board. Sarah came over to the corner to
get a book and Pam returned to her story, but still did
not write anything.

Almost a minute later Pam went up to get spelling
help from the teacher. She asked Mrs. Meijer to spell
"once upon a time." Mrs. Meijer told Pam that she would
write "once" for her but that she was sure that Pam knew
how to spell "up" and "on" and could put them together.
Mrs. Meijer walked away carrying Pam's spelling
dictionary. Pam and Mary (also waiting for help)
followed her. Pam went back to the corner to work. Two
minutes later she came back up to Mrs. Meijer to get
'tore help. She had to wait a full minute for the
teacher to help two boys who were there before her. At

3:10 Mrs. Meijer told the class to clean up to go home,
and Pam headed back for the corner to work on her story.
Finally, eight minutes and 40 seconds after being told
to go to the corner, Pam gave her tooth story to Mrs.
Meijer. She was told to put her name on it and put it
with the others. (FN's 9-15-81)
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Unfortunately, a copy of Pam's final effort is not available. The

fieldnotes make it clear, however, that she ,_L_ her tooth

story.that day. This incident was recorded on videotape and later

studied after Pam was referred for special education. Originally,

I chose to film Pam because I had observed how hard it was for her

to concentrate on her seatwork when the teacher was not directing

her in a lesson. In the nearly nine minutes that she was in the

reading corner, Pam actually spent less than four minutes on the

writing of the story. It was apparent in the videotape that she

did not sit and coacentrate on this task. Most of the other

children finished nearly 45 minutes before she did. She never got

to the art project and never finished coloring her spelling

dictionary. The specified times in this long vignette are exact

times.

I presume that Mrs. Meijer isolated Pam to help her concen-

trate. She wanted to keep Pam away from the distractions of the

other children doing their leaf rubbings and moving about. Pam

did not work on her story even in the corner where she was alone.

She looked all around, flicked her hair and face with her pencil,

moved her feet and legs, and got up and down several times. This

pattern repeated itself many times over the course of the school

year and was a contributing factor to Pam's having to stay inside

during recess many days to complete her work, even though she was

one of the better readers in the class. Only one other

top-reading-group child, Gail, consistently missed recess. She

had different problems that hindered her completion of the work.
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Mrs. Meijer said that she knew Pam had trouble completing

tasks the previous year as well because she had talked to her

first-grade teacher. Mrs. Meijer wondered if Pam could possibly

have a "far-point copying" problem. She meant that Pam was unable

to look at bomething on the chalkboard and to copy it on her own

paper correctly. This task involves short-term memory also. Was

it the "connection from what she thinks and what she can

produce...or...just hand coordination?" asked Mrs. Meijer (FN's

9-22-81, p. 3). By the third week of school, Mrs. Meijer was try-

ing to diagnose Pam's difficulties and had made careful

observations of her difficulties.

During a science lesson in early December, Pam was chosen by

Mrs. Meijer to portray the sun in a demonstration. In a viewing

session of this lesson held later, Mrs. Meijer noted Pam's quick-

ness in responding to many of her questions and statements. She

said that Pam often looks like she is not paying attention when

she really is. Several examples of this behavior will follow in

the "Things in Spece" vignette. Mrs. Meijer commented that Pam is

"pretty much on task when we have group discussion. It's when

she's left to her own devices that there's a problem" (FN's

12-8-81, p. 3).

Things in Space

"What do we call the place where the earth and stars
are?" asked Mrs. Meijer during an afternoon science
lesson. When no one raised a hand to volunteer an
answer, she called on Elizabeth, one of the most
reliable of the children. Elizabeth tried, but did not
come up with the answer Mrs. Meijer wanted. Sitting a
few seats away from Elizabeth, Pam mouthed the word
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"space," but made no attempt to volunteer. Mrs. Meijer
appeared to see Pam and called on her. Pam started to
raise her hand as she was called on, then said, "Space."
Mrs. Meijer said, "Correct," and went on talking about

_things spinning in space. As she said this Pam spun her

hand and went, "Whirr, whirr," under her breath. The

lesson continued on and Pam played with the recording
vest that she was wearing for the videotaping, talked to

Jason, who kept turning around to talk to her, and put
her finger in and out of her mouth.

About ten minutes after Mrs. Meijer had asked the
question about space, she called for Royce to be a model
of the earth and Pam to be a model of the sun. Pam was

given a kick ball to hold as the sun. She giggled and
seemed pleased to be chosen. Royce was given the globe
for his model of the earth. Mrs. Meijer asked the class
what was wrong with the model of the sun. When no one

responded, she called on Pam. Pam replied, "It's
smaller than the earth." Mrs. Meijer said, "What do you
know about the sun?" Pammy responded, "It's supposed to
be very bigger than the earth." Mrs. Meijer went on to
explain to the class that she would have had to have
given Pam the big Indian rubber ball from the gym if the
model was going to be realistic. As she said this, Pam
buckled her knees under her as if the small ball she was
holding were now a much larger and heavier ball.

Mrs. Meijer then had the children look in their
science books at the picture of the children doing the
experiment. They were balancing the balls on their
heads. Pammy immediately put her kick ball on her head
and then turned to Royce, who was still standing and
holding his earth model in front of him. He copied her

and put his on his head. Pam giggled as Mrs. Meijer
asked them to show the others how the model worked.

The whole experiment lasted four minutes, after
which Pam and Royce were sent back to their seats. Pam
had a big smile on her face as she sat back down in her
desk. The Things in Space science lesson continued.
{FN's 12-1-81)

This brief episode illustrates Pam's ability to comprehend

cognitive content while at the same time physically appearing as

if she was not paying much attention. In the viewing session of

the above lesson Mrs. Meijer said, "Sometimes it's funny, because
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you think a', might not be paying attention when she really is.

Like she responded with hie globe so quickly there" (FN's 12-8-81,

p. 3). Mrs. Meijer was simaking of Pam placing the kickball on

her head.

The writing of the tooth story, described earlier in this

section, is an example of what happened to Pam when she was "left

to her own devices." She was distractible, but as Mrs. Meijer put

it, it was an "inner distraction." She exhibited an "unattending

behsior personality" (FN's 9-30-81, p. 11). Mrs. Meijer said

that Pam tended to see details but couldn't put the whole thing

together. For Pam, the source of her problems as a learner seemed

to come from inside her.

In January Mrs. Meijer began teaching the children cursive

writing. Mrs. Meijer would write the day's letters on the chalk-

board; she also had a chart that she placed about midway in the

class for those in the back row to see. The children had to copy

thli:7 letters from either the board or the chart. Pam had a very

difficult time with cursive writing. Sometimes she tried to do

anothlr assignment when the class was practicing the day's

letters, or she would try to cover her work if an adult walked by.

Her paper was often full of erasures and rips. Mrs. Meijer had

suggested to her parents that they work on handwriting at home

with her. Another time, Pam was heard whining about a lost paper

when it was time for handwriting. This was unusual behavior for

her. She had not previously been seen as a complaining child.

When she finally found her paper it was torn and full of erasures
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even though the children had been told that since these papers

were for practice, they did not have to erase mistakes. Her

problems with cursive writing continued throughout the school

year.

With Pam, more so than with Craig or Neil, Mrs. Meijer was

concerned about possible physiological deterrents to learning. In

mid-year Pam's pediatrician discovered that she had a severe

allergy to peanuts. The doctor had found an excess of some

chemical in her body, and he placed her on a special diet for a

month at the end of February. Mrs. Meijer was concerned that this

strict diet would set Pam even further apart from the other

children. Mrs. Meijer saw Pam as being different from the others

in other ways, too. She told me that Pam's hair style (short and

shaggy), sloppy cowboy boots, and clothes from Sears (never any

designer clothes or brands from specialty shops, FN's 2-18-82,

p. 2) contributed to her lack of friends. The school counselor

told Mrs. Meijer that she was going to suggest a pet to Pam's

parents, but the diet made it impossible. She could not go over

to her best friend's house because the friend had a new dog.

Other kinds of physical indicators of ill health that Mrs. Meijer

noted during the year were dark circles under her eyes, asthma

attacks (reported from home, not at school), and a general lack of

alertness that is usually not seen in a healthy seven year old.

Mrs. Meijer seemed to feel that a great deal of Pam's

difficulty was caused by her parents. She felt that Pam's pt, 'Jnts

were."well-meaning" but that they didn't know "how to parent"
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(FN's 2-18-82, p. 2). She cited several examples in support of

this statement. In first grade, Pam's parents put the house key

on a zhain around her neck. She had to let herself in the house

after school because they both worked. Mrs. Meijer felt that Pam

was too young to have this responsibility. The principal told

Mrs. Meijer that Pam's father was surprised at the suggestion that

he read stories to Pam. She was an only child and was alone much

of the time at home. She had many interests, but they tended to

be of a solitary nature and were science oriented, such as

collecting insects and stones.

Even though Pam was not placed into special education, a

recommendation was made by the building team for her to see the

school social worker. The team felt that she needed counseling

about her peer relationships. The social worker developed a group

that included Pam and three girls of her choosing from the class.

By March 11, Pam's counseling group had met twice and Mrs. Meijer

reported that it seemed to be going well. Pam had to find out

something she did not know about someone else, and Mrs. Meijer

overheard her asking another child. They had seen a movie about

friends in the group. Pam had started to participate in class

discussions again.

The fieldnotes do not contain as much information on Pam as

there is on Craig, but she was also clearly a child who Mrs.

Meijer felt needed extra attention and encouragement. Pam tended

to withdraw into herself rather than interact with peers or her

teacher. Craig, on the other hand, was continuously interacting
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with peers and teachers. Both of these children were referred

for special education services by Mrs. Meijer and both were seen

as "having it, but not being able to put it together."

Pam: A Summary

The difference between Pam's problems and Craig's should be

apparent to the reader now after reading the stories and comments

about both children. The two had been put in the informal group

of "has it, but can't plA it together" children at the beginning

of the year. Whereas Craig seemed to be happy and outgoing, Pam

seemed unhappy and withdrawn from classroom interactions. On a

one-to-one basis she was very talkative, although the teacher

rarely got to see this side of Pam. Although Pam was in the

highest reading and math groups, she was not turning in all of her

seatwork assignments.

The comments are meant to give the reader an idea of Pam's

interactional difficulties. Mrs. Meijer worried about Pam because

she felt that Pam was too different from the other girls to be

able to make friends with them. Mrs. Meijer mentioned things like

Pam's dress, hair style, and her diet as being problem areas.

The two fieldnote stories about Pam contrast her behavior in

an independent activity--writing a story for Dental Health

Week--and in a group activity--the "Things in Space" lesson. Mrs.

Meijer decided, after careful observation, that it was when Pam

was "left to her own devices" that there were problems. She

reasoned that these problems seemed to come from an "inner
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distraction" and, as such, Mrs. Meijer referred Pam to the special

education team as a mildly handicapped child. Mrs. Meijer was

able to use her observational and practical-reasoning skills to

see a child who had high ability but was not achieving school

success primarily due to interactional difficulties of a social

nature rather than to any lack of academic ability.

Neil: Not Referred, No Discrepancy

The third member of this trio, Neil, was not referred for

special education by Mrs. Meijer. His story is being presented as

a contrast case to those of the other ?.wo children in the "has it,

but can't put it together" group. If Pam's distinction was that

she was inner-directed and Craig's was that he was outer-directed,

what was Neil's distinction? What was his "family resemblance" to

Craig and Pam in Mrs. Meijer's mind? Why were Craig and Pam

referred for special education and not Neil? Mrs. Meijer was

concerned about Neil's lack of academic progress as well as that

of Craig and Pam. I looked at Neil's cumulative records for his

educational history. He had been referred for special education

in first grade (3-23-81) but apparently he was not placed. There

was no Individualized Educational Program (IEP) in his school

records to indicate special education placement. Mrs. Meijer had

never mentloned that Neil had been in special education. The

evidence indicates that he had not.



It was noted previously in this report that both Pam and

Craig stuck out in the first days of school as being children

portraying profiles of inappropriateness. In his own way Neil,

the third member of the "has it, but can't put it together"

children, also stood out in those early days. He was one of the

children chosen to be a helper by Mrs. Meijer on the first day of

school. She said that she had deliberately chosen children for

helpers on the first day of school because she wanted to get to

know some of them quickly based on what she knew about them from

last year. That same day, when the principal came in to the

classroom with the superintendent to welcome the children back, he

asked a question of Neil specifically. The only other child the

principal directly called upon by ne Jas Craig. This seemed to

indicate the principal's familiarity with these two boys in

particular. Apparently, the principal also set these two boys

apart in his mind, although his calling on these two boys may have

been a coincidence.

The first task the children were asked to perform indepen-

dently the first day was to make a name tag for themselves. Mrs.

Meijer had laid out index cards and colored marking pens at the

small table. Neil was playing with the markers instead of using

them to complete his name tag, and Mrs. Meijer had to speak to him

about it. Finally she had to ask him to leave the table because

he had spent more than enough time there to complete the project

and still was not done.
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rrs. Meijer noticed that Neil had gotten out of his seat many

times on the first day. The second day of school, she changed

Nei11.s dask from the center of his group of three to the inside,

on the aisle. His desk was moved many more times throughout the

yoer in an attempt to find a productive spot for him. Mrs. Meijer

told me that Neil was "disruptive." He often turned around in his

seat and bothered other children. Neither Craig nor Pam was ever

" 'Ialed disruptive in this sense.

Mrs. Meijer planned to discuss some of the "emotional things"

about Neil with his parents at the November 18 pareut-teacher

conferences. She said that his cumulative school file indicated

that he frequently hit other children. Neil's parents were

scheduled for a double conference (40 minutes), and they ended up

staying even longer. His parents seemed to feel that Neil's past

teachers had been "out for him," and they were afraid his future

teachers would be too. Neil had swim team practice four nights a

week and took piano lessons. Both of these activities were

private, not part of the school program. Mrs. Meijer felt that he

lashed out at school because he did not have any way of getting

"rid of some of his hyperness" (sic) at home. His home time was

very structured. Mrs. Meijer told Neil's parents that she felt

Neil wanted to perform but was unable to. Mrs. Meijer suggested

the possibility of Neil's seeing the school counselor to help him

work out some of his problems. His parents told Mrs. Meijer that



they would think about this and let her know after Thanksgiving

break. Apparently they decided not to follow up on Mrs. Meijer's

suggestion of counseling for Neil as no further mention was made

of it.

Several times in the fall, Mrs. Meijer described Neil as a

"nonfocuatng" child. According to her early definition of focus-

ing, a child was to look at her and pay attention when she was

explaining assignments. Neil was more apt to be turned toward a

neighbor or looking off in the distance than to be looking direct-

ly at the teacher. Many times he even appeared to avoid eye

contact with her.

By January, Mrs. Meijer felt that Neil had "done some improv-

ing" (FN's 1-14-82, p. 4) in the classroom but that his hall and

playground behavior had not gotten any better. She had discussed

this with Neil's mother. On February 3, Mrs. Meijer said she had

to "collar" Neil for spitting on some fifth graders. Neil's

behavior often seemed impulsive, as with the spitting. His class-

room performance often seemed impulsive, as the story to follow

will show.

After the Christmas holidays, Neil began to appear in the

fieldnotes more frequently even though Mrs. Meijer felt that he

was improving. I often stood behind the cubbies to write when I

was in the room. Neil's desk had been moved to the end of this

piece of furniture, apart from the other children. As I stood

there, I often noted that Neil read directions out loud to himself

before he did an assignment. On February 3, all the children had
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to do a worksheet that Mrs. Meijer called the "Candy Page" (see

Appendix F). This worksheet dealt with alphabetical order. The

children were to help the candy maker get his Valentine's Day

sweets ready.

The Candy Page

There was a "cand7 box" with 12 empty spaces at the
top with words written on them. The words were: love,
face, candy, Valentine, kiss, handle, lace, candle,
heart, dandy, mine, and dove. The children were to cut
out the candies and paste them in the candy box in
alphabetical order. They were to write a Valentine poem
using the rhyming words from the candy box. To do this
assignment Neil's strategy was as follows. (1) He cut
out all the "candies." (2) He laid them all out on his
desk. (3) He read the directions aloud to himself.
(4) He started saying the alphabet "a," "b," "c," and
after each letter he paused and looked for a word
beginning with that letter. (5) He found a word that
fit, put a huge glob of glue on the back of it, and
pressed it down on the space. (6) After sticking down
several words, he ran over to the wire basket containing
the worksheets that other children had already finished
and filed. He looked at some of them, then ran back to
his seat. (7) He realized that he had made a mistake
with the "c" words by not noticing that there were two
of them before he went on to the letter "d". He ripped
the misplaced words off the page and started rearranging
his "candy" words. About 30 minutes later, Mrs. Meijer
saw him looking at some other children's papers again
and told him not to do it anymore. (8) Neil took his
page back to his desk and started writing his poem on
the back of the paper. (FN's 2-3-82, p. 3)

This episode demonstrates Neil's strategy for doing the

assignment. Up to a point his strategy was a good one. His

problem may have been that he was not used to having mare than one

word begin with the same letter, or perhaps he simply did not look

closely enough at the 12 words before he spotted "candy" and stuck

it down. As he quickly went through the alphabet, he glued down

the first word he came to with the alphabet letter he was working
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on instead of checking to see if there were other words that

started with the same letter. The episode also seems to

demonstrate that Neil cared about completing his work correctly.

At least two times as he was working, he ran back to check the

papers of those who were already done with the Candy Page. The

first time he checked he saw that he had made a mistake by going

on to the "d" words, and he was able to return to his seat and

correct his awn error.

Mrs. Meijer had a lengthy conference with Neil's parents on

February 18. They were upset about his report card EA had asked

for a conference with the principal and Mrs. Meijer. -tarted

the meeting by asking the principal if he had seen Neil's report

card. He told them that he and Mrs. Meijer had written it

together so he was well aware of its contents. Neil's parents

told him that they had hired a private psychologist to Jrk with

Neil. They were again offered the services of the school

counselor, and again said that they would consider it. Mrs.

Meijer came away from the meeting with the distinct opinion that

the parents did not think much of her as a teacher. She said that

she learned about Neil's family life from listening to his parents

talk. She said that he was under constant parental supervision.

His father sat with him every night as he practiced the piano.

Mrs. Meijer got the impression that the parents did not agree on

childrearing practices. She said that several times the father



deferred a question to the mother, notably about going to see a

psychologist. Mrs. Meijer said that Neil's brother was having a

hard _time, according to his kindergarten teacher.

On February 23, Neil appeared in class wearing glasses. Mrs.

Meijer told me that he needed to wear them for reading and other

ciose work. He fingered them, twirled them, and took them on and

off. Neil rarely wore his glasses as the school year progressed.

Mrs. Meijer had also met with Neil's psychologist and they had set

up a behavior modification plan for Neil with four rules. The

rules were taped to his desk. They read: (1) Stay in seat. (2)

Not bother others. (3) Sit quietly--hands and mouth. (4) Do your

own work. Neil could receive up to 16 check marks per day for

complying with all four rules during the four times per day that

the teacher was supposed to check him. Mrs. Meijer kept a tally

of infractions by making marks on her hand when she caught Neil

breaking a rule. Neil was supposed to keep track himself and

report to her at the end of each day. At 2:30 on the 23rd, Mrs.

Meijer had three tallies for Neil, and she told me that yesterday

she had had seven.

About a week later I asked Mrs. Meijer how Neil's plan was

coming along. She said that she had not been able to follow

through on it last Friday because of the special activities at

school. Mrs. Meijer said that if she had time she would sit down

and have Neil rate himself on a five-point scale. She said that

she reminded him during the day by saying, "four rules,' but it

doeRn't stick. There's no guilt...even though I've told him
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'that's not acceptable school behavior'" (FN's 3-11-82, p. 5).

She talked about not understanding how Neil could be so "mousie"

(acting quiet and timid) at times and so "totally out of whack" in

other instances, like wrestling in the library (FN's 3-2-82,

p. 4).

Neil was in trouble for talking while the teacher was talking

and for sharing answers with other boys. In the hallways he had

been pulling hair, grabbing hats, and tripping other children.

Mrs. Meijer said that he had trouble processing information. By

March, processing had become part of Mrs. Meijer's definition of

focus. She said, "He can't narrow it down enough and focus enough

on what he wants to say and spit it out in less than 50 words."

She described Neil as "just tumbling over himself" (FN's 3-1-82,

p. 4). This was in reference to an incident when Neil was at the

computer. Something had not worked right and he had to go ask

Mrs. Meijer about it. He was unable to express to her verbally

what was wrong.

The spring parent-teacher conferences were held March 17-19.

Neil's parents were late for their conference because they had

spent extra time in an earlier session with his brother's teacher.

They stayed longer than their allotted time with Mrs. Meijer, too.

They brought a letter to her from the psychologist. He wanted to

meet with her to go over the behavior modification plan. The

psychologist wrote that she was not to lecture Neil, but simply to

instruct him. He also suggested that daily removal from the group

for disruption would be better for Neil than long-term removal of
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his desk to another area of the room. Mrs. Meijer was upset about

the letter. She felt that the psychologist was trying to tell her

how to run her class.

When I asked her why she had not referred Neil for special

services in light of all his problems, she said, "I have pegged

Neil as a student of low-average ability, and when he pqrforms, he

performs at that ability range." She said that she felt he could

"probably do more if he could focus on the task and keep his mind

on himself instead of others, but as far as seeing a learning dis-

ability, or places where our specialists could help, I really

haven't seen that Neil needs that kind of thing. In fact, I think

the psychologist will probably do more in terms of the boy's

behavior, because of getting to the parents, than anything else"

(FN's 3-23-82, p. 6). Clearly, Mrs. Meijer felt that Neil'i

parents were the major cause of Neil's prOl ms. She sew Uttle

that she or the school district could do for him at thi.

On April 1, Neil told Mrs. Meijer that Craig had bent his

fingers back on the playground. When Mrs. Meijer asked Craig

about the incident, he said he did bend Neil's fingers back, but

he did it because Neil punched him in the stomach first. Mrs.

Meijer reprimanded Neil for hitting Craig. Later in the day,

Neil's desk was isolated from the other children for not paying

attention. For the most part, Neil appeared to be accepted by the

other boys'. While not one of the most popular children, he was

not shunned by his classmates as were Craig and, at times, Pam.
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Mrs. Meijer continued to send home nightly reports to Neil's

parents throughout the spring. This meant that she had to check

on his behavior 16 times a day. She told me that Neil's

psychologist felt that he no longer needed to come to therapy.

Mrs. Meijer said that, in class, Neil was "right back to his old

behavior. Even though I'm sending these home, I don't think the

family's giving him the rewards that they were" (FN s 5-26-82,

p. 9). She said that at first Neil "lived in mortal fear" of the

daily checklist. She said that she had sent home a bad report the

previous day for "library shenanigans." He was too loud, would

not settle down when asked, and did not do much seatwork. Mrs.

Meijer ended her discussion of Neil that day by repeating her

feelings that Neil's parents had an incorrect perception of him.

Mrs. Meijer felt that he had low-average !thility and that

when he did work, he worked at that level. In other words, there

was no discrepancy between his ability and his achievement--ons

the criteria for suspecting a learning disability. On the other

hand, although his disruptive behavior continued to bother her all

year long, Mrs. Meijer apparently felt that there were no services

that the school district could provide to help Neil with his

behaliior. Neil was not referred for special education services

during the 1911-82 school year. If Neil continued to show such a

profile of l';lappropriateness all year long, why was he never

referred for special education? If the source of Pam's problems

was some type of inner distraction and Craig's waz1 some type of

outer distraction, the source of Neil's probls seemed to be from
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outside the school environment altogether. Mrs. Meijer spent more

time with Neil's parents in the school year than with any of the

othei parents. The lack of R npecial education referral decision

for Neil seemed to have a great deal to do wlth how Mrs. Meijer

saw the child in relationship to his family.

I would like to present se...-eral stories about Neil's class-

room behavior because I want to explore further his classroom

responses to see why Mrs. Meijer had originally grouped Neil with

Craig and Pam as "having it, but not being able to put it

together." "Getting the Math Test Done" will show Neil's early

problems with attention and impulsivity. He got up three times to

go to the bathroom and once to go to the hall within a 30-minute

time period during a math test.

Getting the Math Test Done

In the first days of the school year Mrs. Meijer
gave the children a number of informal achievement te36s
to help determine her group placements. On
September 10, after storytime in the afternoon, she
asked the children to get ready to do another page of
the math test they had started the previous day. Neil

was chosen to pass out the papers. Mrs. Meijer told the
children that this page would be a little harder than
their previous work. They began to work on it at about
1:30. She walked around, looking over shoulders, as the
children worked. A few minutes later she told Donald,
who was helping Neil, that Neil needed to do his awn
york. She reminded the children that this was a test to
see what they already knew. It would help her to know
what to teach them. An she walked past Donald and Neil,
Neil took a poke at her with his pencil. Mrs. Meijer,
in all likelihood, did not feel it because it had been
more of a pretend swipe. Donald, who proved to be the
best student in the class in math, finished the test in
about ten minutes. At 2:07, everyone else was done
except Pam, Steve, And Neil. In the approximately 30
minutes between the time Neil was told to do his own
work and the fieldnote observation that he was still
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working at 2:07, he had taken two bathroom breaks and
had been out of his seat at least two other times that I
observed. After the first bathroom break, Neil forgot
to turn out the light (room procedure) and was reminded
-to do so by three or four other children. Mrs. Meijer
then noticed that he did not have much of the test done
and told him where she wanted him to be on the page when

she returned. He worked a little and then watched John
draw for a while before he took another bathroom break
and then went out into the hall. Mrs. Meijer followed
him and could be heard telling him to always let her
know when he was leaving the room. He came back in with
a pencil box and went on with his math work. Meanwhile
the majority of the other children had moved on to the
next assignment and were getting ready to go outside for
recess. (FN's 9-10-81, p. 6)

After the children had left for the day, Mrs. Meijer told me

that Neil was a "lazy, nonfocusing child." She said that from

what she could see of his math test as she walked around, Us

answers looked good. She said that he had done better today than

yesterday and that he had completed more work. She felt that

moving his seat to the aisle helped. When asked if math was

particularly hard for Neil, Mrs. Meijer responded, "When he does

attend, he can perform, but it's just that he is a nonfocusing

child" (FN's 9-10-81, p. 8). In other words, when he attended to

his work he could do it. He had the ability.

Earlier in this section Neil's strategy for doing the Candy

Page worksheet was discussed. Another example of his use of a

learning strategy for math was observed on October 29. These

strategy stories are being included to give the reader an idea of

Neil's cognitive abilities. His strategies may not be unique for

a seven year old, but because Neil did so much subvocalizing

(talking quietly to himself) it was saw) fur me to record how his
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thoughts seemed to connect to his actions. On October 27, Neil

was at the computer doing the day's math program. Several times

he left the computer and ran over to his desk where he seemed to

be doit4 something to his Snoopy name tag that was taped to the

top of his desk. Men he would run back to the computer and type

in his answer. I was too far away to be able to tell exactly what

was going on. On October 29, however, I was standing at the cub-

bies, right by Neil's desk, and could watch him working without

being conspicuous.

Using a Math Strategy

Neil had a ditto page of 24 subtraction 41. ,J

sitting in front of him. He was not getting started
rIght away. It was 11:29 and he had done only one
prcblem. I could hear him talking to himself (under his
bLvath) about his math problems being the next thing to
do. He sat and rocked in his seat a bit, then stared in
space, still not working. Two minutes later, after Mrs.
Meijer spoke to some other children about getting to
work, he began. He went to his Snoopy name tag again,
and this time I could see Lhat he had devised a way of
using it to count. He did not have a number line taped
to his desk like some of the other children. (Mrs.

Meijer did not have enough of them for the whole class
and was waiting for mors to come.) As I watched, he
appeared to be tapping his pencil on the letters of his
name and on the picture of the dog. He tapped certain
parts of the letters and the dog to count. (Closer
observation of the name tag later found many
pencil-point marks ln it.) I could see that he was
getting the problsms correct. He quit for a while,
watched some interaction between Royce and John, and
then went back to the last row of problems. It was now
11:37 and the problem was 12 - 3. He said, "Twelve
minus three" aloud and counted on Snoopy and on his
fingers saying, "1, 2, 3." Then he said, "9," wrote his
answer down, and took his paper over to the wire basket
for completed math papers. He left his paper and came
back to his desk but counted out another problem. Then
he went back co the basket, got his paper out, and
changed one of his answers. (FN's 10-29-81, p. 3)
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Neil seemed to have most of the answers correct as I watched

him, so I decided to look at the problem he had changed. I saw an

erasure on 14 - 6. He had erased an 8 and written in a 7. I

looked at the payer under his, but it was correct 14 - 6 = 8. I

went over and asked Neil why he had changed his answer. He said,

"I thought it was a wrong answer" (FN's 10-29-81, p. 3). Although

I was unable to detect any further reason why Neil thought his

answer was wrong, I had discovered what he was doing with his

Snoopy name tag. He had devised his own unique math aid. While

this is not a remarkable ability in a child by any means, it does

give a clue to Neil's mental abilities and his resourcefulnes

This type of anxious behavior was noted at other points

during the school year. One afternoon when the class was with the

other second-grade teacher for social studies, they were assigned

partners of the opposite sex and had to pantomime an action that

she had written on a slip of paper. Neil did not have a partner,

so the teacher asked him to be hers. When they got ur, in front to

perform their action, Neil forgot what to do and Mrs. Field had to

whisper it to him. Later she told me that "his hands were shaking

with nerves" (FN's 10-1-81, p. 6). He seemed particularly

reluctant to perform in front of the class. This included the

simae volunteering of an answer when Mrs. Meijer asked a

question. Unlike Craig, whose hand was generally up whether he

knew the answer or not, and Pam, who would volunteer when she knew

the answer, Neil was quite reticent about this aspect of being a

student.
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Neil's switching between behaviors may have been one factor

that caused Mrs. Meijer to be puzzled about him. One day she

remaiked that sometimes he was "such a mouse" (FN's 3-2-82, p. 4).

It did not seem to go with his aggressive behavior at other times,

like wrestling in the library, hitting and spitting on the play-

ground, and teasing other children behind the teacher's back. One

morning Mrs. Meijer showed the class Neil's paper as an exnmple of

a good handwriting assignment. He shyly smiled and looked proud

(FN's 1-13-81, p. 1). Another day I observed him making a paper

airplane out of a note Mrs. Meijer had given him for having a good

paper (FN's 2-2-82, p. 2).

Although Neil did not seem to have one particular best friend

in the class, he was usually in the mainstream of activities. On

the playground he always took an active part in whatever sport the

boys were playing. One day when the reading teacher came in to do

a lesson, Neil was chosen to act out a fairy tale. He was allowed

to choose any two boys to help him. Donald was his first choice

and Jimmy his second. Donald was one of the smartest children in

the class. He was mischievous, but only behind the teacher's

back. Jimmy was fun-loving and quite often in trouble with Mrs.

Meijer but was in the top groups for reading and math.

Neil: A Summary

The stories and comments about Neil were included to give the

reader a sense of Neil and a chance to think about why he was not

referred for special education by Mrs. Meijer. Initially Neil was
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grouped with the other twn re- ,. children as "having it, but

can't put it together." After many months of observing Neil and

trying to make sense out of his actions, Mrs. Meijer decided that

he was of low-average ability and was achieving to his ability

when he wanted to. Therefore, she did not refer him.

The comments show Neil to be a boy who had trouble staying in

his seat and concentrating on his work. He bothered other

children. He could not stay focused on the tasks at hand, even

when his desk was isolated from those of his peers. He seemed

afraid to speak out in class and was hesitant to approach the

teacher for help, but could be very aggressive on the playground

or in the hallways. I had seen him be mean to other children.

Mrs. Meijer had seen him hft, and spit at other children.

In the fieldnote stories I have tried to describe incidents

that would support the above comments. Neil had strategies for

learning that he would use instead of always asking Mra. Meijer

for help as Craig did. The stories make it clear chat Neil wanted

to complete his school tasks successfully, as evidenced by the way

he would check hia answers against other students' work. They

also show Neil in times uf inattention and nonfoods.

Neil was more or less salient to Mrs. Meijer as the school

year went on. He was not always the focu3 of her comments. There

came a point when she no longer felt there was c 40 between what

he was capable of achieving and what he actual:7 z.lchfq,vd, It is

doubtful that this happened at any onr poiut tn r'lat eould be

pinpointed. The first opportunity that Mrs, 'CII;ar may had
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to put all her observations together might have been the day I

asked her why she had not referred Neil for special education

(FN's 3-23-82).

Case Studies: Overall Summary

The significance of the teacher's practical reasoning and

observation can be seen in the three case studies presented.

Throughout the difficult process of diagnosing a child who is not

succeeding in school and trying to decide if specl.al education

services are an appropriate alternative, the regular education

classroom teacher is in the pivotal position. The teacher is

receiving a great deal of input from the child, from the other

children's reactions to the child, from her or his awn reactions

to the child, and most important from the way this input is inter-

actionally put together in the context of her or his classroom.

The teacher takes all the new input and must make sense of it in

the context of her or his own expectations, her or his personal

traits, and the constraints and opportunities placed on her o. him

by the school district, among other factors. This is not an easy

task. Teachers are rarely given credit by the public, or even by

their own administrators, for the complexity of the decisions they

must make about children.

When she decided not to refer Neil, Mrs. Meijer added another

piece to the puzzle of how a teacher goes about deciding whom to

refer for special education. She hnd grouped Neil with Craig and

Pam in the set of children who she felt had the ability to succeed
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in school, but somehow could not yet put everything together to be

a success. Craig had been referred and labeled learning disabled.

Pam 'fad been referred and given school counseling services. Neil

was a disturbing child to Mrs. Meijer. This was evident in the

fieldnotes and interviews. She talked about his disruptive

behavior and indicated that she felt it had an emotional basis,

but said that she did not see any of the services they had at

Pawnee School being right for Neil. She felt that his outside

therapy was the best thing for Neil and his family.

In Interview 8 (3-11-82) I asked Mrs. Meijer what she was

seeing or noticing at that point in the year. Her response struck

me as curious at first because.instead of citing anything having

to do with the curriculum or with particular children, she

responded by talking about the contacts that she had had with

Craig's, Pam's and Neil's parents that year. She said that "many

of the problems of the children are there because of the parental

problems" (FN's 3-11-82, p. 5).

To varying extents, Mrs. Meijer appeared to attribute the

cause of the problems of all three of her "has it, but can't put

it together" children to their parents. I sensed that with Craig

she felt he was just like his parents, and she questioned the

extent to which education was valued in the home. Craig's mother

had helped at school with the Halloween party and the puppet

making project. His parents were concerned about his lack of
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progress but seemed as bewildered as Craig as to what to do about

it. As v1ll be seen later, Craig was making progress. He just

hatl a lot further to go than some of the other children.

Mrs. Meijer attributed much of Pam's problem to her parents'

lack of ability to parent. She described them as bright, highly

educated people with an eight-year-old daughter who was being

treated more like a miniature adult. While Mrs. Meijer held Pam's

parents responsible in part for her problems, she did not view the

relationship as destructive to Pam. It simply did not help her

self-confidence. Pam's inner distraction played a part in the

feeling of joint responsibility between child and parent for her

problems.

Mrs. Meijer said that she felt Neil's problems were a result

of parental pressures on him. Mrs. Meijer sensed an inharmonious

relationship between the parents over child rearing, and she felt

that this greatly hampered Neil's chances of success in school.

She may not have referred Neil for special education because she

felt that his parents were responsible for his behavior. It

should also be recalled that Neil was referred, but not placed,

for special education in first grade.

_When she said that Neil did not fit into existing special

education services, Mrs. Meijer added evidence to the argument

that a teacher takes a phenomenological approach to making class-

room decisions such as determining which children are in need of

special education help. She looked at the child's needs in

relationship to the total school picture. She expected her class
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to "jell," both educationally and behaviorally, at certain times

during the school year. Mrs. Meijer had an idea of what was

avaifable in the school in terms of special help for children.

She did not see the district specialists as being able to help

Neil. She seemed to have made this decision on her own as she

never referred Neil to the multidisciplinary team. It should also

be pointed out that Neil was receiving assistance privately. Mrs.

Meijer said that she felt the outside therapy could do more for

Neil than a referral to special education.

This concludes the general discussion of the data about the

"has it, but can't put it together kids." Next will follow a

description of what happened to the two children who were referred

for special education and the process each went through in the

course of getting a special education identity.

The Special Education Referral Process:
Craig's and Pam's Paths

The discussion in this section deals directly with Craig and

Pam. In the previous section, examples of their general classroom

behavior were given. The specifics of their referrals for special

education services by Mrs. Meijer will now be presented. Children

like Craig and Pam seem to keep time to a "different drummer" as

they progress through school. Both children's idiosyncrasies

stood out from the first days of the school year as recorded in

fieldnotes, audiotaped interviews, and videotaped recordings of

the classroom. What follows is an examination of each child's
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education career path as they went through the special education

referral process in the 1981-82 school year. The official steps

leading to referral will be traced separately (see Figures 16 and

17) in the coming pages.

Craig's Path

Craig was one of the first children "targeted" by Mrs. Meijer

in our conversations held on 9-21 and 9-22. In Figure 16 a

summarization of the events leading up to Craig's placement into

special education is given. The major decision points are

discussed next; with pertinent examples from the fieldnotes when

appropriate.. The firs ling team meeting for Craig was held

on October 5, 1981, not sitiv,,o. a month into the school year.

Present at this meeting were the principal, Mrs. Meijer, the

remedial reading teacher, the resource room teacher, and the

district school psychologist. Mrs. Meijer had submitted a four-

page referral form that was standard in the elementary schools in

the Seneca district (see Appendix D). As a result of this meet-

ing, Craig was observed in the classroom by the resource room

teacher on October 21. Craig did not seem to be bothered by his

school progress at all. A few frustrating events had happened,

but I never really saw an indication of his unhappiness until

October 27. That day everything seemed to fall apart for Craig,

and real frustration crept into his voice. At the beginning of

the morning he had been warned to turn around in his desk. He was

told that he would be sitting on the floor again (see FN's
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10-8-81) today if he did not. Mrs. Meijer then had the class do

Upa-You-Body for math. Craig was the only one left F[,:anding after

she called the names on the papers she had received the day

before. She and the class waited while Craig searched around his

desk for the paper. She asked him if he had done it, and in a

high-pitched voice he responded, "I don't know- (FN's 10-27-81,

p. 1). Mrs. Meijer went over to help him l-Nok for it. She later

said that she found over 20 unfinished papers in his work folder.

A little while later the class started to do spelling. The

children were told to open their books and look for something.

Wb1:1-g the rest of the children took their books out, Craig merely

sat and stared. When Mrs. Meijer asked che children to look at

something specific, he said, "I can't see it" in that same high-

pitched voice. While it was not unusual for Craig to be on the

wrong page or to be starting to work after the other children, it

was unusual for him to be usi.ag such a high-pitched voice to

respond to Mrs. Meijer. It was as if the -alization that he was

floundering in the school work had finelly naught up with him. It

was now the end of October.

Craig's problems seemed to be caz:rying over into his physical

education class too. That same day when Mrs. Meijer asKed the gym

teacher how her class's behavior had been, she was told that they

were doing much better except for "one little guy" (FN's 10-27-81,

p. 3), Craig. For the next three months Mrs. Meijer spent a great

deal of her time trying to help Craig by getting special services

for him. On November 5, she met with his parents to discuss l'as
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difficulties. She reported that his father was pretty quiet.

Craig's mother had given her consent for psychological testing to

be dane. She said that she had always known there was some type

of problem with Craig.

The second building team meeting took place in mid-November.

The results of the resource room teacher's observation were

discussed, and Mrs. Meijer was told that the tests might not show

any learning disability until fourth grade. The team decided to

go ahead with psychological assessment, and the required form was

sent home for Craig's parents to sign. The school psychologist

saw Craig on December 8, two months after the first team meeting

was held. The psychologist's report was ready after the holiday

break, but the meeting was delayed twice because there were snow

days on two successive Mondays. The team could not meet any other

day because the district specialists had to be in ot,...r buileings

on the other -lays. The third team meeting finally took place on

Febntery 8 anz2 was attendtd by the same people as before, with the

addition of tliq tIchool counselor. At this meeting, Mrn. Meijer

was told that Craig did not qualify for f.pecial education services

in the Seneca School District..

The IEP meeting was held on March 3, 1982, five months after

Mrs. Meijer had first referred Craig. Attending this meeting were

Craig's father, the school psychologist, the principal,

Mrs. Meijer, the resource room teacher, and the school counselor.

The recommendation of the team was that no placement be made at

that time. Mrs. Meijer was asked to reevaluate Craig in June to
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see if fall 1982 placement in the resource room might be

warranted. Just two weeks later, before the spring parent-teacher

conference, Mrs. Meijer told me that she was ready to recommend to

his parents that Craig be allowed by them to go into the resource

room then, rather than waiting until June. She did not make the

recommendation because the reading teacher asked the parents to

take Craig to get an electroenceph;.tlogram (tracing of his brain

waves) to exclude the possibility of neurological involvement.

The reading teacher had worked with a child similar to Craig

before, and that child had had neurological problems. Craig's

pal:Tuts asked for services to begin at a meeting they had with

Mrs. Meijer in May. On June 10, Craig was formally placed into

the special education system as a learning disabled student. He

finally had his special education identity.

It took the entire school year to resolve what Mrs. Meijer

first deemed to be a serious problem that would stand in the way

of Craig's educational success in seald grade. I will return to

a discussion of what was happening to Craig in the classroom

around some of the crucial times in the referral pror following

the section on Pam'a referral steps.

Pam's Path

Early in the year Mrs. Meijer was sufficiently concerned

about Pmm's difficulties to telephone her mother rather than wait

for Open House or conferences to come up. What bothered the

teacher most was Pam's inability to complete assignments due to
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not being able to focus on the task. She was questioniL_ the

cause of Pam's distractibility. Mrs. Meijer wondered if it W4' Aq

auditory, or a visual, or even an internal distractibility

(Interview 3, 9-22-81). Mrs. Meijer talked to the building team

about Pam in early October. The school counselor told her that

Pam wouldn't qualify _or special education because her reading

scores were too high. She suggested that Mrs. Meijer use an

"office" (a desk separated from the rest of the children's desks

to limit distractions) with Pam. This suggestion was never

followed during the researcher's presence in the classroom.

On November 12, Mrs. Meijer said that Pam was next for

referral now that she had Craig "in the works." She said that she

wanted to "go on record" (FN's 11-12-81, p. 5) as having tried

regardless of what the counselor had said about Pam's eligibility

chances. Around this time she also noticed that Pam was bending

her face particularly close to her paper and wondered if she might

need her eyes checked or a complete physical exam. There was no

Pawnee School Referral Form -omoleted.by Mrs. Meijer on Pam, as

her mother had been the one who finally asked the principal to

have her evaluated. In this case, the team skipped directly to

the assessment phase of the referral process (see Figure 17).

After the Christmas holiday, Pam was tested by the resource room

teacher. When the teacher walked Pam back down to the room from

the testing, she told Mrs. Meijer that she had not checked all the

test answers yet, but she felt that Pam was "very bright" (FM's

1-5-82, p. 3).
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Report cards went home on Fride4, February 5. Mrs. Meijer

told me that Pam's mother had called her at home on Saturday. Pam

had burst into tears when her parents found the report card in her

school bag on Saturday. According to her mother, Pam had sobbed

that the other kids did not like her. Pam told her parents that

they had all hated her since she was in preschool. Apparently

this ceporc card was the breaking point fr,r Pam after holding

these Feelings inside for three years. Unfortunately, I did not

get a copy of Vat_ report card to see what had upset Pammy.

On Feburary 9, the second team meeting was held to discuss

Pam's test results. At this meeting Mrs. Meijer was told that

Pam's parents had taken her to a pediatrician. When he noted the

dark circles under her eyes, the thinness of her body, and the

increase in asthma attacks, he felt that there might be a physical

problem. It was reported that the parents were taking the child

to an allergy specialist.

Another team meeting was held on February 16, and Mrs. Meijer

was told that since Pam did not have any academic problems, she

did not qualify for special education. It was decided that the

school counselor would meet with her to work on her socialization

skills. A km dayd later Pam was noticed eating a lunch of rice

cakes, carob chutiks, and fruit juice. She told me that she could

not have any eggs, milk, or wheat foods for 30 days.

On February 23, Mrs. Meijer told me that the counselor had

asked Pam to choose four girls to be in her socialization group.

The group finally got settled on March 2 and included Sarah, Mary,
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and Carrie in addition to Pam. On February 25 Mrs. Meijer said

that Pam's mother had called to ask her if there had been any

noticeable changes since the diet began. Mrs. Meijer said that

Pam had been more responsive in class and the black circles icier

her eyes seemed to be gone. She was still having a gret deal of

trouble with cursive writing. Pam's IEP meeting was held on

March 1. On March 2 (Interview 7), Mrs. Meijer discussed the

results. Pam's mother had explained that the allergy tests would

be going on all month. Pam's gutnea pig had to be taken away.

Pam had been having trouble with Judy, a classmate who lived in

her neighborhood. Judy had received a new dog and Pam could not

go over to her home to see it because of the allergy tests. Pam's

mother told Mrs. Meijer that Pam had always had a hard time making

friends. Her current best friend was the kindergarten-age son of

family friends. Pam talked about marrying him, according to the

mother.

The IEP report stated that Pam's reading, math, and spelling

were all at grade level or above. The school psychologist said

that Pam's problems were "social emotional discomfort" (FN's

3-2-82, p. 3). She recommended that the counselor dork with Pam

on making friends. She said that Pam had a real feeling of isola-

tion. The psychologist felt that these problems were probably the

cause of Pam's poor school performance. She was unhappy with her-

self for not being able to do the things she saw other second

graders do. Mrs. Meijer said that they told the mother that Pam

seemed to be "socially naive" in terms of her age group. Pam's
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mother told the team that she had hoped the "allergy thing" was

the reason for the problems, but not anymore. The dark circles

under.her. eyes had come back, and the same reactions reappeared

even though she was still on the diet.

On March 23, Mrs. Meijer said that Pam's father had come in

alone for the parent-teacher conference. She told me that they

discussed the diet and Pam's failure to increase her academic out-

put. He said that they would try to help her with cursive writing

at home. They also talked about how hard it is to be the parent

of a child you know is smart yet isn't succeeding in school.

The rest of the spring passed by without any noticeable

improvement in Pam's work habits. Mrs. Meijer's comments about

Pam in Interview 10 on May 26 can be summed up by the statement

that there has been "no significant change." She went on: "The

only thing I can say about Pam is that she may be a little more

outgoing and a little bit more responsive to me, but as far as

producing any more work..." (FN's 5-26-82, p. 8). She then said

that Pam's reading scores for the end of the year were fine. Her

word recognition was 4.7 and her comprehension score was 3.6 (in

grade equivalents). "You know the ability is there. It's just

the application of skills that doesn't come .°..nrough or show up on

paper" (FN's 5-26-82, p. 8). When asked about the counseling

group, Mrs. Meijer said that Pam was going alone now. According

to Mrs. Meijer, she "did not have the desire [to put in the work]

to change.... Even though it bothered her, it must not have

bothered her enough to do the things that she was asked to do"
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(FN's 5-26-82, pp. 8 & 9). She was friendly with Judy again, and

one friend seemed to be enough for Pam.

At year's end, despite Mrs. Meijer's efforts, Pam was still

floundering, "left to her awn devices." Unlike Craig, for whom

some hope of help during the following year had been held out,

there was no more discuylion about what could be done for Pam.

My Reactions to the Referral Process

When I read back over the fieldnotes for the entire year, I

noted that in mid-February Craig was no longer figuring in the

notes as much as he had previously. In fact, the notes were prac-

tically devoid of specific "Craig incidents" for two or three

weeks. In looking over his referral path (see Figure 16), note

that it was on February 8, at the third building team meeting,

that Mrs. Meijer had learned that Craig would not qualify for

special education services. She was disappointed, as she felt

that Craig was a little boy who could greatly benefit from one-

to-one help. She said, "He's so eager to do well" (FN's 2-9-82,

p. 5) and he could really have "benefited from the extra help."

Mrs. Meijer had been sure all along that Craig would qualify for

special education. She may have felt his ineligibility was a

negation of her ability to identify a child for special education.

Perhaps the disappearance of Craig references in the fieldnotes

was also a reaction to my awn shared disappointment with

Mrs. Meijer because I had followed his progress so closely.
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Possibly, it was because Mrs. Meijer became more focused on other

children from then on.

With Pam there was also disappointment, but Mrs. Meijer had

never held out much hope for her placement from the beginning

(refer to the "just want to go on record" comment). Also, Pam did

end up receiving counseling services from the school's guidance

counselor. On the other hand, Mrs. Meijer was more disappointed

about Craig because he received an "on hold" for three months

until his reevaluation in June. By June, with enough discrepancy

between Craig's achievement and his ability finally documented, he

was placed into an LD resource room program for the next school

year.

Both Craig's and Pam's special education referral paths are

retraced in Figure 18. The regular education classroom was the

starting point in the referral process. The first decision point

(or gate) was when Mrs. Meijer decided whether or not to refer the

children to the special services department. If a referral was

made, the building team met to discuss the child and to decIde if

testing and/or observation were needed. If testing was done the

next decision point came at the IEP meeting. At this meeting,

with the parents present, it was determined if the child qualified

for special education or not. Another option, "not placed but

keep under observation," was used for Craig. This meant that the

teacher was to keep a close watch on the child's progress and

alert the team if further action was needed. In this option,

another IEP meeting was held after a stated period of time. At
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the second .IEP meeting for Craig it was decided that he should be

placed into special education for the following school year.

Summary

The overriding research question of the study was: How does

one teacher come to identify children as being in need of special

education services in the early elementary grades? The conclu-

sions of the study were derived from an intensive year-long par-

ticipant observational study of one experienced teacher in a

suburban second-grade classroom.

My intention in this section has been to show the hmportance

of the teacher's observation and practical reasoning in the spe-

cial education referral decisions that she made. The children did

not get special education identities based on static behaviors on

a classification referral instrument. She did not refer every

child in her class who had problems, nor did she even refer all

the children whom she targeted for referral early in the year.

She used multiple factors that varied in their individual impor-

tance with the child being considered. As such she was using

polythetic rather than monothetic classification schemata (Levine,

1984). This type of classification helps account for her use of

the family resemblance (Wittgenstein, 1953) approach when she made

her referral decisions. The children referred for special educa-

tion resembled each other in many aspects of their classroom

responses, but they did not have identical difficulties, as was

shown in the case studies presented.
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Simply having a gc,l undTstanding of the typical

behavioral characteristics that indicate one or another handi-

capping condition did not provide enough specific, contextually

embedded information for the teacher to make the practical deci-

sion to refer a particular child for special education services or

uot. The teach.:.-r's observations of the interaction of the child

with the classroom and school system, as well as the teacher's own

past experience, were crucial in the -ictual referral decisions

that were made. A teacher's personality, her or his past experi-

ence, and her or his teaching philosophy interact with student

characteristics and behavior. These mediate what students do with

the teacher in classroom interactions (Mehan, Hertweck, & Meihls,

1983). There was an "ensemble of items" that mutually supported

and determined one another (Gurwitsch, 1966, p. 24). Mist

ensemble of items was unique to each child being considered.
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Conclusions and Implications for Educational

Research and Practice

Zt has been said that teachers and their stvdents accomplish

desired (and undesired) ends based upon the way they mutually con-

struct "patterns of action and meaning in a classroom microcul-

ture" (Erickson, 1985, p. 91). The patterns differ from year to

year both within and across classrooms. This study was carried

out with an intention to understand how one teacher made decisions

in a classroom. The intention changed to understand how one

teacher and her students engaged in the construction of patterns

of action and meaning resulting ir the teecit!.er's referral of

children for special education services. I believe that what

Mrs. Meijer was talking about when she referred to her class as

not "jelling" was the overall pattern of action and meaning that

she was expecting to see form from within her class. The class

would be "jelled" when the patterns uf action and meaning came

together. It was in the construction of the patterns that the

teacher identified students with problems. The subsequent

referral of two children in the class to special education was but

one of the elements of incongruity that was preventing a clear

pattern of action and meaning from being formed in the late fall

of 1981, but it is the central element of this study.

The topic of this study was the identification of children

with mild to moderate learning or behavior problems in a second-

grade classroom. The identification process for these children

began when the classroom teacher noticed children's beharfors that
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set them apart, either ed cationally or behaviorally (or both),

from the other -en in the class. The observations of the

teacher in this .oy over the course of one school year, leading

to her making two special educatioa referrals, form the major

findings of the study.

The primary question addressed in this participant observa-

tional study had to do with the beginning of the special education

referral process. The overall research question I started the

study with was: How does a second-grade teacher come to identify

children as being in need of special education help? This

question remained constant throughout the year, although the more

focused questions that I posed at the outset of the research did

change as the fieldwork and the school year progressed.

Three major factors influenced the teacher when she set

children apart for special education referral. These factors were

intertwined, but for the sake of a clearer presentation, the find-

ings will be discussed as if there were three separate groups.

The overlap of the factors should be apparent. The three aspects

are not mutually exclusive. As with the nature of the research

and the nature of the questions, all are mutually constituted.

These three factors were: (a) the child's interactional perfor-

mance in the classroom, (b) the teacher's observations and her

practical reasoning about them, and (c) institutional proce-

dures and practices involved in referring a cCt.d to spacial

education. Teachers and their students mutually constitute envi-

ronments as they interact on a face-to-face basis in the
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classroom. The teacher will be prepared for the arrival of his or

her new class. He or she will have the needed materials and an

organized curriculum that he or she wishes (or is expected) to

teach at the start of a given year. In the school studied, there

vais a high rate of stability; therefore, the teacher kt quite a

bit about the children before they walked in the door on the first

day. Yet, the envirc 'era is not entirely preset. Even though a

teacher has all this information, it ire not until the children

arrive that the ahtttterns start to take shape.

In Figure 19 I have shown how the special education referral

children were set apart. The patterns of action and meaning are

Student lnterac-
tional Performance
in Classroom Context
(includes more than
is seen by teacher)

Setting CMldren
Apart

Special Education
Referral

Teacher Observation
and Practical
Reasoning (includes
more than classroom
events)

Figure 19: Mutually constituted patterns of action and
meaning.



constructed at the point where the teacher's observation and

practical reasoning interact with the interactional performance of

the children. This construction takes place in the context of the

classroom. It is also from within this area that children are set

apart into vnrious groupings, such as the instructional groups for

reading and math, remedial groups for reading and math, target

children, withit children, the gang of boys, and special education

referral children, to use some of Mrs. Meijer's namcs. The two

circles do not completely overlap because the interactional per-

formances of the children were not all observed by the teacher.

(See Spencer-Hall, 1981, for further discussion of what goes on

behind the teacher's back.) Also, the teacher's observation and

practical reasoning took in more than just the events in Inr

classroom. Any reasoning she did about her children watt balanced

with what she knew about them, outside her interactionsi day-

to-day perspective. This included reports from forillei: teachers,

the gym teacher, and the other second-grade teacher, who taught

Mrs. Meijer's class social studies. It included her knowledge of

the parents based on conferences and phone calls, and information

outside school from seeing the children in local stores or hearing

about them from their neighbors.

Interactional Performance in Classroom Contexts

Althugh not a new finding, the importance of the inter-

actions that occur on the' first day and in the first few weeks of

the school year were an obvious factor in Mrs. Meijer's special
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education referral dciaions. Even before the first day of school

she had expectations for the cMidren and had made some tentative

groupings, but it was in those ft real face-to-face inter-

actions that she actually began to Jet children apart. She

watched the children's performances in academic activities and in

procedural activities, such as following directions, lining up,

and filing completed papers. She was concerned with how the

children's academic performance was intertwined with their social

performance.

I did not see how crucial the students' interactional

performance was in the early weeks.of the school year until the

year was well underway. Once Mrs. Meijer referred some children

for special education and I started going back through the field-

notes, I found evidence of they set themselves apart from the

beginning. Mrs. Meijer told me that she vatche6 !Tor the following

behaviors on the first day of school:

1. Did the child finish the assigned work?
2. Could the child stay on task?

3. Did the child show signs of fatigue?
4. Was the child copying from another child?
5. What types of questions did the child ask?

(FN's 9-9-81, p. 6)

I have no doubt that she used her answers to these questions to

begin_ forming pictures of each child's interactional performance

though we did not discuss this list as such at the time. Even

before the first day of school, Mrs. Meijer already knew of chil-

dren to whom she wanted to pay close initial attention. Specific

children were chosen as helpers on the first day because of what
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she already knew about them. She looked at the children who had

been leaders in first grade as well as those who were of concern

to their teachers. In the case of Neil, Mrs. Meijer felt that he

was doing better than she expected him to do, based on his first-

grade teacher's comments. This may have been one of the reasons

that she never submitted his name to the special services depart-

ment. Besides Craig and Pam, the only other target child whom

Mrs. Meijer placed in her "has it, but can't put it together"

group was Neil. Craig and Pam were both referred for special

education. There was no evidence that Mrs. Meijer was surprised

about either child's behavior in the first few days oE school.

Dorr-Bremme (1982) found that "students lay a collaborative

part in structuring the classroom environment in which they are

expected to learn and display what they have learned"

This phenomenon was readily seen in the class and teat iied.

The "delicate interactional balancing act" spoken ot 1. ickson

(1985, p. 44) was upsfx' ta the room when the class did not start

to work together, or 'jell," as Mrs. Meijir called it. She

expected that at a certain point in the year the class as a who/e

would move from the acquisition of routines and expectations to

the independent use of these skills. She expected that the chil-

dren would take these skills and move into the heavily acaLumic

part of ehe school year with the interactional competence they had

gained from working and living together in the classroom for two

to three months. Mrs. Meijer's "big push" was from January to

spring vacation. When the patterns of action and meaning did not
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begin to materialize as Mrs. Meijer expected them to, based on her

previous years of experience, her morale was also at its lowest

(see.Figure 3.4, the rhythm of the year chart). This low point

lasted for about six weeks, all through November and up until the

winter holiday break. Her big academic push began after vacation,

and by mid-January the class seemed to be into a smooth routine.

By Interview 9, 3-23-82, she was able to say that most cf the

children were meeting her expectations.

On the majority of the class got into the rhythm of the

year, Mrs. Meijer remained concerned about those children :,Tho

continued to set themselves apart. These children were out of

step. They were in the wrong place at the wrong time. They said

the wrong things at the wrong time. They could not put their com-

pleted papers in the correct wire basket. These children were not

in tune with Mrs. Neijer'd expectations for their interactional

performance. Without a doubt it was Craig who set himself the

furthest apart. He was the only child in the room to obtain a

special education identity. He was to er, up being placed into a

class for the learning disabled. His problems were ubiquitous.

He had social and academic problems in large groups, in small

gro>ps, during seatwork, in peer interactions, and in teacher-

student interactions. No other target child so fully fit this

pervasive pattern of incongruity nor so upset the delicate inter-

actional balancing act in the room.

The school year had its ups and d wns, its own rhythm if you

will, for Mrs. Meijer. At the point in the year when Craig's and
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Pam's problems stood out the most, they were both referred for

special education. They were referred at the time of the year

when Mrs. Meijer was most concerned about the class not jelling.

There is not enough evidence to say firmly that a teacher's

referral decisions are made at low points in the school year.

There may have been other factors involved, but the evidence does

show that the two children were referred at the time of the year

when the C14 JS was not "jelling" for Mrs. Meijer. Further, when

Mrs. Meije- reconsidered Steve and Joe for special education

referral, she was pleased with the class's progress. She did not

refer either boy.

I continued to go beck to the data to try to decide what had

made Mrs. Meijer refer Craig and Pam, but no other target chil-

dren, for help. I believe that these children's overall inter-

actional performance ',lad as much to do with the decision as any

characteristic of learning disabilities or other mild handicapping

condition. Successful interaction& l! performance in Mrs. Meijer's

class included: knowing what to do and when to do it, the ability

to start wovit independently, and following directions. As stated

in the previvus sectlon (see Figure 19), it is in the constructing

of patterns of action and meaning that teachers identify problem

studenta. evellem children ',Dint themselves out" like Craig did

when he oent up for scIns",5 er art time when it was not his row's

turn, stayed seated Olen all the other children had lined up to go

home, sat in the path of everyone the day he had to sit on the

floor fcr rocking in his seat, and poked his head in front of the
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flashlight beam after Mrs. Meijer had told them if they did it one

more time, that would be the end of the science experiment.

/he patterns that Mrs. Meijer looked for when she was trying

to decide whether to refer a child for special education or not

are summarized in Figure 20. The child's focusing ability has to

do with the way the child is able to process the information that

is given, both verbal and written. She looked at their inter-

actional performance across a variety of classroom events. Her

observations from the first days and weeks of the school year were

crucial when she formed her first group of target children. These

Childrents
"focusing"
abilities

PATTERNS OF ACTION AND MEANING

Children's interactional
performance in

classroom events

Children's
cognitive
abilities

.00

Figure 20: Patterns of action and meaning in setting
children apart for special education referral.



factors were tempered by her own perception of the child's needs

and of the services available in the school district. The inter-

actional performance of a student influences "educational gate-

keeping decisions and so students' educational careers" (Dorr-

Bremme, 1982, p. 11). I will come back to the gatekeeper role of

the teacher in the section on identification.

Teacher Observation and Practical Reasoning

The interactional pen. mance of the children in the class-

room was inextricably bound with Mrs. Meijer's observations and

practical reasonlng about her class. As was pointed out earlier

in this chapter, not all of the teacher's practical reasoning is

based on the interactions she sees. She does not even see all the

interactions in the class. Teachers' grounds for decision making

may emerge from the daily observation ana reflection in which they

Pngage. Yet little is known about how teachers actually pay

attention in their awn classroors and make sense out of what they

are seeing. As a result, little is Known about the role that

these ways of seeing play in a teacher's decision-making process.

Mrs. Meijer's special education referral dc,cisions were based on

the sense she made out of the interactional performances of the

children in her classroom.

Mrs. Meijer's early observations led her to make practica2

groupings among her children. The ramifications of these invis-

ible groupings are discussed in the next sectiz7n.. She used these

groupings as reference points, or family resemblances, to draw
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upon as she thought about the children at the beginning of the

school year when there were so many unknowns. There is so much

goin& on at one time in a typical second-grade classroom that it

is impossible for a teacher to pay attention to every detail.

In the discussions of Mrs. Meijer's perceived ideas about the

source of each of the three target children's problems I touched

on, but did not develop, the idea that her referral decisions may

have revolved around her perception of the source of the child's

problems. Mrs. Meijer looked at Pam's problems as an "inner dis-

tractism." Craig's problems were a combination of an environ-

mental distraction and his own inability to put all the pieces

together in a holistic sense, an interactional distraction.

Neil's problems were viewed by Mrs. Meijer as being E., result of

his parents' inability to parent, more of an outer distraction.

She said that the parents figured in both Craig's and Pam's

difficulties, but they were not judged to be major factors in

either of these two children's cases as they were in Neil's.

Mrs. Meijer did not base her referral decisions on any one per-

spective of the source of a child's problems.

As Mrs. Meijer observed her class and tried to make sense out

of what she saw, she also looked at the difficulty of the curricu-

lum that lay ahead for these children in this school district.

She knew of the d,strict's expectations because she had been

teaching in the district for at least seven years. She also knew

that few children in Pawnee School would move out of the district.

It was a very stable neighborhood. For the "doesn't quite have
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it" children she saw a long struggle with school, always the "C"

stu(4nts, but apparently special education was not the answer for

this.group of children. For the "has it, but can't put it

together" children she thought there was hope of success if they

could be assisted in their attempts to put schooling all together.

A knowledge of what was awaiting the children in the years tc come

was a factor outside the classroom context to be taken into con-

siderat!on by Mrs. Meijer.

Teachers are guided by theories of perception and categoriza-

tion when interpreting students' classroom behavior (Mehan et al.,

1982). In the special education referral study previously cited

(Mehaa et al., 1982; Mehan et al., 1983; Mehan, 1984), Mehan and

his associates compared teachers' accounts of student behavior

with the actual videotaped incidents of student difficulties in

class. The teachers saw the problems of the students stemming

from within the students, particularly in their ability and

psychological states (Mehan et al., 1982). The teachers were

attributing the sources of problems to personality attributes of

the children over situational factors.

The attributional process is part of a teacher's ongoing

system of social perception (Palmer, 1983). A teacher's Informal

labels are based on ability and effort attributiona. Achiving a

special education identity gives a child a formal label, and

"formal labels are an attributional antecedent indicating a his-

tory of failure" (Palmer, 1983, p. 425). Weiner (1976), in his

attribution studies, found that a student's effort and ability as
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perceived by the teacher, combine interactively to influence the

teacher's giving of rewards and punishment. Mrs. Meijer's

referral of Craig and Pam to special education could be viewed as

a reward given to them for their effort and denied to Neil because

of his perceived lack of effort and ability. I have already

pointed out that Mrs. Meijer viewed special education as a chance

at success for a certain group of her students. Evidence does not

supp^rt the conclusion that her referrals were made out of a sense

of frustration with the child.

Identification of Mildly landicapped Learners

The identification of mildly handicapped children in

Mrs. Meijer's class began with her creation of practical cate-

gories that included all the children in her room. The first

categories were general: children having problems and children

not having problems. She soon began refine these categories.

The children having no problems were left alone at the beginning,

while the children having problems became the target children.

This group of eight childen. was further Aivided into the "has it,

but can't put it together" group and the "doesn't quite have it"

group. There were two other problem children who were not labeled

until later in the year. One of these children had problems with

adjustment to a new school, and the other child's problems were

termed "developmental" by Mrs. Meijer. Later, the cIdren with

no problems, or benchmark students, became the "extra bright,

really withit" group of six children. At timns she referred to
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three of these children as being intellectually superior to the

others in the room, but this group was not clearly seen as being

discrete. The other ten children in the class were ne'ver given a

practical group name, so I have called them the "normal" second

graders. See Figure 21 for a diagram depicting Mrs. Meijer's

practical categorization of her class resulting in one student

achieving a special education identity in the 1981-82 school year.

I previously referred to the regular education teacher as

occupying the position of gatekeeper determining who gets referred

for special education. The teacher is a gatekeeper because he or

she makes the decision about which children to refer in his or her

classroom. There are some instances in which parents (as in Pam's

case) or the principal ask for special services for a child, but

usually it is the classroom teacher who brings a child to the

attention of the specialists when a mild to moderate learning or

behavior problem is suspected. When Mrs. Meijer was r.-ting as a

gatekeeper, she looked at the child's ability to learn in her

classroom. Not being able to do the classwork was only part of

the concern. She looked at the interactive way the child fit into

her class. This included academic and social aspects, as well as

how the child handled the materials and the curriculum.

Mro. Meijer carefully considered the opportunities for extra

help within her district. She knew what services were provided

for children needing special eAucation and she knew the people

providing the services. The evidence supports that her referral

decisions were heavily influenced by her perception of the
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available services in the Seneca School District. This

consideration of the extra help available, although it had little

to do with a child's particulcr difficulties, was an important

factor when it came time to decide whether to refer the child to

special education or to keep the child in general education. Both

Craig and Pam had been formally referred for special education by

the beginning of November. The referral process time span varied

only slightly for the two children. Other target children were

considered for referral, but the process was never set in motion

for anyone else that school year.

The reasons for Neil and Steve not being referred for special

education may have had as much to do with each boy's previous

school history as with the difficulties each was encountering in

second grade. They had both been referred, but not placed, in

earlier grades. To my knowledge, the other target children--Joe,

Mary, Pam, and Craig--had not been referred previously. Joe and

Craig received remedial reading assistance. Joe also received

speech therapy. Of all the target children, only Pam and Neil

were not already getting some type of special help in school. To

my knowledge, only Pam and Neil were v,Irteiving help outside

school. Pam was being seen by a pedlatrician, Neil by a psycholo-

gist. The three children from the "doesn't quite have it" group

were looked at as referral candidates throughout the year, but

none for the persistent amounts of time as the "has it, but can't

put it together" children. Mrs. Meijer identified Steve on the

second day of school as a candidate for extra help. Joe was
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mentioned on September 21 as being the next child to be tested

after Craig and Pam were done. She said that Joe would need help

if he was to go on in school. He was never referred for special

services. Mary, on the other hand, was never mentioned as part of

a group being vet apart until January (see FN's 1-14-82), p. 5),

but Mrs. Meijer, in interviews, had expressed concern for Mary's

progress on many occasions before January. Mary and Steve, along

with Craig, were the only children in the room not reading at

grade equivalent or above by the end of the school year, as

recorded on their group reading tests (see Appendix J).

The strong link between the children who were actually

referred and Mrs. Meijer's perception of the district's services

was one of the most striking findings. There has been criticism

of those in special education for often giving a child a label

(such a LD or EI) that just happens to be equal to the type of

classroom that has space available in it at the time of the place-

ment meeting. For example, there may be space in the LD class,

but none in the EI class, so the child is labelled LD even though

the problems are more emotional. Decisions about placement are

often based on the availability of spaces in certain classrooms

rather than on finding a program that meets a child's unique

learning or behavioral needs, regardless of the label placed on

the child (see Mehan et al., 1983, for further discussion). The

stated intention of P.L. 94-142 is first, to decide what the

child's educational needs are; second, to decide what type of pro-

gram will best meet those needs; and third, to decide on a label
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for the child. This study provided evidence that regular

educators refer children who they think will qualify for existing

services.

Mrs. Meijer felt strongly that the LD resource room program

at Pawnee School would benefit Craig. She apparently did not

feel, however, that there were any special services available for

her slow learners, the "doesn't quite have it" children. Even

though they were unsuccessful with second-grade work, they lacked

the needed ingredients to be considered learning disabled. What

these needed ingredients were was never clearly defined, but the

practical names of the two informal problem groups seemed to

indicate that cognitive ability was a strong factor for

Mrs. Meijer. She thought Craig and Pam were capable of doing

better. They both had all the pieces of the puzzle; they just

could not make the puzzle go together. She thought that Mary,

Steve, and Joe were doing the best they could because iey did not

have the ability to do much better. Mrs. Meijer never believed

that Pam was learning disabled. She did not use the word in

reference to Pam as she did with Craig. She saw a needy little

girl and wanted to get some help for her, even after being tol6

ahead.of time that Pam would not qualify. The counselor told her

that Pam's achievement scores were too high for her to be con-

sidered for LD placement. The IEP meetings for Craig and Pam were

held on March 3, 1982. The next day Mrs. Meijer told me, "There

wasn't real action on either one. According to state guidelines
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they're performing their basic skills well enough to be

uncertifiable" (FN's 3-4-82, p. 3).

Craig and Pam did not fall within the school district's

parameters for identification as learning disabled. The district

had a learning disabled category, but the decision of the place-

ment committee that Craig was not learning disabled in March did

not coincide with Mrs. Meijer's classroom determination that Craig

was learning disabled. Wittgenstein (1958) talked about the type

of category ttat is possible and useful, but is imprecise in its

boundaries. This category has formal boundaries, but they may not

coincide with the actual everyday usage of the term. The category

"learning disabled" seems to be the type of category that

Wittgenstein was describing. The building team was using the dis-

trict's definition of learning disabilities (see Appendix A), but

Mrs. Meijer had a different definition of learning disabilities

that she was using based on her years of teaching experience.

There were two critical points in the year for special educa-

tion referrals in Mrs. Meijer's classroom. The first was in late

October-early November, at the getting-down-to-business time of

the year. Craig and Pam were both referred during this time

period. Mrs. Meijer's second crucial point was in late January-

early-February, after her big academic push had gotten underway.

No children were referred at this time, but she strongly con-

sidered Steve as a candidate. On February 9, Mrs. Meijer told me

that he would be next now that Craig's referral was completed. On

February 23, she said, "I don't know what to do about Steve. I
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don't know whether to try to refer him before spring break or

what" (FN's 2-23-82, p. 3). Although she never referred Steve, it

appears that the disappointment of Craig not qualifying for LD

services initially had much to do with her decision. Mrs. Meijer

was also pleased with the way the class was moving along at this

point, and this may have been a factor. The big academic push was

a time of the year when she evaluated the children closely, thus

making it a likely time for referrals.

Mrs. Meijer considered more than the list of behavioral

descriptors on a special education referral form when she was

deciding whom to refer for special education services. She took

into account an "ensemble of items which mutually uupport and

determine one another" (Gurwitsch, 1966). Mrs. Meijer's special

education ensemble items consisted of (a) having the fundamental

cognitive ability to perform adequately, (b) not being able to put

the pieces of learning together into a whole that equalled success

in school, (c) displaying frustration at not succeeding in school

as opposed to being unaware of one's difficulties, (d) not being

able to manage the interactional demands of the classroom, and

(e) having parents whose actions were not detrimental to the

child's growth. The last item is stated tentatively. It would be

necessary to return in future years to see if this pattern really

did influence her decisions. With Neil it seemed important, but

it must also be noted that in May Mrs. Meijer told me that she had

changed her mind about Neil's ability. She felt he was doing the

best he could. She did not see existing service& in the district
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meeting his needs, so in his case the ensemble of items that kept

him from being referred for special education was stronger than

the ensemble of items mentioned above. The evidence supports

Mrs, jer's change of Neil's family resemblance over the school

yea,,.. At the end of the year he more closely resembled a "doesn't

quite hav(1 it kid" than a "has it, but can't put it together

kid.

Mehan et al. (1983) found that educational decision makers

make placements into special education by "available category

aftec having reduced the range of alternatives at an earlier time"

(p. 286). The construction of a special identity begins when the

classroom teacher makes the initial referral. I believe that the

data from this study support the idea that a teacher's referral

decisions are partially determined, whether consciously or

unconsciously, by the perceived availability of services in the

school district.

Implications for Preservice Education

There are implications of this study for preservice educa-

tion. Focused observation in differing types of classrooms needs

to be started early in the training program. Observation should

be augmented with guided discussion of selected pieces of video-

tape showing how children's interactional performances can lead a

teacher to categorize children. Written vignettes such as the

ones contained in this study could also be used as a basis of dis-

cussion for the videotape interactions, the actual classroom
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observations, and as a stimulus for preservice teachers to begin

writing their own vignettes of classroom events. These written

stories could be a starting point for the school district

cooperating teacher, the university field supervisor, and the

preservice teacher education student to look at the social inter-

action in a classroom and to discuss the teacher's role in the

construction of student status, be it a special educ. n identity

or otherwise. (See Erickson & Wilson, 1984, for furthv:c ideas on

the use of recorded data and for sources of obtaining videotapes

of classroom interactions such as those described in this study.

See Shultz, 1983, for further ideas and implications of the use of

ethnography in educational settings.)

An example of preservice training in another occupation will

be used to illustrate the importance of the field experience. In

The Reality of Ethnomethodology, Mehan and Wood (1975) described

how a rookie policeman follows a veteran cop around the neighbor-

hood as she or he does the beat. Learning how to do the beat is

accomplished when the rookie spends a great deal of time with her

or his teacher.

The rookie would learn to see and feel as his teacher
showed him. He would learn how to do the beat, how to
use what partial set of rules he was told, and most
importantly how, in the day-to-day work at the scene, to
generate new rules as previously unmet situations arose.
(p. 77)

After reading what Mehan and Wood had to say in the previous

citation, I wrote myself the following theoretical note. (See
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Schatzman & Strauss, 1973, Chapter 6, for a discussion of the

writing of fieldnotes.)

-In order to do the beat, may not a rookie teacher have
to be actively taking part in the day-to-day work at the
scene? It may only be possible for teacher educators to
impart a "partial set of rules" to preservice teacher
education students. If this is the case, this partial
set of rules must be based on events, practices and pro-
cedures most nearly approximating what a teacher does.
The teachers chosen by teacher educators to teach the
rookies to do the classroom beat must be exemplars of
sound pedagogy. The students need intimate firsthand
knowledge of the classroom scene. Participant observa-
tion seems an ideal tool for accomplishing this end.
(TN 2-7-82)

Moving from selected pieces of videotaped classroom interactions

to the real "beat" of a classroom would put preservice "rookies"

in a context where their observations would be more meaningful

because there would be a past, a present, and a future time frame

within which specific instances (such as the videotape selections)

would take on a collective meaning.

Another important implication of this study for preservice

teacher education has to do with the way the findings speak to the

need for a teacher preparation program that gives preservice

teachers an awareness and understanding of individual difference

and of the need to adapt their teaching to each child's unique

needs. There may be no one best way to do this. Some institu-

tions of higher education offer course work in "mainstreaming"

techniques or in "exceptional children." Some institutions may

have designed their core teacher preparation course offerings

around multiple-perspectives or heterogeneous-groupings approaches

that take into account ethnicity, race, class, and gender, as well
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as exceptionalities in an integrated fashion. Whatever the

approach used, I think that it is imperative for teacher training

programa to require some coursework that specifically addresses

the needs of handicapped children in regular classrooms. Pre-

service teachers should be taught how to distinguish between

different types of problems in the classroom and what to do about

teaching these children effectively once they are identified.

Prospective regular educators need to learn how to teach children

to succeed in school who are in need of more than a traditional

textbook approach. Perhaps such a focus would reduce the number

of referrals to special education of hard-to-teach children as

opposed to handicapped children who are in need of very

specialized methods or materials.

Teacher educators have recognized the importrInce of the

beginning and of the closing of a school year for some time, as

evidenced by the typical requirement that student teachers take

part in either the opening or the closing of the school year in

which they do their practice teaching, regardless of the univer-

sity calendar. Another regularly occurring teaching phenomenon

that was apparent in this study was the overall rhythm of the

year, beyond its opening and closing. I suspect that this

phenomenon is not unique to Mrs. Meijer and the particular group

she taught in the 1981-82 school year. In this case, there are

implications of the finding for preservice education, particularly

as the rhythm of the year relates to the identification and

referral of children to special education. There are times of the
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year where learning disabilities are going to stand out more than

at other times. As Mrs. Meijer's focus changed from checking to

see that the children knew the rules and routines to checking to

see if they could complete the academic tasks assigned them,

several children set themsellies apart from the group as a whole.

Implications for Inservice Education

There are implications of this study for inservice education.

The videotapes made in the course of this participant observation-

al study (as well as those from similar projects) could be used to

help inservice.teachers look at the ways teachers set children

apart into different groups in their classrooms.

There are many experienced teachers with little or no knowl-

edge of how to teach special education children. Up until a few

years ago it was uncommon to find a general education teacher

training program that mandated a course in the characteristics of

exceptional children, let alone in how to teach mildly handicapped

children in the regular class. This policy is changing slowly a,

a result of P.L. 94-142. There are now 21 states that require at

least one course, or are in the process of requiring a course, In

working with exceptional children (Ganschow, Weber, & Davis,

1984). I suspect that Mrs. Meijer is not unique in referring

children who she felt met existing special educatior aervices in

her district. This betng the case, it would seem appropriate for

both preservice and inservice general educators to be made more

aware of the classroom manifestations of mild to moderate learning
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or behavioral problems. One way this could be done is for a

consultant to use selected pieces of videotape that show the

target children's interactional performance. (See Erickson &

Wilson, 1984, pp. 39-52, for suggestions on the use of videotape

of everyday life in schools.)

A suggestion for the use of the videotapes was proposed by

Mrs. Meijer he-self. We were having a viewing session as we

watched Craig on a videotape that I had made earlier in the day.

Mrs. Meijer said that the school psychologist could learn as much

about a child by watching the videotapes as the psychologist did

in her classroom observations (Viewing Session 3, 12-8-81). Mehan

and his associates conducted viewing sessions with teachers who

had referred children to special education. They asked the

teachers to stop the videotape to make comments about the children

they had referred. (See Mehan et al., 1982, for the specific

instructions given to teachers in the viewing sessions.) This

method, although time consuming, could prove useful to educators

carrying out systematic assessments of a target child's learning

environment. It would be best if the viewing sessions were done

as an accompaniment to actual classroom observation. The pieces

of videotape could be used to focus on the fine details of a par-

ticular child's behavior, but on their own they would not provide

the outsider with a fully contextualized look at the child's

interactional competence in the classroom that is necessary to

understand why the child became a referral candidate in the ftrst

place. Year-long participant observational studies are more
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appropriate for some types of questions than for others. The

insights that have been gained from Mehan's study of teacher

decislon making (Mehan et al., 1982; Mehan et al., 1983; Mehan,

1984) and from this one can be used to inform practice and as a

basis for further study.

Perhaps recent calls for recognition of the importance of the

teacher's need to reflect and write about his or her own practice

(Clark & Florio et al., 1982; Erickson, 1985) will contribute to a

stronger professional image of teachers and give sanctioned

recognition to the importance of their thoughts. Through writing

down his or her thoughts about a particular child as a case study,

or vignette, of the referral child, the teacher may come to a

fuller understanding of the child and the classroom. This written

document could be shared with outsiders such as those making

systematic assessments of a target child's learning environment,

administrators, fellow teachers, and others interested in the fine

details of life in classrooms. This document could serve as an

opening point of discussion in building team meetings when chil-

dren having difficulties are discussed. In effect, the classroom

observations, the viewing sessions with carefully selected pieces

of ctassroom interaction, the written reflections of the child's

teacher, as well as the more traditional referral documentation--

test scores and a school psychologist's summary--would be used by

the gatekeepers in an Individualized Educational Program Committee

meeting to "triangulate" (Gorden, 1980, p. 12) the information

about a particular chfld before giving that child a special
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education identity. This written documentation of a teacher's

observations and practical reasoning could help to combat the

feeling of powerlessness that has been noted in the role of the

teacher (Lanier & Little, 1985; Mehan, 1984). Additional uses of

such written documentation will be discussed under the policy

implications of this study.

Hargreaves (1979) felt that by collecting and analyzing the

comments of teachers it would be possible to uncover the teacher's

common-sense knowledge about what he or she does. Through the

collection and analysis of teachers' comments by supervisors,

researchers, or fellow teachers, they are helped to make use of

their own observation and practical-reasoning skills at a much

earlier point in their teaching careers. Experienced teachers may

make use of research findings about teachers' common-sense knowl-

edge by "uncovering and reconstructing" their own common-sense

knowledge (Hargreaves, 1979, p. 81).

An area that was identified in this study as needing further

study is the pervasiveness of the practice of regular class

teachers referring those children for special education for whom

they feel there is an available program in the district. Poor

academic achievement was not Mrs. Meijer's sole criterion for

referral to special education. This may have been a result of her

experience with other handicapped children over the years, or she

may have had a deeper understanding of special education children.

This is not known. It has been established that she did not per-

ceive the resource room as a place for children with emotional
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problems or for those who could have been labeled as educable

mentally impaired or "slow learners."

This study points to the need for special educators to be

aware that regular educators may be making referral decisions

based on their perceptions of existing special education services

within their districts. These perceptions may or may not be

correct. It is the responsibility of special educators and

support staff (such as the school psychologists or teacher consul-

tant) to communicate to regular educators the importance of

looking at the individual child and his or her needs as opposed to

looking at how the child will fit into existing programs.

It would seem that this is an appropriate time, a decade

after the passage of P.L. 94-142, to reopen the discussion about

the policy that has come to be known as "mainstreaming," placing a

handicapped child in the "least restrictive environment" for that

child. When the Education of All Handicapped Children Act was

implemented in 1975 there was a great deal of financial support

for inservice activity to prepare regular educators for receiving

the handicapped child in their classes. The financial support for

such effort is almost nonexistent today, and most districts regard

mainstreaming as a natural part of their existence. Now is the

time to start looking at the programs and services and to reopen

staff dialogue as to their effectiveness. Since 1975, a great

deal has been learned on both sides (regular and special educa-

tion) about how to work with handicapped children.
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Ten years ago teacher educators were preparing special educa-

tion teachers to go out to the schools and "educate" regular

teachers about the handicapped children they would be having in

their classes. No longer does a special educator, in most cases,

have to go out and teach regular educators about specific handi-

capping conditions. Most teachers think they know a learning

disabled child, for example, when they see one. While this may or

may not be the case, what is needed is to correct faulty concep-

tions and to talk about effective ways to identify and educate the

handicapped child in the regular classroom. This is particularly

true in buildings that have little staff or administrative

turnover, and consequently have become used to certain ways of

doing things. Teacher educators have a responsibility to prepare

their undergraduate and graduate students for this expanded role.

The faulty conceptions, if they are such, held by regular educa-

tors about whom to refer to special education may be partly a

result of the referral process itself. Other researchers previ-

ously cited have pointed out the need to change current identifi-

cation and placement procedures.

The type of identification process that I am proposing will

require a greater amount of time than most current processes.

This has Lmportant implications for all involved in the referral

process, as well as for the school district official responsible

for paying the salaries of the staff. It becomes all the more

important that other measures are attempted before a child's case
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is taken to the building team for an official meeting to decide if

a psychoeducational evaluation is necessary.

.A different approach to the issue of making appropriate

referrals to special education while at the same time meeting the

needs of all students with learning and behavior problems was

tried by Graden and her colleagues (Graden, Casey, & Christenson,

1985). The dual systems of regular and special education service

delivery were maintained by Graden, but the focus of the special

educator becomes one of providing indirect service to handicapped

children through consultation and intervention with mainstream

teachers rather than providing direct service to handicapped

children. Graden et al. set up a model to: first, reduce the

members of inappropriate referrals and placements into special

education, and second, make the actual special education team

decision-making process more relevant to instruction because the

model builds in a step whereby classroom interventions must be

tried before a referral is made to special education. This step

provides the team with a data base upon which to draw during

decision making. The model is "an ecological model of viewing

student problems in the context of the classroom, teacher, and

instructional variables as well as student variables and of

attempting appropriate educational interventions that are not

focused solely on the child" (Graden et al., 1985, p. 379). I

believe this model offers a feasible and appropriate way to

proceed with special education reform at this time. It is an

improvement over what is currently happening in most schools, yet
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it is not as radical as the proposal of Stainback and Stainback

(1984), to do away with the dual system of regular and special

education. Nor is it as likely to receive only lip service, with-

out the necessary financial backing, as happened in a program

developed and implemented by Wang (Wang & Reynolds, 1985).

Graden et al. (1985) implemented a prereferral intervention

system in six schools over a three-year period. They judged the

model to be successful, in varying degrees, in four of the six

schools. They identified system- as well as building-level fac-

tors that affected the success or failure of the model. At the

system level the factors were: administrative support (both

verbal and visible), provision of adequate resources by the

district (the personnel and the time for consultation), system-

level pressures to test and place children in order to'receive

reimbursement for special education students, a concern on the

part of teachers and administrators for the impact of decreasing

numbers of children in special education on resource allocations,

a general resistance to change, and the highlighting of system-

level and school-level problems (curri-ulum and teaching) that are

brought out by the consultation model being advocated by the

researchers.

The building-level factors affecting success or failure of

the model were: the high demand on the consultant's time; some of

the regular education teachers felt threatened by the model; the

consultants were not all adequately prepared; by working with

classroom teachers on interventions to be used in their
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classrooms, the consultant removed the "quick cure" the teacher

formerly had if the child was placed into a special education

program; and finally, the model was successful in buildings where

there was a strong, internal impetus for change on the part of the

staff. While these factors may seem logical, they are not always

considered before school districts attempt to change current prac-

tice.

Some of the questions raised by the present study that may be

addressed in further studies are: What types of children do other

early elementary grade teachers in suburban schools refer to

resource rooms? Are learning disabled children the only mildly

handicapped children in suburban resource rooms, or are there

children with other special education lables, such as emotionally

impaired or educable mentally impaired in these rooms? Do subur-

ban elementary school teachers differ from urban or rural elemen-

tary teachers in referring children to special education? The

practice of referring children to special education based on the

perceived availability of services, if found to exist across a

range of teachers in a range of settings with differing socio-

economic and racial groups of children, would have broader policy

implications.

Implications for School District Policy

There are implications of this study for school district

policy. Recently, suggestions have been made that would require a

"systematic examination of the child's learning environment and
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the nature and quality of the regular instruction received" before

a student is referred or assessed for special education (Messick,

1984,- p. 5).

Wang and Reynolds (1985) pointed out, "A basic problem for

all students is that general education programs have been insuffi-

ciently adaptive" (p. 498). They applauded the efforts of Heller

et al. (1982) and the National Academy of Science Panel on Mental

Retardation, but pointed out that the panel failed to discuss the

issues involved in the implementation of their own recommenda-

tions. To carry out systematic examinations of a referred child's

learning environment, increased time to do the observation,

increased money to compensate individuals for the additional time

to be spent on each case, and the very real possibility of

increased resistance on the part of regular educators to being

"systematically evaluated" by an outsider would be necessary. The

effect of such recommendations may be that regular educators would

stop making referrals altogether to avoid the observations. The

intended goal of the NAS Panel's recommendations was to reduce

inappropriate referrals, particularly of male, minority children,

who are overrepresented in programs for the mentally retarded.

Numerous studies of the identification of handicapped chil-

dren have concluded with a call to change the way special educa-

tion is currently funded (Gerber, 1984; Mesinger, 1985; Wang &

Reynolds, 1985; Ysseldyke et al., 1983). Wang and Reynolds held

special education funding policies responsible for the discontinu-

ance of the total mainstreaming program they developed, despite
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its success, for both children--in terms of achievement--and

teachers--in terms of positive attitudes toward the model. The

Adaptive Learning Environments Model (ALEN) was set up to meet the

needs of a broad range of students within a regular classroom

setting, full-time mainstreaming, as opposed to children being

pulled out of the regular class for special education (Wang &

Birch, 1984).

There has been a major shift in federal incentives to

classify handicapped children since Mehan did his study of the

special education placement.process in the 1978-79 school year.

The focus of special education has shifted from "moral imperative

and growth to fiscal efficacy and retrenchment" (Crowner, 1985,

p. 58). Many states are moving away from a "search" for handi-

capped students toward decertification of some handicapped stu-

dents, or at the least, to stem the rising numbers of children

being identified, particularly as learning disabled. (See the

"masses are burgeoning" article by Algozzine, Ysseldyke, &

Christenson, 1983). Even as the nation's schools as a whole qre

undergoing declines in overall student enrollment, the percentage

of students labeled learning disabled has continued to climb

(Gerber, 1984).

I thInk that participant observational research techniques

could be used to conduct systematic examinations of a learning

environment (Messick, 1984). Some ideas for the ways that this

type of research could be used to inform district policy follow.

One, it could provide an opportunity for longitudinal studies of
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teachers, of children (for example, following the careers of

children established in the early grades across school years and

acrois classrooms), of particular institutional events (such as

referring children for special education programs), of particular

classroom activities or events (such as "worktime," Florio, 1978;

or "first circle," Dorr-Bremme, 1982; or "getting the floor,"

Shultz, Florio, & Erickson, 1982), or of curriculum (such as

implementation of a new program, textbook series, or remedial pro-

cedure).

Second, participant observational studies, such as this one,

can provide a school district with a link to higher education that

could serve both the district and the institution. By the nature

of the techniques involved, the district has an opportunity to

have a researcher-in-residence rather than a researcher who comes

in, does some observing or testing and then leaves, rarely to be

heard from or seen again, with the possible exception of the

presentation of a written report. In participant observational

studies, the researcher goes back to the participants to share the

findings. These findings are then discussed and the participants

have a chance to say, "Yes, that's exactly what I meant," or "No,

I wasn't thinking of that at all." This allows for greater

insight on the part of all involved. The institutions have field-

reaction to their conclusions, and the reactions of the

participants can be used to guide the implementation of research

findings into practice, something that is sorely lacking from much

of the research on teaching that has been done.
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Third, studies such as this one can provide a school district

with a document that would initiate a discussion of an institu-

tiona1 procedure such as how children are referred for special

education. It may provide the opportunity for an experienced

staff to carry out a self-study of an issue of curricular impor-

tance, such as the adoption of a new textbook series or the imple-

mentation of a new curriculum. I feel that this type of study

could be the basis for teachers to start feeling more valued. One

possibility might be that teachers who chose to participate in

such self-study would be given credit toward master teacher status

or merit pay if the district is exploring, or is involved in, such

moves to upgrade the status of a teacher. The current fear of

many experienced teachers is that merit pay or master teacher

sta.:us will be based on the test scores of the children in their

classes. If this practice were to come about, the consequences to

public education and to the role of the teacher could be deva-

stating. As an alternative, or in addition to process-product

types of measures of teacher effectiveness, participant observa-

tional research as a basis for self-study would be an alternative

way of deciding merit pay over the award of such, based on the

pre- and posttest scores of children in a teacher's classroom.

Another implication of this study that affects school

district policy relates to the way the teacher identified the

children to refer for special education. I believe this study has

shown that the identification of mildly handicapped children is

not simply a matter of balancing the child's performance with a
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list of behavioral characteristics on a referral form. Referral

is not a clear-cut, rational act. As the year progressed, I had

the Opportunity to observe the social construction of a special

education identity. A better understanding of the ways teachers

decide whom to refer to special education is needed before they

can do a better job of identifying mildly handicapped children.

In effect, this would entail an understanding of the social con-

struction of problem student status on the teacher's part. This

type of understanding is needed across the scope of teacher

education: regular and special educators, administrators, pre-

service teachers, and teacher educators themselves.

Concluding Remarks on
the Implications

The findings from this study point toward taking a closer

look at how teachers socially construct a special education iden-

tity for certain children. I use the term "social construction"

to mean that the teacher does not refer a child to special educa-

tion because of some inner attribute that the child brings with

him or her to the classroom. Nor is the child referred for

special education because of some inner perception of the child

that the teacher brings with him or her to the classroom. Rather,

the child is referred for special education in the interaction of

the two, as they are socially constructed. Mehan et al. (1983)

described this as "individuals acting together in organized con-

texts to create and maintain the link between behavior and
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categories such as 'special education student'" (p. 141). The

organized context in this case is a classroom.

-It may be that the social construction of a special education

identity is beyond the ways of seeing of most experienced teach-

ers. Not only may it be beyond their ways of seeing, it may be

beyond their ways of thinking about what goes on in their class-

rooms. This is not to say that teachers are incapable of using

alternate ways of seeing, but to enable aelli to see their class-

rooms differently may not be a simple mat r of teaching teachers

to look at their classrooms in a differe. y. They must

understand them in different ways. Shulman and Curey (1984)

recently stated that educational researchers have moved beyond

thinking of man as a rational being. They further suggested that

educational researchers have moved beyond thinking of man as

boundedly rational. Researchers are starting to think of man as a

collectively rational being. "Human rationality, whether bounded

or not, is practiced in the context of social exchange and human

interaction" (Shulman & Carey, 1984, p. 515).

One far-reaching policy implication that I can foresee is the

elimination of our current dual service delivery system for the

mildly handicapped. In Figure 22 I present a model that shows how

this might come about. Regular educators are currently responsi-

ble for some segments of a mildly handicapped child's education,

and special educators are responsible for others. Preservice edu-

cators should be taught to look for the way that special education

identities (as well as other identities, e.g., giftedness) are
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socially constructed. Practicing regular and special educators

should also be presented with this way of looking at children

through advanced coursework and/or inservice education. Classroom

interventions could be designed that would increase a child's

chances for success in the regular classroom without the need for

a child to be given a special education identity (label) and to be

removed from the regular class. Special and regular educators

could work together within the classroom context to eliminate the

need for a separate service delivery system for the mildly handi-

capped. Children would not need to go to pullout programs; the

services would be part of their regular classroom experience. It

is beyond the scope of this paper to go into this point further,

but it certainly forms a research agenda for future endeavor.

Social Construction Theory as a Basis
Looking at Student Progress

Classrooms

Regular
Educators

1
Preservice Special
Educators Educators

IDENTIFICATION OF MILDLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

le

Intervention for the mildly handicapped

Elimination of dual service de1ivery systems
for the mildly handicapped

Figure 22: A social construction model.
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September 9, 1981

Dear Parents.

This year I will be participating in a study of teachers that is being
conducted by University. The director of the
study is , Ph.D., of the

at the university.

The purpose of the study is to learn more about teachers' ways of
paying attention to, and thinking about, daily events in their
classrooms. Findings from the study will be used to develop new
methods for educating beginning and experienced teachers.

During the study my classroom will be visited by observers who will
take notes on what happens during classroom activities. Periodically
the classroom will be videotaped. I will view the tapes with
and his staff and will be interviewed about my observations and
thoughts on the daily events that were taped. The contents of the
tapes and the identity of all those who appear on them will be kept
confidential. The tapes will not be broadcast--they will be shown only
for research and teaching purposes, and no real names will be used in
any reports written about the study. Two types of videotaping will be
done: general shots of the whole classroom, in which individual stu-
dents will appear only as part of the total class, and more individual-
ized shots focusing on particular children from time to timie. In the
second type of taping, a wireless microphone will be worn by the child
to record his or her voice. Past experience is that children enjoy
wearing the microphones; they do not find them uncomfortable or embar-
rassing to wear.

If you have any questions about the study or if for some reason you do
not want your child to be individually videotaped during it, please
call me here at school at

Sincerely,

(Teacher's signature)
Public Schools
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STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST
Primary I, Form A
10-81, Grade 2

CLASS PROFILE

Stanines 1 2 3.14 5 6Grade equivalent Subtest

3.3 Vocabulary

2.6 Reading A

2.8 Reading B

3.0 Reading Comprehension

3.2 Word Study Skills

2.5 Math Concepts

2.9 Math Comprehension

3.5 Listening Comprehension

8

3 lo

12

12

8

2 13

iz

11

7 8 9

14

9

9

9

13

7

10

11

3. 1

2.7

3.4

Total Reading

Total Math

Total Auditory

11

14

7

io

8

15

3.0 Complete Battery 12( 57%) 9(l1.3%)
Number of children
scoring in each
range.

*Test taken on 10-1, 10-2, 10-5, 1 student absent on 10-2, therefore
some numbers total 22 and some 21 for the stanine counts.
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Came Coordinator Teacher

Student

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

School Team Referral

Date

Grade Birthday

Parent(s) _Address

Boma Phone Work phone - Father/Mother

Family Physician

Cbeck aopropriate area(s) of concern

beaderc

Mealth

Social

Emotional

Physical

Other

Description of concern

Additional infornation related to the concern (i.e.: CA60. previous teacher)

Ghat other services is the child receiving?

Mat type of assistance are vou requesting?

Parents were made aware of this referral on

VaaCher's signature Date

Feincipel's signature Date

Capicres Parefit

'leacher (Ca60)

Principal
Case Coordinator
Special Education Office
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Child's Name

IN SCHOOL SCREENING DEVICE

Teacher's Checklist

Date

Grade Age Teacher

ACADEMIC INDICATORS
NO

YES NO EVIDENCE

1. Reads word-by-word
2. Reads below grade level
3. Mispronounces words
4. Has difficulty in blending sounds
5. Gets mixed up on sound/symbol association
6. Cannot rhyme words
7. Cannot remember sight words
8. Reverses words in reading
9. Forgets what is read

10. Prefers to print (4th. 5th grades)
.

11. Has poor eye tracking skills
12. Cannot COD from chalkboard to .a.er
13. Prints from bottom to top of each letter
14. Cannot draw basic geometric shapes
15. Shapes letters inconsistently
16. Spaces poorly between letters/words
17. Forgets formation of letters
18, Has difficulty staying on the line
19. Reverses words/letters when writin:

-

20. Cannot tell time to the hour
21. Cannot tell time to the minute
22. Shows poor one to one correspondence
23. Cannot recall basic math facts through 10

..

24. Cannot recall basic math facts through 20
25. Arithmetic skills below grade level
26. Forgets specific arithmetic processes seemingly known
27. Uses fingers or other devices to count

.

28. Unable to draw a human figure in proportion
29. Gets letters out of order when spelling
30. Quickly forgets spelling words
31. Spells the same word two different ways in same assignment
32. Confuses sounds when spelling
33. Cannot recall sequence of syllables
34. Spells below grade level
35. Spells phonetically
36. Uses bizarre spellings
37. Does unacceptable written work
38. Gets confused when given a set as of auditory directions
39. Does not know left and right c, self
40. Does not know left and right on others
41. Starts written work but does not finish
42. Does not start written work
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IN SCHOOL SCREENING DEVICE

Teacher's Checklist
Page 2

SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL INDICATORS
NO

YES NO EVIDENCE

. "Blows u" easily
2. Cries easily when u set
3. Has oor .eer relationshi.s
4. Disturbs others
5. Is inattentive
6. Demands constant teacher attention
7. Cannot work independently
8. Attention seeking "show off" behavior

. Disruptiveness: tendence to annoy/bother others by
talking

10. Unwillin: to volunteer
11. Unwillin- to talk in class
12. Uses inappropriately loud voice
13. Talks out without .ermission
14. Da dreamin:
15. Verbalizes a dislike for school
16. Disobedient
17. Uncooperative in group situations
18. Easily distracted by noises/movement of others
19. Always on the go
20. Falling out of the chair
21. Is out of seat often
22. Fiddles with small objects
23. Taps fingers or toes
24. Prefers adult companionship
25. Social withdrawal: preference for solitary activities
26. Prefers to play with younger children
27. Prefers to play with older children
28. Easily flustered or confused
29. Lacks interest in environment, general bored
30. Tri.s other children
31. Hits or pokes other children
32. Bites other children
33. Fist fights on playground
34. Shocks or .hvsicall attacks children in the classroom
35. Hits adults
36. Refuses to talk to teacher
37. Refuses to talk to other children
38. Afraid to come to school
39. Fearful of new situations
40. S.ecific fear (i.e., of the dark of do:s
41. Never smiles, no facial reactions
42. Easily led by others
43. Destructiveness in regard to property
44. Negativism, tendency to do the opposite
45. Thumb sucking
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IN SCHOOL SCREENING DEVICE

Teacher's Checklist
Page 3

HEALTH/PHYSICAL INDICATORS
NO

YES NO EVIDENCE

1. Holds reading materials close to face
2. Slumps forward when writing
3. Grasps pencil improperly
4. Has a speech problem (lisp, articulatory, substitution,

stuttering)
5. Draws poorly
6. Shows clumsiness, awkwardness, poor coordination

I

7. Alternates use of hands for activities
8. Tense, unable to relax, rigid to touch
9. Headaches
10. Difficulty in bowel control, soiling
11. Nausea, vomiting
12. Stomach aches
13. Sluggishness, lethargic
14. Drowsiness, sleep
15. Frequent unexplainable absences
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APPENDIX D

DEFINITIONS OF LEARNING DISABILITY, EMOTIONAL

IMPAIRMENT, AND EDUCABLE MENTALLY IMPAIRED
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Jf: MICHIGAN DEFINITIONS

Rule 340.1713. Specific learning disability defined

Specific learning disability means a disorder in one or more of
the basic psychological processes involved in understanding or in using
language, spoken or written, which may manifest itself in an imperfect
ability to listen, think, speak, read, write, spell, or to do mathemat-
ical calculations. The term includes such conditions as perceptual
handicaps, brain injury, minimal brain disfunction, dyslexia, and
developmental aphasia. The term does not include children who have
learning problems which are primarily the result of visual, hearing, or
motor handicaps, of mental retardation, of emotional disturbance, or of
environmental, cultural, or economic disadvantage.

Rule 340.1706 Determination of emotional impairment

The emotional impairment shall be determined through manifestation
of behavioral problems primarily in the affective domain, over an
extended period of time, which adversely affect the person/1 education
to the extent that the person cannot profit from regular learning
experiences without special education support: The problems result in
behaviors manifested by one or more of the fotlowing characteristics:

a. Inability to build or maintain satisfactory interpersonal .

relationships within the school environment.
b. Inappropriate types of behavior or feelings under normal cir-

cumstances.
c. General pervasive mood of unhappiness or depression.
d. Tendency to develop physical symptoms or fears associated with

personal or school problems.

Rule 340.1705 Determination of educable mentally impaired

Rule 5 (1) The educable mentally impaired shall be determined
through the manifestation of all of the following behavioral character-
istics:

a. Development at a rate approximately 2 to 3 standard deviations
below the mean as determined through intellectual assessment.

b. Scores approximately within the lowest 6 percentiles on a
standardized test in reading and arithmetic.

c. Lack of development primarily in the cognitive domain.
d. Impairment of adaptive behavior.



(2) A determination of impairment shall be based upon a
comprehensive evaluation by a multidisciplinary evaluation team which
shall include a psychologist.

(3) A determination of impairment shall not be based solely
on behaviors relating to environmental, cultural, or economic differ-
ences.

Sourcs; MiChioan Irmxtal Education Pules, as amended August 13, 1980,
P.A. 451, 1976.
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APPENDIX E

FIELDNOTES FOR FRIDAY , SEPTEMBER 15, 1981
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3:1,v

9:03 OPENING

Day 11 Friday Sept. 25, 1981

T arrives. Seemed a little disappointed with her parent
turnout. Pammy'smcm, Neil's parents, Carrie's parents,
couldn't remember about John's parents--if they came.
Gail's did not come. T comments about the black circles
under eyes (Neil, Pammy, Carrie). Mentioned that she
learned last night that Neil and his younger swim an hour
every night in a swim club.

Children all arriving. Boardwork for today:
1. letters-A,B,C
2. Mighty Math
3. Spelling-p. 4
4. Math-red 9-10, yellow 37-38
5. Journal

Word Bank
skating skiing

swimming sledding

9:06 Neil says: "Oh, word bank....Great."
ON (T still in hall with Elizabeth's mother) [Kids just
visiting. Midget cars seem to be the big thing for the
boys now.]

9:10 OPENING I. Hot lunchers-Fri. is spaghetti day (T, Paul, Jessica
ACTIVITIES at tissue box).

9:11 Jessica asks T if to!ay is a popcorn party. She says yes
for those that earned it. T tells them that there is a
letter to go home today about some testing in October
that is very important.
2. Pledge

5:13 T asks Gail to pass out handwriting paper and Karen to
pass out Mighty Math papers.

9:16 HANDWRITING T starts explaining how to print capital A. "Push
down," "Two down strokes1"1and then across" (T walks
around checking their guide letters). T tells John and
Neil to blow noses, "lots of snuffies today." Pammy and
Sarah get up to blow too. T tells them capital B should
not have a "loopy" in the middle and she shows them on
the board what she means. (T tells John to blow his nose
again, but he just wipes it. He still is not blowing.)

9:21 Craig, "Are we going to go all the way to 7 1n7"
T asks him what is on his boardwork for today and says
that's all he should be concerned with. She demonstrates
C and walks around observing guide letters. (T gets
Kleenex box and puts a stack of them on both John and
Neil's desks.)
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9:23 BOAROWORK T goes over directiOns to Mighty Math. Goes over what
EXPLANATION they are to do, subtraction. Becky is already working.

T is doing an example on the board because many didn't
appear to understand about the coins.

9:27 T directs them back to boardwork list. Tells them to
take out their spelling books. Has Stacy read the direc-
tions and then has kids read what the pictures are so
that there will be no misinterpretations, e.g. it's a
gate, and not a fence.

9:30 T tells them to put their spelling book in the tub she
has placed back there today, not overflowing the basket.
Tells them to sign the top of the page now.

9:31 T changes names of math groups. (Snoopy group is now the
Red group and Woodstock is now Yellow group.) MN (T had
told me earlier that she planned to do this because the
kids in Woodstock group were getting confused about what
group they were in.)
Tells kids to rip out the appropriate math pages for
their group. Then tells them that when they put their
math book away, they should get out their Journal. They
are to open up to the front of their Journal.

9:33 JOURNALS Tells them that their date should start on the next line
after her initials. She puts an example on the board:

9-21-81

M.M.

9-24-81

Craig asks, "Where do you put it, because I don't have
any space? T tells them they have to write two sen-
tences today. Tells them that the word bank is on the
board. They are to write about one of these sports.
T gives them a two-sentence example for herself.

9:38 T tells them to stack up their assigned pages in reverse
order. She goes through how to stack with them. Asks
them if they have any questions about their morning seat-
work. John asks about the word tobbaganing. Tells them
she'll be calling for spelling groups first and then be
meeting with reading groups.

9:40 Several children already sake their completed handwriting
paper up to the wire bas:..ats. T is getting boxes with

SPELLING spelling materials out. Calls her first group. Donald

comes up and gives T his spelling folder from Monday.
(Hehadtaken it to his desk.) T explains how to do the
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graph and how today they'll have the same words as Monday.
She mentions studying them at home. T, "Did you all bring
your half sheets?" (None of them did.) Group is: Steve,
Jessica, Paul, Blake, Jimmy and Mary. (Steve forgot his
pencil and has to go back to get it.)

9:47 (at desks) Craig turns around to ask Judy a question, and she tells
him to "do it yourself." He next asks Pammy and she
tells him, "I can't tell you." (It is Mighty Math that he
is asking about.) T still giving the spelling test to the
first group.

9:50 ON--Many children already on journals and that's their
last seatwork assignment (Donald, Elizabeth, Sarah, and
Joe).

9:52 First spelling group is finished and returning to their
seats. Paul says, "Oh. That was tiring." T calls next
group. This group remembers to get paper and clipboards
without being remineed, except Neil. T explains graph to
them. (Each child's # correct from Monday pretest is
graphed.)
Lowest group: Craig, Royce, Joe, Karen, Carrie, Elizabeth,
Becky, Neil, Pammy, and Judy.) (ON--Donald is all finished
with his work. He wants to go to listening table. Seems
unsure if he's permitted as it's so close to the spelling
groups. He looks toward T several times but she doesn't
acknowledge him, so he goes ahead.) Kids in spelling
groups are distracted by Don's record. It's on the wrong
speed. No, it's"Foxin Sox"--high speed. Jessica comes
back to join Donald.

10:00 T sents this group back and calls up last group
(Donald, Sarah, Gail, Andrew and Johri She shows them a
sample of how their paper is to be set up. (Steve just
sitting at his seat, but work is still on it. Mary is
standing and looking around, rest of the kids not in
spelling are doing seatwork, except Jason, who is at lis-
tening table.) Pammy still on Mighty Math. ON (Large
crowd at listening table now interfering with the last
spelling group.) ON-(Neil didn't seem to notice that he
had been moved to a different spelling group today.)

10:10 Craig is all excited as he's finished all of his seatwork.
T sends last group back and gets herself ready for read-
ing groups.

10:10 READING T calls Webs and Wheels group back. Circus is topic
GROUPS today. ON-(Pammy has a terrible cough today. She uses

her number line for math. Craig is nowrworking on work
from the Not Done side of his folder.) Royce on math
worksheet.
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10:17 Steve comes by to tell me that he's just done his last
thing. Craig comes over for help on a worksheet. Pammy
now asking Craig for help on a math problem.

(Knock on door) Class is going over to Mrs. Field's
(other second-grade teacher) room with their snack to
see a movie.

10:20

10:25 FILM

10:37

10f42

"Bread and Jam for Francis," introduced by Mrs. Field.
T leaves the room. Mrs. F. goes to her desk, corrects
papers.

Mrs. F. leaves room for a minute. Several children
notice her absence.

Kids are putting fingers up in front of light. They
don't know that Mrs. F. has slipped back in the roam.
She tells them that this is kindergarten and first-grade
behavior, not second grade.

10:45 Back in Room 125. T with WEW group again. Has to inter-
rupt to talk to "boys at listening center." ON-(All
appear to be done with seatwork except Gail and Pammy.)

10:47 T calls Secrets group back. They meet on the back carpet
today. They are reading orally today. T shows them about
paragraphs.

11:00 T glances at Craig, Jason and Blake, who are discussing
how long it takes to get to Cedar Point. The W&W people
are doing their workbook page now.
T puts character names up on board for Secrets story:
Juanita, David, Sara. She gives them a question to read
to find out. ON-(Jason anticipating Rainbows being
cclied up next and is trying to get BraTrirgo over by
the listening table so they can use it when the Rainbows
peopie leave.)

11:04 T tells Secrets which workbook page to do. (Craig comes
over and asks me how many pages of writing I have.)

T tells Pammy that the reading teacher will be here soon
so she'd better get going on her reading.

11:05 Rainbows gets called up to table. Too many for the table
so T has them meet at the carpet. They read aloud in
their group. Secrets doing their reading and worksheets.
ON-(Pammy read7TOrly during silent reading.) ON-(Becky

is making a picture that says: "I love you Mrs. Meijer.")
T calls out to Andrew, Paul and Donald to do their own
work. They were talking at their seats. She reminds
Rainbows not to "clip off their, endings." Says these are
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just as important. They are reading a play. T assigns
parts. Craig asks to be a troll, but T tells him that
he's already read and that Sarah is already chosen as
troll.

11:12 Pammy coughs. T looks up, hearing how bad it sounds.

11:16 Play still going on with Rainbows. Other kids are quietly
working or at listening table. T reminds the group of the
picture clues as they read.

11:20 Dismisses Rainbows with no workbook page today. Paul,
Andrew and Donald back asking T a question about their
worksheet that they can't figure out.

11:25 T says they are waiting for the reading teacher and sug-
gests that some may want to take their bathroom breaks
now. T asks Royce to sit down and tie his shoes, then
watches to see if he can do it correctly. T asks if any-
one has papers to be initialed. Craig says, "I do."
(T tells me she's stalling.)

11:30 Still waiting for the reading teacher. She's here. Sev-
eral kids say, "Here she comes." T notices Andrew and
Jimmy horseplaying. Says to Andrew, "I' don't want to see
that again, or you will have discipline meted out."
(ON--About the strongest statement I've heard her make.)
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THE CANDY PAGE
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February Candy WrappersAlphabotcal Order
Fiease help the candy rnakerget ready for Valentine's Day. Put each candy in the box ii
alttetical order.

:wee* or
:7,41"V14' SM. 1. orIEMID .1= eM

-,.. M... :e aT'IP-1.1 I...ft a:gown...M=42T :3
emowNom

On the bacie of this paier tontea-Vareltliee poem la so rreconeyou love. Use the rhyming
utirds in the only box:

ft,. am. moo an= MNII MOM MD. 4WD I, EMM OEM M a MED OM EDDD MMD AMMO O... exIM .401M
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END-OF-THE-YEAR READING 'EST RESULTS

FOR INFORMAL GROUPS
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End-of-Year Reading Test Results
-for informal Grouos

Gates-McGinitie, Form A
5-81 (end of 1st grade)

Gates-McGinitie, Form B
5-82 (end of 2nd grade)

Vocabulary Comprehension Vocabulary Comprehension

Paul 3.7 3.7 4.7 3.6

Andrew 2.8 3.7 5.6 5.2

Elizabeth 2.8 3.7 3.3 3.5

Donald .3.7 3.2 5.6 5.2

Sarah 2.5 2.7 3.5 4.3

Jessica 2.4 2.5 3.2 5.7

Craig 1.7 2.0 2.6 1.8

Pammy 2.7 3.1 3.7 3.6

Neil 2.5 3.2 2.8 4.3

Steve 2.4 1.9 3.0 1.8

Joe 3.0 1.8 5.6 3.5

Mary 3.6 2.1 3.6 2.2
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Chapter 3

CASE ST7DY "TWL TOBIN:

SOCIAL CONTROL L )ND-GRADE CLASSROOM

This case study focuses on how one experienced second-grade
teacher saw what she saw in her classroom and how she learned to
interpret what she saw. Not only is a theoretical overview of a
particular, concrete situation provided, but at the same time the
case study is shown to support a general picture of human, social
interaction. First the physical setting of the research site is
presented. This is followed by a variety of empirical assertions
regarding the characters and events from the site. Finally,
second-order claims are made concerning the meaning of the initiai
empirical assertions.
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a J. ,/ A., 111

SOCIAL CONTROL IN A SECOND GRADE CLASSROOM

Conceptual Groune

Introduction

Quentin Skinner (1985) has recently suggested that there has

been a return of 'Grand Theory' in the human sciences. He

remarks:

During the past generation, Utopian social philosophies have
once again been practised as well as preached; Marxism has
revived and flourished in an almost bewildering variety of
forms; psychoanalysis has gained a new theoretical orienta-
tion with the work of Lacan and his followers; Habermas and
other members of the Frankfurt Scl-ool have continued to
reflect on the parallels between .ae theories of Marx and
Freud; the Women's Movement has added a whole range of pre-
viously neglected insights and arguments; and amidst all this
turmoil the empiricist and positivist citadels of English-
speaking social philosophy have been threatened and under-
mined by successive waves of hermeneuticists, structuralists,
post-empiricists, deconstructionists and other invading
hordes. (pp. 5-6)

This return to Grand Theory is meant in the sense that social

thinkers and commentators are once again social theorists, commit-

ted to the view that an experLlental, quantificational model (such

as seen to be held for the natural sciences) is inappropriate to,

and incoherent concerning, the human, social sciem s in their

studies of human, social institutions and practices. Furthermore,

these-thinkers and commentators are once again social theorists,

committed to the view that some overarching conceptual understand-

ing of human, social institutions and practices is both possible

and imperative (epistemically and morally).

As noted from the remarks of Skinner above, this return to

Grand Theory has come from numerous sources and directions,
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including post-positivist work in the philosophy of science (e.g.

Kuhn) and non-positivist work in continental intellectual traditions

(e.g._Foucault). A frequently-heard criticism of these theorists is

that they are too 'soft' and speculative, they rarely (if ever) pro-

vide 'hard' data or empirical studies to support their theoretical

claims and positions. This objection no longer seems credible (if it

ever was) in light of the detailed historical work done by Kuhn and

Feyerabend, for example, in the history of science, and the detailed

historical work done by Foucault, for example, in the history of such

social issues (and the accompanying institutions) as criminality,

sexuality and insanity. This present essay is intended as a small

contribution to this return to Grand Theory. The paper's purpose is

twofold: irst, to illustrate how mundane situations like the day-to-

day events in a second-grade classroom are reflective of broader

social practices, institutions and ideologies, and second, to suggest

that a reasonable understanding of such mundane situations like the

day-to-day events in a second-grade classroom can only come from a

hermeneutical, qualitative approach. In particular, this paper will

draw from the thought of Foucault (and, though less directly, Kuhn).

Foucault and Kuhn

Among those thinkers whom Skinner labels as Grand Theorists,

he includes Foucault and Kuhn. Both might appear somewhat

mislabelled as 'Grand Theorists,' Foucault becaUse his work has

seemed neither grand nor theoretical but very restricted in scope

and historically particularized in nature and Kuhn because his

work has seemed unrelated to human, social institutions and
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practic_ er than that of science and almost exclusively the

natural sciences. Nevertheless, Foucault is a Grand Theorist in

Skinner's sense, as his historically particularized works have

been written within his larger objective of trying to show us how

modern societies exercise control through knowledge and power,

especially at the institutional level. Social and political

control results from the exercise of power and conceptions of

knowledge which enable such exercise of power, not so much by

individuals as by institutions. Human, social institutions shape

and are manifestations of social control. They are so in large

part by their determination of what counts as legitimate and

appropriate knowledge and categories of knowledge and by the

accompanying standards of normality. As Philip (1985), commenting

on Foucault, claims:

The normal child, the healthy body, the stable mind, the good
citizen, the perfect wife and the proper man--such concepts
haunt our ideas about ourselves, and reproduced and
legitimated through the practices of teachers, social work-
ers, doctors, judges, policemen and administrators. The
human sciences attempt to define normality; and by establish-
ing this normality as a rule of life for us all, they simul-
taneously manufacture - for investigation, surveillance and
treatment - the vast area of our deviation from this stan-
dard. (p. 67)

Foucau/t's approach is a constructivist one. That is, his

position is that reality--at least, social reality--is a human,

social construct, not something we discover by 'bumping into it.'

This social constructiv;Ism 1.!.; cot the simple truism that

humans construct society' (f... wtthout htrzan there would be no

social reality) but is ; rch ignificant claim. It is the

claim that what human &u A:lisc4wer 4bumring into it' is
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socially determined, and socially determined for Foucault primarily at

the level of institutional power and.control. The world we live in,

the truth(s) that we know (and can know) are not to be conceived in

terms of a correspondence to an 'objective' reality we encounter but

rather in terms of a coherent system (for Foucault, a discourse)

shaped by social concerns and actions. Just as discourse is possible

only within a context of discursive rules, so, too, human, social

practices are possible only within a context of social rules (i.e.,

institutions). Further, just as the meaning (and truth) of statements

are possible and understandable only within a discourse and the under-

lying discursive rules, so, too, the meaning (and truth) of human,

social events and activities are possible and understandable only

within a context of human, social interaction aud the underlying

social rules/ institutions. This paper is a case study of such inter-

action within the educational institution.

It was remarked above that, like Foucault, Kuhn is not

obviously a Grand Theorist. His most renowned work deals with

notions of scientific revolutions and scientific progress not with

overarching conceptions of human, social interactions. His less

widely read work is even marA t'estricted and is even less directly

related to social and political issues. While this may be, his

consistent divergence from positivist models of science (for both

natural and social sciences) and his alternative view of the

philosophy, history and sociology of science do suggest a general

picture of theory and practice, not only for the natural sciences,

but for the -Iuman sciences as well. Kuhn stresses a view of

science not as doctrine, but as activity, as human, social
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practice, such that it cannot be isolated from other human, social

practices and (a la Foucault) institutions. The emphasis on

paradigms as vehicles of scientific change carries with it a

rejection of progress as foundational and cumulative. Instead,

progress and change are seen as switches in allegiance to

particular paradigms, each being self-contained and coherent

systems. Much like Foucault, Kuhn dismisses a view of reality and

truth as correspondence to an 'objective' world in favor of a view

which focuses on coherence, consistency and interpretability.

This view of looking at science from a sociological perspective,

with an accompanying emphasis on the role and importance of

science education, is also a social constructivist position.

Science is a human, social practice (and institution) which

interacts with the world by constructing models which are

internally coherent and account for observed phenomena. A final

important point which Kuhn highlights is that even the observed

phenomena are not simply discovered but--because observation is in

large part theory-laden--is also constructed. This last point is

particularly relevant to the present case study, as the project of

which it is a part concerns observation in the classroom--how

teachers learn to see and interpret what they see.

To repeat, then: this paper is a case study of a second-

grade classroom, and the guiding question of this study is how do

teachers learn to see what they see in the classroom and how do

they learn to interpret what they see in the classroom? As will

become evident, the conclusions drawn are that a Foucaultian (and

Kuhnian) analysis of social practice and institutions provide a
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legitimate overarching theoretical base for understanding the

events and characters in this mundane educational setting. Not

only is a theoretical overview of a particular, concrete situation

provided, but at the same time a case study is shown to support a

general picture of human, social interaction.

First, the physical setting of the research site will be

presented. This will be followed by a variety of empirical

assertions regarding the characters and events from the site.

Then a few second-order claims will be made concerning 'the

meaning' of the initial empirical assertions. That is, more

sweeping, interpretive statements will be offered to throw light

on the empirical assertions by providing a larger theoretical

background within which they can be viewed. Finally, some general

remarks will be gtven showing a (Foucaultian) broad, theoretical

context and providing an interpretation of the significance of the

initial assertions.

Overview of the Setting

My research site was an inner-city elementary school in a

mid-sized Midwestern city. Because of budgetary problems, the

school was scheduled to be closed at the end of the 1984-85 aca-

demic year. While the school was in a residential neighborhood,

there was a large factory immediately west and southwest of the

school. I was told by the school secretary that in the spring of

1984 there were 197 students enrolled (grades K-6). The classroom

to which I went was one of two second-grade rooms in the school.

Actually, it was a mixture of first and second grades in this
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particular classroom. There was a fair amount of mobiliry in this

classroom in terms of students' families moving into and out of

the school district during the school year, though never more than

twenty-five at any one time. One student (Eupaulito) was only in

the room for the first two days, while two other students (Sam and

Scott) did not enter the classroom until May 2, 1984 (about five

weeks before the end of the school year). Throughout most of the

year, there were twenty-four students, eight in first grade and

sixteen in second grade. There was a teacher's aide (full-time)

in addition to the teacher. During the course of the year, there

were two student teachers, one from January to March and the other

from January to June, each of whom came in one day per week

(though on different days). .

The classroom was on the southwest corner of the school

building and faced the parking lot (see Appendix, Figure 1). The

southern wall of the classroom was almost entirely windows. As a

result, attention was often drawn outside (e.g., because of the

weather or events taking place in ehe parking lot).

The classroom (see Appendix, Figure 2) was approximately 20'

x 40', with the door at the northeast corner of the room. The

floor was completely carpeted. The room was divided (by me) into

three major sections. The rightmost section was that which con-

tained the desks of both the teacher and the aide. In addition,

the aide's reading corner (i.e., where the aide conducted reading

groups) was here. The waste baskets, pencil sharpener and storage

cabinets were also in this section of the room, as well as the

math charts (i.e., charts on the wall recording the students' math
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test outcomes; see Appendix, Tables 1 and 2). The middle section

of the room was primarily taken up by the students' desks. The

leftmost section of the room contained the teacher's reading table

(i.e., where the teacher conducted reading groups), the art table

(i.e., where students worked on art projects or where art supplies

were kept while students worked at their desks on art projects)

and the listening center (i.e., where there was a cassette player

and several sets of headphones). In addition, the spelling chart

(see Appendix, Table 3) and the citizenship chart (see Appendix,

Table 4) were posted on the wall in this section. The spelling

chart recorded the students' spelling test autcomes, and the

+71: enship chart recorded the teacher's weekly citizenship

gs of the students.

Daily classroom activities were quite structured. On the

cabinets next to the door was a chart indicating a daily rautine

(though unlabelled). The chart, approximately 18" x 24" and

always visible to the students, read as follows:

Morning

8:35 - 9:00 Opening exercises
9:00 - 10:15 Reading
10;15 - 10:40 Bathroom - Free time
10:40 - 11:25 Lunch

Afternoon

12:10 - 12:30 Read book
12:30 - 1:40 Reading - Language Arts

Spelling
1:40 - 2:00 Gym Mon.

Wed.
Fri.

2:00 - 3:00 Writing
Social studies
Science
Art
Music
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A 'normal' day followed this schedule rather closely. At

8:35 the bell would ring, indicating to students that they may/

must come into the school building and go to their classrooms.

(Before the bell rang, the students were not supposed to be in the

building except for students who were having breakfast in the

gym.) I often arrived at the room by 8:15 and already at that

time the teacher had seatwork written on the front board for

students to do when they came into the room at 8:35. She also

already had work placed on students' desks for them to do when

they came tn. (When I arrived in the mornings, somdtimes the

teacher was in the room and sometimes not. Even when she wasn't,

the door was always open, lights were on and usually a small radio

was playing softly on her desk, tuned to a local 'soft rock'

station.) The aide rarely was in the room before the bell rang at

8:35.

As students entered the room, there was usually a variety of

activity; some students immediately sat down and began working,

others sat at their desks watching other students, and still

others talked among themselves or 'fooled around' (e.g., teased

one another, chased one another, taunted one another). The

teacher or aide inevitably within two or three minutes would tell

the class as a whole or individual students to get to work, often

reminding particular students that they did not have yesterday's

work completed. The teacher would then take roll and the aide

would call students, by row, to go to the pencil sharpener and

sharpen their pencils if they desired. While taking roll, the
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teacher also would ask who was buying lunch on that day, who

brought a lrinch and who was going home for lunch.

After roll was taken, the teacher would pick a student to 'do

the cilendar.' That is, the student would go up to the teacher

and stand next to the calendar at the fremt of the room. The

student would then lead the class in reciting (approximately) the

following: Today is (e.g.) Monday, May 14, 1984. The student

would then return to his/her seat and the teacher would read from

a book some historical fact about that particular date. The

selection of which student 'did the calendar' on a given day, was,

as best as I could understand, determined by seating arrangement.

That is, a particular student 'did the calendar' today because

that student sat behind the student who 'did the calendar'

yesterday. Several times while I was there, the teacher asked

whose day it was, and always several students would shout out

names, usually concurring on a single name. This determination by

seating arrangement was superceded, however, in the case of

student birthdays. If a particular student had a birthday on a

given day, that student 'did the calendar' in every such case.

After 'doing the calendar' the teacher would lead the class

in the pledge of allegiance. An American flag (3' x 6') hung in

the front of ehe room above the front chalkboard. The students

all stood at eheir desks while they spoke the pledge. Upon

finishing, the students would sit back down and work on their

seatwork. At this time the teacher would preview her plans for

the day for the class and explAin any work that she felt needed
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explaining at that time. Then she would read a story at the front

of the class while stmdents worked at their seats.

Around 9:00 the teacher would stop reading and go over to the

reading table. At this time the aide would also go there. As

learned both from overharing them and from their comments during

interviews, they would discuss at this time which reading groups

each of them would take that day (or, at least, that morning).

The aide would then to her reading corner and call a reading

group. At the same time, the teacher would call a different

reading group to the reading table. Those students not called

would remain at their desks and work. As students went to their

respective reading groups, there was no pre-arranged seating

patterns. Students with the teacher would sit on chairs around

the reading table, and students with the aide would sit on the

floor in her reading corner. Reading groups usually lasted 30-40

minutes. When they would finish and be dismissed, the other

(remainlng) reading groups would then be called. At that point

the studerts from initial reading groups would work at their

seats while the oth i.,c. students were in their respective reading

groups.

Between 10:00 and 10:30 the second pair of readirg groups

would-be dismissed. Students continued to work at their seats

until they completed it. The teAcher and the aide would either go

to their desks and grade student papers or go around the room

checking on and aiding the students wit4 their seatwork. As

students finished their work, they cvald have 'free time.' They

could read at their desks, go to the liztening center to listen to
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tapes, quietly play in the back of the room or quietly congregate

at the art table to read, write or do art work. (As the yeax-:

progressed and I became more a part of the classroom community,

stue.ents took this time to interact with me.)

Around 10:40 or 10:45 the teacher would tell students to

return to their seats. She would then explain the math seatwork

for the day. After explaining the concepts and :he students

were to do, she and the aide would 4o around the ..00m checking on

and helping students as they did their work. If the students were

given a math test, they were given it at this time. Only on very

rare occasions did any student complete the math seatwork before

lunch. If it happened, the teacher or aide would have the student

perform some function such as straightening up an area of the room

or delivering a message to the main office.

Around 11:20 the teacher would tell students to start

finishing up and get ready to 12:.,,ve for lunch. When the bell

would ring at 11:25, the teacher would :,tand at the doorway and

call stvdents, by row, to line up behind her. She then dismissed

them for lunch. During all of my visits to the classroom, neither

the teacher nor the aide ever stayed in the room during lunch.

However, :.e.1 a few occasions the teacher kept the class inside

because the students had been particularly unruly that morning

(i.e., not getting their work done but talking among themselves

and doing other unsanctioned activities).

In the afternoon, the teacher and the aide would arrive at

the classroom almost always betwen 12:00 and 12:10 (closer to the

latter). They both tended to arrive at the same approximate time,
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and more often than not they arrived together. The room was kept

locked during lunch and when the teacher arrived after lunch she

always let me into the room before the bell rang at 12:10. When

the bell would ring, the students would enter the building and go

to their classrooms. As students came into the room, their

behavior was much the same as in the morning (somn, going to work

immediately, others not). As students settled down to work on

their seatwork from the morning, the teacher would read a story to

the class from the front of the room and ea aide would grade

student papers at her desk.

Around 12:30 the teacher would stop re?,ding. Then she and

the aide wculd call reading groups (with this process being the

same as in the morning). Late in the school year, when students

were being taught script (cursive) writing, this was done at this

time of day. As in the morning, after students had attended their

reading groups and had completed their seatwork, they were allowed

'free time.' Usually between 1:30 and 1:45 both the teacher and

the aide would lismiss their final reading groups of the day and

the teacher would take those students out for recess who had

completed their work and had not: been disruptive. If the weather

was good, they would go outaldt::: a not, they would go downstairs

to the gym. The aide stayed in the room with thr stqdents who

were not allowed to go to recess and graded papers at her desk.

Between 2:00 and 2:15 the teacher and students would return to the

room. At this point, depending on the day of the week, the

teacher would go over one of several ti4ics with the students

(e.g., art, social studies, or music). The teacher would explain
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the material or project at the ffr,17.1.: of the room, and then

students would work on that material or project (usually at their

desks) until around 2:45, at which time the ;lecher would tell tho

class to begin wrapping things up for the day. If the class had a

spelling test, it would be given at this time (i.e., between 2:15

and 2:45). The bell for the close of the day would ring at 2:53.

The teacher would dismiss students, by row. Students would line

up, in gender-based lines, in the hall next to their lockers. At

3:00 the teacher would dismiss them for the day.

There were, of course, peculiarities about each day's events

and activities, but the above account is quite paradigmatic of the

daily routine. This daily routine did not vary greatly over the

course of the school year.

Empirical Assertions

Preservice training is often criticized as being too theoret-

ical and not practical enough. While such criticism is somewhat

unfounded, it is no doubt true that no preservice program can

adequatrly prepare someone for the nuances of day-to-day teaching.

Learning to teach must inevitably continue (if not begin) on the

job. Part of what is learned is practical ways of seeing and

making sense of classroom events of a mundane, daily basis. An

important research question, then, and the overarching question

guiding this present research was: how do teachers make sense of

everyday claJsroom events and how do they come to have this abili-

ty? In short, what do teachers see and how do they learn what and

how to see? As corollaries to this initial question are the
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following, more specific, questions: (1) How are teachers' ways

of seeing learned and how do they change over time (both across

years and within a given year)? (2) How can or does the larger

social setting (e.g., inner city vs. suburban) affect what teach-

ers come to notice and interpret in their classrooms? (3) How do

teachers' emic perspectives differ from the researcher's etic

perspective of the classroom characters and events? (4) How might

practical ways of seeing vary between teachers (who are, more or

less, instructionally effective in terms of student academic

achievement outcomes)?

An underlying assumption of the research was the apparent

truism that a classroom setting constitutes a society in minia-

ture, or at least a model of a society. Within this social set-

ting the teacher serves as a visible focal point of activity and

local mores. She shapes, more than any other single character at

the site, the tacit and explicit rules of expected and acceptable

behavior. Much, if not all, of what she comes to see (or how she

comes to make sense of the setting and the characters) is a func-

tion of this 'shaper' role. Her role, both assigned and presumed,

as the central authority in the classroom setting determines in

large part (at least) her actions and perceptions of the classromi

social structure. As subsequent discussion and analysis will

show, the assertions developed below reflect this.

As noted earlier, reading groups focusing on grammar rules

were a major endeavor during afternoons (in terms of time spent on

an 'academin' task). The class was divided into several reading

groups, with both the teacher and the aide working with reading
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groups (simultaneously) for a large part of the afternoon.

Students not involved in a reading group at any given time were

supposed to be at their desks doing seatwork (either spelling or

math) or, when this was completed, quietly engaged in an approved

activity, such as listening to a tape at the listening center or

reading a book. Even while working with a reading group, howevr,

the teacher seemed concerned to maintain seatwork students 'on

task.' That is, the teacher seemed to be concerned that the

students at their desks were in fact doing the work that they were

supposed to be doing. The concern seemed strong enough that the

teacher (and the aide) would interrupt reading groups in session

to insure that this was done. This is illustrated in the vignette

below. What is also illustrated by this vignette is a seeming

lack of encouragement of peer teaching among the students.

Peer Teaching

The following events took place on the afternoon of Thursday,

2-23-84. The teacher called the Spinners group to the reading table.

(The Spinners group was the top level reading group. One of the

students, Gabriel, was not in class on this day.) the students came

to the table and sat in the following configuration at the table:

Teacher

Laurie

Joel Ricky

Carlos S.
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At the .zume time the aide called the Towers reading group to

her reading corner. (See Figure 2 for the relative placement of

the reading table and the reading corner.) The teacher read a

story to the students in her group and then explained that the

lesson that day was about the contextual meaning of words. She

then had students read to themselves from their textbooks. While

they were readir, ..:he teacher said to me that she wanted to tell

me something later when the class went outside (for recess). (I

was sitting next to the lsitening center, about three feet behind

Carlos S.) When the students finished reading to themselves, the

teacher started to explain the notion of context. She picked a

word ('delve') and tried to use it in a sentence. After a

moment's hesitation, she remarked that she couldn't think of a

good example for 'delve,' so she went over various meanings of the

word 'bank.' While she was doing this, the aide (from her reading

corner) said: "Vanessa. Jina. That's enough. Thank you." The

teacher stopped speaking and looked up when the aide spoke.

(Vanessa and Jina were at their desks, approximately in the center

of the room.) A few minutes later another student, Ben, was

walking around the room. The teacher's group was reading to

themselves again. The teacher spoke: "Ben, are you done with

your work?" Ben: "No." Teacher: "Then why are you wandering?"

Ben: "I need an eraser." Jina: "Vanessa's got one." Teacher:

"Vanessa, do you have one?" Vanessa: "I don't know where it is."

Teacher: "Look in your desk." Vanessa opened her desk top and

pulled out an eraser. Ben took it back to his desk, used it and

then put it back on Vanessa's desk. The aide left her reading
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group and went out of the room. A few moments later (less than a

minute) she returned and said: "I have ten erasers here." She set

them on her desk and returned to her read-ng roup. About ten minutes

later-the aide dismissed the Towers group and called the Sunshine

group to her reading corner. Three minutes later the teacher dis-

missed her group (commenting that they had been a good group that day)

and called the Skylights reading group to the reading table.

(Skylights was the lowest level of thr second-grade reading groups.)

The students sat in the following configuration around the table:

Teacher

Instructional

Chart

Jina

Barb

John

Vanessa

Juanita

The teacher remarked that today they would go over vowel

sounds. While going over them, ths teacher noticed that two

students at their seats were talking (Jason was at Jamie's desk

and they were talking.) Teacher: "Jason, take your stuff and go

to the round table.", He gathered some papers and went to the

listening center (which was next to the round art table). The

teacher then continued working with her reading group and Jason,

it seemed, looked around the room without working on his seatwork.

Several features about the characters and the setting at the

research site are borne out by the events described above. First,

there is the suggestion that the teacher did not encourage (and
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perhaps discouraged) peer teaching. She did not, apparently,

consider that student conversations, especially at times of seat-

work, were matters of one student asking another student for help

(and, in fact, asking another student because the teacher and the

aide were involved with reading groups, which students at their

seats were told early in tLe, year not to interrupt). Both the

aide and the teacher interrupted their reading groups to 'disci-

pline' students who were talking, yet not only was the talking not

very loud (I didn't hear either Vanessa and Jina or Jason and

Jamie), but there was no clear indication (at least to me) of the

nature of their conversations. Given the fact that both the aide

and the teacher were involved in their reading groups, the conver-

sation might well have been cases of one student helping another

with the seatwork upon the request of the othel. student. However,

neither the aide nor the teacher attempted to discover whether

this was what was going on.

Besides perhaps revealing something about peer teaching, this

short vignette exposes and highlights several other aspects about

the research site. For one thing, the remegal of Jason from other

students (by telling him to go to the round table) suggests the

teacher's sense of thci interplay between space and behavior. That

is, she saw the threat of unacceptable behavior (and the punish-
.

ment for unacceptable behavior) as being a function (at least in

part) of spatial proximity. By enforcing spatial distance between

the 'disruptive students, she shortcircuited future threats of

such behavior (and enacted the appropriate punishment).
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In addition to spotlighting the teacher's sense of space, the

events portrayed in the vignette pointed to the interplay between

the teacher and the aide, particularly in pointing to the impor-

tant role which the aide served for the teacher in terms of what

was seen in the classroom and in terms of social control.

Beyond these two features (i.e., the use of space and the

interplay between the teachor and the aide), another characteris-

tic of the research site was revealed by the events in this vi-

gnette, viz the teacher was very concerned to maintain classroom

order and to maintain students 'on task.' These three features

will be considered in turn.

Use of Space

On numerous occasions, including that noted above, the teach-

er made use of space in order to abort what she saw as disruptive

behavior (or potentially disruptive behavior) or in order to

punish inappropriate behavior. This usually took the form of

sending a student to another part of the room. In the vignette

above, Jason was told to "take his stuff to ehe round table." As

exemplified below, the teacher often resorted to this tactic. On

Thursday, 5-24-84, the teacher was in a reading group at the

reading table. I was at the art table speaking with a student

when the teacher called across the room: "Antonio! Take your

papers and come over here (pointing to the listening center).

Tom, take your papers and stand at (the aide's) desk. You're both

being naughty. Antonio, you weren't here yesterday. You can't

afford to waste your time."
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Moving students to other parts of the room, however, was not

the only vehicle used by the teacher in spatially dealing with

unacceptable behavior. She also isolated students by either mov-

ing them and their desks away from other students or by moving

other students away from them. The first sort of spatial isola-

tion is illustrated by the fact that late in the year Ben's desk

was often moved away from the other students and was either next to

the teacher's desk or next to the doorway. On 5-3-84 hi desk was

not only moved next to the teacher's, but it was faced away from

the class. The second sort of spatial isolation is illustrated

by the fact that from 1-18-84 until the end of the year the

teacher had an empty desk in front of Aries and Gabriel next to

her. Prior to that time Laurie sat in front of Aries and on many

occasions the teacher would tell them to stop talking. (She

usually told Aries to stop talking.) Gabriel, ctill being

next to Aries, did not interact very much with her, often telling

her to be quiet when she spoke to him during their time for

seatwork.

While these cases iwlicate that the teacher intentionally

made use of spatial proximity in the determination of classroom

behavior, she did not seem to make use of space in other ways.

For example, Juanita, who had difficulties academically almost the

entire year and was one of three students retained at the end of

the year (Barb and Gladys being the other two) sat in the south-

easternmost desk in the room. (Aries, also seen as a 'problem'

student, was seated most of the year in the other back corner of

the room.) Nonetheless, Juanita's seat was in a 'high traffic'
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area of the room. Not only was her desk very close to the aide's

reading corner, but much of the movement from one side of the room

to the other went directly past her desk. Both the teacher and

the aide remarked that Juanita spent a lot of her time simply

looking around the room (often at people as they walked by he,-

desk). On 5-15-84, however, several student's desks were moved,

including Juanita's. She then sat, still in the back, in the

second row from the left (Gabriel on her left, Renee in front and

Carlos M. on her right). Prior to this move twelve other second-

grade students had passed more math tests than she had, and six

times she had missed two or more spelling words on her weekly

spelling tests (see Appendix tables). After 5-15-84 Juanita

passed thirteen math tests (in four weeks), such that only eight

students passed more math tests than she, and she didn't miss more

than one word on any weekly spelling tests. Also, in the four

weeks after the move, she received two of the seven good citizen-

ship ratings that she received during the entire year. Although

no causal connection is being claimed here between apparently

improved academic performance and the change in seating, a corre-

lation is there. Furthermore, it is not implausible to suggest

that a student's physical isolati. from the class is related to a

student's social or academic isolation. A student's spatial iso-

jation could vary well contribute to a student's sense of communi-

ty and, as will be proposed below, even a sense of self-identity.

Another example of the significance of space in the class-

room, which the teacher did not seem to explicitly consider, was

that of the spatial problems of students in the front of the room.
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The desks in the fro,lt rou -.yore immediately aojacent to tho front

wall. Conseqtwntly, those students in the front row faced not

other students or a large part of the room, but (for the most

part) the chalkboard. The students sitting in the front row

(Jamie, Barb, Tavi, Miles and Ben) often got into trouble for

talking and looking around the room. However, given the fact of a

chalkboard looming in front of them (an arm's length away), it

could be that a student would tend to seek some mode of stimula-

tion and communication. Visually there would be little to stimu-

late the student. A 'natural' tendency might be to then initiate

stimulation through communication with others. With the exception

of Tavi, all of the students who sat in the front row were fairly

often told to stop talking and do their work. As noted earlier,

Ben was evyn moved away from the other students. Their tendency

to talk with other students might have been a function of their

spatial location in the classroom. While the teacher made use,

then, of space as an element in the determination of classroom

behavior, she might have made greater (or different) use of it.

One important use of space that was made, and one which also

points to the significance of the division of labor between the

teacher and the aide, was that of the placement of the two reading

areas-in opposite corners of the room. This was important in the

sense that this allowed the optimum visibility of the room for the

teacher and the aide together. That is, if the teacher was con-

cerned that she not only could conduct a reading group, but also

could 'keep an eye' on students at their desks doing seatwork,

then this spatial arrangement gave maximum visibility for the
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s,cher atld the aide to see any area of the room. (Of course,

with the reading groups in the opposite corners of the room, each

group was minimally disturbed by the other group.) This ,)atial

arrangement and its likelihood of functioning effectively both

required and highlighted another important feat.lre of this class-

room setting, y_lz. the close interaction between the teacher and

the aide and their functioning as a unit. By having an aide and

by having her where she was in the room, the teacher's eyes and

ears (and control) were, in a sense, doubled. Quite simply, the

presence and subsequent actions of the aide shaped what the teach-

er saw in terms of classroom events.

Significance of Aide

As noted in the original vi6nette above, it was the aide who

noticed Vanessa and Jina talking and who spoke to them. As this

indicates, and as became more and more obvious, the presence of

another adult (another 'teacher') in the room shaped in large part

ehe social setting and day-to-day events in the classroom. The

time spent by the aide grading student papers was time that the

teacher spent with other ls. The presence of the aide in

the room allowed ti-t teacher to take some students (those with

eheir.work done) for recess '.7112.le other students (those without

their work done) were left Lehind in the room attended. This

helped to shape and reinforce the policy of rewarding 'good'

students by letting them play at recess, while punishing 'bad'

students by keeping them on task. The presence of the aide

allowed the class to be partitioned into four reading groups, two
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meeting simultaneously. This seemed to serve seveve functions.

First, it allowed smaller reading groups to be a fewsil-Aez reelity.

(The alternatives which the teacher alone would *Iree faced woul6

have been either larger rea,iing groups--and so lo3s .11;tiviCueeieed

instruction--or more class timu spent on reading groups--e IA so

less time spent on other activities.) Second, it ,esulted

fewer students being at their desks engaged in seatwork at any

given time. Given the teacher's apparent concern for maintaining

students on task, this meant there were fewer student, at eheig:

seats who needed 'to be watched.' Besides the fewer :-Wrie:ets 'td

be watched,' there were two 'watchers,' tzgether couev4ading a

total overvi eet. of the .ocal terrain. They had the kV,s

surrounded!

In many other ways the presence of the aieLe wes significant.

The students had two adults/teachers 10 go to for help or advice

or consolation. The teacher had another adult in the room with

whom to interact. Often the teacher and the aide would speak to

each other across the room (both about personal leeltd professional

matters). The absence of the teacher on a given day would neces-

sitate the acquiring of a substitute teacher. The aiee could and

would take over the daily routine as much as.possible on those

occasions. (There were times when a substitute teacher was in the

classroom, along with the aide. On those occasions, the students

seemed to see the aide as the 'authority figure' in the room.)

There were even a number of occasions when students would refer to

the aide by the teacher's name. Almost always when this happened

the student would quickly correct her/himself, indicating perhaps
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that this slip of the tongue suggested that to the students the

ide if :.ties of the teacher and the aide were somewhat conflated.

The following narrative displays much of the interactions

between the teacher and the aide. On Thursday, 2-16-84 a student

teacher was in the room along with the teacher and the aide (and

myself, resulting in four adults in the room on that day). (The

student teacher is referred to below as '370.') 370 asked the

teacher if she should do the calendar. The teacher said yes.

Then the teacher went to the front of the room and read a story

while students worked at their desks. 370 was sitting at the

teacher's desk looking at the teacher. The aide was at her desk

sorting papers. After a moment, the aide got up and urote on the

subtraction chart. Shortly, the teacher (still reading) showed

the students a picture from the book she was reading to them.

Meanwhile, the aide went around the room returning graded work.

370 was still at the teacher's desk. At about 9:00 the

teacher finished reading and said: "Some of you listened very

well. Some of you didn't." The aide was writing words on the

board in her reading corner. 370 was still sitting at the teach-

er's desk. The tescher put the book on her desk, picked up a

yardstick and walked back to the front of the room to explain the

students' seatwork. Towers and Skylights each had eight sentences

to copy and vocabulary words to insert in them. Sunshine had

seven other sentence, Pnd accompanying vocabulary words to do.

Then the teacher called for the attention of Towers 1: "Towers 1,

listen." She explained tLcir work to them. 370 was still sitting

at the teacher's desk. The aide was standing at her desk. After
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the teacher was done explaining seatwork, the aide went to her

reading corner and called the Skylights group. 370 went to the

art table and called Towers 2. The teacher called Sunshine to the

reading table.

Jamie, Jason and Renee were the only students not in a read-

ing group. They were all sitting at their respective desks.

Jason was talking to Jamie. Renee was watching them. After a few

minutes, while the teacher's group was reading to themselves, the

teacher came over to me and said: "You should take these three

and they'd all be covered." We laughed. About ten minutes later,

the aide got up and went over to the teacher's reading table to

get an instructional chart. She then went back to her reading

corner.

This narrative points to several interesting things. First,

it displays the division of labor and close interaction between

the teacher and the aide. Both have their jobs to do, and both go

about doing them. The teacher could spend her time performing one

task while the aide performed another. Each appeared to perform

her respective task without needing to check with the other as to

what to do or when to do it. However, besides this feature being

demonstrated, the narrative points to another aspect of the set-

ting (which was also pointed out by the original vignette above),

viz the teacher was concerned with maintaining students on task.

This concern requires closer attention.
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Maintenance of Students 'On Task'

Both the narrative just given and the original vignette

presented above speak to the issue of classroom management and the

teacher's desire to maintain students on task. The very physical

set-up of the classroom and the structuring of the da can be seen

as pointing to the desideratum of order. The students' desks were

aligned in straight rows, and on several occasions students were

told to straighten their seats (when the teacher saw them as 'out

of line'). The presence of the daily routine chart next to the

door spoke of a well-ordered day, and, as noted, this routine was

followed rather closely.

Besides these somewhat implicit indications of order, there

were other, more overt, signs of order (ani consciously-sought and

constructed order) in the rocm. For eN.4mple, in the mornings

before students arrived the teach 6z. would make sue that students'

desk tops were cleared off, and chen she would place seatwork on

their desks so that they coule/would start working when they came

into the room. Frequently she would tell students as they came in

that they had work to do, to sit in their seats and not "run

around the room." Another example of order being maintained was

the teacher's practice of calling students by row whenever the

students were to leave the room (e.g., for recess or to go home at

the end of the day). Both the calling of students by row and the

criterion of 'row silence' as a determinant of which rows were

cr.11ed first were signs of the desideratum of and the maintenance

of order in the classroom.



Beyond the simple maintenance of classro(J.1! ,aer, the teacher

seemech to place a high premium on order being marifested in the

form of stlAdents being maintained 'on task.' That is, a major

aspect of nlar.-rm order seemeC, to be that students were doing

work when they were supposed to, where they were supposed to, and,

indeed, in the order they were supposed to. This aspect can be

seen in the following vignette. On Thursday, 4-5-84, shortly

after the aide had dismissed her second reading group of the

afternoon, she said: "Jamie, do you have your work done? You're

supposed to have your math done before you do your spelling."

Jamie moved some papers around on his desk. A moment later (less

than a minute) he took a folder to the aide's desk. Meanwhile,

another student, Aries, was doing her seatwor, at the art table

(ner- f:o me). Laurie and Gladys were also at the art table,

quic,Ay drawing. The teacher (frow the reading table) said:

"Aries, take your work to your seat." Arics didn't move. A

moment later the teacher said: "Aries! I want you to go to your

seat." She went. A short time later, the aide (from her desk

where she was grading papers) said: "Jamie, come here. You can't

just erase the wrong answer and then turn it in. This is the

fourth time. You're wasting my time. I want you to get this done

and not do anything else until it's done."

This vignette shows the importance to the teacher/aide that

students did their work. The aide's insistence that Jamie do his

work and not do anything else until it was done points to this.

Furthermore, her insistence that he do his math before his spel-

ling seems to indicate that the order in which he did his work was
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also important. Finally, the teacher's insistence that Aries work

at her desk indicates that (at least for Aries) where the work was

done was significant. In addition, the fact that the teacher spoke

acrods ehe room during the teacher's reading group is an indica-

tion that the teacher was concerned to see that students were

doing what they were supposed to be doing in terms of their seat-

work.

Not only was the teacher concerned to maintain order and ha-Je

students on task with respect to their academic work, but also she

carried this over to non-academic aspect of the soc:(al classroom

setting, as the following illustration shows. On the morning cf

Tuesday, 5-29-84 the teacher began the day (after tktng 1i Ind

seeing what lunch plans the students had) by 'doing

She said: "Let's do the calendar. Today is . . . '.oday is

Renee's birthday. I just reme:-'. Renee." Renee went up to

the calendar. They 'did the pe,' Then the teacher led the

class in the pledge of allegian(;. A few moments later the teach-

asked who wanted to be helpers that week. Many students raised

their hands. Jason asked something (which I didn't hear). The

teacher said okay. Jason went over to the citizenship chart. As

the teacher selected a student for a particular job (e.g., board

washer), Jason checked the chart to see if that student received a

good citizenship rating the previous week. (If not, then the

student did not get to be a helper for the current week. This was

the case for Vanessa on thiE day.)

Two features stand out in this vignette. First, as said

before, the teacher's maintenance of order in the room went beyond



the student's academic time and responsibilities. It also covered

other social aspects of the setting. The teacher maintained order

and control of community activities such as the selection of

classroom helpers as well as when the calendar would be 'done' and

by whom.

A second feature that stands out in this vignette is the

significance of citizenship ratings in the make-up of classroom

activities and communal status along with the subsequent signifi-

cance of the citizenship chart. Quite clearly, one's past behav-

ior (supposedly reflected by one's citizenship rating) bore di-

rectly on one's role and status in classroom activities di.lring the

following week (at least). These citizenship ratings tok on

great importance in the shaping of the events, and ultimately of

the characters, in the classroom.

Citizenship Chart and Ratings

The vignette just cited points to the significance of the

citizenship chart and the citizenship ratings with respect to the

day-to-day activities and events in the classroom. From state-

ments made by the teacher in interviews and in passing conversa-

tions, and subsequently from noting patterns shown on the charts

(see appendix) as well as:events such as portrayed in the vignette

above, it became apparent that the citizenship chart and ratings

were important in the social structure of the classroom.

Originally It seemed that citizenship ratings were a function

of academic achievement. This was based on the fact that for th-4

most part there seemed to be a clear correlation between academic
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achievement and citizenship ratings. It also was based on remarks

by the teacher. For example, during an interview with her on 2-2-

84, in the course of discussing individual students, the teacher

commented that Barb received many bad citizenship ratings because

"her work is never done." There was some evidence which was

contrary to this original interpretation. For example, in that

same interview the teacher remarked that Laurie rk-±ceved a bad

citizenship rating because she was being a pest that week. As

late in the year as 5-4-84 the data could be 'comfortably' inter-

preted within this original inYerpretation of the significance of

citizenship ratings. At that time only two students had received

more bad than good ratings, Juanita and Aries. Both were in the

lowest reading group for second graders. Neither had passed any

of the 'Big Math Combo' tests. Only three of the remaining four-

teen second graders had not passed any of those tests. Of the

twenty-eight spelling tests taken at that time, Aries had missed

two or more words on eleven tests. Only three students had done

worse and oile of them, Antonio, was in first grade. Seven stu-

dents (including Aries) had done worse than Juanita on the same

criterion, while thirteen had done better. The evidence from

these two 'worst' students seemed to corroborate the claim that

good citizenship was a function of academic achievemert. The

otiwt side of the coin, the 'best' students, also offered corrobo-

7-iting evidence. At that time, the 'best' students in terms of

citizenship ratings were Jina and Carlos S. (both having received

no bad ratings) and Laurie and Tom (each having received only one

bad rating). (At that time Tavi had also received no bad rrtings,
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but she was fairly new to the class.) Although Jina was in the lowest

reading group, both Carlos S. and Laurie were in the highest. In

addition, all three had completed their 'Big Math Combo' tests. In

their spelling tests, Laurie had missed more than one word only once

and had gotten perfect scores twenty-four times. Both Jina and Carlos

S. had missed two or more words four times. Only five students (in-

cluding Laurie) who had been in the classroom all year had done

better, so Jina and Carlos S. were in the top half of the class in

terms of spelling test. Tom, a first grader, was the only first

grader who had passed any 'Big Math Combo' tests and had missed two

or more words on a spelling test only twice out of nineteen tests.

In spite of all of this evidence apparently corroborating the

assertion that citizenship ratings were a function of academic

achievement, there was also disconfirming evidence. As menticrned

above, Laurie received a bad rating one week bocause she had been a

"pest." Likewise, Renee received her first bad rating in mid-March,

and it was not because of poor work but because she, according

Ce teacher, kept intcrrupting the teacher. In addition, as noted

Jina was in the lowest reading group. More poignant,

however, were the caE.7ts of Jason and Ben. Both were among the

'best' students academically, yet both received numerous bad

citizenstr:p ratings. (By the end of the school year Jason had

received fifteen bad ratings out of thirty, Ben fourteen of thirty.)

As of 5-4-85 Jason had passed all of his 'Big Math Combo' tests and

Lad missed -mo or more words on spelling test'7 only three times

(while getting perfect scores twenty times). He was in the middle

reading group. Ben, a first grader, was surpassed only by Tom in
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terms of 'Big Math Combo' tests passed. Additionally, Ben had

perfect scores on fifteen of nineteen spelling tests, best among the

first graders. This evidence all seemed to point to the ielief that

academic achievement was not the--or the only--criterion for good

citizenship ratings.

Only after considering such apparently disconfirming data did

it occur that perhaps the teacher used different criteria for

evaluating different students in terms of citizenship. At the end

of ."ne year only Jina, Carlos S. and Tavi had received all good

ratings, while Aries and Juanita were the only two students to

have received more bad than good ratings. (As already mentioned,

Jason received fifteen bad ratings, Ben fourteen, and Barbara also

received fourteen bad ratings.) Rather than academic achievement

as the determinant of citizenship ratings, it seemed that academic

achievement was perhaps a determinant and more or less a determi-

nant for different individual students. For example, Laurie's

academic performance was always 'good' whereas Barbara's wasn't.

If, ac the last vignette described above might indicate, the

citizenship ratings were used as a mear.3 of shaping classroom

behavior, then it ,fould not be effective (in terms of modifying

behavior) for those students whose academic work was good to base

ratings strictly--or even primarily--on academic performance.

Laurie, for example, could not be &ciplined by punishing her for

bad work since her work was rarely bad. Rather, some other crite-

rion (or criteria) was necessary to be able to reward and punish

her. Good citizenship rewards and bad c:-itizenship punishments,

however, might be effective in getting Barb to do her work. Under
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this interpretation, the data could perhaps be coherently seen.

If the purpose of the citizenship ratings was to modify bel-

by rewarding acceptable and desired behavior and punishing un-

acceptable and undesired behavior, then it makes sense that dif-

ferent criteria of citizenship ratings would be used for different

students. Students whose behavior was acceptable academically

needed to be evaluated in other ways (e.g., in terms of inter-

rupting the teacher), while students whose behavior academically

was not acceptable needed to be evaluated--at least more so--in

terms of academic performance. Otherwise behavior could not be

shaped. It makes sense, then, that Jason, while one of the top

students in the class academically, received fifteen bad ratings,

since he was often talking or looking around the room or even, on

occasion, defying the teacher on the playground. Aries, on the

other hand, was seen as one of the lowest students academically

and much effort (in terms of ctiizenship ratings) was put into

rewarding her gond academic work and punishing her L.. (or

lack of work).

Finally, the significance of the citizenship chart points to

another issue that emerged from the interactions within the class-

room and from the structuring (both conscious and unconscious) of

these interactions by the teacher. The issue is that of the

shaping of students' social and personal identities in the class.

A student's social identity in the classroom is determined in

large part by the interaction of the student with the tE..,:her,

and, in effect, by the actions of the teacher (as well, c.4"

as with the other students). However, not only is e-le
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social identity determined in large part by these interactions,

but also the student's personal identity is so determined. How

the teacher interacts with the student is reflexively influenced

by the ways in which the teacher makes sense of dr -to-day activi-

ties and events, that is, by what the t-acher sees and how (s)he

comes to see what (s)he sees. Within this context, the construc-

tion of student identities had several features: (1) the con.

struction of student identities was diachronic (i.e., they took

shape over time and are understandable only with respect to the

identities of other students, extra-curricular situations and the

teacher's perceptions), (2) the construction of student identities

wab relational (i.e., understandable in terms of their behavior

and interactions rather than as personality or innate characteris-

tics), and (3) the construction of student identities was public

(i.e., they took shape in such a way that the citizenship chart

and other public, visible features of the classroom setting played

an important part). All of these three features waxed and waned

in saliPncy for the teacher across time avid between students.

The vignette noted above (p. 31) concerning th,e citizenship

chart illustrated how citizenship ratings took on great importance

in the shaping of the events. :An,: Otimately, in the shaping of

the characters in the classroom. More importantly, they helped

shape not only tile social status and Identity of students, but

they also helped shape the personal identity of students. This

was borne out most clearly in the case of Aries.

As mentioned earlier, Aries was one of only two students (out

of twenty-four) to receive more 'bad' that 'good' citizenship
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ratings, receiving sixteen 'bad' ratings out of twenty-eight. She

was seen as a particularly troublesome student and in the first

twenty-three weeks of school she received fifteen of her sixteen

'bad' ratings. Besides citizenship ratings being a sign of Aries'

'trouble' status, the teacher's terms of reference with respect to

her was another sign, as the following example suggests. On the

afternoon of 2-23-84 the teacher and I were returning into the

school building after having been outside with some of the stu-

dents from the class (those students who had finished their work

earlier), and we saw Aries sitting in the hall outside of the

classroom. The teacher remarked to me: "Oh, I see Tallulah is

out here." I said nothing. As we went into the classroom, the

teacher's aide was sitting at her desk. The teacher commented:

"I see Tallulah is out there." The aide replied: "I couldn't

take it. She wouldn't listen, and she wouldn't be quiet when I

told her." Seieral things stand out from this simple comment.

First, the tLacher's tone of voice and her use of the name

'Tallulah' both indicated sarcasm. The fact that she repeated the

comm8nt to the aide in the same way indicated that she consciously

chose the terms and the manner of reference. The use of the name

'Tallulah' was, I took it, connected in some way with Tallulah

Bankhead. This could have been intended as a reference to someone

being an actress and perhaps that Tallulah Bankhead had somewhat

of a reputation for playing 'hard-luck' women. Perhaps Aries was

seen by the teacher as a 'hard-luck' girl or the teacher believed

that Aries saw herself as a 'hard-luck' girl. In any case, Aries

had been seen by the teacher as a 'bad' student. She was often
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mentioned as a source of exasperation, was often reprimanded in

class, and was among the lower third of the students in terms of

academic achi-.vement.

Only two weeks later, on 3-6-84, an incident occurred which

seemed to have an important impact on the interactions between the

teacher and Aries, and subsequently on t,c, shaping of Aries'

identity both in social and personal senses. At the end of the

school day, the teacher caught Aries taking a brownie from the

teacher's desk. The teacher reprimanded Aries. The next morning

the teacher and the aide both found letters on their desks from

Aries. The letters said that Aries was sorry for taking the

brownie, that she was bad and she didn't blame them for hating

her. At the end of that school day, the teacher and Aries had a

confidential talk.

Prior to this incident, Aries had received only four 'good'

citizenship ratings and thirteen 'bad' ratings. After this inci-

dent Aries received eight 'good' ratings and only three 'bad'

ones. In addition, on the last day of school the teacher awarded

Aries not only a service award (for service to the class, e.g.,

for helping to clean the room), which five other students re-

ceived, but also the Most Improved Student Award. The relative

plethora of 'good' citizenship ratings and the special awards at

the end of the year did not reflect improved academic performance;

Aries did not receive a scholarship award, which six other stu-

dents did. Academically, Aries was toward the bottom of the

class. She was in the lowest level reading group throughout the

year; only two other second graders had lower cumulative spelling
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test scores, and only two (the same two) had lower cumulative math

test scores. When the teacher spoke about Aries, it was rarely in

terms of academics, and the classroom interactions between them

usually involved Aries' classroom behavior. In an interview at

the end of the year, the teacher remarked that Aries had finally

"shaped up and settled down."

(By contrast, Juanita, who was the other student to receive

more 'bad' than 'good' citizenship ratings, was very rarely dis-

ruptive of classroom activities. The teacher and the aide both

commented numerous times that Juanita "did nothing." Their com-

plaint was not that she disturbed the classroom or other students,

but that she simply didn't do her work. At the same time, her

spelling test scores and math test scores were measurably better

than Aries'. In fact, compared to the other students in the

class, Juanita was in the middle of the range academically. While

Aries' behavior changed over time along with accompanying citizen-

ship ratings, neither Juanita's behavior nor her comparative citi-

zenship ratings changed. She continued to receive 'bad' ratings,

and while Aries received eight 'good' ratings in the final nine

weeks of school, Juanita received only two.)

As will be discussed below, the teacher's goals were the

meeting of district-mandated guidelines and deadlines and her use

of behavior modification techniques were a means toward that end.

The tgols used.by her, such as the citizenship chart, also helped

shape student identity in diachronic, relational and public ways:.

Who Aries was, changed over the course of the year, in large part

through her interactions with the teacher rather than from some
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innate 'personality' characteristics. Who she was, also was a

function of public, observable and malleable qualities, indeed so

public as to be correlated (at least in part) with a physical,

observable object (the citizenship chart) located in the

classroom.

Conclusion

Concluding Remarks

A classroom is, of course, a society in miniature, and it

both reflects and absorbs much of the larger culture (or cultures)

around it. No matter how diligent the education researcher is,

the assimilation of the researcher into a particular classroom

setting remains partial. The resulting interpretation by the

researcher of the setting and the characters and ehe daily events

must be taken cautiously and tentatively. The assertions made by

the researcher, the conclusions drawn, the interpretations offered

must, by their nature, be seen as hypotheses, not as facts. Their

hypothetical quality, however, does not rob them of their impor-

tance or diminish their value. Though hypothetical, they may be

reasonable hypotheses, internally consistent and clearly testable.

The plausibility of alternative interpretations does not show the-

disvalue or simple-mindedness of any particular interpretation;

rather it shows the enormous complexity of the setting and the

characters.

In the present case, it was only after the school year was

completed and while reviewing fieldwork notes, interviews and

videotapes in detail that any overarching interpretation of the
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site emerged. From what were at first disjointed assertions and

isolated observations, a coherent picture of the site slowly took

shape and eventually crystallized under the overview of the wider

constraints and demands of the local school district. That is,

the teacher's perceptions and actions seemed to be oriented toward

classroom management in the sense of the modification of behavior.

This behavioral desideratum was primarily the maintenance of stu-

dents 'on task' (academically). This desideratum was motivated by

the intention of the teacher to conform to the mandates of the

local school district, especially with respect to dated testing

and lesson planning. Quite simply, the teacher tried for the most

part to coordinate the classroom events and activities to meet the

district time schedules.

Given this overview, the assertions presented above take on a

sharper focus and can be seen as not so disjointed. The teacher

was concerned to cover certain academic material at certain times

in a certain sequence (all of which were mandated, in a sense, by

the district), and she structured the daily routine as much as

possible to meet this concern. This meant, for the teacher, that

students should be on task until the task was completed. This was

evidenced by her disapproval of students talking while supposedly

doing seatwork. Not only was talking in the situations (i.e.,

during seatwork time) perceived as time not on task for chose

students talking, but it was also perceived as (at least,

potentially) disruptive to other students who were on task, both

at their seats and in reading groups. Hence, the teacher seemed

to keep a close watch on activities throughout the room even while
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in her reading group. However, a possible result of this concern

may well have been that peer teaching (a form of being on task)

was not encouraged. Likewise, the use of space as an integral

component in the shaping of behavior (by removing behavioral

offenders) makes sense in this light. It also makes more sense

why other uses of space (such as moving Juanita 'further into the

room') were not emphasized. Juanita's behavior was not disrup-

tive, it was merely unproductive. This was less threatening to

the maintenance of other students on task than was Jason's verbal

interactions with Jamie. (At least, this would make sense if

Juanita's behavior was not perceived as being disruptive, while

Jason's behavior was perceived as being disruptive.)

Under this rubric of 'behavior modification to get done what

the district says must get done' the role of the citizenship

ratings takes on fuller dimensions. The smooth running of the

classroom can now be seen as an end, and acceptable behavior,

shaped by citizenship ratings (with their accompanying rewards and

punishments), can be seen as a means to this end.

Originally, the emphasis which the teacher placed on class-

room management and behavior modification techniques to accomplish

and ensure those management objectives were seen (by me) in a

rather negative light. However, over time this somewhat harsh

evaluation of the teacher and her approaches to the setting and

characters changed. While she was the primary authority figure in

the classroom and had some free reign over classroom events and

activities, she was not in such a position with respect to the

school district. The district mandated what material was to be
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covered and when students would be tested on that material. The

choice of texts was not even in the teacher's control. While this

does not absolve the teacher from moral or professional responsi-

bilities, it does put into somewhat better perspective the differ-

ent and varied constraints that were put on her and which in turn

shaped her daily events and activities.

This interpretation of the research site and the teacher

speaks to the initial guiding questions of the research project,

particularly to the question: How do teachers come to see what

they see and make sense of day-to-day events and activities? In

this particular case, it seems much of what the teacher saw and

the sense she made of what she saw was shaped by her concern for

proper deportment in the classroom. Proper deportment in this

case meant primarily non-disruptive behavior; that is, behavior

which did not interfere with or interrupt the coverage of

district-mandated material. What the teacher saw and what sense

she made of the setting and the characters was (at least in large

part) a function of her goals, academically speaking, for the

class as a whole. Furthermore, while those goals were in one

sense mandated for her, they were in another sense reflective of

her own philosophy of teaching and of curriculum. The local

school district determined for her what academic ends were to be

attained (or, at least, sought), but her own conceptions and

attitudes about teaching and curriculum determined the means to

achieve those ends. To that extent, then, what she saw and how

she made sense of it was influenced heavily by what she belie:Ted

could and should be seen and what her purpose was in the classroom.
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It was, in a sense, her cognitive and professional interests which

shaped what she saw and how she made sense of what she saw.

Conceptual Overview

This paper began with a claim that there has been a return to

'Grand Theory' in the human sciences and that this is evidenced in

the work of such thinkers as Foucault and Kuhn. In addition it

was claimed that this present study is offered in the spirit of

the thought of these two men, particularly the former. I now want

to make a few comments suggesIdng that a Foucaultian interpreta-

tion of the assertions and conclusions made here is indeed a

promising (i.e., coherent and fecund) one.

There are (at least) two ways in which to relate the present

study with Foucault's insistence that knowledge and power are

intertwined, especially at the institutional level: literally and

metaphorically. Knowledge (as understanding) comes from socially

constructed norms and rules which shape cognitive values such as

legitimacy and propriety. Social concerns and actions--shaped,

mediated and reflected by social institutions--determine the mean-

ings of events and activities. Socially constructed norms and

rules, however, are intimately connected with issues of power, as

social institutions and those who run them strive not simply to

exist but to survive and flourish. The literal sense in which

this sort of Foucaultian theme is reflected in the present study

has been indicated above: district-mandated guidelines and dead-

lines determined in large part the professional and cognitive

goals of the teacher in this particular classroom. Her emphasis
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on classroom management was the result of felt pressures and

constraints on what she had to cover academically in order to meet

those guidelines and deadlines. Her use of behavior modification

techniques (both explicit and implicit) were means to that end of

securing proper classroom deportment, which itself would be condu-

cive to meeting the mandates of the institution for which she

worked. Her professional goals were institutionally structured

and dictated to her in the form of such mundane objects as class-

room readers and standardized tests. While her means toward

meeting those goals were somewhat open, they can only be under-

stood within the context of the institutional ends. As has been

already stressed, those ends and her resultant means to attain

them shaped the sort of classroom environment she sought and

subsequently what sort of day-to-day events and activities in

which she engaged and to which she attended.

Not only can the Foucaultian themes of knowledge and power be

applied literally to this present study, but also they can be

applied in a metaphorical way. That is, instead of focusing on

society's institutions, such as the (district) educational hierar-

chy, one can look at this classroom itself as a society in minia-

ture. Whereas the macroscopic vlew of this classroom yields a

literal notion of knowledge and power, a microscopic view yields, a

metaphorical notion of knowledge and power. In such an

interpretation, the representatives of power are no longer the

school district, but the teacher and aide. As has been seen

above, the goals of the teacher shaped much of the meaning and

understanding of the classroom setting, both in terms of events
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and characters. Goals of proper classroom conduct, enforced by

the teacher and aide, shaped student interactions and identity.

Such "institutions" as classroom helpers were structured and dic-

tated for the students by such mundane, public phenomena as the

citizenship chart. The presence of the aide, allowing a division

of labor, permitted -3.rticuLar structuring of the classroom

activities. For exam0Q, this division of labor allowed the

teacher to more easily determine recess time (as well as who was

rewarded with recess opportunities) and to more easily construct

reading groups (by having, say, four reading groups instead of

three). This, in turn, shaped the nature of teacher-student as

well as student-student interactions.

A final word. The point of this sort of Foucaultian analysis

and interpretation is to suggest that to understand the characters

and events of this classroom, it is not instructive or illumina-

ting to divorce day-to-day situations from a larger social context

of meanings and understanding. For the educational researcher

this means that an ethnographic approach is essential. Data

concerning time on task, for instance, yield no facts without an

encompassing, underlying theory within which to place them. This

paper has been intended as an example of such an ethnographic

approach and the accompanying analysis has been intended to sug-

gest an underlying theory--or better, coherent interpretation.

Intellectual Autobiography

In the year that I worked on the research project and visited

the research site, my research questions, my issumptions, my
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thinking, and even I myself changed. They changed in a variety of

ways and for a variety of reasons. One significant reason for the

changes in my questions and my assumptions was that my role and

status with respect to ehe project and ehe other characters

changed.

I joined an on-going IRT research project ("Teachers' Ways of

Seeing," Frederick Erickson, coordinator) and because of this, the

initial research questions with which I operated were given to me.

The overarching question under which I initiated ehe study of the

research site was: How do teachers make sense of everyday class-

room events and how do they come to have this ability? In short,

what do teachers see and how do they learn what and how to see?

As corollaries to this initial question were the following, more

specific questions: (1) How are teachers' ways of seeing ldarned

and how do they change yver time (both across years and within a

given year)? (2) How can/does the larger social setting (e.g.,

inner-city versus suburban) affect what teachers come to notice

and interpret in their classrooms? (3) How do teachert.' emic

perspecttves differ from the researcher's etic perspective of the

classroom characters and events? (4) How might practical ways

of seeing vary between teachers (who are, more or less, instruc-

tionally effective in terms of student academic achievement out-

comes)? From ehe beginning, I expected to address these questions

in only a limited way, since I joined an on-going research project

which involved several other researchers visiting a number of

research sites. For example, since I restricted myself (except

for very few exceptions) to one particular teacher and classroom,
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I could not investigate (at least at this level and stage of the

project) how practical ways of seeing vary between teachers. It

was also not clear to me at that time that I would (or wouldn't)

be looking at how teachers' ways of seeing change over the course

of years, since I did not know whether or not I would be visiting

a research site for more than one academic year. (As it turned

out, I visited only one site and only for one year.) However,

given such restrictions, my initial days in the research project

and at the site were explicitly guided by the above questions (to

the extent that they were explicitly guided at all).

My joining an on-going research project meant not only that

my initial guiding questions were given to me, but also that, in

one sense, the details of my entry to the site had been attended

to already (by Erickson). I first arrived at the site on the

second day of school and first met the teacher whom I would be

observing about a half-hour before the students arrived for school

that morning. I was introduced by Frederick Erickson as "David

Boersema." The teacher and I exchanged 'hellos' and both went

about our work, she writing seatwork on the front board for her

students, I setting up videotape equipment. My introduction to

the teacher's aide was essentially the same. Shortly after the

students arrived, the teacher introduced Frederick and me (me as

"Mr. Boersema") and told the students that we would be in the room

("with us") this year observing and writing.

Although, as noted above, the details of my entry onto the

research site had been attended to, in another sense, my entry and

the establishing of my role as a participant-observer was (and
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remained) entirely under my own direction. Even though others had

dealt with the red tape and the paperwork of my being allowed into

the classroom, I still had the responsibility of establishing who

I was to the teacher, the aide and the students, as well as

negotiating what I would and could do.

In the ensuing nine months, my status and role with respect

to the characters at the site (and subsequently my questions and

assumptions) changed. At the beginning, I believe I was seen as

Erickson's 'gopher' or a sort of mute video equipment technician

Generally I spoke only to Frederick and spent almost all of my

time on site taking notes or filming. Naturally, since Frederick

had established all of the initial contacts, and seemed to order

me around, he was the person with whom the teacher interacted.

(My sense is that Frederick and I were on a par to the students,

however; we were both men who came in with the camera.) Only

after repeated occasions of going to the site alone did it seem

that I was seen as a principle investigator, or at least as an

independent entity, over and above Frederick's emissary.

While my initial role was almost exclusively that of an

observer, over time it became somewhat more participatory. After

a while the teacher and the aide came to initiate conversation

with me, include me in jokes and asides, give me classroom dittos

without prompting or requesting, and so on. Though I never saw

myself as a confidant, the teacher became much more candid with me

over time, even to the point of speaking to me of her personal

medical and familial situations. The aide remained somewhat more

distant from me, though she was certainly amiable and came to
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initiate more contact. To the students (or, at least, to most of

them) my role became much more participatory than it was initial-

ly. At first very few spoke to me and when they did it was to ask

what I was doing and why I was there. They looked at me from a

distance quite frequently. They did not approach me and tended to

walk past me at a bit of an accelerated pace. Over time this

changed. They came to initiate a lot of conversation with me,

joke with me, show me their work, occasionally ask me how to spell

a word or what a word means, even touch me and draw pictures for

me. I seemed clearly to have become a member of their community,

even though they knew, in some sense, that I had a particular job

to do and it was not the same as the teacher's or aide's. (A

rather acute example of my participatory status to the students,

in fact a rather peer status in their eyes, is the following. One

day in January I was in the room with the students over a lunch

hour. The teacher and aide were at lunch. The students were

quite loud and rambunctious. Though I was in the room, their

excitability was undiminished, or so it seemed to me. Meanwhile

they were concerned that the teacher or the vice-principal might

arrive at any moment.)

As I became less a stranger and aloof researcher to the

teacher, the aide and the students, their increasing acceptance of

me affected my position within the classroom community and hence

the questions which I posed when looking at and reflecting on the

characters and events there. My more participatory role allowed

me access to information and relationships, which consequently

affected ehe sorts of questions I asked. For example, knowing
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more about the family situations of certain students and knowing

how the teacher spoke of those situations, I was able to ask how

the teacher's relationship with a given student was shaped by this

knowledge. Or, when the teacher told me that a particular student

had been accepted into a school for the gifted (and another stu-

dent was not accepted), I had (I believe) some more understanding

of why she treated the former student differently than she did

others (say, with respect to the student's work in class). This,

in turn, led to asking new questions about the teacher's percep-

tions of the student (and of other students).

Another feature that affected the change in questions was the

simple fact of my continuity of time spent on site. That is, the

simple fact that I was there fairly regularly for nine months

raised (the opportunity for) new questions. I no longer simply

asked: What's going on here? I could also ask: How have ehings

changed here?

Having learned, through interviews, conversations and infer-

ences from observations, certain things about the characters and

the setting of ehe research site, I came to know (which I didn't

at the beginning of the year) which students seemed to be the

'better' or 'worse' students (academically). I learned that (and

to some extent why) the teacher used behavior modification tech-

niques (such as treats for good behavior) in the classroom. This,

in turn, led to the asking of new questions, say, about the

teacher's commitment to such techniques and her conceptions of who

and what these students are.
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Having been at the site over an extended period of time, I

found my questions change in the sense that I often went to the

site with specific things to which I planned to attend. For

example, on a given day I might decide to concentrate my attention

on the teacher's aide or on specific students or on modes of

address used by the teacher or on areas of the room, and so on.

That is, I began to go to the site with some specific features

which I wanted to emphasize on a given visit. In this sense my

questions changed over time because I focused more on different

aspects of the site than I had earlier. My questions and observa-

tions became more particularized to .C.'e primary characters at the

site. My questions became more crystallized with respect to the

people and the setting as I came to know them. The sorts of

questions I asked changed from the initial guiding questions of

the research project to the following example: What is the sig-

nificance of the aide? How does she affect/determine the social

setting? To what extent and in what ways does her perspective of

classroom characters and events differ from the teacher's and what

difference does this make? Another question--more directly in-

volving the teacher--was: Why does she respond differently to

(what seemed to me) similar actions or events? For example, why

does she ignore one student who falls out of her seat but appar-

ently get angry at another student who falls out of her seat? Or,

why does one student get good citizenship marks and another

student get bad citizenship marks when (to me) their behavior

seems qt...ite similar?
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Other questions became more directed toward the students:

what social groups exist (and on what criteria)? What sex and

race roles seem to be perceived by the students? What social

status is granted or earned by students who seem to be academical-

ly superior or inferior?

These questions, while different than my original guiding

questions, were pertinent to the latter in the following sense:

these questions were more closely focused on the social structure

of the classroom and its effects on the teacher (and what she

sees) than vice versa. These questions did also focus on the

contrary, that is on how what the teacher saw affected the social

structure of the classroom, but the immediate focus of my visits

became more concerned with how the classroom structured what she

saw rather than the reverse.

The change in questions and foci noted above came about in

large part because of my change in status and role at the research

site. However, changes also came from other sources. For exam-

ple, at the same time as I was doing the field research, I was

enrolled in a seminar in research on teaching. Among the issues

and questions discussed in this course, and which led to my fur-

ther thinking about teaching research, was the question: Who is

the teacher? In reflecting on this question and possible answers

to it, the notion of students as teacher(s) grew in me. That is,

I came to think of students as sometimes being in the role of

teacher (either to the class as a whole or to another particular

student or even to 'the' teacher). This led to my thinking of

classroom identities (both social and personal) as being relational
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in a fundamental sense. The notion of peer teaching became an

issue which I wanted to investigate at the research site under the

rubric of the following question: Does the teacher encourage (or

discourage) peer teaching, and, if so, in what ways? Additional

questions sprung from this. For example, which students, if any,

appear to be peer teachers, why and for which other students?

Also, to what extent does peer teaching shape the social structure

in the classroom, or is the social structure shaped by it? These

became issues of importance to me, which I had not at all con-

ceived of earlier in the process of my research.

Besides this question of peer teaching, other issues and

queF nns involving my research project arose from this seminar in

the 1earch on teaching. For example, from discussions on the

use and role of metaphors in research and in teaching, I thought

more explicitly on the sorts of metaphors used by the teacher at

the research site. This thinking on metaphors, coupled with my

interest in issues in the philosophy of language, particularly

conceptions and theories of reference, led me to more carefully

attend to the question of what terms of address and reference were

used by the teacher, the aide and the students at the research

site.

My changing status in the classroom and my participation in

the above mentioned seminar in research on teaching affected my

thinking about my research project and the questions which I

asked. Those, however, were not the only sources of changes in my

thinking. Another source was my reflection upon the research

project, research in general and education in general. Much of my
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reflection was inspired by the readings from the course, making me

aware through specific cases of things to look for and pitfalls to

avoid. In addition to the course reading, my thinking was affect-

ed by further personal reading in the areas of anthropology (e.g.,

Geertz' The Interpretation of Culture), phenomenology (e.g.,

Guignon's Heidegger and the Problem of Knowledge) and the philoso-

phy of science, particularly of the social sciences (e.g., Fay's

Social Theory and Political Practice and Bernstein's The Reshaping

of Social and Political Theory). These works did not so much

change specific questions which I asked concerning the research

site but aided me in thinking about field research in general and

the subtle ways in which moral and political issues are played out

in mundane situations such as a second-grade classroom.

A further source of changes in questions and interpretation

concerning the research site was the discussion at the American

Educational Research Association (AERA) symposium on this research

project. In particular, one audience member noted that more

attention could be paid to the social context within which

schooling takes place and the social mandating (both explicit and

implicit) that underlies the structures in which the characters at

the research site find themselves and that underlies the day-to-

day events that occur. This prompted me to review the sorts of

questions I was asking about the characters and events at the

research site and to ponder further the nature of the research

project in general as well as research in education in general.

For example, I considered more the implications of the social

constructivist position from which I had argued in my AERA paper.
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I was led to review the assertions I had made earlier, such as the

claim that the teacher did not encourage peer teaching. Looking

again at the commitments of social constructivism led me to change

my question from 'Does the teacher encourage peer teaching?' to

'What sort of model(s) of teaching does the teacher implement?'

Reflection on the significance of social constructivism also

led, for me, to a renewed attention to the works of hermeneutic

theorists, such as Foucault, Derrida and Gadamer. Further con-

sideration of their views ahaped the foci and 'final' version of

this paper.

Of course, all of the changes noted here did not indicate or

imply that there was no continuity over time with respect to the

issues addressed or the questions asked. Even though my immediate

concerns grew to include peer teaching, the status and role of the

aide, the significance of the citizenship ratings, the relevance to

the teacher of student home lives, and so on, my overarching ques-

tions continued to be those centered on what the teacher saw in the

classroom, how she saw what she saw and the interplay between her

perceptions and the social interactions in the classroom. I came to

think of my change in foci not so much as a change, but rather a

growth. By coming to see new and different issues and facets of the

site and the people there, my original guiding questions grew to

include tb ,! more specific questions which I later asked. In this

way, in this asking of these new and more focused questions, I came

to get a clearer understanding of not only the research site, but

also of what my original guiding questions were all about.
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Before advancing to the "Big Math Combos" tes:s, all students had to
pass ten "Addition Facts" tests and eighteen -Eubtraction Facts" tests.
At the end of the school year only Barb (amonz the second graders) had
not completed these. (She cassed all of the -,I.ddition Facts" tests and
eleven of the "Subtraction Facts" tests.) All first graders passed all
"Addition Facts" tests except Gladys, who passed five, and Ijles, who
passed seven. First graders who did not pass all of the "Subtraction
Facts" tests were: Ben (seventeen), Tavi (ten Gladys (five). The
following students had passed all "Addition Fizts" tests and some
"Subtraction Facts" tests (as noted) when the- moved: Marcy (six), John
(eight), Lamaris (five), Jerome (five). After passing all of the "Secret
Numbers" tests, Laurie, Renee and .1.;abriel each passed five "Times" tests.
(Scott and Sam are not included - by me - on :his chart, because they
were in the room for such a short time.)
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Chapter 4

CASE STUDY OF MRS. GATES:
THE FORMATION OF ONE TEACHER'S

PEDAGOGICAL COMMITTMENT

This case study considers how one experienced second-grade
teacher's ways of seeing were influenced by her own working
philosophy, the strategic character of the practical setting, and
the school setting in which she worked. The chapter begins with
an introduction to ehe setting and participants. Next, in the
section on descriptions and interpretations, assertions and
evidence are offered which explore the range of elements which
shaped the teacher's ways of seeing. The chapter ends with a
summary and conclusions.

Becky Wendling Kirschner



CASE STUDY OF MRS. GATES:

THE FORMATION OF ONE TEACHER'S PEDAGOGICAL COMMITTMENT

Introduction

Just as learning is a complex process constituted by various

cognitive and social factors, teaching is also a complex process.

Contributing to this complexity are the diverse environments of

the classroom--teachers, students, curriculum, textbooks, and

local, state, and federal policies. Experienced teachers learn to

distinguish between the elements of the context to which t ey must

attend and those they can ignore. This comes with years f expe-

rience. Beginning teachers are frequently overwhelmed 'le

demands placed on them and are unable to distinguish betu:e

important and unimportant elements of the context. Thus, one

purpose of teacher education is to prepare preservice teachers to

"see" what is important in the classroom and to distinguish it

from what is "noise." In order to do this, teacher educators must

learn more about the ways that experienced teachers "see." One

way to learn more about how teacher develop the ability to distin-

guish between "noise" and what is important is to probe the

"mind's eye" of experienced teachers.

The research project of which I became a part had as its aim

to discover how different teachers of early grades learn to ob-

serve and make practical sense out of what happens in their class-

rooms from day to day. Four issues were of special interest:

(1) how teachers' ways of seeing are learned and how they change

over time (across years of experience in teaching and within each

D-2
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year from September through June), (2) how what teachers come to

notice and interpret in their classrooms may differ as a result of

their experience in teadhing in inner-city or in suburban schools,

(3) how teachers' adaptively practical capacity for "seeing from

within the action" as the leader of classroom life may differ from

the more distanced observation patterns of intermittent visitors

to classrooms, and (4) how practical ways of seeing may vary among

teachers, making them more or less instructionally effective in

terms of academic achievement outcomes.

My study was conducted from January to June of the school

year. It built on and progressed simultaneously with the work of

another researcher. He had worked with the teacher, Mrs. Gates,

the previous year and during the first semester and shared his

insights about the setting with me. In addition, he aided my

entry into.the site by in...roducing me to the teacher and explain-

ing to her that I was engaging in the same type of research that

he was doing. Because Mrs. Gates had been working with a partici-

pant observet in her classroom, she quickly accepted my presence

and began to share her ways of seeing her classroom with me. She

had beco_e reflective about her practices; she was familiar with

the kinds of questions fieldworkers ask and anticipated many of

mine before I asked them. As a result, I benefited from the

previous work done by the experienced researcher and from the

elationshlp he had established with the teacher. Also, I was

able to ch,ck my developing assumptions against those of a re-

searcher who had been in the site for a longer period of time.
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Due to the abbreviated nature of my study, I built upon the

discoveries the project had made until that time and focused on

looking at reading instruction to discover how the teacher's

practical way of seeing it had developed. In the previous years

of the study, the researchers had learned that teachers' ways of

seeing are contextually embedded. Teachers are radically "local"

(situation-specific) in their contextual embeddedness. This sug-

gested that elements aithin the context might teach teachers what

to notice and what to regard as "noise." Beginning with these

assumptions, I sought to discover the elements in the context in

which the teacher functioned that had taught her her practical

ways of seeing.

My guiding questions were: (1) What happens in this setting

to promote the acquisition of literacy? (2) How does the teacher

def.: .e literacy? (3) How did she come to define it in this way?

(4) Have elements of the context taught her what to teach, when

to teach it, and how to teach it? (5) Do the elements in the

context that influence what, when, and how the teacher teaches

remain constant or do they change over time?

Setting

The study was conducted in a second-grade classroom in an

urban elementary school located in a mid-sized city. The school

was located in one of the city's oldest residential neighborhoods.

Homes surrounding the school varied in style, size, and state of

repair. Scattered among the modest two-story frame homes were

many of the three-story custom houses that had been home to many
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of the city's most prominent citizens in the late nineteenth and

early twentieth century. Their leaded glass windows, wide

porches, turrets, and decorative wood trim suggested the former

grandeur of the neighborhood.

But despite these signs of affluence, it was clear that the

neighborhood had changed. A "For Sale" sign in front of one

three-sr-ry frame house indicated that it had been converted to a

three far iy home. Many of the large and smaller homes were in

various stages of disrepair. Broken steps, bare lawns, peeling

paint, patched roofs all suggested that the neighborhood had

declined. However, there were also signs that the neighborhood

was rebuilding. Many homes had been renovated or were in the

process of renovation. During the course of the study, two homes

across the street from the school were rebuilt inside and out.

The efforts of a strong neighborhood association appeared to

be behind the efforts to revitalize this area of the city. During

the course of the study, the school district made a preliminary

decision to close the school. However, the neighborhood associa-

tion was able to persuade the district to reconsider eheir deci-

sion, and the school remained open the following year. As part of

their argument that the school should be kept open, the associa-

tion stressed that the school played a major role in ehe efforts

to revitalize the neighborhood. They pointed out that the school

was a focal point of the neighborhood. This indeed appeared to be

true. Parents worked as volunteers in teachers' rocas, held bake

sales, and conducted after-school activities, such as movies, for

the students and for the neighborhood. When I asked Mrs. Gates if
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she was concerned about the possible closing, she replied that she

was not. "I'm not worried about that. Andy and Betty's moms will

see to it that the school stays open."

Like the neighborhood, the school building showed signs of

its former grandeur and recent decline. The red brick exterior,

decorative carved stone around the front door, the cupola, and the

glassed conservatory at the rear of the school all signaled that

this had been a school that suited the once grand neighborhood.

Inside there was decorative molding and carved ceilings in the

halls and throughout the school. The principal's office had

French doors, wood paneling, and Windsor chairs all reinforcing

the sense of custom design. According to Mrs. Gates who had seen

a film that had been made in the 30's when the school opened, the

district had considered the school a showplace. Generally, the

school was in good repair. However, there were many signs of

wear. The marble steps leading from the first to the second floor

were worn down by hard use.

Mrs. Gates' room showed even more signs of wear. By modern

suburban schools standards, it was drab. Located at the back of

the north wing of the school building, it was rectangular, approx-

imately 30 by 15 feet, and had a high ceiling of at least 10 to 12

feet (See map, Appendix A). The walls were painted a drab insti-

tutional green. The door from the hallway into the room was

located on the south wall. One of the two longer walls, the south

wall, was two-thirds covered by a bulletin board and chalkboard.

The wall space farthest from the door was used to display stu-

dents' artwork.
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The west wall contaiFA a closet and wooden cabinets. The

bottom cabinets had ioden doors while those on top had glass

doors. The teacher used the closet and cabinets to store sup-

plies, and the students frequently secured them for her despite

the difficulty they had opening the old hardware designed for

adult dexterity.

Eight large windows that reached from above the radiators to

the ceiling covered the north wall of the room. There were more

chalkboards and bulletin boards on the east wall. The floors

were bare hardwood, worn smooth by years of use. In some places

the boards were uneven, causing desks placed on them to rock

slightly.

Student desks with attached seats were arranged in the middle

of the room. These varied in size and in style. The large wooden

desks of the teacher and the aide were placed perpendicular to the

north wall. A file cabinet, two round tables with child-sized

chairs, two rectangular tables, and a bookscase completed the

classroom furnishings.

Despite the drab physical appearance of the room, the teacher

had added personal touches that gave it an overall feeling of

warmth and life. She had pulled the window shades down over the

top half of the windows and decorated them with posters and cut-

outs relating to subject matter. For example, one set of posters

illustrated the metric system. The area above the chalkboard on

the south wall was also used to display posters. Some dealt with

social skills--"Don't talk when someone else is talking"--and

with study skills--"Find a quiet place to study." More colorful
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posters covered the bulletin board by the door on the west wall.

There was even a poster on the side of the file cabinet. It said,

"Each of us is important," and showed a picture of four children,

white; black, Asian, and Hispanic, standing in line to get a drink

from a drinking fountain.

Samples of student artwork were displayed throughout the

room, adding more color and interest. Like the posters, the

artwork was changed regularly. Free standing lambs decorated the

windowsills for several weeks. The corner between the closet and

the south wall was decorated with larger pieces of artwork. One

time there were colored geometric designs; another time there were

pictures of families. Next to this area on the south wall, the

teacher had placed a large poster titled "Personality of the

Week." On the poster she placed a picture of one of the students,

which she had taken with a Polaroid camera. The student of the

week added whatever else he or she wanted to share about himself

or herself with the class such as other photographs, pictures cut

out of magazines, or drawings.

Like the decor, the atmosphere in the classroom was warm and

inviting. The teacher, Mrs. Gates, was a black woman in her mid-

thirties. She was married to an engineer, and they had three

children, a son, 12, and twins, 6. The family lived in an upper-

middle-class neighborhood in a suburb of the city in which the

school was located. Mrs. Gates had grown up in Virginia in a

small, closely-knit family; she had one brother. She had grad-

uated from a college in Virginia and was completing a Master's

degree at the near-by university.
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Mrs. Gates was committed to her students and to the school.

During one of our discussions, she said that she had considered

teaching part-time while her children were young but that she had

rejecied the idea because it would have meant transferring to a

different school. She said, "I like this school. The parents

like me. I like the kids." This comment was especially interest-

ing in light of the district-wide perception that this vas one of

the least desirable schools in which to teach.

Mrs. Gates also showed her dedication to the students in her

willingness to do "extras" for them. She arranged field trips to

places she knew that their parents could not or would not take

them. At one point, she organized a trip to a local science

museum. Because she knew that most of her students could not

afford to pay the usual entry fee, she negotiated with the museum

to get a discount. When she was told that the district could not

provide transportation for the students because of budget cuts,

she wrote a letter to the local transit authority and secured

passes for free transportation on a city bus. On other occasions,

she and the class walked to places of interest in the area. Mrs.

Gates enlist)d parent-helpers who accompanied her and her class to

places such as the state capitol, the historical museum, the

community college, and even to a local mall where a mural the

class had created for "Women in History" week was on display.

In addition to the teacher, the class had a full-time aide,

as did all classrooms in the building. These aides were paid by

federal funds because the socio-economic level of the students and

their test scores in reading and math were so low. The aide was a
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white woman in her early thirties, who had several children in the

school. Under the teacher's supervision, she instructed two read-

ing groups and one math group. Despite the differences in style--

the teacher rarely raised her voice or called out students' names

to reprimand them and the aide did both frequently--the teacher

and the aide seemed to work well together.

The student population varied from 25 to 28 students during

the course of the study and was mixed racially and ethnically.

(See Appendix B for the students' names, racal or ethnic affilia-

tion, and reading group.) The Asian students participated in a

district bilingual program that was housed in the school. The

Hispanic students participated in a similar program. According to

the teacher, nearly all of the children came from poor families

and the majority read below grade level. All but ten of the

students participated in the supplemental reading program conduct-

ed by the reading resource teacher. The teacher explained that

the range in ability made it necessar: iave five reading groups

in her classroom. One student was in the top group, fifteen were

in the bottom group.

The school population was quite unstable, as was the popula-

tion in the teacher's classroom. The school experienced a turn-

over rate of nearly 60%. During the course of this study, two

boys and two girls moved and left the teacher's room. One girl

and two boys moved into the classroom. The teacher also mentioned

that four or five other students had left her classroom during

the earlier part of the year.
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The school district in which this school was located had a

strong central administration, and the teachers were given a great

deal of guidance in what to teach, how to allocate time, and how

to teach. (See the guidelines, Weekly Time Allocation and Lan-

guage Arts/Reading Objectives, Appendix B.) In addition to these

guidelinen, the district had selected a basal reading series which

was used throughout the district. The series came with a teach-

er's guide, skill charts, and tests to evaluate student progress.

The district had made its primary goal the improvement of student

test scores in reading and math on the Michigan Educational

Achievement Pr.:files (MEAP) tests. All teachers were made aware

of the areas tested by these measures and the district's objec-

tives for reading and math were correlated to the MEAP objectives.

Description and Interpretation

Early in the Teacher's Practical Ways of Seeing Project,

patterns emerged that revealed that experienced teachers see their

classrooms in a comprehensive and "local" manner. Teachers' ways

of seeing are, therefore, contextually-embedded. I assumed that,

to better understand how teachers come to see their classrooms, it

would be useful to discover how teachers construct the context.

What elements of the context capture teachers' attention? Do

teachers attend to the same elements from minute-to-minute, day-

to-day, year-to-year, or do various elements compete for teachers'

attention? Do elements in the context influence what, when and

how teachers instruct their students?
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It was clear from earlier research that the context was

complex. The teachers' own beliefs, experiences, educational

background, the students in the classroom, textbooks, and dis-

trict, state and federal policies all appeared to be factors that

contributed to the complexity with which the teacher dealt. I

decided to focus on instruction and to look at what the teacher

taught, when she taught it, and how she taught to discover how

elements in the context had influenced how she had learned to see.

My guiding questions were: (1) What happens in this setting to

promote the acquisition of literacy? (2) How does the teacher

define literacy? (3) How did she come to define it in this way?

(4) Have elements of the context taught her what to teach, when to

teach it, and how to teach it? (5) Do the elements in the

context that influence what, when, and how the teacher teaches

remain constant or do they change over time? (6) Are some ele-

ments given more weight than others? Are the elements which

influence her ways of seeing constant in the setting or do they

vary?

To address these questions, I became a participant observer

in a second-grade classroom in an innercity school. I observed

the class nine times for at least three hours each time over a

period of four months. On all but one occasion, I observed the

class on a Wednesday afternoon from 12:00 to 3:00. On the other

occasion, I observed the class on a Tuesday morning. As a partic-

ipant observer, I took fieldnotes on the activities occurring in

the classroom. I also engaged in informal discussions with the

teacher during class and after school. On one occasion, I
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conducted a more formal interview with the teacher after school.

In addition to these exchanges, the teacher and I talked at length

on the phone seven times during the course of the classroom obser-

vations. After the observation period, while I was writing my

report, I talked with the teacher on the phone and in person. At

the end of the school year, she and I discussed her perceptions of

the school year, her hopes and concerns for the students as they

moved into different classrooms, her interactions with parents at

the final parent/teacher conference, and which students she had

decided to retain. Mrs. Gates also read a preliminary draft of my

final report, and we discussed her reactions to it before I wrote

the final draft.

In addition to interacting with the teacher and observing the

classroom, I examined the basal reading series used in the class-

room and the district and the teachers' guides that accompanied

the series. I read the introductory material that came with the

basal to discover the reading philosophy underlying the series and

to understand how the publisher suggested the series be used. I

analyzed two reading lessons in greater detail and compared what I

found with the language arts guidelines on reading that the dis-

trict gave the teacher. I also compared it with what happened

during the reading lessons that I had observed. In addition, I

spohn with the aide and with most of the students in the classroom

and with one parent who assisted the teacher in managing a home-

based reading program.

Besides looking at what happened on the cognitive level of

instructic::, I also looked for patterns of social interaction
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between the teacher and the students across the setting and during

reading activities. I assumed that the participants would signal

meaning to each other and that this would also help me understand

what elements of the context influenced what the teacher saw, and

how what she saw influenced the way she chose to teach reading. I

looked at what she said about her students and how she interacted

with them in reading groups and in other instructional areas such

as math. I looked at how she arranged time in class, how she

moved from one activity to another, how she used time in instruc-

tional areas.

From my observations and conversations with the teacher, I

made the assertion that Mrs. Gates was confronted by a broad

spectrum of factors and concerns which influenced how she saw her

classroom. Many of these factors and concerns came from sources

outside of the teacher and outside of her control. These outside

factors and concerns interacted with her own beliefs and influenc-

ed what she chose to teach and how she chose to teach it. To test

my assertions, I looked for discrepant cases and checked my emerg-

ing assumptions against those of the other researchers. I also

discussed it with the teacher.

The following assertions, underlined for emphasis, grew out

of analysis of my fieldnotes, notes on conversations with the

teacher, discussions with the other researcher, comments the

teacher made on my first draft, and the reading of literature that

made me see the setting and my assertions in new light.
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The teacher's way of seel-.1.. h in math had been

influenced by her concern about meeting the district's goal to

raise students' math scores on tests.

Early in my observations, it became clear that the teacher

was concerned with meeting the district's goal to raise student

test scores in math and that this concern on her part did influ-

ence, to some degree, what she elected to teach. During my first

observation (1/18), the students finished their work five minutes

before dismissal time. The teacher asked, "Who wants to earn

extra points?" Students responded by raising their hands, wrig-

gling them in the air high above their heads, and saying, "Me.

Me!" The teacher said, "All right, who can write 90 is greater

than 26?" A student went to the board and wrote 90 > 26. The

teacher said, "Right! Who wants to go for ten points?" Another

student went to the board to write a second problem.

After class, Mrs. Gates explained that the students had been

playing to obtain extra recess minutes. She said that she kept

the math objectives in mind and used activities such as the one we

had seen to fill in between other activities. By using time in

this manner, she said that she hoped to reinforce the basic math

skills that students were expected to develop.

During my next observation (1/25) Mrs. Gates once again

showed that she was concerned about meeting the district's goals.

This time her concern was with reading.

While the students were working on their seatwork assign-
ments, I joined the teacher at her reading table and began to
look at the basal readers stacked in the middle of the table.
In a voice that suggested to me that she was still not cer-
tain that I was an impartial observer, she said, "I just
wanted to point out to you that I have six reading levels in
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this room. Some of the children are reading at kindergarten
level!" I commented that having six reading levels in one
room must be difficult for her. Nodding, she looked down at
the table and in a quiet voice she said, as much to herself
as to me, "They just don't understand what we have to deal
with." Looking up, she continued in a more forceful voice,
l'They get on us for HEAP scores." Her voice became even more
forceful, and she exclaimed, "But this school has a sixty
percent turnover!" She frowned and shook her head. I asked
how the school had performed generally on the tests. In a
soft voice, with eyebrows raised, she said, "Wenn, we
did . . . okay" . . . (her voice trailed off). She looked
around the classroom at her students and continued, "They
aren't getting on us yet." (Fieldnotes, 1/25/84).

From the tone cf her voice and the way she had directed her

gaze, I sensed that by "us" she was referring to her students and

to herself and that she was concerned with meeting the goal to

raise test scores which "they" (the district) had set for her.

To confirm or disprove this assumption, I analyzed what

occurred during math and reading to discover how the district goal

to raise test scores might influence how Mrs. Gates' decision on

what and how to instruct the children. I found that in at least

one math lesson, her choice was based on how students were expect-

ed to perform on math tests.

The teacher announced to the class, "We had a BIG . . .

PROBLEM! Some of us are having trouble counting money. Go
to the board . . . Jeff and Terri. How many pennies in a
nickel?" Jeff and Terri wrote their answers on the board.
Jeff wrote "5" and Terri wrote "10." "How many think Terri's
answer is correct?" A few students raised their hands but
lowered them when they noticed that the others had not. "How
many think that Jeff is correct?" Hands shot up as the
students looked around to see if others were raising their
hands. "Right! Jeff, can you explain your answer?"

Jeff responded, "It takes five pennies to make one nickel."

Mrs. Gates smiled and said, "That is right. It takes
five pennies to make one nickel." The lesson proceeded in
this manner: 1) Children went to the board, 2) the teacher
gave them a problem, 3) they wrote their answers, 4) the
students voted when the answers were different, and 5) the
students with the correct answer explained his or her answer.
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While the third set of students was at the board writing
their answers, Mrs. Gates explained to the class, "I just got
the results back from a test you took." The tone of her
voice_suggested that she was explaining to the students why
they were engaged in the activity. Later she said, "Listen
carefully. I have a really tricky question for the students
At the board. Nia, Malcomb, listen carefully. A quarter is
worth how many nickles?" Malcomb wrote "5"; Nia wrote "4."
"Which answer is correct? I changed the question around. I

said it the way it was worded on the test!" The students
decided that Malcomb was correct, and he explained his
answer. (Fieldnotes, 2/15/84).

This incident showed that the teacher was not only concerned

that the students learn the concept being taught but also that she

wanted to make certain that the students could demonstrate this

knowledge on tests. She explained to me that it was not enough

for the students to know the concepts. It was important for them

to become familiar with the way questions were asked on tests so

that they could show what they knew. She said, "These tests ask

tricky questions like 'a quarter is worth how many cents more than

a dime?' Children have to be prepared to answer those kinds of

questions."

Her comment suggested that her way of seeing what students

needed to learn in math was influenced by what the tests asked

students to do. Not only was she concerned with teaching students

money counting skills, she was also concerned with teaching them

how to take the math tests so that they would be able to demon-

strate their knowledge. Her concern about meeting the district

goal to raise test scores influenced what she taught and how she

instructed students in this math lesson. A similar pattern

emerged in reading instruction.
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de teacher's way of seeing what to focus on in reading instruc-

t-ion was influenced by th3 district's language arts objectives and

the district's goal to raise students' reading scores on standard-

ized tests.

On several occasions, I noted that the teacher asked students

to recall the sequence in which things occurred in what they read

or on a record they listened to. The following vignette illus-

trates this phenomena.

Mrs. Gates was interacting with her Sunshine group as they
worked on pages in the workbook that accompanied their basal
reader. She asked, "Who can read the sentences in the right
order? Which comes first? Second? Third?" One student
answered quietly and I could not hear his answer. But in
response, the teadher drew back in her chair in mock sur-
prise, her eyes wide, her eyebrows raised, a smile on her
face, "Frog found his hat before he lost it?!"

The students responsed in unison, shaking their heads
and laughing, "N00000." One of the students volunteered,
"Frog looked for his hat."

The teacher smiled and said nodding her head, "Right! Things
have to make sense. Do you get up, go to bed and then come
to school?"

The students responded shaking their heads, smiles on their
faces, "Now:too."

The teacher continued. "Things have to go in a certain
order. How many of you go to the park, pack a lunch, and
then play?"

The children picked up on the absurdity of her statement.
Laughing they answered, "N00000."

The teacher laughed with them. "Right. You would pack a
lunch, go to the park and then play. That is what they are
saying here. Things have to make sense. They have to come
in order." (Fieldnotes, 1/24/84).

This concept of sequencing was reinforced when the whole

class listened to story records on two other days.

The teacher introduced a record and storybook. The student
who had brought the book and record to class sat in front of
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the class with the book in his hands held high so that all
the students could see the cover. The teacher stood beside
the record player ready to play the record and said, "The
title-of the book is Let Papa Sleep. What do you think the
book is about?" Several students responded to her question
drawing on their own experiences to predict what the book
might be about. One boy told a story about a father trying
to sleep who was awakened by a baby crying. To get the other
children to make predictions, the teacher said, "Have you
ever made noise when someone at your house wanted to sleep?"
Most of the children nodded.

After the teacher had played the record, the children clap-

ped. The teacher encouraged them to clap by saying, "Let's clap

for the book and the record." Then she said, "Let's talk about

the book. What happened first in the story? Remember, we always

talk about what happened first." The students proceeded to retell

the story in this manner. (Fieldnotes, 1/18/84).

On 1/25 a similar discussion was held after story records

were played. The first was about a number of animals. The teach-

er asked the students to recall the order in which they appeared

in the record. Then she replayed the record to let them check

their answers. Next, she played a second record, Rumpelstiltskin,

and asked, "Whet happened first? Remember, we always talk about

that things come in order."

The pattern of reading instruction that emerged in these

three lessons, suggested that Mrs. Gates considered sequencing an

important concept. Reflecting on what she had said about her

awareness of math objectives and the importance of preparing

students for tests, I assumed that sequencing was one of the

district's language arts objectives and that it might also be a

concept on which students were tested.
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To test my assumption, I examined the district's language

arts/reading objectives for first grade. I discovered that

sequencing was a concept described under the reading objectives.

I. Reading
A. Comprehension

1. Literal
b. "Read to note the sequence of events and answer

questions about order."

In addition, the sequencing objective was marked with an asterisk

to indicate that it correlated with concepts that were tested on

the MEAP test.

I inferred from this observation that the teacher was as

familiar with the language arts/reading objectives as she was with

the district's math objectives. Just as the district's math

objectives and the MEAP tests had influenced her ways of seeing

math instruction, the district's language arts/reading objectives

and the MEAP tests had influenced Mrs. Gates' way of seeing in

regards to language arts/reading instruction. From the pattern

that emerged in the three language arts lessons, it appeared that

the district objectives had influenced what she chose to teach and

what she chose to emphasize. To further test my assumption that

the teacher's way of seeing in regards to instruction were influ-

enced by the district's objectives and by the district's goal to

improve students' test scores, I decided to look more closely at

what happened during reading instruction to determine how per-

vasive this influence might be over time and lessons.



The teacher's way of defining reading and her way of seeing when

to teach it were influenced by the district language arts/reading

objectives and the district guidelines on how much instructional

time io allocate for each subject each week.

I observed that Mrs. Gates followed a regular schedule and

was consciencious about sticking to it. On the Wednesday after-

noons I visited, her schedule was as follows:

Silent reading.12:10 to 12:25.

12:25 to 12:35.

12:35 to 1:00.

1:00 to 1:45.

1:45 to 2:00.

2:00 to 2:10.

2:10 to 2:50.

2:50 to 3:00.

Reading to the class. Each day two
students read three pages to the class from
a book that they selected.

Math.

Reading groups and seatwork. During this
time, students who were in the supplemental
reading program or in bilingual programs
left the classroom for part of the time.

Gym.

Bathroom and drink break.

Language arts, social studies, science.
Record time (1/18, 1/25, 2/1, 4/4). Art
project for social studies (2/8, 4/18).
Social studies. The teacher read a book
about Martin Luther King, Jr. .(2/15).
Language arts. The students read and acted
out a legend (2/22).

Dismissal.

Mrs. Gates seemed to be concerned about staying on schedule.

Time appeared to dictate movement from one content area to anoth-

er. She looked at the clock frequently as she moved through the

lessons and made transitions from one context area to another at

approximately the same time each day. In fact, her comments to

her students reflected her awareness of time. "Time for silent

reading." "Time for math." "Time for gym in five minutes."
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During a reading group lesson with the Towers, she looked from the

teachers' guide to the children's faces and said, "We are supposed

to read the story." She looked up at the clock. The smile on her

face ;ianished. She shook her head and said, "But it is getting

late! I don't think we can fit it all in" (3/8). On another

occasion, Mrs. Cates explained to the Towers that they had to end

their lesson. "I have to work with the Sunshine group now before

their reading teacher comes to get them." Just as she said that,

the door opened and the reading teacher appeared. With a note of

distress in her voice and a frown on her face, Mrs. Gates said,

"Oh,_no. It is too late. We took longer than I thought." She

made similar comments about time as she moved the students from

one content area to another. At the end of a math lesson on 2/1

she said, "Time for reading. I need my Sunshines at the reading

table." To herself she said, "That lesson took longer than I

thought; we are behind."

I assumed that the teacher had established her own schedule

and that things such as the availability of the aide or the sched-

uling of the resource teachers had influenced what she taught at

what times. To test these assumptions, I asked her if the

pullout programs made teaching difficult because they took chil-

dren out of the room. She said that she had scheduled both pro-

grams at the same time in the day to overcome problems of that

type. When I asked about her aide, Mrs. Gates explained that

there were six reading groups in the room and that the aide was

supposed to work with the low achievers. "But," she added, "it

would be too discouraging to always work with them. I take a
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group of low achievers myself. After all, this is my classroom

and I'll organize it as I want!" These comments suggested that

the district objectives did not seem to have a major influence on

how sfie scheduled her time.

I made similar assumptions about how Mrs. Gates taught read-

ing. I knew that she was concerned about meeting the district

objectives and that she kept them in mind as she planned instruc-

tion, but I assumed that, while she kept these objectives in mind,

she relied on her interpretation of the objectives to guide in-

struction. I thought that she would consider silent reading,

reading to the class, and listening to records as reading activi-

ties. I assumed that I could look at what happened during these

zctivities to learn more about how her own definition of reading

might influence what she s -.ted to teach during reading and how

she delivered instruction. However, on 2/22, an incident occurred

that made me question these assumptions.

On 2/22, after gym at about 2:10, Mrs. Gates introduced an

activity that I would have considered reading. However, her

concern about the amount of time she spent on the activity and her

comments to me after it made me realize that something other than

her own preferences influenced the way she scheduled class time

and what she selected to teach. Her comments suggested that her

scheduling had been influenced by the district time allocation

guidelines and that her definition of reading, her way of seeing

what should be taught during reading, and her way of seeing how to

teach had all been influenced--at least in part--by the objec-

tives given to her by the district.
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At about 2:10, Mrs. Gates walked to the blackboard on the
south wall and said, "We've got to do a couple of things in a
few minutes. I don't see everyone's eyes." When the stu-
dents-had all turned their attention to her, she asked, "Who
knows what a legend or a folklore is?" Malcolm responded,
!It's old." Andy said, "A story that happened a long time
ago." Other students added comments. Then the teacher asked
three girls from the Tower reading group to read the legend
she had given to them as seatwork. After Barb read the title
"The Talking Yam" the teacher stopped her. "Who knows what a
yam is?" The students shook their heads and shrugged their
shoulders. The teacher prodded them. "They grow in the

." "Garden" some students answered. "Ground" others
said. The teacher repeated, "Ground." She then asked, "Can
you visualize a field of yams?" The students nodded. "OK,
let's read. If we have time we will act it out."

After the girls finished reading the legend, the teacher
asked the students to retell the story in their own words.
"What happened first? Second? Thitd?" Then she asked who
would like to act out the story. All of the children re-
sponded by raising their hands. Some jumped out of their
seats and jumped up and down bcside their desks, faces glow-
ing with smiles. The teacher looked up at the clock, sighed,
and asked, "Who would like to be the farmer? Jerry?" As she
read the story, she asked Jerry to act the way the words said
that the farmer would act. At ono point in the story, the
farmer's dog spoke to him. Jerry stood still to think how he
should act. The teacher said, 'How would you act if someone
spoke to you? No one was there except an animal." Jerry ran
to the other side of the room showing mocked fright on his
face. The teacher said, "No. The words don't say he ran.
They say he was surprised!" In this manner the students took
turns playing parts and acting out the legend. From time to
time the teacher would remind them to listen to the words and
to do what they saii. "Don't say it, act it out." Every
child had an opportunity to take part. Many acted out the
parts at their seats as they listened.

At 2:44 the teacher turned to look at the clock. The smile
vanished from her face. Like the children, she had been
caught up in the activity, laughing with them and acting out
parts, but the clock seemed to pull her back to some reality.
With a worried expression, a frown on her face, she said
partly to herself but in a voice loud enough for me to hear
at the table where I sat by the windows, "We really went over
on that." Her voice was flat and she looked troubled. She
quieted the students, "One, two, heads down," and then led a
discussion about the activity they had just engaged in. We
could put on a play for the school," one student suggested.
After a few minutes of this discussion, the teacher asked the
students to do their jobs--wash the board, dust, pick up--and
get ready to go home.
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As she walked by the reading table where I was sitting,
she repeated to me what she had said while she was in front
of the room, "We really went over on that." (Fieldnotes,
2/22/84).

I was puzzled. Why was she so concerned about the time she

had spent in what appeared to be a reading activity? After all,

she had done many of the same things during reading group instruc-

tion. She had taught vocabulary (yam). She had asked students to

relate this new experience to their background knowledge (What is

a legend?). And, she had encouraged them to think of the meaning

of words. She had even used the experience to reinforce the

concept of sequencing, a reading objective and a skill tested on

the MEAP test.

After class she said, "I really wish we had more time to do

these kinds of things. It is so good for them." I said, "Well, it

could be considered reading." She smiled and looked at me, a

twinkle in her eye, "Welllllll . . . (more slowly) it . .

could . . . be." (She was obviously reflecting on what I had

said.) The smile left her face and her voice became flat. In a

matter-of-fact tone she said, "But they wouldn't think so."

I was confused. Mrs. Gate's actions and comments suggested

that something other,than her own ideas influenced how she defined

reading and how she allocated time for each content area. I

assumed that they, in this case, were the same they she had refer-

red to when she had voiced her concerns about preparing students

to take and succeed on tests. Once again, I decided to look at

the district language arts/reading guidelines to see how they

might account for Mrs. Gate's statement that they wouldn't consid-

er the legend activity reading. I hoped that by understanding how
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they defined reading, I could learn how the district objectives

had taught Mrs. Gate's to define it and how this definition had

influenced what and how she taught.

As I had noted earlier when I had looked at the language

arts/reading objectives, they were divided into six areas:

1) Reading; 2) Literature and Media; 3) Composition; 4) Grammar

and Language; 5) Speaking and Listening; 6) Spelling, Punctuation,

Penmanship, and Usage. A number of objectives were listed under

each heading and under each objective were lists of activities

that could be used to meet them.

Folk literature, which I assumed included legends, came under

2) Literature and Media. Objecttve A, under this heading was:

"Introduce different forms of literature from a variety of nations

and cultures." The legend "The Talking Yam" had been identified

to the students as an African legend. Objective B was: "Practice

activities which enhance literature." Number 3 under this objec-

tive listed "Role playing, dramatics and puppetry" as activities

that could be used to meet the objective. The children had

dramatized the legend and had played the roles of the characters.

The lesson had introduced the children to a new form of litera-

ture, a legend, which had come from a different culture, Africa.

This explained why the Mrs. Gates had said that they wouldn't

consider the legend acttvity reading. They would consider it a

literature activity. It appeared that Mrs. Gates interpreted the

district language arts/reading objectives literally, and this

influenced how she saw the various acttvities which I had thought

were different aspects of reading. But the objectives did not
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explain why she had been so concerned about the time she had spent

on the legend. I decided to explore 1,.ow she went about scheduling

instruction to learn exactly which activities she would define as

reading. I assumed that this would make it possible for me to

identify which elements influenced her practical ways of seeing

how and what to teach during reading instruction.

During my next observation, I asked Mrs. Gates if she fol-

lowed a specific schedule eacli day. She responded, "Oh, yes.

They give us guidelines on how to divide our time. I'll give you

a copy." She handed me a copy of her time allocation schedule.

At the top, there was a grid which she had .11ed in. On the

left-hand side, she had placed a time next t, ,-id and across

the top she had indicated the days of the week. In the grids she

had written the content areas. In the grids for the afternoon

(the time I visited the class), she had listed: 12:10 to 1:10,

reading; 1:00 to 2:00 on Tuesday and Thursday, art; 2:00 to 2:20,

physical education; 2:20 to 2:40 on Monday and Tuesday, science,

on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, social studies; 2:40 to 3:00,

planning. Under the grid, there was a typed guideline. It read,

"Weekly Time Allotment"--Reading, 600 minutes; Penmanship and

Spelling, 150 minutes; Literature and Language, 120 minutes; Math,

200 minutes, and Planning, 100 minutes.

While the schedule I had observed on Wednesday afternoons had

varied from Mrs. Gates' public schedule--teachers filed a copy of

their schedule with their principals--I noted that the schedule I

had observed corresponded with the number of minutes of instruc-

tion per day which the weekly time allotment prescribed. Mrs.
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Gates' did provide two hours of reading instruction per day from

9:10 to 10:10 in the morning and from 12:10 to 1:10 in the after-

noon. During those times, the students participated in reading

groups, engaged in silent reading, and took turns reading to the

class. Thinking back to her comments about the legend activity

not being considered reading, I realized that Mrs. Gates defined

silent reading, reading to the class, and reading groups as "read-

ing" and that she defined the legend activity as "literature and

language." That explained why she had been concerned that the

class had spent so much time on the legend. The class had used

more than the 14 minutes alloted per day for literature, and they

had not had time to engage in their social studies lesson.

These discoveries regarding Mrs. Gates' decisions about when

to teach reading and what to define as reading suggested that her

way of seeing had, indeed, been influenced by the district goal to

increase students' test scores, the district objectives in math

and language arts/reading objectives and the district time al-

lotment charts she was supposed to follow. In the area of

reading, the objectives under reading and the time allotment

guidelines influenced what she defined as reading instruction. It

appeared that district guidelines, in the form of objectives and

time allotment charts, had led Mrs. Gates to define reading in- .

struction as only that instruction that occurred in reading

groups. I assumed that by looking at what happened in her reading

groups activity she officially considered "reading--I would be

able to learn how district guidelines influenced her instruction.
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The teacher's ways of seeing her students' cognitive needs lead to

differential instruction in her low achievement and high achieve-

ment reading groups.

As noted earlier, there were six reading groups in Mrs.

Gates' classroom. She worked with three of these groups, Spin-

ners, Towers, and one of the Sunshine groups. The instruction

that she gave the Sunshines was very different from the instruc-

tion that she gave the Towers. The Sunshines' instruction focused

on low level decoding skills while the Towers instruction focused

on higher order comprehension skills. The instruction of the

Sunshines and the Towers on February first illustrates the differ-

ence.

At 1:00, while helping a child with math, Mrs. Gates
stopped to make an assignment to the whole class. "Let me
see your eyes. We have a new rhyming word puzzle today."
She had explained to the students how to complete the assign-
ment. She looked at the clock. It was 1:00. She said,
"That took longer than I thought! Quickly, I need my Sun-
shines." She moved from the board to the reading table
nearest her desk, picked up the teacher's guide for the
Sunshine reader, opened it to the page marked by a slip of
paper, and began to read as she sank slowly into the larger
chair, her back to the windows and face to the class. The
children in the Sunshine group, collected their reading ma-
terials and joined her at the table. In a distracted tone--
she still had her eyes on the teacher's guide--she said to
the first child to join her, "We have to get the other stu-
dents. We are behind time." Without saying a word, the
child put his book on the table, walked across the room to
the door, opened it and left. Laura, Kim, Terri, and Annie
had joined the teacher by this time. They sat quietly wait-
ing for the teacher to give them her attention. Her eyes
were still on the teacher's guide on her lap. When Josh had
returned with Martin and Nancy from the other second-grade
classroom, the teacher looked up and said, "We are on page
47." The students started to leaf through their books look-
ing for the page. The teacher looked around the table to see
who had found the page. Her face was expressionless--
unusual for her. She repeated, "Page 47." Her voice was
flat but quiet and patient. In a few seconds she repeated in
a voice that was less patient, "Page 47." Some students were
still leafing through their books. "Page 47 . . . .
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page 47 . . . . page 47 . . . . page 47." Each time she
repeated the page number her voice was less patient. While
she spoke more emphatically than before, her face was still
expressionless. Finally all of the students found the page.
They looked up at her and she leaned forward to check each
book to see if, in fact, the students were all on page 47.

"Laura, will you please read the title?" The teacher's
eyes were again on the teacher's guide. She did not look at
Laura when she spoke to her. Laura read the title,
"Jerry's . . . Im . . por . . . tant . . . Things." The
teacher, reading from the teacher's guide, asked, "Why do you
think they have an apostrophe there? Jerry's?" She did not
point to the apostrophe or even look up from the teacher's
guide. The students did not respond. Sk lz! looked up and
said, "Jerry . . . apostrophe . . . s." Still there was no
response. Reading from the teacher's guide, "This mark is
used to tell you that something belongs to Jerry." Then,
looking up she said, "Laura, will you please read?" Laura
read very quietly. As she read, the aide sitting at her desk
talked quietly to the teacher. The teacher leaned toward the
aide and away from the children. From time to time, the
teacher stopped listening to the aide and corrected Laura's
errors. At one point she turned her attention back to Laura
and said, "Sound it out." Laura tried but was still unable
to pronounce the word. "Who can help Laura sound out the
word?" Kim raised her hand, smiled and pronounced the word.
She had a big smile on her face and looked at the teacher as
she said the word. The teacher was looking at the teacher's
guide and did not respond to Kim's smile. Laura finished the
section she was reading, let the hook drop f-cl the upright
position she had held it in ar2 looked up. nc teacher,
looking at her with a blank exr:ession asko, 'Laura, are you
studying your vocabulary words?" Laura d: ;-,:espond ver-

bally but looked down at her book. Althout. teacher's
face was blank, there was a measure of rebuke 1.n her voice.

"Nancy." Nancy read next. She also had some difficulty.
Once, when she was stuck on a word, the teacher said in a
supportive tone, "Maybe if you start over you will do bet-
ter." Nancy went back to the beginning of the sentence and
read it again. "That is not 'John,'" the teacher corrected.
Nancy corrected herself and read, "Jerry."

When Nancy had finished reading her section, the teacher
asked the students at the table, "What did Jerry's mother ask
him?" Annie answered her question quietly. "Good, you were
listening. Martin?" Martin read quietly. He stumbled over
many of the words. Laura whispered words to him as the
teacher kept her eyes on the teacher's guide in her lap.
"Laura," she said looking up, "Let him read please, Laura.
Let him read." The next time Martin could not read a word,
Laura did not help him. Josh looked at the teacher with a
big smile on his face, "Can I give him a clue?" The teacher
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nodded. Josh voiced the sound of the first letter in dhe
word. Martin read the word. Josh beamed up at the teacher.
She did not respond; her eyes were on the guide.

Terri was the next student to read. When she could not read
a word, she sounded it out letter by letter. The teacher
looked up from her guide, a smile on her face, a tone of
approval in her voice. "Terri, you are really picking up the
skills to sound out words!" Terri wiggled in her seat and
smiled back at the teacher. She looked down at the book, a
smile still on her face.

Kim was the next reader. She read her section without
any problems. A few times she slowed down to sound out a
wcrd but generally she read in a smooth flow. When she had
finished, the teacher looked up smiling approval. "Verrrrry
g0000d! You have im. . .proved! Have you been studying at
home?" Kim nodded, a shy smile on her face. She drew her-
self up in her chair. "Verrrrry g00000d! I can tell my
children who study at home." As she said this she looked
around the table at the other students. Those who had had a
problem reading looked down at their books and did not meet
her eyes. Kim and Terri smiled back at her. (Fieldnotes,
2/1/84).

Each of the other students read a section of the story. When

they had finished the story, the teacher told them that they could

return to their seats. She did not discuss the story with them

but did assign a page in their reading workbook. The chidren

collected their books quietly and returned to their veats. Next,

she called the Towers to the reading table.

"Towers," the teacher called out. She located the teacher's
guide from a pile of books on the reading table, opened it to
the page marked with a slip of paper, and placed it in her
lap. She skimmed the lesson quickly turning the pages rapid-
ly. Barb, Betty, Annie and Andy stood up beside their desks
and collected their reading material.

The "Towers" joined the teacher at the reading table, chat-
tering excitedly about the story they were about to read.
The teacher looked up from the teacher's guide, a broad smile
on her face, her eyes dancing. "I know what the story is
about," Betty said smiling as she dropped into a chair beside
the teacher. "I already read it," Betty added triumphantly,
her eyes twinkled with mischief. The teacher leaned toward
her as she said this and they s%Lled into each other's faces.
Looking around the table, the teacher asked if the others
knew what the story was about too. Barb, Annie, and Andy
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shook their heads indicating that they did not know. The
teacher suggested that they look at the pictures on the first
page of the story and at the title to get an idea.

After a few predictions by the others, Betty told them,
"It is about a man who collected so nucn string he had to
'lake a kite co get rid of -!-!" The teacher smiled at Betty
again and with a smile on hei face and in her voice she
asked, "Have you ever collected things?" Hands shot up. "My
dad and I collect rocks. I have a whole egg carton full of
them at home!" Andy said drawing himself up out of his chair
with his excitement. The others took turns describing their
collections in great detail. The teacher listened to each
child intently, leaning toward the child as he or she spoke,
smiling and asking questions.

Looking down at the teacher's guide again she asked, "What do
you call a person who collects things?" The children looked
puzzled; their eyes wandered upward as they searched their
minds for the word. The teacher waited patiently. "A col-
lector!" Andy said triumphantly. The teacher and the stu-
dents laughed together and the teadar nodded approval of
Andy's answer. "Betty, will you start?" the teacher asked
looking at Betty.

As Betty read from her book, the teacher followed along
in the teacher's guide on her lap. She interrupted Betty,
"Wait a minute. We have to look at the word 'beaches'.
Remember the rule? Words that end in 'ch'? How do we make
them plural?" The students answered without hesitation.
"OK, go on." Once again she looked down at the teacher's
guide.

Betty continued reading. The teacher stopped her at the end
of the page by saying, "Very good reading." They made eye
contact and smiled. "Barb?" Barb read the next section with
a great deal of expression in her voice. The teacher nodded
and smiled approvingly at her when she finished. "Annie?"
Annie read more quietly but did not pause or show that she
was having any problems. Finally, Andy read. At one point,
he said "cried it home." The teacher looked up as did the
other children but before anyone could say anything, Andy
corrected himself, "carried it home." The teacher nodded to
herself as she followed along in the guide. When Andy had
finished, the teacher looked up at the students and began
asking a series of questions.

"Why is the ball getting bigger?" Annie answered quietly,
"He is adding more string." The teacher smiled and looked
down at the guide and back up at the children. With a note
of questioning in her voice she asked, "If you were Mr.
Fergus, how would you solve the problem?" Adding with a
smile on her face and with emphasis that served to build
suspense, "He has a M ..... A . . JOR PROBLEM!" Andy
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looked at the teacher with a thoughtful expression and said,
"I would give the string away." The teacher looked skepti-
cal. "How many of you have gotten collections from other
peoplea" Betty answered that she had and explained what it
was. Barb also said that she had gotten a collection from a
friend of her mother's. The teacher listened and nodded as
if to suggest that Andy's answer might be more acceptable
than she had thought. "Let's see how he solved his
MAJOR . . . MAJOR problem."

Following the same pattern of turn taking as they had before,
the students finished reading the story. The teacher did not
interrupt to ask questions or make comments. When they had
finished she said, "You read very well. You are turning into
good readers!" She sounded pleased and had a big smile on
her face. "Now, let's see what you remember." Reading from
the teacher's guide she asked a series of questions that
required the students to use reasoning and to make inferences
to answer. "Why did he collect string?" "Do you think he
world have collected buttons if he had found a button first?"
"What if Mr. Fergus had kept collecting string?" The stu-
dents responded to these questions thoughtfully. Several
times they laughed as they recalled parts of the story. They
chattered about the story and the teacher joined them. Fin-
ally, after a few minutes, the teacher asked them to return
to their seats. (Fieldnotes, 2/1/84).

These vignettes illustrate how differently Mrs. Gates in-

structed the Sunshines and the Towers. In the lower group, the

Sunshines, she focused on low-order-decoding skills. She asked

students to read passages of the story alOud. When they were

unable to read a word, she asked them to use phonetic skills to

"sound it out." When Laura could not read a word, Mrs. Gates

said, "Sound it out. Who can help Linda sound out the word?"

After Terri had read, Mrs. Gates said, "Terri, you are really

picking up the skills to sound out words!" She also praised Kim's

reading after she had sounded out words and read the vocabulary

words with ease. "Verrry good! You have im . . . proved! Have

you been studying at home?" When Kim nodded her head, Mrs. Gates

replied, "I can tell ray childra who study at home."
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The comment suggested that unlike Laura who had not responded when

Mrs. Gates asked her if shc had been studying her vocabulary words

at home, Kim had been. Mrs. Gates' response illustrates the

instructional focus she used with her Sunshines. It suggests that

she focused instruction on phonetic skills and on mastering vocab-

ulary with the Sunshine group because she felt that this would

make them better readers. In contrast, Mrs. Gates focused on

higher-order comprehension skills while instructing the Towers.

Before they read a story she asked them questions that called up

background knowledge that would help them comprehend the story--

"Have you ever collected things?" As ,idren movad through

the story, Mrs. Gates asked them questions about what they had

just read--"Why is the ball getting bigger?" She also asked them

to predict what would happen in the story--"If you were Mr.

Fergus, how would you solve the problem?" The Towers were also

asked to make inferences about what had happened in the story -

"Do you think he would have collected buttons if he had found a

button first?" 6What if Mr. Fergus had kept collecting string?"

This focus on higher order comprehension skills suggests that Mrs.

Gates focused on comprehension skills to improve the Towers read-

ing.

Looking back over my fieldnotes, I found that the patterns

that had emerged in these two lessons were present in the other

lessons as well. While Mrs. Gates did include some comprehension

skills in her instruction of the low achievement Sunshines group,

the focus was always on lower-order comprehension and decoding

skills.
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The low achievement reading group met on four of the nine

times I observed the classroom. On 1/25, the students, with tne

teacher's assistance, worked on pages in their workbooks. The

lesson focused on putting statements in order. As n'Aed earlier,

this activity related to the district objective to "read to note

the sequence of events and answer questions about the order,"

listed under I. Reading, A. Comprehension Skills, 1. Literal.

During this lesson, the teacher related the concept of ordering to

the student's background knowledge. On 2/1 the students worked on

"Jerry's Important Things," which I have analyzed in detail. In

the lesson on 2/8 the students were tested on their ability to

identify phonetic elements in words. For example, they were asked

to circle the long a sounds in words. The only time the Sunshine

group read a story as they had done in the lesson on "Jerry's

Important Things," was on 3/8, when the students read, "Can a

Mouse Really Help?" The lesson be3an in the same manner in which

the lesson on "Jerry's Important Things" began: the teacher began

by announcing the page number and repeatirg it five or six times.

During the reading of the story, she suggested that students sound

out words when they were stuck, she correct:ed errors, and she

asked other students to help the reader when he was unable to read

a word. The focus during reading was on decoding words. After

the lesson, the teacher read questions from the teacher's guide.

She asked the students to retell the story: "Who can put the

story in order?" The teacher also asked several other recall

questions: "Who was the hero for today?" "How did mouse show

that size wasn't important?" She even tried one inferential
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question, "Do you think what happened will change how animals look

at mouse?" But none of the children tried to answer the question.

The focus in this lesson, as in the other lesson analyzed, was on

low-oider recall and decoding skills. In all cases, the Sun-

shines' instruction focused on decoding and low-order comprehen-

sion skills such as recall and sequencing. In a few cases, stu-

dents were asked to recall what had happened in the story, but

only once were they asked to make inferences.

In contrast, the Towers' instruction focused on high-order

comprehension skills. The Towers received reading group instruc-

tion on six of the nine times I observed the class. On 1/25, 2/1,

2/22, 3/8, 4/4, they read stories from the basal reader; on 2/8,

they worked on a page in their workbooks. On all of the occa-

sions, the teacher greeted the group by asking them questions

designed to elicit background information about the topic covered

in the story: "Who has made things with a hammer and nails?"

(1/25) "Has anyone ever made a violin?" (2/22) "Where does this

story take place? Let's get the globe and find China." (3/8)

"What does it mean when it says 'sun sets and the lights twinkle

on'? Think about what happens in your house at night." (4/4)

During the reading of the stories, the teacher focused on

comprehension skills and asked questions that asked the students

to draw inferences from the stories. In all cases, the inferen-

tial questions outnumbered the recall questions. 1/25, "Why

didn't the house by the brook last long?" 2/22, "Could you hear

the water? Visualize the water?" 3/8, "Is China far from Michi-

gan?" 4/4, "Why did the poet arrange the lines of poetry in that

"5 'if ,:"
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way?" In all cases, Towers were asked to make use of their

background informat, , understand what they read, and they were

encouraged to make inferences and predictions more often than they

were asked to recall what had happened in the story.

Clearly, Mrs. Gates had chosen to instruct the Sunshines

differently than she had chosen to instruct the Towers. General-

ly, the instruction of the low achieving Sunshines focused on

low-order comprehension skills and on decoding while the instruc-

tion of the high achieving Towers focused on high order comprehen-

sion skills. The district guidelines--language arts/reading

objectives and weekly time allotment chart--did not indicate that

students in low achieving groups should be given different in-

struction than students in high achieving groups. It appeared

that other elements in the learning situation gave Mrs. Gates a

way of seeing that resulted in the way she taught reading.

To learn what these elements might be, I once again reviewed

my fieldnotes. I noticed that, in all cases, Mrs. Gat..? had

relied on and used the teacher's guide that accompanied the basal

texts when she instructed her students. To learn whether the

teacher's guide had influenced how she taught the two lessons that

I had looked at closely, I decided to look at the instructions in

the teacher's guides for the two lessons and to compare the guide

with what had happened in the lessons.



Although the teacher consulted the teacher's_guides for the basal

reading series when she instructed the reading groups, the guides

did not account for the differential instruction the teacher_gave

her low achieving and high achieving reading groups.

As I noted earlier, the district had selected a basal reading

series that was used throughout the district. The series, pub-

lished by Houghton Mifflin, provided the teacher with readers,

workbooks, teacher's guides. It also provided tests, which the

district directed teachers to use to determine whether or not a

student should move to a higher reading level. I had noted that

in conducting her reading groups, Mrs. Gates consulted the teach-

er's guide before she started each lesson, that she kept the guide

open on her lap or on the table in front of her during the entire

lesson, and that she read questions directly from the guide. She

followed the story in the guide while the students read, and

frequently, with her eyes on the guide, she interrupted the round

robin reading with comments such as, "Wait a minute. We have to

look at the word 'beaches.' Remember the rule? Words that end in

'ch.' How do we make them plural?" Having observed a number of

these incidents, and noting her concern when aneither teacher asked

to borrow her copy of the Sunshines' guide, I assumed that the

basal's teacher's guides influenced how she instructed the Sun-

shines and the Towers. To test my assumption, I looked closely at

the teacher's guides and compared their lessons for "Jerry's

Important Things" and "The String Collection" with how Mrs. Gates

conducted those lessons.
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I began my analysis by reading the general information about

the series that was included in the introduction to each guide.

By reading this material, I found that each lesson in the series

followed the same pattern. Each lesson included a skills check-

list (the publisher described the checklist as an overview of

skills students need to read with confidence and independence);

phonics and decoding; vocabulary skills; comprehension skills;

reference and study skills; content stories to which children

could relate; literacy skills; and other language skills. In

addition to the readers, the series included workbooks that

focused on practicing skills such as decoding, phonetics, compre-

hension, and so forth. The teacher was provided with a set of

skill charts that corresponded to each reading lesson and a teach-

er's guide that contained scripts for each story, a listing of

skills to develop and resources that could be used to develop

them, profes.4ional articles to give the teacher "a fresh under-

standing of teaching strategies" and an "understanding not only

how the program works, but why" (Teacher's guide introduction).

The guides also included suggestions on how to reach students at

all levels and a bibliography to encourage independent reading on

the part of the teacher.

I looked closely at the lessons provided in the teacher's

guide that were given for the Sunshine lesson, "Jerry's Important

Things," and the Towars' lesson, "The String Collection." I found

that both lessons, in spite of being aimed at different levels,

were organized in the same manner. Each began with a summary of

the story with suggestions on how to activate students' background
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knowledge of the topic of tho story and ways to stimulate stu-

dents' interest in the story. Under the heading "Reading the

Selection," both lessons provided the teacher with a teaching

script. These scripts were divided into sections titled, "Vocabu-

lary and Concept Development," "Motivation and Silent Reading,"

"Checking and Developing Comprehension." Each script included the

text of the story, references to pages in the story, the same

pictures that accompanied the text in the student's book, and

questions and reading strategies the teacher was to use during the

discussion of the story. In addition to the scripts that guided

the teacher through the lesson, the first page of both lessons

included a boxed section on the right-hand side of the page that

outlined the skills, vocabulary, and resources, basic and option-

al, to be covered in each lesson.

Looking back over my notes of the two lessons, I found that

the teacher had selected one focus for the low achievement group

and another for the high achievement group. Although both lessons

in the teacher's guide began with a summary of the story and

questions to illicit students' background information before they

read the story, the teacher had used the summary material with the

Towers but not with the Sunshine group. To gain a better under-

standing of the kind of material the teacher had selected from the

teaching scripts, I analyzed both lessons in the guides to deter-

mine what kinds of questions each asked and compared the question-

ing patterns provided in the guides with what happened in the

reading groups. I found that the teaching scripts were similar in

the kind of questions asked. Both included questions designed to
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activate students' background knowledge of the text content

covered in the story. For example, the story in the Sunshines'

book centered around a boy collecting things that were important

to him. The story did not tell what the important things were,

and it built suspense by telling how Jerry set off to his grand-

mother's house to show her the important things. On the way, he

showed the objects to friends and neighbors who later helped him

find the box when it is lost. The summary section suggested that

the teacher discuss neighborhoods and friends with the students to

prepare them for the story.

The Towers' story was about a man who collected all sorts of

things. One collection, string, grew so large that the man had to

find a way to get rid of it. The summary section suggested the

teacher introduce the concept of problems and solutions to the

students to make them think of cause and effect. The first part

of the section on vocabulary and concept development suggested

that the teacher discuss the idea of collections to prepare the

students for the story.

Each lesson also included a number of questions that asked

the students to recall specific information from the story. These

questions asked the student to find sentences that answer them or

to pull together specific information from the story. For

example, one such recall question in the Sunshine script was,

"What did Mr. Higgins think when he first saw Jerry with the box?"

The answer can be found in the text of the story in a single

sentence, "'Is that box for me?' asked Mr. Higgins." The Towers

script contained similar recall questions. The script included,
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in bold print, the appropriate answer for each of these recall

questions.

Both scripts also included inference questions. These ques-

tions asked students to make predictions or draw conclusions based

on the information in the story and on the general knowledge that

they brought to ehe story. An example of an inferential question

was the question that followed the recall question in the Sunshine

text mentioned above. The recall question was, "What did Mr.

Higgins think when he first saw Jerry with the box?" The bold-

type told the teacher ehat the answer, "that the box was for him,"

was the correct answer, The following question asked the students

to make an inferevce based on the information found in the story.

The question nr.-/, "Why do you suppose Mr. Higgins thought the

box was for h..71? The bold type told the teacher that a number of

answers would be acceptable for this question. "He was a mail

carrier and maybe he thought Jerry was mailing it; maybe he and

Jerry were good friends and he thought Jerry had a present for

him; accept any reasonable answer." The Towers' script had a

number of induction questions that were similar to the induction

questions asked in ehe Sunshine scripts. To determine the balance

between background, recall, and inferential questions per script,

I counted ehe number of each. This seemed especially important to

do in light of the patterns of instruction I had observed in the

two reading gropus. The teacher had focused on lower order skills

such as decoding, phonetics, and recall in instructing the Sun-

shine group and on higher order skills in instructing the Towers

group. If the teaching scripts showed a similar pattern, it would
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be possible to conclude that the teacher's selection of focus was,

in part, influenced by the teaching scripts.

The chart in figure 1 shows a comparison of the two scripts.

The cfiart in Figure 2 compares the questioning patterns of the two

groups.

Figure 1

QUESTIONING PATTERNS IN THE SUNSHINE AND TOWERS' TEACHING SCRIPTS

SUNSHINE SCRIPTS

Background knowledge - 2

Recall - 17

Inferences - 16

TOWERS SCRIPTS

Background knowledge - 3

Recall - 21
Inferences - 21

Figure 2

TEACHER'S QUESTIONING PATTERNS USED DURING SUNSHINE AND TOWERS'
LESSONS ON "JERRY'S IMPORTANT THINGS" AND "THE STRING COLLECTION"

SUNSHINE
"Jerry's Important Things"

Background knowledge - 0
Recall - 1

Inferences - 0

TOWERS
"The String Collection"

Background knowledge - 5

Recall - 1

Inferences - 5

By comparing the questioning patterns found in the teaching

scripts for both lessons, it was clear that the patterns were

similar. The number of background questions were similar, two for

Sunshine and three for Towers. The ratio between recall and

inference questions per lesson were similar, 17 recall to 16
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inference for Sunshine and 21 recall and 21 inference for Towers.

Clearly, the publisher had focused on similar patterns for high--

order questioning--inferences and background--and low-order

questioning--recall.

Analyzing my notes on the questioning patterns used during

the teacher's instruccion for these two stories for these two

groups, it became even more clear how differently the L.wo groups

were instructed. Despite the number of questions included in the

teaching script for the Sunshine lesson, both high-order and low-

order, the teacher asked only one recall question during the

entire group lesson. In contrast, she used several of the ques-

tions from the script for the Towers' lesson, reading some direct-

ly from the teacher's guide. Of these questions, she used only

one low-order or recall question and five inferential questions.

In addition, she drew on the students' background knowledge by

asking five such questions even though only three were included in

the basal guide's lesson.

This analysis reinforced the pattern of differential instruc-

tion that I had found in the other reading group lessons. How-

ever, lessons in the basal teacher's guides did not account for

the differences in instruction. On the contrary, if the teacher

had followed the guides, she would have instructed the Sunshines

and the Towers in the same manner. Both reading groups would have

received instruction to enhance and develop decoding skills as

well as low and high-order comprehension skills. Both groups

would have received instruction that encompassed the full range of

the district's reading objectives, literal and inferential.
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To better understand what influenced how the teacher chose to

teach her reading groups, 1 asked Mrs. Gates how she felt about

the besal reading series that ehe district had provided for her to

use. -In our conversation about the basal series on 2/8, she said,

"I like their series." She nodded her head and there was a

thoughtful expression on her face. She crossed her arms over her

chest and continued, "They don't recommend using reading groups

(pause). . . But I use them bec.....use it is the only time the kids

get to read." Her tone and body language suggested that she might

feel that she had to defend this position, but her determined tone

also showed that she had given this some thought and was prepared

to defend her position. She added with even more determination--

as much to herself as to me, "With six reading groups, I have to

adjust it." Given what she had said earlier about ehe district

not understanding what teachers had to deal with, I interpreted

her comments to mean that as in deciding how to use her aide, she

had considered carefully what ehe district told her to do and had

then thought about what was be:- for the students in her class.

In this case, she had decided, ElAsed on some implicit theory of

her own, that she would modify the use of the basal reader to meet

the needs of her students.
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The teacher's personal theory about what it takes to become a

reader influenced how she instructed her reading groups and

accounted for the differential instruction that the low achieving

and high achieving groups received.

To make explicit Mrs. Gates' implicit theory about what

students need to know to become readers explicit and to disco-

how 1.% might have influenced her way of seeing reading

instruction, I asked her somm questions about how she used the

material in the basal reader's guides. I assumed that I might be

able to compare her implicit theory to the basal's theory which

was stated explicitly in the introduction to the series. I asked

her if she used the comprehension questions and the enrichment

activities with all of her reading groups. She responded, shaking

her head vigorously and speaking in a firm voice, "I can't use

thoie with low groups. They are so far behind. I cannot do more

than the basics with them." With greater ,-1.ermin.:ttion and again

as much to herself as tome, she added, "I have tc move the slow

grva-3 sllnad." Her comments revealed that her implicit theory. __

about teaching reading did indeed differ from the interactional

model on which the bf,sal reader was based. Unlike the interac-

tional model that rest,, o he premise that students learn to read

through an interaction bevween decoding and comprehension skills,

the teacher's theory--focusing on the basics for the low

achievers--indicated that she believed in a bottom-up approach.

The bottom-up approach rests on the assumption that students learn

to read by mastering a series of skills arranged in a hierarchical

manner. The skills at the bottom, decoding and phonetics, must be
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mastered before a student can move "up" to the higher order skills

such as comprehension--inference. Her reference to the low gcc,up

being behind and her decision to focus on the basics to "move them

ahead," all support the assertion that her personal ther of

teaching reading was more bottom-up than interactional. What

happened during the low group reading instruction also supp,tcs

this finding. The students engaged in decoding words and in

developing decoding skills such as phonetic strategies. In terms

of comprehension, the teacher's questions focused on the literal

skills rather than on the inferential skills. And, unlike the

high group, the low group spent little of its time on any kind of

comprehension tasks.

Another phrase the teacher used gave me some insight into her

implicit theory. She had on several occasions referred to the low

achievement group as "slow." During a conversation with her about

Kim, a member of her low achievement group, she said that Kim was

behind the others because she was not developmentally ready to

learn some of the skills. ;The said that she had heard a lot about

stages of readiness but that it had never meant much to her until

her twi. were born.. Since then, she had uoL.xed that her daugh-

ter was about six months ahead of her son. Even if she worked

with her son, he could not learn cert:ain concepts until h...;

developmentally ready. She said that she saw children like Kim in

the same way and believed that giving students concepts before

they were ready for them can lead to frustration on the child's

part. Looking at how she instructed the low group, it was possi-

ble that she chose not to ask the high order questions because she
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did not believe the students were developmen%alAy ready for those

skills. In addition, her concern to prepare the students to pass

tests and to achieve the district objectives might also crovide

insight into her choice of what to teach. Like the doctor who

treats the most serious wounds first, the teacher focused low

group instruction on the skills the students needed for survival

on tests.

Analyzing the reading group lessons in terms of the district

objectives, I found that the teacher focused on the Word Analysis

and Vocabulary objectives while instructing the low group. She

focused on the Comprehension objectives with the high group and

especially on the inferential skills. Such a pattern was also

consistent with how a person who used the bottom-up model would

select what to teach and how to deliver instruction. Therefore, I

concluded that in so far as a theory about how children learn to

read, from a strictly cognitive perspective, the teacher was

guided by the bottom-up model of reading. This theory guided the

way that she interpreted the district objectives, and the district

objectives together -;ith the goal to improve test scores and the

guidelines for allocation of class time shaped her definition of

reading as a cognitive process. Because she defined group reading

as a time to develop these cognitive processes, she focused on

skills she believed students would need to become good readers.

The low achievement students had not demonstrated an ability

to decode or use phonetic skills. Therefore, the teacher focused

on those skills during group reading time, and she selected those

activities from the basal reading series that would .1:erve to
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devclop those skills. The high achievement group had shown an

ability to decode and recall what they had read. Therefore, the

teacher worked on developing higher order skills in these readers.

She selected the activities from the basal reader that would

enhance the higher order skills and move the high achievement

group "up" to higher order skills.

This information suggested that Mrs. Gates had internalized a

well developed theory about how to teach reading. Her personal

this theory, more than anything else, influenced how she chose to

deliver reading instruction. While the district goal to improve

test scores and the language arts/reading objectives influenced

what she taught and the weekly cime allocation influenced when she

taught and both worked together to influence how she defined

reading, her implicit theory guided how she taught. The standard-

ized tests on which the district wanted the students to do well,

and the way in which the district had listed the objectives,

reinforced the teacher's implicit theory. The tests focused on

testing students' grasp of the basics, the lower-order decoding

skills. The reading objecitves listed decoding and literal com-

prehension skills before higher-order inferential comprehension

skills. While the tests and the objectives did not state that

lower order skills had to be developed before higher order skills,

it seems possible that Mrs. Gates had inferred that her theory was

consistent with district goals and objectives. This suggested

that the district guidelines and her own beliefs had interacted to

produce the pattern of reading instruction that I had observed in

her reading groups. Her practical way of seeing what, when, and
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how to deliver reading group instruction were developed and in-

fluenced by elements from outside of her classroom, district

guidelines on objectives, use of time, a basal reading series

adopted by the district and published by Houghton Mifflin, and by

elements inside of herself, her own theories about teaching read-

ing.

While the district's goal to raise test scores, the language

arts/reading objectives, and the basal readers might explain how

she had learned her way of seeing what, when, and even how she

instructed her reading groups on a cognitive level, they might not

account for what she looked at on a social level or what she did

for the rest of the day. What about how she delivered other kinds

of instruction? Reading group instruction occurred during only

two hours of the day, and in analyzing what happened during the

reading group lessons, I had looked only at elements of the con-

text Utat influenced what, when, and how she saw the cognitive

factors of giving instruction in reading groups. Much more was

happening in this classroom than the instruction that occurred in

reading groups. To discover how social elements in the context

might have shaped Mrs. Gates' ways of seeing learning and how

these ways of seeing might influence what, when, and how she

delivered instruction, I decided to look for patterns of social

interaction that might provide insights into her ways of seeing

her classroom and her students.



Social factors influenced the teacher's ways clag. how to

organize her reading groups and her decision to make reading a

status symbol in her classroom.

From the first day in Mrs. Gates' classroom, I had observed

remarkable social interaction between the teacher and the students

and among the students. For example, the teacher rarely needed to

reprimand students. The students appeared to know what the teach-

or expected of them and to do ic. There were also few alterations

betweert the students. In fact, they were supportive of each other

and fre,pent1y enacted small kindnesses to each other. It seemed

logical to assume that Mrs. Gates' practical ways of seeing the

classroom were influenced by more than ber concerns about the

cognitive factors involved in learning. In addition to the dif-

ferential instruction she gave to the Sunshines and the Towers, I

also had observed that her social interaction with the two groups

was different.

Reviewing my fieldnotes on the Sunshines' lesson on "Jerry's

Important Things" and on the Towers' lesson on "The String Collec-

tion" to discover patterns of social interaction between Mrs.

Gates and the students, I found that the teacher had had very

little personal interaction with the Sunshines and a great deal

with thz Towers. During the Sunshines' lesson, described earlier,

Mrs. Gates had kept her eyes on the teacher's guide. She had Lot

made eye contact with the Sunshines when they came to the reading

table or when she repeated the page number over and over, and she

had kept her eyes on the guide when she read the questions to

them. In sharp contrast, in the Towers' lesson discussed earlier,
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Mrs. Gates had greeted them with a big smile and had participated

in their excited chatter before their lesson began. She made eye

contact with them during the lesson and interacted with them as

they discussed the lesson. But, none of this was remarkable.

had noted similar patterns of social interactior aring their

other reading lessons. I thought that the differences in instruc-

tion might be attributed to Mrs. Gates' concern to meet the Sun-

shines' cognitive learning needs.

However, on reviewing my notes of the Towers lesson on "The

String Collection," (the cognitive interaction was described ear-

lier), I noted that an unusual social phenomenon occurred. Two

members of the Sunshine group tried to join the Towers at the

reading table to listen to the story and to become involved in the

group's activities. Mrs. Gates would not allow them to join the

group, and, in fact, she told them to return to their seats. It

was as if she saw the Towers' reading group time as special and

that only those who earned the right to be in the high achievement

group were permitted to spend that time with her.

The following vignette illustrates the social interaction

that occurred during the lesson.

The teacher finished with the low c.chievement group and
called the Towers to the reading table. As they arrived, sh,
greeted them with a big smile. Her voice and jestures were
animated as she joined in their excited chatter about the
story they were about to read. In a playful, challenging
manner, she asked if they knew what the story was about.
Betty said, "I know! I already read it!" The teacher leaned
toward Betty, made eye contact and they smiled at each other.
She suggested that the others look at the title to the story
to get a clue about what it would be about. Then, after they
had had time to predict, she asked Betty to tell the others
what the story was about.
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During this animated discussion, Josh and Malcomb whose
desks were closest to the reading table, glanced up from
their math papers at the happy group at the table. Both
Malcomb and Josh had just returned to their desks after
having spent their fifteen minutes in their own reading
groups. Josh had been a member of the teacher's Sunshine
group reading "Jerry's Important Things," and Malcomb had
been a member of the aide's Sunshine group. Their attention
was drawn more and more away from their math to the active
group at the reading table. When the teacher asked the
Towers, "What do you call a person who collects things?"
Malcomb started saying to himself over and over, "collector."
His mouth moved but he did not make a sound. He caught my
eye and smiled at me as he repeated the word. Josh got out
of his seat, turned to face the reading table. He kneeled on
his desk chair and looked aver the students' shoulders to see
the books that they held in their hands. He looked curious
and smiled slightly.

The teacher asked Betty to read. As she read with expres-
sion, Malcomb and Josh left their seats and walked the few
steps to the reading table. It was as if their ears were
magnets that drew them to the words. Josh stood behind Andy
and looked at the pages of the book. When the teacher looked
up from the teacher's guide on her lap, she saw Josh and
Malcomb. In a voice that suggested "you do not belong here,"
she said firmly, "Sit down!" Both boys shrugged their shoul-
ders and returned to their seats. However, both sat so that
they could still look at the table.

Josh and Malcomb sat in their seats listening to the story.
When the teacher began asking questions that created sus-
pense, "How can he solve this M . . A . . JOR, MA . . . JOR
PROBLEM?" and the readers were sent into excited chatter,
Malcomb and Josh left their seats and moved slowly toward
the reading table again. Both approached the table in a
somewhat bent over posture. When the got to the table, they
placed their elbows on the table. This made them about the
same height as the Towers who were seated thereby making them
less noticeable. "Why is the ball getting bigger?" "If you
were Mr. Fergus, what would you do?" The teacher continued
in an animated voice. The Towers responded to these ques-
tions in an excited manner. They leaned forward toward the
teacher. Their eyes shone, their voices grew louder. Mal-

comb and Josh looked at Alice's and Andy's books and at the
faces of the teacher and the Towers. Suddenly, the teacher
noticed Malcomb and Josh standing at the table. Her face
clouded over, her smile faded. In a stern voice she said,
"Malcomb and Josh, sit down and get to work!" The boys
returned co their seats once again. Malcomb sighed and
turned his attention to his math. Josh looked at his math
but turned once again to listen to the Towers read the end of
the story.
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When the Towers excitedly discussed the collections they had
received from other people, Josh once again crept to the
table. He leaned over beside Andy and put his face in his
hand. -The teacher did not seem to notice him until she asked
Andy to read. Again, her expression changed when she saw
him. In a firm but kind voice, she said quietly but firmly,
"Josh, please sit down and do your work." Shoulders slumped,
Josh returned to his seat. Easing himself into his seat, he
turned sideways and listened to the Towers until they had
finished the story. When the teacher asked questions about
the story, Josh looked pensively at the group excitedly
discussing the stscr.:y.

Then, he turned around, looked at his math, and sighed.
With the excitement at the reading table growing, Josh col-
lected his math book and pencil acid moved to a desk near the
door out of hearing range of the reading table. The reading
group continued their animated discussion and Josh worked on
his math. (Fieldnotes, 2/1/84).

This incident suggested to me that the teacher believed that

the members of the high achievement group had earned a status that

members of the low achievement group had not earned. Because the

high achievers had mastered tte lower order skills, they could

engage in a more interacttve learning experience during reading

time than the low achievers could. The time the high group spent

with the teacher was special for them and for the teacher. That

was clear to the whole class. However, only those who had ac-

quired the basic skills and moved "up" in reading could share in

this social experience. Thus, the differential instruction I had

observed during the high and low groups had a social as well as a

cognitive explanation. To get a better understanding of why the

teacher chose to deliver instruction as she did in the two groups,

I discussed with Mrs. Gates what I had seen when Josh and Malcomb

tried to join the high reading group.

During gym period right after the reading lessons on 2/1, I

mentioned to the teacher that Josh and Malcomb had seemed really
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interested in the Towers' reading lesson. She raised her eyebrows,

nodded her head and said, "What am I going to do about Josh?"

There was a note of exasperation in her voice and a question on

her face. Shaking her head from side to side she added, "He seems

so interested! You'd think he would work harder!" I interpreted

her comments to mean that she had made the high reading group a

status symbol in order to encourage the slower students to work

harder. Several weeks later when the topic came up again during

our interview on February 22, I found that I had been right.

During our interview, I mentioned that from my observations,

I had come to the conclusion that reading was a status symbol in

her classroom. The teacher smiled and nodded her head, "I make it

one." Her voice was firm as she said this. Then, as if she were

reflecting on her own words, she added slowly, "Maybe . . . I

shouldn't . . ." Her voice trailed off almost into a self ques-

tion. Then, with determination she said in a firm tone, "F.J.c. .

I DO!" Before I could respond, she added, "All of these children

can move up if they work." Her eyes moved around the room resting

momentarily on each desk; her eyes seemed to see each of the

children even though the room was empi;:y except for the two of us.

Speaking in a soft voice but with conviction she said as she

turned her eyes back to me, "There is a lot of potential here."

As she said "here," she looked back at the empty chairs. From the

path her eyes had followed and from the thoughtful way in which

she had made these observation: I interpreted hor words to mean

that she was determined to do what had to be done to develop each

child's potential. If that involved motivating them to learn by
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rewarding high achievement, that was what she would do. Clearly,

she had given all of these subjects some serious consideration.

She had weighed the risk of turning a Josh off by excluding him

from the special "club" that the Towers shared with her against

the possibility of turning him on to working hard because he

wanted to become a member of the high achievers club. Her comment

that all children could move up if they worked hard suggested that

she had made it clear to the students that working hard on the

basic skills would help them become good reades like the Towers

were. Therefore, she had taken these social considerations into

account when she chose how to instruct her reading groups.

The teacher's way of seeing what, when, and how to instruct

students had been influenced by her overarching theory that

learning is a socially mediated process and that in selecting

what, when, and how to instruct students, a teacher must take

social factors into consideration.

To discover the other social factors that Mrs. Gates included

in her definition of learning and to understand how they might

play a role in students' learning to read, I looked at reading

activities other than the reading groups to see if a pattern of

differential treatment could be found there. I found that these

"unofficial" reading activities looked much more like all of the

other instruction that took place in the room. Unlike the in-

struction in the reading groups where a small number of students

worked with the teacher or aide, the other instruction involved

the whole class interacting with the teacher or in a few cases
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with the aide. During the whole group the students

interacted with the teacher very much as the high gruup L. q

acted with her during reading groups. That is, there was a spirit

of mutuality and exchange. In many ways the teacher acted like an

older peer rather than like an adult who demanded constant control

of the learning environment. In fact, during one of our phone

conversations, the teacher had said that she tried to be their

friend as well as eheir teacher. She added that being their

friend did not interfere with her teaching, that the students

still respected her, and from what I observed, she was right. In

fact, the interaction between her and the students seemed to do

much to enhance learning.

To understand bar theory behind her actions, I focused on

several activities that had seemed especially important to her and

to some that represented the social aspect of the classroom espe-

cially well. What I uncovered were a set of her personal beliefs

that explain how she selected and delivered instruction in the

unofficial reading activities. These beliefs made up her theory

that all learning was a social process as well as a cognitive one

and that this was especially true of learning to read.

In looking for activities that seemed to reflect the teach-

er's concern to make learning more than a cognitive activity, I

looked once again at the events surrounding the acting out of the

legend. After all, that had been the activity the teacher had

identified as an unofficial reading activity. Previously, I had

looked at the activity from the cognitive perspective. This time

I looked at it from the social perspective. Judging from what
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happened during the time when the class worked on the legend and

what the te!'cllor said about the activity, I concluded that the

teacher beliewa that the students had to engage in activities

that would show them that reading was something more than decoding

words, that reading was a way of interpreting the world. Words

were not abstract symbols on the page but representations of

actions and things that we rind in our lives.

The following vignette illustrates the social interaction

that occured during the leasson on the legend.

On February 22, after gym period, Andy taught the class
to make an orgami board. When he had finished, the teacher
said, "Give Andy a big hand." All of the students clapped.
"We have a couple of things to do in a few minutes." The
children talked excitedly and moved around in their seats.
"I don't see your eyes." Once she got their attention, she
asked, "Who knows what a legend or a folktale is?" Hands
shot up. "Malcolm?" the teacher said looking at Malcolm, a
smile on her face. "It's old," Malcolm said with a satisfied
expression on his face. The teacher nodded and smiled at
him. "Andy?" Andy said, "A story that happened a long time
ago." The teacher nodded her approval. "Jamal?" "It is a
story about your ancestors, people who were born before your
mother!" Jamal replied. Several other students suggested
additions to the definition before the teacher said, "It is
an old story that is retold Over and over about people born a
long time ago." She did an excellent job of getting most of
the children's definitions into her definition and used the
words that they had used. "Barb, Betty, and Renee are going
to read the legend for us. It is an African folktale. If we
have time, we will act it out." The children squirmed glee-
fully in their seats; their eyes were shining with excite-
ment.

Barb began, "The Talking NAm," by reading the title. The
teacher put her hand on Be b's arm to stop her, and she
asked the class, "Who knows what a yam is?" The children
shrugged their shoulders. The tealer explained that yams
were sort of like potatoes. She 3aid, "They grow in the

?" The children filled in the blank. Some said
"garden." Others said, "ground." The teacher repeated,
"ground." Then she asked, "Can you visualize a field of
yams?" The children nodded their heads. "Ok, let's read."
As Barb and Betty, and Renee reai, the children listened.
Josh played with his boat but listened quietly. When the
girls had finished the story, the teacher asked, "Who would
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like to play the farmer?" Several hands shot up. "Jer, 2?

Jerry left his seat and walked to the front of the room arm
stood beside the teacher. "I'll read the story and you act
out the words." As she read the first part of the st.ovy
about the farmer working in the field, Jerry acted if ho

were raging the soil or digging. When the teacher r:ad
part that said someono talked to the farmer, and that: te was
surprised, Jerry ran across the room toward the door away
from the teacher. The teacher stopped, laughing and w,th het
eyes opened wide, she said, "No, no. How would you at; if
someone spoke to you and no one was there except the :,ni-
mals?" Jerry ran again. More seriously, the teacher shook
her head. "Who can act it out?" Terri and Andy went to the
front of the room. They ran also. "No, no" the teacher said
again shaking her head. "Listen to what the words sa7e." She
read the senter-e again, "The man was surprised." Lookir.;, up

she added, "The words don't say the man ran; they say the man
was suxprised. Who cam act out surprised?" This time Je,ry
acted surprised and the teacher read on after she roch.:.ed yer

head and smiled her approval.

The next part of the story was about the dog's reaction t.
the voice. The teacher asked, "How could you be a dog ,A
act that out?" "Laura?" Laura walked to the front of the
room and acted out the dog's part. More and more of the
students joined the others at the front of the Tocn:. The
teacher seemed to try to give everyone a turn. As the ex-
citement grew, some of the students used verbal responses but
the teaCher reminded them, "Don't say it. You have to act it
out!" Even the students who were still at their desks began
to act out the parts. Josh stood beside his desk acting.
Andy moved up the aisle to the front of his row. "Who could
act that out," the teacher repeated over and over. Her face
was as auimated as the children's. She was clearly aejoying
this shared experience with the students.

When she had read through the story and had asked the
students to return to their seats, congratulating thee or
listening and acting so well, she turned to look at the
clock. A cloud spread over her face, the smile was replaced
with a frown. She murmured in a voice loud enough for me to
hear, "We really went over on that!" she said sounding dis-
tressed. "One, two, heads down." For a moment she looked as
though she was not sure what she should do, then she said,
"Let's talk about the story." Some students said that the
class should act out the story for the whole school. They
chatter excitedly and the teacher told them to do their jobs
so that they could be the first class to go to the bake sale.
As she walked by me on her way to her desk, she looked at me,
shrugged her shoulders and repeated, "we really went over on
that!" (Fieldnotes, 2/22/84).
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Later Ov ; day after the children had gone home, during our

int she talked about the activity with me. She said that

she d like to have more time to do things such as the legend

because "It is so good for them." I didn't follow up on her

comment until a few weeks later when she had made a similar com-

ment about an unofficial reading activity--record time. I asked

what she meant by the comment. I told her I had an idea why I

thought such activities were good for kids but wanted to know what

she meant. She responded by saying, "Oh, it is important for them

to see there is more to reading than books. They would get bored

working in their books all of the time. I would get bored," sh?.

added thoughtfully. I interpreted this to mean that the slower

students would get bored by working in their basal readers all of

the time. She had noted once that the slow group wore her out,

and I assumed that she was talking about the slow group more than

the high achievers.

As if she were reading my mind she added, "It isn't good for

kids to be at the bottom all of the time. They have to have a

chance to be successful sometimes." We discussed how important

acttvities like the lei.,end were to the slower students, how they

made the students see reading in a different way. Clearly from

what she had stressed during the activity, that words had a pre-

cise meaning and that they represented real life, the teacher

valued such activities because they made reading meaningful to the

students who were still working mastering the basics. By

giving taem an experience with reading, that was successful and

fun, she hoped to stimulate their desire to work hard at the less
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fun reading could bring. Just as she had encouraged them to learn

to read by making reading a status symbol in her classroom, she

was showing them the rewards reading could bring them. The slower

students did not have to wait to join the high achievement "club"

to have reading become meaningful to them. uenerally, the beliefs

behind this activity were that all children should have an oppor-

tunity to bb successful and to see that reading is more than

decoding, that it is a way to understand and to learn about the

world.

Several other activities had similar characteristics. Record

time also provided an opportunity for all children to participate.

Any child could bring a record or tape with a story book from home

and share it with the class on Wednesday afternoons. The person

who brought the book got the added advantage of sitting in front

of the class to hold the book up for the children to see the

pictures while the teacher played the record. On all of these

occasions, the teacher asked the children to clap for the record/

tape and book and for the child who brought it to class. When I

looked at the activities that surrounded record time, I found that

the activity gave all children a chance to relate the new story to

past experiences they had had, to discuss with the class why and

how the story was meaningful to them.

Mrs. Gates used a similar instructional approach in teaching

math. She explained new math concepts to them in ways that made

it possible for them to relate the concepts to their own lives and

to things they already understood. On 2/1, Mrs. Gates conducted a
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math lesson that illustrated how she helped students relate new

math concepts to things in their own experience and to concepts

that they already understood.

At 12:35, the teacher announced, "Time for math. Get into
your math groups." The students collected their pencils and
books from their desks and moved to the section of the roam
where their math group met. The students in group 1 went to
the seats on the east side of the classroom while the stu-
dents in group 2 moved to the desks on the west side. For
the first ten minutes of the lesson, with the teacher's
guidance, the students in math group 1 explained carrying to
math group 2. Then the aide worked with math group 2 while
the teacher worked with group 1.

"Today you are to start learning borrowing." MrE. Gates had
a smile on her face as she made this announcement. Her voice
carried a note of excitement, and she leaned over and toward
the students as she spoke. The students in .tath group 1
wriggled in their seats and smiled at each othir. With a
look of pride and anticipation on their faces, they met the
teacher's eyes to indicate that they were ready to begin.
"Borrowing is the opposite of carrying." As she said this,
she looked at the teacher's guide for the math text and wrote
58 on the board. "Now we are getting ready to borrow. 58 is
made up of how many groups of 10?" Several of the students
called out, "Five." Mrs. Gates looked at the students and
said, "That is right. How many ones re in 58?" Again
several students called out the answer, "Eight!" "Right
again. Now what happens when we ste,,tract 19?" The students
looked puzzled. Several frowned es they contemplated the
problem on the board.

Renee said, "What DO we do?"

Mrs. Gates laughed. "All right, let me show you. The
book is getting you ready to borrow. Let me explain what
they want you to do. We can't subtract 9 from 8, can we?"
The children shook their heads, their eyes wandered from the
board to the teacher's face. "What we have to do is borrow
one group of tens from the tens place so we can subtract 9
from 18." The students still looked puzzled. "It's like the
8 says, 'Hey, tens, I need to borrow one group of tens. I

need this so I can be bigger.'" As she said this, she
lowered her voice and changed her intonation to indicate that
it was 8 speaking and not her. The children laughed. "What
happens to 8 when it borrows one group of tens? What does 8
become? Renee raised her hand; in fact, her hand shot up so
fast that it seemed to pull her right out of her seat.
"Renee?"
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"It becomes 131 It's like saying can I borrow some
sugar or can I borrow a crayTn!" Her face shone as she
demonstratec:i that she understood the concept of borrowing.
Several of the other students said, "Yeah" to themselves and
their neighbors.

"It's like you nead orange and som:!one ha5 lots of
them. You say, 'I need an orange. Can I borrow one?'"
Jamal looked at the teacher as he said this, his eyes spar-
kled in his smiling face.

Mrs. Gates laughed. She looked around the group, "You
seem to understand the concept of borrowing verrry welll.
Now who can tell me using the words "tens" and "ones" what
happens to the eight?" Barb raised her hand and Mrs. Gates
said, "Barb?"

"The 8 becomes 18, one group of tens and 8 ones."

"That is right, Barb." Mrs. Gates wrote the words "one
group of 10" and "8 ones" on the board as he said this.
"What happens to the 50 when it gives 8 one group of tens?"

"It goes down to 40," Jamal called out.

"Right, what they are saying is 58 is the same as 40 plus
18." Tha --echer wrote 40+18 on the board. Does everyone
understar Most of the students nodded their heads and
smiled ami tepeated several times, "I do, I do!" Pham shook
his head back and forth; there -;as a frown on his face."
Mrs. Gates saw his reaction and said, "Who can explain it to
Pham?" Hands shot up. "Ok, Nia, sc to the board and ex-
plain."

Nia went to the board and explained how the 8 borrowed
one set of tens from the 50. When she finished ,mplaining,
Nia leaned forward and looked in Pham's face. Mrs. Gates
looked at Pham and asked, "Do you understand now?" Pham
nodded his head to indicate that he did. "Good," Mrs. Gates
smiled at him. Nia smiled and walked back to her seat; she
looked satisfied with herself. "Pham, go to the board and
explain so I know that you know." Pham walked to the board
and in a small, soft voice, repeated what Nia and Mrs. Gates
had said. When he finished, the teacher and the other stu-
dents clapped for him. "Verry good!" On pages 209 and 210,
they are getting you ready for borrowing. You get to prac-
tice borrowing one group of tens to make the ones bigger!"
The students turned to the assigned pages and started to
work. (Fieldnotes, 2/1/84).

As she had done with words and the story in the legend and

during record time, Mrs. Gates had given the students a way of
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relating a new concept in math to their everyday lives. She had

guided them through the math lesson by illustrating, in words and

on the board, the procedure that they would use to solve similar

problems. As part of this support, she supplied them, with a link

to their common understanding of the concept of borrowing--the

personification of tha number 8--and reinforced the new idea by

encouraging students to tie it to their own experiences. By

asking one of the students to explain the concept and procedure

to Pham rather than doing it herself, she had an opportunity to

assess whether or not the children had really internalized th

procedure.

She had told me after te rst part of the lesson, when n,lzh

group 1 explained carrying to math group 2, and they had showr

that they didn't understand carrying as well as she had thoug,v:

that she felt it was important for her t ie students to

explain what they understood because as it, "They get some

pretty funny ideas sometimes. I like to V,. them explain things

to me sr t zan tell what they are thinking."

The manner in which Mrs. Gates structured the lessons during

the legend, record time and math, suggested that sile blieved that

learning is a socially mediated process. As the person with the

greater knowledge of the concept to be learned, she scaffolded the

learning situation by focusing instruction at the place where the

students were--their past experience or prior knowledge of a

concept--and in language they could ur..'erstand, she modeled the

procedure that they could use to understand what they were reading

or solve the problem with which they were confronted. To assess
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what cnd how they had internalized, she then gave the students an

opportunity to make their internalized knowledge externed by ask-

ing them to explain to her or to other students or, in the case of

the legend, with their actions what they had learned.

The teacher's way of seeing how to organize instruction was

influenced by her belief that parents should be involved in their

children's education and that schools should find ways to tie

home and school together.

In addition to giving the teacher a way to show students how

reading vas tied to their own lives, record time provided an

opportunity to get parents involved in their children's educations

and to tie home and school together.

The children always enjoyed record time. The teache- c-lways

announced it as, "Time for, 'Bring a record or tape from oome,"

and she ,often told students that she needed them to bring ,7ood

records like the one they had just heard. She encouraged thosn

who might not have such books and records at home to geL them from

the library. I began to under-I-and the additional purpose behind

this activity when she commented one day, "This is really working.

Carlos's parents took him to the library to get a record and

book!" She seemed very pleased. From her comment I realized that

by asking the students to bring books from home, she had given

them the idea that it was good to have books at home, that reading

was not just for school. By suggesting that they get books from

the library, she had found a way to involve parents who might not

be able to afford to buy their children books and records.
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Carlos was one of her low achievement readers. Getting his

parents involved in his reading was important to the teacher. I

looked for more activities where she tied school activities to the

home and found that there were many.

From the number of these activities, both in math and in

reading, I found ehat the teacher had some very strong beliefs

about the role that parents should play in their children's

educations. During one of our phone conversations when we were

lamenting that we might be neglecting our own children while we

worked so hard to educate other people's children, the teacher

said that she had considered working part-time. "My little guys

will be in first grade next year, and they could use some help

with reading." This comment keyed me to look for ways that she

might try to involve her students' parents in the educational

process.

I found that she sent vocabulary lists home and that the

parents were expected to help their children. (Kim, one of the

low achLevement readera explained the process to me.) Mrs. Gates

got very upset with parents who did not help. During our inter-

view, I had asked her if many of the students in her class were

underprivileged. She said that all were poor. But she added a

comment that showed that she did not see poverty in the home as an

cxcuse for chac.ren not to learn. She said, "Kim is one of the

poorest. Bt paople spend time with her. Josh is an only child,

but his mother won't work with him. She says that she gets frus-

trated." The final statement was delivered with a frown on her



face and a tone of exasperation in her voice. "You can be dis-

advantaged and still give kids time."

To further reinforce her belief that parents should help

their children, she told me about the letters she wrote to par-

ents. I had seen one on her desk reminding parents that she had

asked them to work on math facts with their children. In one part

she said that she was sure that they wanted their child to do well

and asked them to return this letter saying that they would agree

to work with their child. Therefore, when she explained the

letters she wrote, I had some idea about what she meant. "I write

them letters. The first ones are nice." Her eyes sparkled and

she laughed, "The next ones sound like those letters you get when

you don't pay your bills. They get nasty!" Her expression showed

that she felt she had a right and a responsibility to do what she

could to involve parents in their children's educations. All of

these comments showed how important Mrs. Gates thought it was fcr

parents to Lccome involved in the process of students learning to

rrlad. Mrs. Gates believed that school and home should work

together.

On my last day observing the class, I found yet another

activity that showed how she organized instruction to tie reading

in school to reading at home and to involve parents in the reading

process. A parent came into the room while the students were

working on an art project. I was helping two students near the

door but noticed that the parent was going to children, one at a

time, asking them something, and they, in turn, were giving her

books with slips of paper in them.
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When I had finished helping the students with their projects,

I walked to the back of the room by the art work and talked to the

mother. She said that she was there to check the children's

books. I asked if they were library books and she said no. I

asked if they were RIF books, and she explained that they were

not. They were books that she and the teacher had collected the

year before when her child had been in the teacher's class. The

children took them home to read them to their parents. The par-

ents had to sign the slip of paper in the book and tell how many

pages they had t-ad with the child. The parent explained that the

project had worked so well the previous year that the teacher had

asked her to help with it again ehis year. She said that it was

hard to find new books for the students who finisLed all the

titles in the collection but that the program had really improved

the students' reading.

Mrs. Gates made every possible effort to make reading a home

and a school activity and to bring together the culture of school-

ing and the child's llome culture. By sending books into the homes

and by asking parents to help their children read and work on

math, she sztemk-1 to try to bridge the gap between home and school.

She also kept in close contact with parents by writing them let-

t2rs and by meeting with them in conference:, at school. She was

especially pleased when 100% of her students' parents attended the

last parent conferences of the year. As a parent herself, she had

certain expectations about the role she believed she should play

in her chldren's educations, and az.; a teacher, she did what she

could to show parents what they could and should do co participate
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in their children's educations. Therefore, by tying school and

home together, she had helped parents learn ways that they could

help their children negotiate their way through school, and she

had found ways to show students that learning was not just a

school based activity.

The teacher's way of seeing her role in instruction was influenced

by her belief that teachers should be committed to their students.

Mrs. Gates was committed to providing her students with the

best educational experiences that she could. She noted on many

occasions that the students in her classroom were poor and did not

have the advantages that her own children or children in suburban

schools had. To compensate for some of the disadvantages the

children experienced, Mrs. Gates arranged special fieldtrips and

classroom projects. When the school system told her that she

could not have a bus to transport her students to a local science

museum, she arranged free transportation on city busses. On other

occasions, she contacted parents and asked them to walk with her

and her class to points of interest that were near thl school.

When the district budget cuts eliminated art teachers, Mrs. Gates

volunteered to be the school's art coordinator and planned art

activities for her class and the school.

As the art coordLnator, Mrs. Gates was in charge of informing

teachers about opportunities for their students to enter art

contests or display their work outside the school in local malls

or public buildings. During the course of the study, her own

students made a mural for "Women in History" month and displayed
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it at a local mall. In addition, she organized a school art

display that was part of a district show-case for the school

district. One incident relating to this display showed how dedi-

cated Mrs. Gates was to her students and how she felt about teach-

ers who did not share her devotion.

As the art coordinator for the school, Mrs. Gat s was
in charge of getting together art work from each of the
classrooms in the school to send to a school showcase held in
a local mall. Each teacher was to select one piece of art-
work from her class, mount it, and complete an official entry
form. On the day that the display pieces were to be taken to
the central office, the principal came to the teacher's room
while she was reading the students a story about Martin
Luther King, Jr. to tell her that one teacher had not com-
pleted her part of the project. The teacher told him that
she would take care of it as soon as she finished reading the
story. By the time she had finished, her aide had left. The
project entries were in the art room on the first floor.
Therefore, the teacher asked her class to follow her quietly
to the art room.

When they got there, the teacher mounted the other teacher's
project, filled in the entry blank except for the teacher's
signature. While she worked, she talked calmly to the class
explaining that they could visit the project at the mall.
She showed them several of the pieces and explained that
they--she was the only one working--were working on the last
piece to help the principal.

When she had finished the teacher's project, she explained to
the students that now they had to find the teacher to have
her sign the entty form. With the class following her, they
all walked qui,..tly to the other teacher's room on the second
floor. However, the teacher was not in her room. Another
student said that he had seen the teacher in the office a few
minutes ago. The class turned around, followed their teacher
back down to the first floor. Just as they were nearing the
office, a woman dressed in an expensiNe-lcoking red wool
coordinated outfit walked out of the office. She looked past
the teacher and her class. In fact, she start-ed to walk by
the teacher even when Mrs. Gates said, "We wcre looking for
you." When Mrs. Gates quietly explained thal: she needed the
other teacher to sign the art entry ffnm, t-la other teacher
took the art work out of the teacher's hand saying that she
would take it to her room to sign. At no time did the other
teacher make eye contact with Mrs Gates; she acted very
distant and superior. Mrs. Gates, in a calm and friendly
voice, suggested that there would be a pen in the office.
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She touched the other teacher on the elbow and gently guided
her into the office beiore the other teacher could respond.

After taking the art work to the principal, the teacher
and her class returned to the room to get ready to go home.
Throughout the entire incident, I had been struck by how
calmly the Mrs. Gates had acted. As she stood by her door
watching the children get their things from their lockers,
she talked to me about what had happened. In a low voice,
she said, "I am s00000 angry. Some people in this school
won't do a thing for these children because they are under-
privileged!" Her eyes flashed with anger. I was surprised
because I had not even noticed by her expression that she was
upset. She continued, "She was going to take that to her
room to sign. She would have just left it there. She

wouldn't have signed it!" Looking at me, her face softened
and a concerned expression spread over her face. "Oh, dear.

Now you've seen my bad side." Her voice dropped. I assured
her that such an incident would have made me angry too and
that if this was her bad side, she must be a saint. Shaking
her head, she said in a calmer voice that showed bewilderment
now rather than anger, "I just don't understand people like
that." (Fieldnotes, 2/22/84).

Mrs. Gates reactions to and comments about this incident

demonstrated how committed she was to her students and showed that

her beliefs about what teachers should do had influenced how she

treated her students and how she thought other teachers should

treat their students. He- actions also showed that her commitment

to her students influence( how she saw her students and their

instructional needs. She believed that it was important to treat

her students as more advantaged students were treated, to give

them opportunities to participate in activities that could make

them proud of themselves and of their school.
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The teacher's way of seeing_learning as a socially mediated,

interactive process influenced how she saw her students, how she

related to them during instruction, and how she encouraged them

to become independent.

Another activity that revealed still more of the teacher's

beliefs that learning was socially mediated, was the reading of a

Scholastic News magazine on 4/18. While I had noted ,-tterns in

many activities that revealed these beliefs, the events surround-

ing the reading of the Scholastic News illustrated the teacher's

belief that to learn to read, children must be able to make

reading meaningful to themselves, that students must feel free to

express their ideas--feel safe to take risks--su that the teach-

er could correct misconceptions as they developed, that all chil-

dren must see the value in their own way of seeing the world, and

that rtudents can learn from each other as well as the teacher

and, in fact, must become independent of the teacher in the end.

The following vignette illustrates ma,g of Mrs. Gates'

beliefs.

At .about 1:00 when the students would usually have divided
into reading groups, the teacher walked around the class and
passed out copies of the Scholastic News. As she did so, she
talked to the class and interacted with them. One student
said, "This is old!" The date on the magazine read April 6,
1984 and it was April 18. The teacher nodded, shrugged her
shoulders, and in a voice that said, "Dumb me!", she said,
"I know . . . I don't know how these got buried on my desk.
With parent conferences, I guess I just forgot!" With mock
disgust, several students looked up into her face as she gave
them their copy and shook their heads. (The teacher often
asked them to remind her to do things. "You know how
for . . . gerful I am. You have to remind me," and this
seemed like one of those incidents to them.) The teacher was
good natured about the situation and announced once again
after each child had a copy, "This is late," she waved it in
her hands. "We were supposed to do it one of the half days,
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but we are ten days late!" Again, some students shook their
heads and smiled to themselves.

"Well, let's read it anyway," she said with a shrug.
She explained that the first article was about the President
going to China and that because they were reading the maga-
zine late, he had already returned. She asked the student in
the far southwest corner to begin reading. (Most of the
better readers sat in that area of the room.) Jerry read the
article on China on the first page. When he had finished,
the teacher asked, "Who can find China on the wall map?"
Hands shot up. She asked Jerry to pull down the map, and she
said, "Raise your hand if you want to come up." Most of the
children hurried over to the map. They chattered excitedly
as they looked for China. One group of children on the right
side of the map pointed to an area on the right side of the
map and expl.aimed, "Here's China!" At about the same time,
the group on the left side of the map pointed to an area on
the left side of the map and exclaimed, "Here is China!" The
teacher looked puzzled and walked to the map. She asked the
children to show her China and discovered that, in fact,
China had been divided and did appear on the left and the
right side of the map. Before she had a chance to comment,
Nia sitting in her seat near the map said loudly enough for
everyone to hear in a matter-of-fact tone, "Oh, there are
two Chinas. In one, the people are from China, in the other,
from Japan!" The teacher laughed and said to herself, "Oh,
oh " She walked toward the bookcase in the back of
the room. "Who can explain why there are two China's on the
map?" Andy raised his hand and explained that the world was
round but that the map was flat, therefore the map fla-ctened
out the world and cut China in half. The children listened
but seemed confused. The teacher walked back toward the
students with the globe in her hands. She pointed out that
Andy had been correct, the world was round. There was only
one China, and she pointed to it on the globe. She walked
around the class to show the children. Many of the children
laughed at the mistake they had make and talked softly with
their neighbors about how silly they had been.

Jeff asked the teacher how far China was from Michigan.
When the teacher showed him, he said with his eyes wide open,
"That's far . . " The teacher said that it was and pointed
out that three of the children in the class had come from as
far away as China. "We have three children from Southeast
Asia, Nia is from Laos, Thu is from Vietnam. Pham, are you
from Vietnam too?" Pham nodded and the teacher repeated,
"Nia is from Laos, and Thu and Pham are from Vietnam." The
children looked from Nia, Thu, and Pham to the globe and
back. Most had an expression of wonderment on their faces.
Many said aloud and to themselves, "That is a long way!"
Andy said that he had a pen pal in Japan. The teacher point-
ed out Japan on the globe and said, "Oh, you do? Do you have
a letter you've gotten recently?" Andy said that he did and
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she replied, "Bring it to school, will you?" Andy said that
he would and that he could also bring a picture of his pen
pal.

The students went on to read the next article. It was
titled, "China's Children Keep Fit." When the children had
read the whole article, the teacher asked them questions
about what they had read. "How long do they exercise?"
"What time do they get up to exercise?" Finally, she asked
the children if they exercised. Many told about their per-
sonal exercise programs. Nia commented that when she lived
in Laos, she had to walk a lot. She said that was exercise.
The teacher asked Nia to tell the class the story that her
grandmother told her about why her family left their country.
(Nia had drawn a picture several weeks before and had told
the teacher it was of the place where she used to live. She
had then told the teacher the story of her family's flight
across mountains and rivers to get to Thailand. The story
had focused on what the countryside looked like).

Nia told the class the story. This version was different
from the one she had told the teacher a few weeks before. "My
father was the president...no...the head of the village. The
bad Vietnamese came and told us to bring them all of our
chickens and food . . . . We had to go to Thailand. We got
up early in the morning and pretended to go to the gardens.
But, we didn't. We hid things in caves and walked. We
jumped over a lake, . . . no, a river. We slept in a
cave . . ." The teacher asked Nia questions about how they
got food and water. "We carried the food. That is why I
had to walk. The food was too heavy for my father to carry
it and me. It was very rocky. We had to walk in water: it
was very rocky." At one point Nia talked about the people
who had been killed. That part of the story was disjointed,
but she mentioned relatives, cousins, uncles. Most of the
children listened intently. Jeff looked at Nia's face as she
spoke--a far away expression on her face--and asked her
questions such as, "How long did it take to get from one lake
to the other?" Nia looked and sounded as if she were reliv-
ing the experience as she talked about it. When she finish-
ed, Jeff looked into her face and said to himself, "China is
s00000 far." There was a look of admiration on his face as
he looked from Nia to Pham to Thu.

The teacher asked Thu and Pham if they remembered their
trips to the United States. Both of them shrugged and didn't
say anything. The teacher went on and asked the students to
read the next article. She began by asking who could use a
computer. When each person who had something to say had
finished, she asked the students to read aloud. The next
article dealt with Chinese counting and under "Try This,"
asked the children to write numbers in Chinese. The teacher
told the children to try it. Some of them said that they
couldn't. The teacher smiled and said, "Oh, you have to
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try." After they had had time to draw the numbers, she said,
"How many of you tried it?" Almost all hands went up. "I'll
walk around and see." She walked around congratulating thuse
who had gotten it right and helping those who had not, or who
had not tried.

When she had looked at each paper, she asked, "What would 35
look like?" All of the students wanted to show her, but she
sent two children to the board to show the class. Finally,
the students read the rest of the articles and even the
comments given for each day on the calendar. They discussed
pets and stopped only when the teacher asked them to get into
their math groups. (Fieldnotes, 4/18/84).

The activity showed the interactive nature of the teacher's

teaching. She admitted that she could make errors and encouraged

the students to try new things even if they might make mistakes.

Her attitude about her own mistakes made the students accept their

errors and gave them the confidence to try something new. In

addition, by feeling free to talk about what they thought--there

were two China's--the students gave the teacher a chance to

respond to their errors or misconceptions and correct them. She

did not make them feel ashamed that they had made a mistake, but

treated errors as natural. The students, confronted by the globe,

admitted their error and even laughed at themselves. By letting

the students relate what they read to their own experiences and by

encouraging Nia to share her story with the class making the

distance between Michigan and China meaningful to them, the teach-

er once again showed the students that reading was about under-

standing more about the world. Finally, the interactive nature of

the instruction, helped the students see that they had a role in

the learning process. The teacher was not the only one to centrol

the direction the lesson took. Nia's telling of her story,

Andy's discussion of his pen pal, and Betty's suggestion that
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they take turns and read the comments on the calendar, showed that

the teacher was willing to give students power over their own

learning experiences.

In discussing the activity on the phone later, she commented

that the students had really taken over, "They really took

o..ver!" I knew she was pleased because in another conversation,

she had talked about how important it was for students to become

independent. She had said that she wanted her own children to be

independent and that she had encouraged Barb's parents to give her

the freedom and responsibility of walking home alone to help her

develop independence.

In addition to saying this about the activity, the teacher

had also described the activity as a "real learning experience."

Talking about Nia telling her story, she said, "They really got

into it! It was a real learning experience! They learned some-

thing that they will remember longer than 'cat,"sat,"hat.'"

She said that if I hadn't asked about the activity that she might

not have considered it a learning experience, but that by reflect-

ing on it, she saw that it was. Considering that this activity

had taken the place of "official" reading and that she had men-

tioned an "official" reading activity--learning words--I inter-

preted her comments to mean that she realized just how much the

students had learned about reading during the activity. Her

comment that they "really got into it," must have referred to the

children's getting involved in the words, in the content of what

they had read. By making China alive for them through Nia and the

globe, the activity helped them see that reading was a way to
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learn more about the world. And, reading had been the activity

that had helped the children learn more about one of their

friends, Nia, to see her in a way they would not have seen her or

Thu or Pham if they had not read the magazine about China. Read-

ing was a way of giving them experience that they would not get

otherwise, a way of changing the way they saw the world and them-

selves.

This pattern of instruction was found across the curriculum,

in math, writing, social studies, and science. Clearly, the

teacher's beliefs about how to create a social context for learn-

ing overarched her beliefs about what should be taught.

One other element of that theory was revealed in her comments

about a daily writing activity. I had noted that students worked

on what was called "boardwork" every day I had observed. A list

of words were placed on the board, written on large lined paper

and taped to the board. The following was what was on the paper

on 3/8.

Boardwork

tomorrow
today
yesterday
is cold feel
was warm sunny
January February March
behavior foggy
cloudy snowing
good raining windy

The teacher explained that in the beginning of the year, the

students had written a news story by copying the sentences that

she put on the Boardwork sheet. As the year progressed, she had
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given them less and less of the words. Ncw, the words on the

board were words that they might use in their news story. Each

child was to write his own story using whatever words he selected

from the list. Each story still began with "Today is . .

The second sentence began with "Tomorrow is . ." and the third

with wYesterday . . . " The teacher pointed out that she be-

lieved it was important to give students support when they were

learning to do something new and to gradually withdraw that sup-

port as they mastered the skill. Without the initial support, she

did not believe that she could expect students to perform: but as

she had shown in the reading of the Scholastic News, she felt that

it was important to let kids eventually stand on their own. This

kind of scaffolding was also seen in math. (Note the math lesson

on borrowing.)

Given these were the teacher's beliefs about what to teach

and how to teach reading, it seemed that she defined her role in

the process as an interpreter of district objectives and a creator

of a learning environment that would foster learning. In the

°official" reading activities, she focused on decoding skills.

From the analysis of "unofficial" reading activities, it appeared

that she believed the environment should be interactive between

teacher and student, that the teacher should scaffold the learning

situation for the child and gradually withdraw that support, that

the teacher should listen to what students say and correct miscon-

ceptions as they arise, that the teacher should acknowledge each

child as an individual with a personal history and culture, that

the teacher should do whatever possible to bridge the gap between
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school and home and make learning a home-based process as well as

a school-based process.

The teacher's ways of seeing what, when, and how to deliver

instruction have influenced how the children saw reading and have

helped even the least competent reader in the class consider

himself a reader.

The children in the setting seemed to respond to the teacher

and to carry many of her beliefs out of the setting. Although I

was unable to interview each student, or talk with parents, I did

hear parents talking with the teacher and did talk to several

children. On one occasion, Andy's mother came into the classroom

after school while the teacher and I were talking. She told the

teacher how Andy had been reading the books that he brought home

to read to his parents. "He was trying to read them the way he

practices to read his book in front of the class! I told him he

didn't have to do that. Now, he is reading lots more. And, those

are good books! We just finished one on whales!" She was obvi-

ously excited about the program and reading had obviously become a

home activity for Andy. But, that was to be expected. Andy was

one of the best readers, and he often talked about activities he

and his parents participated in such as going to plays at the

local community college. I began to wonder how a slow rtlader such

as Josh might see reading. The teacher had said that his mother

did not work with him. Did he see reading as strictly a school-

based activity? Was reading meaningful to him or was it just

decoding?
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To get a better sense of how he saw reading, I tried to watch

him closely during group lessons and whole group activities. The

day he tried to join the high achievement group, I started to see

that he loved to hear people read. He was attentive and involved.

One day when 11,f s reading to the class as part of her regular

turn to do that, :.r.s.h listened intently. Then he whispered to the

teacher who was standing beside him, "Will she show the pictures?"

Another time during silent reading, he took a book with dinosaurs

on it out of his desk, looked at the cover, hugged the book, and

opened it to read. He sounded out the words and looked at the

pictures.

Another time while the class was walking back from the gym,

he asked me what I was doing in the class--it was about my fifth

visit. He asked if I was an aide. I said that I was not but that

I was there to find out how children learned to read. His face

got very serious. He frowned. He said, "Oh, learning to read is

hard." He paused to think, and then his face brightened, and he

smiled and said, "But, you can learn if you work hard!" I had

heard the teacher use those exact words, "but you can learn if you

work hard," several weeks before during a reading group lesson.

Josh clearly had internalized those words. He had even used the

teacher's inflection in delivering them! A couple weeks later,

while I was sitting at the teacher's desk during high group read-

ing, Josh came to the desk. He didn't say anything, but he touch-

ed a book about dinosaurs on the teacher's desk. I whispered that

he seemed to like dinosaurs. He looked at me seriously and said

emphatically, "I like to READ about them!" Later that day, he
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told me that he was taking a pencil home with him. "I have books

to work in at home." These comments added to my sense that the

teacher had instilled in Josh a desire to learn to read, a sense

that working on books at home was good, and that reading was a

valuable activity. Therefore, it would appear that even the

poorest reader in the class saw value in acquiring literacy and

saw it as more than a school activity. Reading appeared to be

meaningful to Josh and a way to learn about something he loves.

Summary and Conclusions

In becoming a participant observer in Mrs. Gates' classroom,

I set out to answer the following questions: (1) What happens in

this setting to promote the acquisition of literacy? (2) How does

the teacher define literacy? (3) How did she come to define it in

this way? (4) Have the elements of the context taught her what to

teach, when to teach it, and hoo to teach it? (5) Do the elements

in the context that influence what, when, and how the teacher

teaches remain constant or do they change over time? While it is

not possible for a participant observer to attain totally the emic

perspective of the teacher and thus arrive at a definitive conclu-

sion about how the teacher in a particular setting learned her

practical ways of seeing, it is possible for the participant

observer to identify emergent patterns that suggest which elements

of the context have influenced the teacher's ways of seeing.

Having tested my assertions and having shared them with the teach-

er, who felt that they resonated with her perspective, I offer the

following summary and conclusions.
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What Happened in this Setting to Promote the Acquisition of

Literacy?

As was illustrated in the description and interpretation,

students engaged in a variety of activities aimed at promoting the

acquisition of literacy. Many of the activities were encouraged

by the district which provided the teacher with materials and

guidelines. These activities included reading from the basal

reader, completing pages in the workbooks that accompanied the

readers, taking tests at the end of each basal reader unit,

engaging in silent reading each day, and reading the Scholastic

News. Other activities appeared to be teacher-generated. They

included taking turns to read aloud to the class from books the

students selected; listening to story records which students

brought from home; listening to stories read by the teacher or

other students; participating in the home reading program; writing

stories; and acting out stories from the basal reader or litera-

ture selected by the teacher.

How Does this Teacher Define Literacy?

At one level, the teacher defined literacy as a cognitive

activity. Mrs. Gates' personal reading theory was a bottom-up

theory that viewed literacy as the acquisition of a hierarchical

set of basic skills learned in an incremental manner leading to

decoding and comprehending text. The district-selected basal

series, the district language arts objectives, and the time allot-

ment guidelines reinforced this perspective and influenced the

content, focus, and scheduling of the majority of reading
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activities. The teacher used the basal reader, the teaching

guides, the student workbooks, and the unit tests as the founda-

tion of the reading program. The unit tests together with the

district language arts objectives and the district's concern with

raising students' scores on standardized tests directed the teach-

er's attention to the cognitive aspects of reading.

On another level, Mrs. Gates defined literacy as a socially

mediated activity which provided students with a way to interpret

the world and to communciate about it with others. This view was

shaped by her belief that what happened in school should be con-

nected to the world in which the students lived; that school

should make students feel good about themselves and should develop

their potential; and that reading should empower students to lead

a productive and meaningful life. Her own personal experiences in

school, her definition of her role as a parent, and her personal

theory of learning all seemed to influence this aspect of her

definition of literacy. Acting out the legend; the manner in

which the students interacted during the time they read the

Scholastic News and shared their personal experience; the home

reading program; the teacher's request that parents help their

children work on reading vocabulary; and the period when students

listened to and discussed the story records were all examples of

activities that reflected Mrs. Gates' belief that reading was a

socially mediated activity of importance in students' personal

lives.
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How Did This Teacher Come to Define Literacy in This Way?

From observing what the teacher taught, when she taught it,

and how she taught it, it appeared that elements outside of her

classroom as well as elements inside the classroom influenced how

Mrs. Gates came to define literacy. These external and internal

elements interacted to teach her what to teach, when to teach:and

how to teach to promote the acquisition of literacy, as well as

how to define it.

Have the Elements in the Context Taught the Teacher What to Teach,

When to Teach It, and How to Teach It?

Elements from outside of her classroom such as the district's

goal to raise students' math and reading scores on standardized

tests, the language arts/reading objectives, the basal reading

series and materials, and the weekly time allotment chart all

appear to have influenced how Mrs. Gates looked at what and when

to teach. She was aware of the district objectives, what would be

tested on unit and standardized tests, and what skills were

stressed for each reading level. In addition, she used the mate-

rials that the district provided for her, the basal readers, the

workbooks, and the tests as the primary content for her literacy

instruction. There was also evidence to show that Mrs. Gates

organized instructional time according to the guidelines provided

by the district. She was especially careful to allocate the

required amount of time to district-sanctioned reading activities.

Elcments inside of the classroom, the students' and her

personal beliefs, appeared to have influenced her ways of seeing
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what, when, and especially how to deliver instruction. Mrs. Gates

took her students' needs into account when she decided what to do

to enhance the literacy activities sanctioned by the district.

She believed that because most of her students were disadvantaged

that she must do extras for them such as field trips, art pro-

jects, the home reading program, and acting out the legend. As a

teacher, Mrs. Gates felt responsible for filling gaps that the

students' parents could not fill. She looked at each child as an

individual and tried to provide what that child needed. While

individual needs varied and students' needs varied year to year,

the teacher saw the need to connect school and home and to insure

that all students had an opportunity to succeed as a constant.

These beliefs about her students motivated her to develop activi-

ties and materials that expanded on the mandated curriculum. They

influenced what she taught, how much time she gave to those activ-

ities, and how she carried out the instruction. For example, Mrs.

Gates selected the legend which she and the students read to the

class; she decided when to conduct the lesson and how much time to

spend on it; and she decided that it would be "good for the

students" to act it out, to tie the words to actions.

Mrs. Gates' ideas about what she should do for her students--

get parents involved, tie school and home together, provide stu-

dents with opportunities to succeed, show them that reading was

fun and a way of seeing the world and communicating about it--also

influenced what, when and how she taught. As she put it, "This is

my room, and I'll decide how to organi7e it."
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She used her own beliefs to guide her as she selected what to

teach. When she saw that an activity was working, that "students

had taken off," she used her own discretion to modify her lesson

plans. Perhaps the greatest influence her own beliefs had were on

how she delivered instruction. As I have noted, Mrs. Gates used

the teacher's guides during reading instruction, but she was

guided by her own theory of reading instruction in selecting which

parts of the teaching guides to use. In addition, her ideas about

what made learning interesting guided her in designing activities

that made reading fun. She said, "I would get bored by just using

the basal." In addition, her experience as a parent also appeared

to influence how she taught. She mentioned that some children

were developmentally behind others and cited her experience with

her twins, a boy and a girl, to illustrate her theory of intellec-

tual development.

Do Elements in the Context that Influence What, When and How the

Teacher Teaches Remain Constant, or Do They Change Over Time?

The influence which the various elements had on the teacher's

decision making varied. At times it appeared that Mrs. Gates was

most influenced by district objectives, but at other times, it

seemed that she was most influenced by her own beliefs or by the

students' needs. Although she was most concerned with doing "what

was good for kids," Mrs. Gates did not feel free to rely solely on

her own beliefs to determine what, when, and how to teach. Fre-

quently, there appeared to be a tension between what she believed

should be done and her desire to fulfill what she perceived as the
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district's expectations. Her concern about spending too much time

on the legend acttvity illustrates that tension.

Unanswered Questions

Certainly it is possible that there are many other elements

that influenced how the teacher defined literacy and how she

determined what, when, and how to teach it. It would be important

to look more closely at the larger context in which the teacher

taught. It would be helpful to analyze the tests her students

were given to assess their achievement, to learn more about the

staff development activities the district had provided for the

teachers to prepare ehem to use the new basal series, to attend

building and district meetings where school and district goals

were discussed, to interview parents and administrators to learn

what expectations they have passed on to teachers, and to explore

contractual and state-mandated provisions that might influence the

teacher.

In addition, it would be helpful to explore in more detail

the specific context in which the teacher taught. It would be

useful to learn more about individual students by looking at their

permanent records and to learn more about classroom routines by

visiting more frequently, by asking students what they make out of

what is going on during instruction, and by learning more about

the teacher in in-depth interviews about her personal and educa-

tional background, her view of her students, and her decision

making.
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Implications of This Research

While this paper did not set out to offer definitive answers

to the questions it raised, it is possible to conclude that teach-

ers' ways of seeing are influenced by elements outside of their

classroom, as well as those within. The teachers' ways of seeing

the action inside of the classroom--what, when, and how to teach

literacy, for example--are influenced by an interaction among the

external and internal elements.

This being the case, it seems important to learn more about

what teachers think and about how their beliefs and experiences

lead them to interact with guidelines and materials that those

ov-lide of the classroom expect them to use in their classrooms.
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Appendix B

Students in Mrs. Gates' second grade class during the course
of study:

(Reading groups arranged from highest to lowest.)

Spinners : teacher's group

Renee

Towers : teacher's group

Andy - white male
Barb - white female
Betty - white female
Alice - white female (moved)
Kurt - white male (moved)

Moonbeams : aide's group

Jamal - black male (moved)
Nia - Asian female
Jerry - black male (retained from previous year)
Belinda - black female
Crystal - white female (moved into class)
Armando - Hispanic male (moved into class)

Sunshines : aide's group

Pham - Asian male
Donna - white female (retained from previous year)
Carlos - Hispanic male (teacher planned to retain)
Jeff - white male (retained from previous year)
Malcomb - black male
Thu - Asian female
Randy - white male (moved into class)

Sunshine : teacher's group

Josh - black male (teacher planned to retain)
Kim - black female
Annie - black female (moved)
Terri - black female
Lattra - white female
*14artin - black male (from another teacher's class)
*Nancy - black female (from another teacher's class)

*Joined the class for reading only. Two other students spend most of the

day in the special education classroom.
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Chapter 5

CASE STUDY OF MR. FAIRLEY:

SEEING AND MAKING SENSE OF STUDENT TYPES

OVER TIME AND SETTINGS

This case study describes how one experienced second grade
teacher saw and made sense of students and how his ways of seeing
changed from one year to the next when the school setting and
district expectations changed. The chapter is divided into two
sections; Mr. Fairley Year Two and Mr. Fairley Year One. In both
sections identity types and their construction are discussed.

Catherine Pelissier



CASE STUDY OF MR. FAIRLEY:

SEEING AND MAKING SENSE OF STUDENT TYPES

OVER TIME AND SETTINGS

Introduction

After a particularly hectic day, Mr. Fairley, the teacher on

whom this paper will focus, said that when you have 25 students in

a classroom, you have 25 different ways of learning. Yet the

practical press of day-to-day life in the classroom leaves little

opportunity for teachers to create and implement a separate pro-

gram for each child that takes full account of her/his background,

needs, and proclivities. Confronted with this constraint, teach-

ers must somehow find a way to teach more than one child at a

time. As Mr. Fairley put it, in a letter that he wrote to parents

at the beginning of the school year,

There are few challenges as great as taking twenty-five
students, each with different strengths and weaknesses, and
forging them into a cohesive, disciplined and motivated group
of learners for whom the pursuit of excellent academic stan-
dards becomes a primary goal in their young lives. (8/29/84)

Frederick Erickson, the coordinator of the project of which

this study is a part, put it another way:

. . . teachers' practical ways of seeing can be thought of
as active processes of construction rather than passive pro-
cesses of reception. Classroom activities are tremendously
complex, often involving rapid-paced interaction that is
organized hierarchically at many levels simultaneously. This
presents problems of information overload for observers,
whether they are detached outsiders or are teachers or stu-
dents in the scene attempting to be observant participants.
There is just too much happening to be seen and heard total-
ly, let alone be reflected on. (Original - E 4.6)

Confronted with the reality and chaos of 25 or so odd indi-

viduals, then, teachers must somehow "simplify" their situation
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and, by chunking pieces of information together, make connections

between students and between events. Ability groupings in reading

or math provide commonly known examples of this kind of chunking.

Based on such evidence as test scores, verbal articulation, and

attention span, children in a classroom are separated into groups

representing different levels of ability. The children in any

group are not the same, but they are similar enough to allow the

teacher to interact with them on the same level. This greatly

simplifies the teacher's task; rather than having to write 25

lesson plans, she/he need only write three or four. This is

complex enough.

But ehere is more going on in a classroom ehan reading and

math, and even during reading group sessions or math lessons,

there is more going on than the decoding of words or computations.

Classrooms are learning environments, social scenes. There are

numerous events happening--events which include not only reading,

writing, math and social studies, but also recess, lunch, rainy

days and the forging and breaking of friendships. There are also

numerous ways of participating in these events, of talking about

math or reading, of dealing with rainy days. And again, connec-

tions must be made; teachers, like everyone else, "partition their

environment into categories for establishing equivalence among

objects and events" (Mehan 1982: 298).

It seems reasonable to assume, then, that teachers chunk

together certain kinds of readers, and also, at a more general

level, certain kinds of students and people. Jane is not ,only a

reader with such-and-such strengths and weaknesses; she is also a
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math student who has an easy or difficult time with division, a

student who is shy or outspoken, who breaks rules or keeps them,

who needs attention or is independent, etc. Together, these

different characteristics make up the configuration of Jane-as-

this-kind-of-person. And Jane-as-this-kind-of student is similar

to some of the other students in the class, while different from

others.

First, however, these characteristics must be perceived.

["Teacher's practical ways of seeing can be thought of as active

processes of construction rather than passive processes of recep-

tion" (FE)]. It is the teacher who, by means of her/his interac-

tion with her/his students, works to make salient certain events

or personalities and not others--to somehow simplify the over-

whelming complexity of these events and personalities so that the

day-to-day happenings of the classroom may get done.

How teachers perceive, then, how they see and make sense of

the events and behaviors in their classroom, is highly relevant to

questions concerning the success or failure of various students.

The focus of this paper will be on how one teacher saw and

made sense of one set of students. Emphasis will be placed on thg

general level of student types alluded to above. Among the ques-

tions-to be considered will be the following:

I) What was the range of identity types in Mr. Fairley's
classroom?

2) On what bases were these identity types constructed?
a) What were the defining features of each type?
b) What were the dimensions of contrast between the

types?
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Background Puzzle

Before providing a general overview of the setting and a

detailed description of the identity types, it would seem useful

to briefly outline the way in vhich the above questions emerged

from the research process. My interest in how Mr. Fairley catego-

rized his students began with the shared interest and concern Mr.

Fairley and I had for one student, Shane. Shane was a problem

student--the problem student of the year. His difficulties

ranged from low academic skills to poor work habits to problems in

getting along with others. As I became engrossed in Mr. Fairley's

dilemma, I began to puzzle over exactly what it was that made

Shane a problem student. What was it about him that initially led

Mr. Fairley to focus on him as a potential problem? What were the

boundaries of his problemness? What attributes, or behLviors,

were perceived and defined by Mr. Fairley as problem-like?

As I puzzled over these questions, I began to realize that in

order to understand Shane's problemness, I had to understand it in

relation to other students' problemness, or lack thereof. Mr.

Fairley and Shane did not interact in isolation, but in a room in

which 24 other children also spent 6 hours of each day. It seemed

evident that how Mr. Fairley perceived and made sense of Shane was

inextricably connected with how he perceived and made sense of his

other students, a contention which is borne out by the way in

which Mr. Fairley compared and contrasted students in conversa-

tion. In order to understand one piece of the puzzle, then, the

entire puzzle needed to be put together.
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In this way, the questions regarding Shane were transformed

and expanded into the larger and more general questions outlined

above.

Overview of Study and Methodology

The research to be reported here is part of a larger project,

consisting of 4 case-studies of experienced elementary school

teachers, conducted by 5 researchers. The project, "Teachers

Practical Ways of Seeing," has as its goal the gaining ol insight

into and an understanding of the ways in which teachev :ee and

make sense of what happens in their classrooms from d day.

Some of the beginning questions of the research were as follows.

1) How do teachers make sense of what happens in their class-

rooms? 2) How does teachers' sense-making change across years and

from year-to-year? 3) How do the backgrounds and experiences of

different teachers influence their perceptions and interpreta-

tions? 4) How does teachers' sense-making, as insiders actively

(and centrally) engaged in classroom activity, differ from the

sense-making of researchers as outsiders? Specific questions and

directions for focused research on these questions were to emerge

from the research process itself.

The study to be reported here was based on an intensive,

year-long participant observation study of a 2nd grade, elementary

school classroom. In addition to the year-long participant obser-

vation study, I also spent five months with the same teacher

during the previous year.
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The methodology employed was participant observation. Sixty-

three half-day visits were made to the classroom across the school

year. During the visits, running observational notes were taken,

which were then typed up in detail after each visit. Informal

conversations with the teacher, which took place before and after

school, during transitions between activities and occasionally on

the spot, in the middle of an activity, were also recorded. Addi-

tionally, I interviewed the teacher on 9 occasions, twice during

the 1st half of the year, 5 times during the 2nd half of the year,

once during the following summer, and once during the following

fall. Finally, 30 hours of video-tape were recorded, covering

both whole class and small group activities at different points in

the year.

Every effort was made to include the teacher in the research

process. Mr. Fairley was :een not as an object of study, but as a

collaborator. As such, he worke,- with me to select specific ques-

tions for focused research, and additionally read and commented on

my reports. ". has read and commented on the description and

interpretation to be presented here, and it has accordingly been

modified --o accommodate his criticisms. Mr. Fairley's role as an

observant participavt has proven to be invaluable to the project.

Overview of the Setting

Elm St School is located in a mid-sized city in the midwest.

The city he i3S the state capital and some heavy industry, and is

adjacent to a smaller city which houses a large state university.
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Elm St. School serves approximately 400 children in grades

K-5. Although seemingly a neighborhood school, located in a

primarily white, middle-class section of town, Elm St. School

serves children from a variety of ethnic and class backgrounds.

This diversity is due primarily to a recent collapsing into Elm

St. School of the student bodies from two other schools, as part

of a district-wide program of closing'down unneeded schools, and

to busing.

Mr. Fairley taught 2nd grade in Room 1 at Elm St. School.

The room was a large one, and consisted of what would be con-

sidered two separate sections. The students and teacher had their

desks in the front section of the room and most whole group

lessons occurred there. The location of other activities,

however, changed at different points during the year. Although

most- playing materials were located in the back section of the

room, free-time sometimes took place in that section, and

sometimes in the front section. Less frequent changes were made

in the location of the reading group area, which was placed in 5

separate locations across the year. The location of work tables,

the rug area (used for play and story time), the computer, and

bookshelves--as well as the seating arrangement of the children

also changed.

These frequent changes in the location of key activities

reflected in part Mr. Fairley's tastes (he enjoyed a change of

scene), but it also seemed to reflect his concern with management

issues. As the year progressed, Mr. Fairley experienced more and

more difficulty with certain students (to be referred to as the
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chronic behavior problem students). The movement of such key

activities--in particular, the movement of the reading group

area--may have indicated an attempt on his part to position

himself so as to retain as much control over the class as was

possible.

Several other factors point to the 1983-84 school year as a

stressful one for Mr. Fairley. After 7 years of teaching at the

same sch, 1, Mr. Fairley was transferred to Elm St. School. This

move had a great deal of influence on how his school year began.

Aside from the obvious changes in building, classroom, co-teachers

and principal, Mr. Fairley was confronted with an almost entirely

new group of students (since part of the student body from his

previous school was also moved to Elm St., he knew some of the

students). This was very unusual for Mr. FairIcy. While at his

previous school, Mr. Fairley was able to begin developing rela-

tionships with his incoming students while they were still in the

1st grade. During the preceding summer, he attempted to see his

new students once or twice, and also exchanged letters with them.

In addition, many of his new students were the younger sisters and

brothers of his previous students; thus Mr. Fairley had already

had occasion to develop relationships with the parents. The end

result of this was that when the school year began, Mr. Fairley

was familiar with almost all of his new students, and the stu-

dents, for their part, were somewhat familiar with Mr. Fairley and

with what would be expected of them as students. Thl difficulties

involved in trying to get to know students on an individual basis
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while simultaneously trying to set up the classroom as a group

were thereby lessened.

With the move to Elm St. School, Mr. Fairley lost the oppor-

tunity to do this kind of preparatory work. Since he had been

accustomed to beginning each year with prior knowledge of (and

relationships with) each of his students, it is reasonable to

assume that beginning the year with knowledge of only a small

number of his students was stressful for him. Moreover, not only

was he confronted with mostly "new" students, he was also con-

fronted with new types of students. As he stated in an interview

on the last day of school,

I think I learned more this year than I learned in any other
year of my teaching. Or, at least more than I learned last
year. This year has been a very difficult year. I've seen a
lot of things in children that I haven't seen other years.
I'm realizing that you have to be prepared for those kinds of
things, more than just the great academic student and the kid
who goofs around a little bit. You've got to be prepared for
kids with some real emotional needs. (6/13/84)

A final factor which contributed to the stress of the year

was a district-wide change in the reading program. Mr. Fairley

had been very well acquainted with the old program. His extensive

knowledge of the stories and of the sequence of skills to be

learned had allowed him, during previous years, to focus most of

his attention on the students as opposed to the teachers' manual.

It also provided room for departures and tangents, since he could

build on the stories and bring in additional information. With

the implementation of a new reading program, however, Mr. Fairley

was overwhelmed with new stories, new workbooks, new methods for

teaching skills, and new tests. This was particularly burdensome

during the 1st half of the year, and Mr. Fairley complained about
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the number ef worksheets rict tests (9/16/83, 10/12/83), and about

his inability to "tr.,:e off" from the stories (11/23/83).

Overview of Teacher and Students

Mr. Fairley is a white male in his mid-30's. He is the

eldest of 6 children from a working class family, and was brought

up on the East Coast. Mr. Fairley came to Midwest City to attend

the State University, where he completed both a B.A. and an M.A.,

and he has remained in Midwest City ever since.

Mr. Fairley's reasons for entering the teaching profession

were originally highly tied to his family background. Mr. Fair-

ley's father went through several periods of unemployment and,

although he was a musician, most of his paid work was in facto-

ries. As a result, Mr. Fairley wanted a steady job with predict-

able pay (fieldnote notes 5/83). This original reason for teach-

ing, however, was soon superseded by the rewards inherent to

teaching itself. Mr. Fairley loves his job and has repeatedly

stated that he could think of no other job that he would enjoy

more.

Mr. Fairley has been teaching for 10 years. Most of those

years have been spent in the 2nd grade. He is an extremely con-

scien.tious and devoted teacher, arriving at school between 7:00

and 7:30 a.m. and often remaining there until 5:00 p.m.. He as

often as not takes work home with him in the evenings. Despite

his working class background, Mr. Fairley sees himself as middle

class, and he claims that the values instilled in him as a child

were those of the middle classes. These values include, among
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others, family stability, stretching the dollar, respect for pro-

perty and authority, self-discipline, hard work, and an emphasis

on the value of a good education (interview, 5/4/84). These

values are important to Mr. Fairley, and he works hard to encour-

age and instill them in his students.

The goal of teaching for Mr. Fairley was pointed to in the

introduction: his aim is to get students to be motivated and

disciplined learners "for whom the pursuit of excellent academic

standards becomes a primary goal" (8/29/84). Over and above the

learning of specific skills, Mr. Fairley is interested in instill-

ing in his students an inquisitiveness and curiosity about the

world, and in encouraging in them what he refers to as "scholarly"

attitudes. The sign over the chalkboard at the front of the room

does not read "Learn to Read," but rather, "Read to Learn." Going

beyond the designated curricula to explore new realms of knowl-

edge--what he referred to as getting into "extras"--is perhaps

the overarching theme in Mr. Fairley's philosophy of teaching. If

the student has the inquisitiveness, and if she/he is self-

disciplined and scholarly in her/his approach to school-work, the

skills (such as phonics, division, telling time) will come of

their own accord. Looking and thinking are the really important

matters.

The constraints discussed in the previous section (overview

of setting) served to mitigate against the implementation of this

philosophy to a degree satisfactory to Mr. Fairley. Despite.the

constraints of a new reading program, and of discipline problems,

however, Mr. Fairley tried to encourage "extras" as much as was
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feasible. Although not as frequently as during the previous year,

he tried, whenever possible, to encourage "taking off" from ster-

ies during reading group sessions, and he very rarely (though more

often than during the previous year) discouraged tangents when

stmients chose to initiate them.

During the year of this study, Mr. Fairley had a total of 24

students. Only 21 of these students were in Mr. Fairley's class

for the entire year. These 21 children will form the basis of

this report.

Of the 21 children who were a part of Mr. Fairley's class

throughout the school year, 8 wem girls and 13 were boys. The

ethnic breakdown of the class was as follows: 4 Black (girls), 1

Hispanic (boy), 1 Laotian (boy), and 15 White (4 girls, 11 boys).

Two measures were used to determine class background, economic

standing and life-style. Both "measures" were a reflection of Mr.

Fairley's knowledge and perceptions. I did not have access to

information on the family incomes of the students; however, Mr.

Fairley informed me that 5 of the children came from relatively

poor families (Jonny, Shane, Jarrod, Phi, Crystal, Jason). What

this meant was that these families did not have money for "luxu-

ries," and that the children were occasionally in need of new

clothing (interview 5/4/84). My own observations of the chil-

dren's outward appearance corroborated Mr. Fairley's perceptions.

The 2nd "measure" of class background was that of life-style.

For this measure I relied entirely on Mr. Fairley's criterion,

since they were what was at issue in this study. Here I found

that he stressed life-style and values as markers of class
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difference. Thus, whether or not a student seemed to believe in

and live out what he considered to be middle-class values--family

stability, respect for money, property and authority, self-discip-

line and hard work, and the importance of education (interview,

5/4/84, see p. above)--determined her/his class position.

According to this measure, only 2 of the children in the class

were lower class - Shane and Jarrod. (See section on Chronic

Behavior Problem Students below).

Identity Types

The identity types to be described in this section were not

named or described by Mr. Fairley in the manner presented here.

In other words, the names, attributes of, and dimensions of con-

trast between the identity types were not simply described to me

by Mr. Fairley and then set down verbatim. Rather, the names of

the types were my own invention. The ,-ntents--the major attri-

butes and the dimensions of contrast -cween them--were inferred

from the way in which Mr. Fairley talked about and interacted with

the students in his classroom. The way in which these types were

constructed therefore warrants some description and explanation.

As I observed in Mr. Fairley's classroom across the year, it

became evident that he grouped certain children together on the

basis of some attributes, and other children together on the basis

of other attributes. As Mr. Fairley said, when speaking of the

vast amount of input a teacher must process:

I guess the only way you can separate them and keep on top
of the information--the input that comes in--is to put them
in groups and categorize them and draw conclusions from
them . . . That process goes on all the time and hopefully
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it is refined over the years; so some of the things, the
conclusions that I reach, are based on experience with other
children in other classes. (interview 4/2/84).

This grouping, or categorizing, however, is not always explicit.

Although a teacher may make connections or contrasts between

children in her/his informal talk, or enact these connections and

contrasts in her/his interaction with students, the connections

and contrasts are not necessarily in conscious awareness.

This was made evident when Mr. Fairley and I wotkcd together

on a symposium on teacher-researcher collaboration. We chose as

our focus issues surrounding the ways in which Mr. Fairley made

decisions about which children in his class to retain. In partic-

ular, our focus was on Mr. Fairley's concept of "immaturity,"

since "immaturity" was one of the major reasons, in his view, for

retaining a child. During the course of our collaboration on this

topic, it became clear to both of us that Mr. Fairley had not just

one, but three, definitions of "immaturity." The result of our

collaboration, then, was the articulation of these different

types, or levels, of "immaturity." The emphasis here is on

articulation, rather than discovery (for Mr. Fairley). As Mr.

Fairley put it in his symposium statement:

In previous years, I more or less intuitively knew after a
while whether or not I was going to retain a particular
child. My conversations with Catherine this year have helped
me to examine and question these intuitions, and to make them
more explicit. For example, when Catherine asked me what I
meant when I referred to certain children as "immature," I
was able for the first time to articulate different levels of
immaturity. Although I am sure that this information was
there, it was not explicitly present, and I was not able to
put it into words. Since there are so many facets to the
complex issue of retention, being able to divide it into its
component parts has made the easier to understand.
(AERA Statement, 1984, p. 3.)
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A similar argument may be made with respect to the identity types

to be presented here. It is my contention that the types are Mr.

Fairley's types, and that the attributes of and dimensions of

contrast between the types reflect Mr. Fairley's perceptions.

Evidence for this has been provided by Mr. Fairley himself, who,

upon reading this paper, found that the categories and their

defining qualities fit in with his own sense-making of the chil-

dren in his class. My role as a researcher, then, has been to

make these types and their contents explicit.

The process used to make these types and their qualities

explicit has been that of inference. Of primary importance was

the way in which Mr. Fairley talked about his students during

informal conversations and interviews; here, emphasis was placed

on the ways in which he grouped together or differentiated between

the different students in his class. Two examples will serve to

illustrate this process.

1) When discussing one problem student, Pat M, Mr. Fairley

made the following statement:

. . he doesn't seem all that interested in astronomy
or . . . anything in particular. I don't see him
having . . . interest in those . . . shark books. I see
David and Phi and Pat and Jeremy and Michael and Josh - just
about every boy in the class interested in them, except for
Shane and Jarrod. But Pat, who has all the intellectual
abilities, doesn't seem all that interested in them. (inter-

view, 12/15/83).

In this statement, Mr. Fairley is making a distinction between Pat

M, Shane and Jarrod, and the rest of thaboys in his class on the

basis of the kinds of interests they pursue. He 2.,4: also making a

similar distinction between boys and girls. In short, he is
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grouping together and separating children on the basis of what

are to him salient attributes or characteristics.

2) A similar process may be observed in the following:

Nedra can be a really little pain in the rear end. And so
can Tamika, and so can Margie, and so can Crystal, and so can
Tonya - at any one time. And yet, I have no bad thoughts
about them. I think they're awfully nice little kids--
they're kids being kids when they misbehave. Because they
all have learned a great deal this year. They all have done
good work. They all treat me awfully nice, and . . . when
I'm being very serious with them, they seem to rise to the
occasion. (interview 5/4/84)

Here Mr. Fairley is grouping together Nedra, Tamika, Margie,

Crystal and Tonya based on the ways in which they misbehave and

interact with Mr. Fairley. As I will show in more detail later,

Mr. Fairley, in making this kind of statement, draws an implicit

distinction between the ways girls and boys misbehave.

It was this kind of statement, coupled with the in-class in-

teraction of teacher and students, that formed the basis for the

construction of the identity types I will present in this section.

Accordingly, quotes from interviews and narrative vignettes of

classroom interaction will be used extensively throughout the text.

Before proceeding, however, note must be taken of the diffi-

culties involved in speaking of sets of attributes and of dimen-

sions of contrast between them. The major danger involved in

speaking in such terms is that the sets, or types, are abstracted

and static--they provide a textureless picture of what in actual-

ity are fluid phenomena, with permeable rather than closed bound-

aries. Teachers work to make sense of children, not of objects;

thus the categories and the lines between categories cannot be

absolute or fixed.
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If we remember this--if one continually thinks in terms of

fluidity, of day-to-day construction and reconstruction, and of

real people rather than repositories for attributes--an analysis

in terms of sets of attributes and dimensions of contrast between

sets of attributes can be useful. Specifically, such an analysis

is useful in providing a generalized model of the identity types,

of the basic foundations of each identity type, and of the most

generalized bases for distinguishing between the types. Although

the fit among and divisions between groups of students were nei-

ther precise nor definite, there were nevertheless groups of

children who were seen by Mr. Fairley as having more in common

among themselves than with other groups of children. Such chil-

dren, then, were grouped together by him on the basis of such

similarities, or resemblances, and simultaneously distinguished

from other children on the basis of dissimilarities. What were

considered to be the similarities and differences is what is at

question here.

Overview

The 21 children who form the basis of this report were sepa-

rated by Mr. Fairley into the following 6 identity types:

1) The model student. Two boys, Josh and Scott, made up

the category of model student. Josh and Scott were valued by Mr.

Fairley for their intelligence, their high levels of productivity,

their exemplary classroom behavior, and finally, for their

interest in and pursuit of areas of knowledge other than those
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included in the curriculum

at the top of their class.

2) The above avera

group was made up of 4 st

All 4 students were consi

gent. Their defining char

n .-/ery respect, Josh and Scott were

student. The above average student

dents, Jeremy, Jonny, Becky, and Pat M.

red by Mr. Fairley to be very intelli-

teristic as a group, however, was that

they did not live up to the r intelligence--that they were, in

certain respects, lazy. Unl e the model students, the above-

average students failed to mak

3) The chronic behavior

up of one above average student,

full use of their abilities.

blem group. This group was made

M, and two other students,

Shane and Jarrod. The defining charac eristic of this group of

students was that they did not produce go\4 work and that they

misbehaved consistently across all situation In many respects,

the chronic behavior problem type was the opposi of the model

student type.

4) The academic problem group. The academic problem

was made up of MO boys from the chronic behavior problem group,

Shane and Jarrod, plus 3 other boys, Pat S, Chris and Phi, and 2

girls, Margie and Tonya. As a group, these students were known

for the aifficulties they had with the academic tasks presented to

them by Mr. Fairley. Although they all had problems with their

school work, the reasons for their poor performance were attri-

buted by Mr. Fairley to different causes; thus, based on cause,

they were divided into the following sub-group: 1) behavior

problem--Shane and Jarrod; 2) immaturity - Pat S, and Chris;

and; 3) learning disability - Margie and Tonya.
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5) The episodic behavior problem group. This group was made

up of the two girls from the academic problem group, Margie and

Tonya, plus 3 other girls, Nedra, Crystal and Tamika. Although

all 5 girls were generally well-behaved, they each tended to go

through periodic bouts of misbehavior. These bouts lasted from

anywhere between one day to several weeks. In many ways, the

episodic behavior problems of this group of students contrasted

with the consistent, never-ending behavior problems of the stu-

dents in the chronic behavior problem group.

6) The average student group. This last group was made up

of 3 students from the episodic behavior problem group, Nedra,

Crystal and Tamika, plus 2 other girls, Stephanie and Jill, and 3

boys, Jason, David K., and Michael. Aside from the episodic mis-

behavior of Nedra, Cryotal and Tamika, they were best known, along

with the other children in thisgroup, for their "normality." None

of the 8 students demonstrated exceptional strengths or weak-

nesses; rather, they were seen by Mr. Fairley as normal, average

students.

A Note on Overlap and Fluidity

It is evident from the above description that the identity

types.are not mutually exclusive. Rather, there seems to be a

great deal of overlap between the groups. Pat M was a member of

both the above average and the chronic behavior problem groups;

Shane and Jarrod were members of both the chronic behavior problem

and the academic problem groups; Margie and Tonya were academic

problem students as well as episodic behavior problem students;
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and finally, Tamika, Crystal and Nedra were members of both the

episodic problem group and the average group. The model student

group was the only group that did not overlap with any of the

other groups.

This overlap between groups provides a sense of the fluidity

of Mr. Fairley's perceptions across the year and in different

contexts. Again, since Mr. Fairley was working to make sense of

individuals and not objects, the lines between the categories were

not fixed. Although some students could fit easily into one

category, others did not, having instead qualities or characteris-

tics which fit into two categories. The context of Mr. Fairley's

perceptions changed as well. For instance, when Tamika, Crystal

and Nedra misbehaved, they were seen by Mr. Fairley as problem

students; the rest of the time, however, they were perceived as

average students. Finally, it should be noted that none of the

students exhibited all the attrfbutes characteristic of their

"type" at all times, but rather fluctuated in their model-ness or

problem-ness, etc., across the year and in different contexts.

The model presented here, then, is a generalized model, which

cannot detail, but only point to and indicate, fluidity in student

behavior and in Mr. Fairley's perception of that behavior.

Identity Types

The Model Student (Josh, Scott). During our first formal

interview of the year, Mr. Fairley made the following statements

about the two model students in his classroom:

"(Scott) is everybody's idea of what a perfect little student
ought to be. He's kind and caring and well-behaved and very
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intelligent. I'm looking for great things. I've used him
often as a role model in the class because he really knows
exactly why be's here. I've looked at his report from last
year. The teacher said the same thing--a delightful little
boy to have." (interview 9/21/83)

"(Josh) iforms that little core of kids that right now they do
exactly wh,i.c I want. They are exactly (what you) want in a
student. You don't need to do any molding or shaping or
convincing of a different way." (interview 9/21/83)

This kind of positive vlew of Josh and Scott was held by Mr.

Fairley throughout the school year. From the beginning, the two

boys were at the top of their class, and served as the norm

against which all the students' behaviors (social and academic)

were measured.

On a general level, the most notable feature of Mr. Fairley's

view of these two model students was that he considered all their

characteristics or attributes to be posittve, and conversely, saw
2

few as negative or detrimental. Thus Josh and Scott were seen as

having good work habits (working hard, completing assignments

correctly), good relationships with their peers (being friendly

and caring about others), good behavior patterns (behaving proper-

ly and appropriately, attending to the teacher), and, perhaps most

important, what I have called positive personality traits (i.e.,

general traits that influence work habits, behavior patterns,

etc., but are not restricted to them), including high ability,

curioiity, and an enthusiasm for learning.

Josh and Scott, then, were in a sense the prototype "good"

students in Mr. Fairley's class. Mr. Fairley never had to worry

about their social behaviors, and their work habits were so good

that he rarely felt the need to keep tabs on them:
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. . if I see him (Josh) looking around the room about 10
o'clock, I never say, "Josh, is your work done?" because I
know it will be done, and if it isn't finished now, it will
be when it's expected. (interview 3/6/84)

Indead,,the quality of the work they produced was such that Mr.

Fairley often used their papers as answer sheets when correcting

other students' work:

I check Scott's and Josh's papers first because they
generally have theirs right and I'll set my answers and their
two papers out together and I'll check, and if theirs don't
agree with mine I'll check and see if I had it wrong because
they quite often have theirs right . . . (interview
3/6/84).

In Mr. Fairley's view, Josh and Scott were both motivated and

responsible, and thus they possessed from the outset traits which

Mr. Fairley hoped to instill in all his students (interview

3/6/84).

The model student, however, was not just someone who was

responsible and good at following orders. Specifically, the model

student was characterized as someone who is very intelligent, who

produces a lot of work, who knows a lot (meaning knows things that

one would not zmcessarily expect a second grader to know), and who
3

has "extra" interests which he actively pursues (i.e., interests

in areas outside of and beyond the standard second grade curricu-

lum). The attributes "knows a lot" and "into extras" (has and

pursues extra interests) were crucial defining attributes of the

model student, and served to distinguish him from all the other

students in the classroom. These attributes were considered im-

portant both in and of themselves and in terms of their influence

on the child's performance of routine tasks:

(Josh and Scott) seem to enjoy reading and finding out new
information. And they're interested in a lot of things, and I
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think that also helps your reading ability improve.
(interview 12/15/83)

An example of what "knows a lot" and "into extras" entailed

is provided in the following vignette, in which Mr. Fairley and

Scott have a discussion about planets:

It was early in the morning and official school time was
about to begin. Mr. Fairley turned off the lights as a
signal to the children who were milling around that they
should return to their seats for attendance. After a moment,
Mr. Fairley turned the light back on and then stood in the
center of the room, waiting for the children to respond to
the signal. As he glanced around the room to see who was and
who wasn't seated, Scott caught his eye by holding up a book
on Mars that he had recently gotten out of the library. Mr.
Fairley responded by asking, "You know most planets are named
after gods?" Scott nodded yes, and then put the book down on
his desk again.

After being interrupted by a member of the office staff and
stepping out into the hallway for a moment, Mr. Fairley
returned to the center of the room and began explaining to
Scott, who had been leafing through the book, that Mars was
named after the god of war, because of its red color.. Scott
listened to Mr. Fairley in rapt attention, and then nodded.

Again the conversation was cut short as Mr. Fairley seized an
opportunity to take attendance (i.e., the children were all
in their seats). As soon as he had finished taking atten-
dance, however, Mr. Fairley again turned to Scott (who had
continued to leaf through the book), and told him that he
would be able to learn more about the origins of the planet
names when the class started their work on astronomy. Scott
responded by saying that "some people even worshipped them"
(the gods after which the planets were named). Mr. Pairley
nodded yes, explained that many people worshippeid many gods
instead of one, and then went on to list all the god-names of
the planets. The conversation was then abruptly cut off as
Mr. Fairley called for the class' attention and officially
started the school day. (fieldnotes, 11/30/83)

It is evident from this vignette that Scott "knows a lot"--he had

read part of the book and thus knew something about both the

origins of the planet names and the ways in which people related

to their gods. The vignette further demonstrates that Scott had

"extra" interests and that he actively pursued those interests: he
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was interested in Mars and the other planets, had checked the book

out of the library, had obviously read at least part of it, and

was working at initiating a conversation with Mr. Fairley on the

topic.

Finally, the vignette illustrates the high value placed by

Mr. Fairley on having and pursuing "extra" interests. The time

before the official start of the school day was usually hectic.

Children were wandering around the room and talking (this was

their time), and Mr. Fairley was often occupied with tasks such as

receiving and hmnding out notes, answering questions, greeting

children, or responding to inquiries from office personnel. Des-

pite the numerous demands being made on his attention, however, it

is clear in the vignette that Mr. Fairley saw to it that his
4

discussion gith Scott was able to continue.

Josh and Scott, then, were model students not only because

they fulfilled every requirement (academic and behavioral) for

being considered "good" students in Mr. Fairlpy's classroom, but

also because they went beyond those requirements to enter the

realm of "extras." It was this combination of behaviors--doing

one's work, listening to the teacber, being nice to others,

following the rules for good behavior, having ability and using

it, and going beyond what was expected to inquire into subjects

introduced in class--that made Josh and Scott model students.

The Above Average Student

Just as going beyond the routine requirements for being a

"good" student in Mr. Fairley's class was the distinguishing
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characteristic of the model student, a refusal to either fulfill

and/or go beyond them, despite one's Ability to do so, was perhaps

the major limitation of the above average student. Mr. Fairley

noticed this quality in Becky and Jeremy very early in the school

year:

Becky and Jeremy are good students, but they don't do half
the quantiv of work or the quality. Jeremy is a very bright
boy. He may be the smartest kid in this class in the things
he knows, but you don't really get much participation from
him. (interview 9/21/83)

Jonny and Pat M., the remaining two above average students,

behaved in similar ways. What was shared by all four students,

then, from Mr. Fairley's perspective, was high intelligence and a

tendency to avoid work.

As stated, this tendency to avoid work took the form of

either not finishing or not going beyond routine assignments.

During the earlier part of the school year both Becky and Jeremy

displayed a proclivity for avoiding routine assignments. The

following vignette suggests that the avoidance of work was coupled

wieh what looked like a lack of motivation and interest.

Reading group 1 members (the highest group) were to have read
a story and written out answers to a set of questions. When
the group members came together for their daily meeting,
their goal was to go over the students' written responses to
Mr. Fairley's questions. Accordingly, when the group members
were settled in the reading area, Mr. Fairley informed them
that he wanted them to read their answers out loud to the
group.

Upon hearing this request, Becky immediately informed Mr.
Fairley that she had not had the time to finish writing her
answers because the class had gone to recess. When Mr.
Fairley asked Becky what she did after recess, she mumbled
something about how the paper was in her desk, meaning,
perhaps, that she had forgotten about it. Replying in a
sarcastic tone, "come on," Mr. Fairley went on to ask Becky
to read her first answer. Although she provided an answer to
the question, she did not read it from her paper, and when
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asked where her paper was, she replied simply that she had
left it in her desk (Mr. Fairley had instructed the group
members to bring their papers with them to the meeting.).

Later in ehe meeting, after having asked several other chil-
dren to read their responsos, Mr. Fairley asked Jeremy to
read one of his answers. In response, Jeremy told Mr. Fair-
ley that he hadn't read the entire story. After the group
meeting, Mr. Fairley had a private talk with both Becky and
Jeremy about getting their work done. (fieldnotes 9/21/83)

In addition to feeling that these students lacked motivation

and interest, Mr. Fairley also saw them as somewhat lazy. Such
6

laziness was most evident in the behaviors of Becky and Pat M.

Becky's was all the more noticeable because it often took the form

of continually asking for a lot of help on assignments that Mr.

Fairley felt were were well within her capabilities.

Although my role as participant observer included helping

students with their seatw while Mr. Fairley was meeting with

reading groups, I, too, was often frustrated by Becky's questions

when it seemed evident that she was asking for help before she

ueeded it. For instance, I recall one occasion when, having

atrived late, Becky stopped me as I walked past her desk. When I

turned to respond to her, she opened an SRA booklet and told me

that she didn't understand how to do the exercises. (fieldnotes,

6/4/84). On an earlier occasion, I made the following notation in

my fieldnote notes after a conversation with Mr. Fairley about

Becky's "playing dumb":

T (Mr. Fairley) said that she has a tendency to do that. She
knows what she needs to know to do SRA's, etc. but just gets
lazy sometimes. (fieldnote notes, 3/26/84) 6

Again, it is important to remember that Becky's numerous questions

were considered to be (and were often proven by her to be)

unnecessary:
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When you finally tell Becky, "I'm sorry, I'm not answering
another question for you," then she'll go back (to her seat)
and get the answers right. . . . she uses a lot of people
around her to get help, but she really doesn't need it.
Because she's a little lazy. (interview 6/13/84)

As stated above, however, besides not completing assignments

they were considered capable of completing, this group also shared

another negative attribute--an unwillingness to go beyond routine

tasks'to pursue "extra" interests. Jonny, for instance, was not

interested in applying his skills in reading to learn (instead of

just learning to read):

. . it hasn't occurred to him that maybe there are other
things to do with reading. I mean, to Jonny, reading is
just, "Well, if you can read the words you can read."
(interview 12/15/83)

The emphasis here is on ability; Jonny, along with his fellow

above-average students, had the ability to go beyond routine

tasks, but chose not to. Indeed, in many ways Mr. Fairley con-

sidered the above-average students to be as capable and intelli-

gent as the model student; he thought; for instance, that Pat M.

and Jeremy were even smarter than Josh and Scott:

I do know that Scott and Josh can't keep up with Pat and
Jeremy when it comes to thinking skills and understanding
what they're reading. (interview 6/13/84)

The difference between the two groups was that the model students

mentally stretched themselves, so to speak, while the above

average-students seemed content to remain where they were.

The above-average students, then, contrasted with the model

students insofar as they possessed all the endowments of the model

student, (in certain cases, even more) but refused to use them.

They also contrasted with the less able members of Mr: Fairley's

class, who, despite their limits, worked hard to reach and even
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surpass those limits. The above average studants were thus

measured not only against themselves, but also against the other

students in the class. In Mr. Fairley's judgement, they fell

short of realizing their potential.

The Chronic Behavior Problem Student. One of the above-

average students, Pat M., fell so short of what he was capable of

so consistently across the year, and exhibited such defiant and

disruptive behavior, that he fell not only into thet category of

"above-average student," but also into that of "chronic behavior

problem student." This combination of characteristics is aptly

described in the following statement made by Mr. Fairley in

discussing his frustration with Pat:

. . . ha doesn't do that much work. I think . . . he's a
bright little boy. I have lots of really interesting reading
material that he could work through on those SRA's. It's not
a lot of written work, it's a lot of thinking work. And, you
know . . if Pat would just say to me, "Listen, I brought in
all these books on sharks or car racing and I'd like to do a
little report on them," well, right away I'd say yes. But
that isn't what Pat says . . . He comes in and wants to do
nothing and wants to bother everybody around him. And we
have a difficult time when he does that. And . . . you know,
he also is a little boy that I'm sure we could do a lot more
academic type things with. He doesn't have much of an atten-
tion span. You know, he doesn't seem all that interested in
astronomy or . . anything in particular. I don't see him
having . . . interest in those . . . shark books. I see
David and Phi and Pat and Jeremy and Michael and Josh -- just
about every other boy in the class7 -- interested in them,
except for Shane and Jarrod.8 But Pat, who has all the
intellectual abilities, doesn't seem all that interested in
them. And I can't quite figure out why . . . I know he's
immature, but I'm not sure that's a complete excuse. I mean,
my goodness, there are kindergarteners that act better than
Pat does. (interview 12/15/83)

Although high intelligence was not an attribute shared by the

other two chronic problem students in the class (Shane and
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Jarrod), all three students were seen as not working up to capac-
9

ity. The three boys also shared the following set of character-

istics:

1) poor work habits (implied above), e.g., doesn't attend,
works only sometimes, doesn't finish work.

2) negative behavior habits, e.g., misbehaves generally,
(uses "off limits" materials and talks out of turn, dis-
rupts whole-class lessons and reading group meetings).

3) poor relations with peers, e.g., fights with friends,
bothers others, doesn't recognize others' needs.

4) negative personality traits, e.g., manipulative,
unresponsive to punishment, defiant.

There is a clear contrast here with the model students. As I

indicated above (see pp. ), Josh and Scott were grouped

together by Mr. Fairley on the basis of what he considered to be

posittve characteristics (good work and behavior habits, good

relations with peers, positive personality traits, etc.). The

model students, in short, did everything right--and more. In

direct contrast, Shane, Jarrod and Pat M. were grouped together on

the basis of shared attributes which were, from Mr. Fairley's

perspective, negative and detrimental. The chronic problem
10

student, then, did just :About everything wrong--and more.

Although the chronic problem child was in a general sense the
11

Prototype "bad student," he had several negative attributes that

were more salient than others. One was the tendency to misbehave

not only in the classroom, but also before school (when the

children from all classes gathered together outside the front

doors) and during lunchtime. These are some examples of the kinds

of misbehavior exhibited by the three chronic problem students

during this out-of-class time:
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(1) On 10/28/83, Jarrod and Shane were caught throwing
berries at other students bafore school. They were
reported by "safeties," and once in class, were sent
down to the principal's office by Mr. Fairley.
(fieldnotes, 10/28/83) 12

(2) On the morning of 12/12/83, while I was waiting for the
class to arrive, two "safeties" brought Pat M. to the
room early and asked me to inform Mr. Fairley that he
had been hitting the other students outside. (field-
notes, 12/12/83). On the following day (12/13/83), Pat
was again brought in early by the "safeties", for the
same reason.

(3) On 3/27/84, the lunch aide told Mr. Fairley that Shane
had been poking holes in milk cartons during lunch, and
picking on first graders during recess. Mr. Fairley
had this behavior put on record in the office. (field-
notes and fieldnote notes, 3/27/6-1.

The aggressive nature of this misbehavior (i. .!cking or

others, particularly first graders and kindergalcaners) prompted

Mr. Fairley to call Jarrod "the Ronald Reagan of the playground":

While allowing that there were "some pretty bratty kids around,"

Mr. Fairley maintained that Jarrod overreacts--"he goes for the

overkill" (fieldnote notes, 11/30/83). What went on outside of the

classroom, then was no different from what went on inside the

classroom:

Mr. Fairley (said he) doesn't know why, but Jarrod likes to
bother people. If he sees that someone is bothered by what
he's doing, he seems to take it as a signal to continue.
(fieldnote notes, 11/16/83)

One consequence of this out-of-class misbehavior, and partic-

ularly of aggressive behavior towards children from other class-

rooms, was that Jarrod, Shane and Pat M. acquired school-wide

problem status--they were recognized as problem students not only

by Mr. Fairley, but also by other teachers, by the lunch aides,

and by the principal. For instance, when I accompanied the class

to the lunchroom one day, I noted that immediately upon our



arrival the lunch aide came over to our table and said, "Shane, I

want you to be good today." (fieldnotes, 6/4/84)

One aspect of this school wide problem status was the tenden-

cy on ehe part of Mr. Fairley to call on "outsiders," particular-

ly on parents and on the principal, to help him in his attempts to

discipline these children. Thus as the wisbehavior of the chronic

behavior problem students spilled over into areas outside of the

classroom, so the people involved in punishing and disciplining

them expanded to include others besides Mr. Fairley. The attri-

bute of "being a problem all the time in all situations," then,

allowed these three students to achieve that kind of school-wide

recognition which follows students from year-to-year, opening

avenues for "careers" as problem students.

Returning once again to the boundaries of the classroom, it

seems evident that a school-wide problem status would have ramifi-

cations for one's in-class status. Indeed, in-class and out-of-

class misbehavior played off each other in a way that heightened

the perception that these students did everything wrong. This

tendency to always do the Wrong thing was particularly acute with

Shane, who was at the center of the chronic problem group:

We want to do something, he's doing something else . . . You
want him to put away his work, he's got his work out. You
want him to get his work out, he's got his work away . . .

You've told him all morning to pick up his gloves; now you
want his work out, and he's got to get his gloves. (inter-
view 12/15/83)

The impression that the chronic problem child almost timed his

misbehavior so that it occurred when Mr. Fairley was most likely

to notice it is illustrated in the following vignette, which is

centered around an event called "story time":
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Immediately prior to "story time" on 3/21/84, the children in
the class were involved in several different activities; the
higher reading group was finishing a unit test, and the
members of the two lower reading groups were either working
on seatwork assignments or having an unofficial activity time
(painting, playing with building blocks, etc.). When the
higher reading group had finished their unit test, Mr. Fair-
ley called all the other children (in which Shane was in-
cluded) to their seats so that they could get ready for
"story time."

After all the children were seated, Mr. Fairley quickly went
over the schedule for the remainder of the afternoon. He
then went to his book cabinet to get the stories for "story
time," momentarily turning his back to the class. As soon as
his back was turned, Shane got out of his seat, walked to the
opposite side of the room, and started playing on the com-
puter. When Mr. Fairley turned to face the class again, he
immediately noticed that Shane was out of his seat, and told
him to sit down again. It should be noted here that Shane's
behavior was quite conspicuous in this context--all the other
children were quietly seated, with their hands folded on top
of their desks.

When Shane had returned to his seat, Mr. Fairley called the
children by rows to go to the "story time" area (a rug in the
back section of the room). Although all the other children
were permitted to sit where they chose, Mr. Fairley made
Shane sit next to him.

While the children were seating themselves, there was a great
deal of commotion over the issue of who, if anyone, could sit
in the reading bathtub (a tub filled with pillows) during
story time. In the midst of this talk, Shane began to make
"clucking" noises ("cluck, cluck, cluck"), which rose slight-
ly above the level of Mr. Fairley's and the students' voices.
In response to these noises, Mr. Fairley turned to Shane and
said, "This is not a nursery school."

The issue of the bathtub having been settled, and the class
having quieted down, Mr. Fairley began to introduce the first
story of the day. During his introduction, however, some of
the children began to talk again. He lay the book on his lap
and told the children that they would have to return to their
seats if they could not sit still. As soon as he began to
make this statement, the children stopped talking. Shane,
however, although not one of the "talkers" in this case (he
had remained quiet during Mr. Fairley's introduction), began
to make "clucking" noises again when Mr. Fairley was approxi-
mately half-way through his sentence. It seemed to me at the
time that Shane's outburst could not have been "timed" more
perfectly; his noises began almost precisely at that moment
when the other children's talk stopped. Without a pause,
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Fairley turned to Shane and said, "Shane, back to your
seat . . . I don't want a baby, Shane."

Until "story time" was almost over, Shane remained close to
his seat (although Mr. Fairley had not explicitly told Shane
to do so, this was one of the rules of such punishment--being
excluded from an acttvity did not mean that one could go off
and have fun by oneself). However, when Mr. Fairley was
almost finished with the second story (he usually read only
two stories per "story time"), Shane left the area near his
desk, went to the opposite side of the room, and began play-
ing on the computer. Again, his "timing' seemed perfect.

When "story time" was over, and the class returned to the
front section of the room, Shane was still playing on the
computer. Mr. Fairley grabbed Shane by the arm, walked him
to his desk, and threatened to send him home for the rest of
the afternoon. Although I was not able to hear the conversa-
tion, Mr. Fairley later told me that he had asked Shane why
he continued to do things that he knew would get him in
trouble. Shane did not look at Mr. Fairley while he spoke,
but instead put his head down on the desk-top. 13

The impression that Shane misbehaved precisely at those times

when it would receive the most attention was one which Mr. Fair-

ley held throughout the school year. Perhaps the most important

point here is the notion of del-ro-,ate intent: Fairley later

told me that he had asked Shane why he contir do things that

he knew would get him in trouble." Thus the "p... am" with chron-

ic behavior problem students was not only that they consistently

misbehaved across all situations, but also that this misbehavior

was often accompanied by attitudes expressing defiance or hostili-

ty, or an I-don't-care-if-Mr. Fairley-gets-angry stance. All

three-of these attitudes are illustrated in the following

vignette, in which Shane and Jarrod respond to a reprimand for

breaking a class rule:

The class was having a break time between reading group
meetings. During these break times, the students were to
remain relatively quiet, because Mr. Fairley used the time to
give extra help to children who needed or asked for it.
Furthermore, the children were not to take out too much
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equipment, and they were not to make a mess with the equip-
ment they did take out.

When break time was about half-way over, one of the boys in
the class told Mr. Fairley that Jarrod and Shane were rolling
cars all over the front of the room. This was not permitted:
if the children wanted to roll cars back and forth between
them, they had to sit only a few feet apart; they could not
roll cars between them from opposite sides of the room, as
this would interfere with the movement of other children in
.the room and could possibly result in injury from tripping
over the cars. Accordingly, Mr. Fairley called to the front
of the room and told Jarrod to bring his car back and put it
on Mr. Fairley's desk--it was being confiscated. Jarrod got
up, and with a pout on his face walked to Mr. Fairley's desk
and deposited his car. Shane, not required by Mr. Fairley to
pret himself at his desk, and seemingly oblivious to Mr.
Fairley's reprimand, went over to the rug area and started a
new game by himself.

The incident did not stop here, however. Still pouting,
Jarrod went to the closet, got his coat, and began taking all
the cars from his pocket and flinging them ontu Mr. Fairley's
desk. Mr. Fairley told Jarrod that he didn't want all his
cars, just the one. Jarrod's pout did not disappear, how-
ever, and after putting the cars back into his coat pockets,
he walked off, threw his coat across the floor, picked it up,
and then threw it under his desk. Mr. Fairley either did not
see this, or chose to ignore it.

Having left his coat under his desk, Jarrod went to the rug
area to rejoin Shane. Shane seemed to have forgotten the
entire incident. Jarrod was still angry, however, and soon
began to throw some building blocks across the rug 7Jben Mr.

Fairley noticed this he turned to me and said, °Look over
there--see what I mean? He's impossible." He than proceeded
to have a private talk with both Jarrod and Shane, arxt
threatened Jarrod that, "If I sas that nasty look on your
face I'm gonna send you down to Mr. (principal) and
he can take you home." (fieldnotes, 2/13/85)

Jarrod's behavior during this event was clearly both hostile and

defiant, from the perspectives of both Mr. Fairley and myself.

Although only required to give up one car, he tried to make a sho'w

(.?E 0,4ing up all his possessions, after which he proceeded to

break even more rules by throwing building blocks. As Mr. Fairley

once noted in a different context, one venders whether Jarrod was
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"testing" Mr. Fairley to see how much he could get away with

(fieldnote notes 2/13/84).

Shane's seeming obliviousness to Mr. Fairley's reprimand was

equally striking, and serves to illustrate tha I-don't-care-if-Mr.

Fair1ey-gets-angry stance. Althou such a stance contrasts with

attitudes of defiance and hostility, and with the notion of timed

misbehavior, there were times when all 3 chronic behavior problem

students seemed disinterested in Mr. Fairley's attentions. The

patterns-of defiance, hostility, and timing, then, were prevalent,
14

but not immutable.

Social Class. Although the attributes described above were

shared by all three chronic behavior problem students, there was a

difference in the explanatory frameworks used by Mr. Fairley in

his sense-making of Pat M.'s behavior on the one hand, and that of

Shane and Jarrod on the other. This difference in interpretation

reflected a difference in the socio-economic backgrounds of these

children, with Pat M. coming from a middle class background, and
15

Shane and Jarrod having lower class backgrounds. Since this is

an example of a non-local feature (social class) taking on local

meanings, it would seem appropriate here to describe how class was

invoked as an explanation for misbehavior.

The most notable difference between Mr. Fairley's explana-

tions of Pat M.'s behavior on the one hand, and Jarrod's and

Shane's on the other, was in the frequency with which he referred

to the child's home situation. Although when speaking of Pat M.,

Mr. Fairley did on occasion refer to a "pampered" home environment

in which Pat's whims were catered to and in which he did not
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receive enough discipline (viewing session, 3/6/84; interview,

6/13/84), such references were rare. Rather, Mr. Fairley seemed

to restrict his explanations of Pat's misbehavior to Pat himself--

to personality characteristics such as laziness (fieldnote notes,

2/13/84) and immaturity (viewing session, 3/6/84). Pat's problem,

then, was in a real sense Pat's problem, as is illustrated by the

following notation in my fieldnote notes:

(Mr. Fairley) told me that on Pat M's report (to be sent to
his parents) he wrote that Pat is quite intelligent, but he
just won't use his brains - he's lazy. He said that the same
thing has been written by all bis teachers in the past; and
he has no idea what Pat's parents make of this. (fieldnote
notes 5/31/84)

Again, although Mr. Fairley occasionally commented on the leniency

of Pat's parents, the more frequently expressed attitude was that

Pat must be a burden to his parents - or that Pat was a burden,

period.

Shane's and Jarrod's misbehavior, on the other hand, was

often explained in terms of their home situations. Although they

too were characterized as lazy and immature, their laziness and

immaturity (along with their other attributes) were consistently

seen within the context of what Mr. Fairley considered to be

deprived home environments, in which parents were irresponsible

and unaffectionate. Explanation of the problem, then, was not

restricted to the child himself, but was broadened to include the

child's family situation as well. If blame were to be assigned,

the parents would be held as accountable as the child, if not

more.

,Following are some representative examples of this home-life

explanatory framework:
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1. During recess on 9/14/83, Jarrod "bullied" some of the
other children (threatened to hit them, etc.). On
9/15/83, Mr. Fairley explained Jarrod's behavior by
referring to a conversation he overheard in which Jar-
rod's mother had threatened to beat Jarrod if he did
not behave in school. He felt that there was a connec-
tion between Jarrod's home life and his aggressiveness,
and that Jarrod had to hurt others in order to avoid
getting hurt.

2. On 9/19/83, Mr. Fairley expressed concern over Shane's
lack of participation in classroom activities, and
connected this lack of participation with Shane's coming
from a family in which, he had heard, the mother drinks,
and which had had a history of child-custody difficulties:
"Mr. Fairley figures that there have to be some problems
in that household; otherwise Shane wouldn't be the way he
is."

3. On 9/23/83, in referring to such misbehavior as throwing
water on the bulletin board and s71,tt.ing on other
children, Mr. Fairley stated tiw and Jarrod
probably received "too much eL!. -- and "not enough
affection."

4. The week before Thanksgiving, the class prepared their own
Thanksgiving dinner. Each child was expected to contri-
bute to the menu, and parents were responsible for
their children's contributions. Shane and Jarrod were
the o:ly children in the class who did not contribute;
on the day of the dinner, their parents did not bring
in their assigned dishes. Mr. Fairley's response to
this was that "both mothers just don't care about some
things." (fieldnote notes, 11/23/83)

5. On 5/31/84, Mr. Fairley kept Shane in the reading group
area after the other children had left. I later asked
him abnut this, and made the following comment in my
notes:

(Mr. Fairley) said that the reason he kept Shane in the
reading group was that he smelled bad. (He) has seen him
come to school dirty before, but not this dirty. (He)

wishes that each classroom came equipped with a shower;
that way, he could put Shane in the shower after school
and waih his clothes for him. Shane will be going to
live with someone else (probably his grandmother) for 8
months; (Mr. Fairley) wonders what Shane's mother will
be doing for those 8 months--he hopes that she will at
least be looking for a job, if not actually working at
one. (fieldnote notes 5/31/84) 16
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As can be seen from these examples, Mr. Fairley directed his

criticism to the family situations of Shane and Jarrod, rather

than on Shane and Jarrod themselves; Mr. Fairley saw these

children within ehe context of their home lives, and thas focused

on what he considered to be class differences in values and life-

style. Indeed, in our discussions of social class, it was to

notions of value-as-reflected-in-life-style that Mr. Fairley

referred to the most:

most teachers come from a middle class background and feel
more comfortable with middle class children that have the
same values (interview 5/4/84).

Three values--respect for property, respect for adults and

authority, and discipline and family stability--see .1d particular-

ly important to Mr. Fairley. The presence or absence of these

values, rather than family income, determined for him whether a

child was middle class or lower class. Moreover, he considered

their absence to be one of the major causes of conflict between

lower and middle class students and teachers. Each of these 3

values will be discussed in turn.

(1) Respect for property. One of the values apparently not

held by either Jarrod or Shane was respect for property, a fact

indicated by overall messiness and lost or damaged materials. Mr.

Fairley stated:

I own things and take care of them. And children in this
class who are middle class have things and take care of them.
I know that one of the problems with poorer children is they
don't have things . . . it doesn't matter whether they take
care of them or don't take care of them, they don't have
them. Most of the things they have, they either--somebody
gave them, they found them, or they stole them. And it isn't
that middle class children don't steal. They do steal. The
difference is that when you own something you're less likely
to steal from somebody else because you're afraid they're
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going to steal back from you. And when you have something of
value, you pretty quickly learn that if the world is going to
survive and you're going to keep your things, then you're
going to need to take care of yours, and also make sure that
everybody else is taken care of too. (interview, 5/4/84)

One of the results of not having things, then, is not learning how

to respect, value and take care of them, and even more impor-

tantly, not learning to respect other people's property as theirs:

Shane asks me for everything all the time. He always needs
things of mine . . . He never mentions . . . paying you back
or any of those things. I don't know, I'm sure again that's
my middle class upbringing, but you know, you don't borrow
unless you can repay and maybe that isn't the case with some
families. (interview, 5/4/84)

Even Shane's mother was like this: "She'll ask anybody for any-
17

thing at any time." (interview 5/4/84)

(2) Respect for adults/respect for authority. Referring

back to his experiences in teaching in lower socioeconomic

schools, Mr. Fairley stated that:

. the little kids don't respect teachers, they don't
respect any adult. I mean not their parents either. If the
parent doesn't belt them they don't get the respect. (inter-
view, 5/4/84)

Mr. Fairley felt that Shane and Jarrod also would not respect

authority unless it was both immediate and physically painful.

After discussing with Mr. Fairley the one occasion during the year

on which he had spanked Shane, I made the following notation in my

fieldnote notes:

Mr. Fairley said that he hated hitting Shane--it goes against
everything he believes in (that violence begets violence),
but it seems as if violence is the only thing that Shane
reacts to--he said something here about Shane's mother using
a belt to discipline him. He said that if he (Shane) comes
from that type of family, that's the only thing he under-
stands. (fieldnote notes, 4/6/84)

Indeed, Mr. Fairley often complained that when he tried to talk
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with either Jarroe e Ile (and especially with Shane) about

their misbehavier, tey :just didn't listen. For example, after

spending almost an entire recess period talking with Shane about

stealing (he had been seen stealing by anott.sr teacher), Mr.

Fairley reported his frustration to me:

Mr. Fairley told me that Shane feels no guilt--he just thinks
he can do these things and get away with it, and he isn't
really concerned about getting in trouble, or about the fact
that the teacher who saw him will never trust him again. Mr.
Fairley said that Shane didn't really care about what he was
saying; he just kept on asking when Mr. Fairley would let him
go and play. (fieldnote notes, 5/25/84)

In addition to the tendency to ignore, or react inappro-

priately, to Mr. Fairley's "talks" or reprimands--a tendency which

Pat M. shared with Shane and Jarrod--the boys' lack of respect for

authority often took the form of hostility. Thus Mr. Fairley

stated that Jarrnd was that type of student who "would like a

confrontation" with his teacher. (interview, 12/15/83.) This

hostility, however, was not a tendency shared by Fat M., the

middle class student in the group.

(3) Discipline and family stability. As noted above, Mr.

Fairley connected this lack of respest for authority with the

kind of discipline the children received at home, and thus with

the kind of interaction they were accustomed to in their dealings

with parents and other adults:

. . from what I've seen, some lower economic families
handle discipline and things in a. dltferent way. You know,
it's more, ths lAds are left alcza until. they're bad and
then they're . . . hit. And I tbltdk thtx's more a matter of
not being enlightened as to tloi taw .;pettio.4:1 of discipline and
raising children. tinterviev 5/4/G4)

This type of interaction, to. .,21,W1 kNduits deal with children

only when they have done somethtrq .and 4nich the
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interaction itself is of a negative physical nature, implied for

Mr. Fairley a lack of affection between parents and children in

these households. Not only did these children not get enough

attention, but the attention they did get was the wrong kind. He

contrasted this with the closer, healthier, type of relationships

which he felt prevailed in middle class families:

I think that when they have parenting classes, the classes
are usually heavily middle class. Middle class parents, for
the most part, go into more things of raising your children
and talking to them and sharing with them. And I don't know
why that is accepted. I think that sometimes . . . well, the
mother doesn't work and they have more time to think aoout
those kinds of things. I mean, if . . . all you're thinking
about is getting enough money to Eet food on the table, you
probably don't have time to think about, you know, PTA and
other parenting programs. (interview, 5/4/84)

More pointedly, parents in middle class families have

. . . more time to spend with their children. And you
know . . . there's a difference when a child comes home from
school and a parent is there and looking after him . . . that
makes a difference." (interview, 5/4/84) 18

Mr. Fairley associated the kind of discipline which children

received at home with their self-discipline in the classroom. For

instance, referring to Josh, one of the model students, Mr.

Fairley made the following comment:

Kids under control generally have had e p4yent who is patient
with them, led them the right way. It's not a matter of the
amount of discipline. It's a matter of teaching, talking,
and this kind of thing. And I suspect that kids who are
having trouble with control maybe somebody has fouled up.
Row some kids are a little harder than other children. I .

suspect that Josh would be pretty easy going regardless
of what his mother said, but I think you would find that
Josh could be a pretty wild little boy if somebody hadn't
taught him how to behave. (viewing session, 3/6/84) 19

As a result of his upbringing and self-discipline, Josh was able

to be left on his own in school, while Shane required constant

monitoring:
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If I see Shane not working, since I know he's not assuming
responsibility, I've got to constantly remind him because I
know he won't go back to his task. But I never say anything
to Josh. If I see him looking around the room about 10
o'clock, I never say, "Josh, is your work done?" because I
know it will be done, and if it isn't finished now, it will
be when it's expected. (viewing session, 3/6/84)

Such comments indicate that Mr. Fairley felt that Jarrod and Shane

came from lower-class families. Implicit in this is his percep-

tion that the other children in the class came from middle class

families. (i.e., families which believed in and practiced middle

class values), and that they consequently shared more with Mr.

Fairley than did either Shrme or Jarrod. In contrast to the other

children in the class, then, Jarrod and Shane were raised accord-

ing to values which hindered their participation in classroom life

and which promoted conflict between themselves and Mr. Fairley.

Again, "most teachers come from a middle-class background and feel

more comfortable with middle class children that have the same

values" (interview, 5/4/84). Whereas other children in the class

came from families with "normal," or desirable, value systems,

Shane and Jarrod had backgrounds which were "different" enough to

be noted as contributing factors to their misbehavior.

The chronic behavior problem group was made up of three boys

with school-wide reputations for consistent (and persistent) mis-

behavior. As a group, they contrasted most directly with the model

student group (the model students were the only students whose

attributes were all positive, while the chronic behavior problem

students were the only students whose attributes were negative);
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they also contrasted with the girls in the class who misbehaved

(see section on episodic behavior problem students, below).

Although all three boys shared a set of what he considered to

be negative and detrimental attributes, Mr. Fairley made some

distinctions between Shane and Jarrod, on the one hand, and Pat

M., on the other. These distinctions, based on social class,

reflected differences in Mr. Fairley's perception of the students'

behavior (e.g., Pat M. was not considered as hostile as either

Jarrod or Shane), as well as differences in his explanations for

eheir misbehavior, and thus for their designated status as

"problem" students.

Despite class differences, however, Mr. Fairley considered

Pat M., Shane, and Jarrod to be "of the same kind"; middle class

or lower class, they were serious problem students, and they

remained problems throughout the school year.

The Academic Problem Student

Although all three chronic behavior problem students tended

not do their work, Pat M. managed to do enough work that he had
20

good academic standing. This was not the case, however, with

Jarrod and Shane, whose work was of such low quality that they

were academic problems as well as chronic behavior problems.

The academic problem student was one who had trouble under-

standing the content of instruction, and who had difficulty com-

pleting assignments. A sample of Jarrod's work follows, which

illustrates the performance of an academic problem student. The

words in the left column were given on the worksheet; the words in
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the right column represent Jarrod's attempt to provide the base

words for the words to the left. This kind of exercise was not

new to him, for the class had been working on the concept of base

words for several months.

faces face
hottest hot
skaters skat
saved save
libraries librar
copied cop
digging dige
wagged wag
writing writ
beginner beg
emptier empt
whitest whit (fieldnote notes, 6/5/84)

Mr. Fairley associated such poor academic performance with

Jarrod's status as a chronic behavior problem (and thus, with his

lower class background). This is evident in the summary I wrote

of our discussion of the worksheet:

Mr. Fairley said that Jarrod will have to be in the same
reading book next year; he hasn't put out any real effort to
learn the material. The problem with kids like Jarrod and
Shane, Mr. Fairley said, is that they have no self-
motivation--their parents aren't encouraging at home in any
steady fashion; and if these kids' parents (Mr. Fairley
pointed out that Jarrod was wearing filthy shorts today)
can't even wash their kid's clothes if they're not even
disciplined enough to do that how can the kids be expected to
come to school and work as well as Josh does? What's impor-
tant is stability. In Mr. Fairley's family, each person had
a chore to do each day, his father went to work each morning,
etc. Shane doesn't even have any jobs at home. (fieldnote
notes, 6/5/84)

The academic standings of Jarrod and Shane, then, had little to do

with any inherent deficiencies or disabilities, but rather re-

flected a lack of motivation which was inextricably connected with

their behavior problems. The one seemed a direct cause of the

other:
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When he (Shane) takes his time . . . (and) thinks about what
he's doing, he doesn't really have any difficulty. I also
don't think that Shane should have any difficulty learning to
read, if he can get his act together a little better. And
there is absolutely nothing hindering his ability to
read . . . He doesn't reverse letters . . . he has pretty
good phonics skills, he understands context clues. There
really isn't any reaion why he shouldn't be

. . . a pretty
average second grader. Except for the fact that, the amount
of time that he's paying attention . . . is about ten percent
of what most other children (do)." (interview, 12/15/83)

Shane and Jarrod, then, had trouble understanding content and

21
completing assignments because they didn't try. The other four

22
children in the academic problem group (Pat S., Chris, Margie

and Tonya), however, were not seen as suffering from liter( of

effort or motivatLon. Mr. Fairley attributed their poor academic

performance to other causes.

Pat S., Margie and Tonya differed from Shane and

Jarrod nct only h respect to motivation, but to other attri-

butes as wall. All four students, for instance, were noted for

their good work habits (i.e., works well and hard, gets (or tries

to get) work done). Also, in contrast with Shane and Jarrod,

these four students were seen as having good peer relations (being

friendly and caring about others), more or less positive behavior

patterns (listening, abiding by classroom rules), and more or less

positive personality traits (likes and tries to learn, easy to
23

work with).

At this point, however, the similarities between Pat S.,

Chris, Margie and Tonya end, inasmuch as Mr. Fairley used dif-

ferent explanatory frameworks for maktng sense of their academic

difficulties. The six academic problem students, then, were

placed into three subcategories, according to the perceived cause
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of their difficulties. The causes to which Mr. Fairley attributed

Shane's and Jarrod's academic performance have already been dis-

cussed; I will now turn to a discussion of his explanations cf the

difficulties experienced by Pat S. and Chris, on the one hand, and

Margie and Tonya, on the other.

The academic problems experienced by Pat S. and Chris were

attributed by Mr. Fairley, to what he called "intellectual

immaturity." "Intellectual immaturity" was seen as an inability

to understand or apply particular concepts, despite one's attempts

to do so. Referring to Pat S., for instance, Mr. Fairley stated

that:

he can attend to a task, but (he's) not . . . sure what the
task is, and not because he hasn't listened, but because he
hasn't . . . organized his thinking . . . He would look at
words and not understand that there is a process for figuring
out what the word is. (viewing session, 3/6/84)

The problem, then, was one of maturity, of growing up, and thus

was not considered to be of a permanent nature. Indeed, both Pat

S. and Chris showed some improvement over the course of the year,

and Mr. Fairley expected that both students would eventually "snap

out of it and become pretty good students." (interview, 7/16/84)

This was not the case, however, with Margie and Tonya. Their

problems were not related to immaturity, but rather to what Mr.

Fairley considered to be some kind of disability in their ability

to think and learn. For instance, at the end of the year he

summed up Tonya's academic standing as follows:

Tonya has some learning disabilities. In the way she
reasons, there are some gaps in her learning. And she re-
peated first grade. I see her as a slightly below average
.student. (interview, 6/13/84)
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Margie also had "gaps." Describing her as difficult to "figure

out," Mr. Fairley felt she probably had a learning disability

problem; he aired his suspicion that "there's something there that

isn't completely screwed on right" (interview, 1/19/84). The

following vignette helps illustrate what some of Margie's gaps

looked like.

Having gone on an all-day field-trip to a museum on the
previous day, the children were excited and eager to talk
about their experiences when they came to school in the
morning. As soon as Mr. Fairley had finished taking atten-
dance and lunch count, a student yelled out to his class-
mates, "Who had fun on the trip?" Over the roar of numerous
cries of "me! me!", Mr. Fairley asked, "who learned something
on the trip?" Hands flew into the air and the children
jumped up and down in their seats to get Mr. Fairley's atten-
tion. When Mr. Fairley took a bid from Margie, one of the
more eager bidders, she lowered her hand, looked slightly
confused, and replied, "I don't know."

Other children in the class had experiences they wanted to
recount, however, and soon the class was involved in a
lengthy discussion of one particular exhibit which demon-
strated the advance and retreat of glaciers in the state of
Michigan. Mr. Fairley began by explaining how the exhibit
worked: the interested observel: would turn a wheel, a map of
Michigan would come down and the southward movement of gla-
ciers would be shown. From this explanation of how the
exhibit worked, Mr. Fairley went on to explain in more detail
the speed at which glaciers move, the evidence of glaciation,
and the effects which glaciers had on soil quality. These
explanatios were punctuated by a series of questions from
the children about such topics as the making of Lake Michi-
gan. After answering a question on the origins of glaciers,
Mr. Fairley took a bid from Margie, who asked, "Um, did you
see that thing . . . where you turn the wheel and a map comes
down?" Mr. Fairley responded, "Margie, that's what we're
talking about." Indeed, the discussion of the wheal exhibit
tied lasted for almost ten minutes. After Margie's question,
Mr. Fairley took a bid from another student who brought up
another exhibit with wheels, and the class switched to a
discussion of that exhibit. (fieldnotes, 5/17/84)

Being overly eager to get the floor and then having nothing to say

is not an unusual occurrence in a second grade classroom: in

their eagerness, children often forget wnat it was they had to
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say. But Margie's confusion when she got the floor, coupled with

her attempt to introduce a topic which had been being disussed for

the last ten minutes, illustrates the degree fL'o which she was out

of tune, so to speak, with the rest of the class.

Gender

Mr. Fairley's view of Pat S's and Chris' temporary academic

problems versus his sense of the more-or-less permanent nature of

Margie's and Tonya's academic problems suggests a general differ-

ence in how Mr. Fairley made sense of and understood boys' and

girls' "academic natures." This distinction is easily seen in the

following statement, in which Mr. Fairley discusses why he prefers

to retain boys as opposed to girls:

Because boys mature more slowly than girls, boys are usually
better candidates for retention . . . generally, the prob-
lems that you can help by retention are the problems that
boys have because they're slow in maturing. You get ten
(immature boys) for every one immature girl, and that's the
case all the time. Boy that are in the low reading group
often can blossoEl and be good readers. Girls that are in the
low group, usually it's because they're problem readers.
Now, I think there's an eqi.T. umber of boys and girls with
reading difficulties and y,et. 7.:.,he low reading groups are

usually more boys than girls, because the boys group is
divided into those with real reading problems and those who
are immature, who'll 'be good readers just give them time to
grow. And it's that little group that I like to retain.
(interview, 1/19/84)

On an even more general level, this distincion was reflected

in the differential concern which Mr. Fairley had with boys' and

girls' "extra' interests. Recall that being into "extras" meant

having interests that went beyond the curriculum, eg -.Jell as the

motivation to pursue those interests. Thus a child who liked

poetry, who was interested in the planets and astronomy, or who
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was serious about art, was considered to be a child who was into

"extras." (The only limitation here was that "extras" could not

be "play," i.e., playing with dolls or playing football. The one

exception was play involving computers.)

Two findings with regard to gender and "extra" int...ests seem

noteworthy here. First, in both casual and formal conversation,

Mr. Fairley attAbuted "has extra interests" more to boys than

girls (nine out of ehirteen boys versus only two of the eight

girls). There was also a difference in the type of "extra"

interests which Mr. Fairley noticed in the behavior of the girls

versus that of the boys. For example, the "extra" interests of

the two girls were in the area of art:

She (Nedra) does a lot of interesting things. She and Tamika
make a lot of things, paint a lot of neat pictures. And
those are pod experiences for them. (interview, 12/15/84)

In contrast, boys' "extra" interests, according to Mr. Fairley,

were more "academic" or "serious," focusing in on such areas as

astronomy, biology, or computers. Thus, propcl,rtionally more boys

than girls were perceived as having "extra" interests, and the

boys' "ci,.mtme interests were more "academic" or intellectual than

those of the girls.

Secondly, it seerC that it was more important to Mr. Fairley

that boys should have excLra interests than that the girls should.

The major evidence for this was that perceived lack of such

interests in girl students was never noted by Mr. Fairley, whereas

this lack was often noted when the student was a bc:g (in three of

the four cases where boys were considered as not having "extra"

interests). It seemed, then, that having or not having "extra"
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interests was important to Mr. Fairley in his assessment of his

male students, whereas only the presence, not the absence, of
24

"extras" was noticeable in his female students.

The implication here is that Mr. Fairley considered intellec-

tual attitudes to be more important for boys than for girls. For

example, of the seven children Mr. Fairley saw as bright and

intelligent, only one was a girl; whereas of the five children Mr.

Fairley stated were darling, cuddly, or sweet, none were boys.

The contrast presented here is perhaps too extreme: Mr Fairley

was concerned with the academic performance of the girls in his

classroom, and he encouraged all the children in his roc. to

pursue any extra inteests that they may have had. As an indica-

tion of a general trend, however, the contrast holds and, although

an intellectual attitude was important for both girls and boys, it

seemed to be slightly more important for boys than for girls.

This may indicate why it was that, with the exception of one girl

who was placed in the above average category, all the girls were

either academic problems, esodic problems, or average. The

boys, in contrast, were more evenly distributed across the catego-

ries, and also predominated in the categori f above average and
25

model student.

In the category of academic problem, then, there were three

sets of students: 1) Jarrod and Shane, whose problems were seen

to result from a lack of effort; 2) Pat S. and Chris, whose

problems were connected with immaturity and thus were temporary;

and 3) Margie and Tonya, whose problems reflected learning
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disabilities which were not likely to diminish in the future.

This group of children was more heterogeneous th. any of the

other groups discussed above; they were distinguished ft%,,m the

rest of the class on the basis of their academic difficulties, and

then were distinguished from each other on the basis of perceived

causes for these difficulties.

The Episodic Behavior Problem Student (Margie, Tonya, Nedra,

Tamika, Crystal). In the above two sections, I discussed the ways

in which Mr. Fairley considered Jarrod and Shane to be both aca-

demic problem students and chronic behavior problem students. His

placement of them in both groups reflected a causal connection he

made between their behavior problems and their academic per-

formance. Two other students, Margie and Tonya, were also con-

sidered to have both behavior and academic problems. There were

two differences, however, between their situation and that of

Jarrod and Shane: 1) Mr. Fairley did not make a causal connection

between Margie's and Tonya's behavior and academic problems--they

were simply seen as having both; and 2) their "episodic" mis-

behavior, as will be seen below, differed in both kind and amount

from that of the chronic behavior problem students.

In addition to Margie and Tonya, the episodic behavior prob-

lem group included three other students: Nedra, Tamika, and

Crystal. Nedra was a very bright student who may well have been

placed in the above average group if she did not misbehave as
26

often as shfi did. Tamika and Crystal, aside from their mis-

bzlhavior, were considered by Mr. Fairley to be pretty average
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students (see following section). Like the academic problem

group, this group of students was fairly heterogeneous, exhibiting

a relatively wide range of both positive and negative work habits,

academic performances, behavior patterns, and personality traits.

There were, however, three characteristics shared by all five

students in this group. The first of these, of course, was that

the epLsodic problem child wag one who misbehaved on occasion, or

went through recurrent phases (lasting several days to several

weeks) of misbehaving. Misbehavior here included such acts as

repeatedly "not listening" (or "not hearing") when Mr. Fairley

told the class to be seated, insisting on talking during "work

time," etc.

The second characteristic of the episodic problem student was
27

that she was a student who usually conformed to classroom rules

and tasks. The occasional instances or phases of misbehavior were

therefore interpreted against an overall framework of conformity,

and thus were seen as departures from it. Therefore, although the

misbehavior of these students looked the same as that of the

chronic behavior problem students, Mr. Fairley did not consider

it to be normal for, or characteristic of, the episodic behavior

problem. This view of the episodic behavior problem as the child

with a more or less firm foundation who nevertheless slips up on

occasion is reflected in the following statement, in which Mr.

Fairley refers to all five episodic problem students:

. . Nedra can be a really little pain in the rear end. And
so can Tamika, and so can Margie, and so can Crystal, and so
can Tonya--at any one time. 28 And yet, I have no bad
thoughts about them. I think they're awfully nice little
kids--they're kids being kids when they misbehave. Because
they all have learned a great deal this year. They all have
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29
done good work. They all treat me awfully nice and they
all seem to know that, when I'm being very serious with them,
they seem to rise to the occasion. (interview, 5/4/84)

In contrast to the chronic behavior problem student, who seemed to

time misbehavior so that it occurred when Mr. Fairley was most

likely to notice it, one gets the impression here that these

students knew how to time their misbehavior so that it occurred

when Mr. Fairley was least likely to notice it or when he would be

less likely to be offended or disturbed by it (note the phrase:

"they all seem to know that, when I'm being very serious with

them, they seem to rise to the occasion").

The third characteristic of the epis.,Aic problem highlights

the above statement, "They all treat me au Specif-

ically, this refers to the tendency on ' .4.iese children

to apologize to Mr. Fairley for their .4vior: "When they

step over the line, they've learned how to make amends for it"

(interc , 5/4/84). This apology usually took the form of a note

written to Mr. Fairley and placed in his mailbox with either an

explicit apology or an indirect one ("I love you, Mr. Fairley"),

or of attempts to behave properly and act nicely. Regardless of

the form it took--formal apology, love note, hug, smile, good

behavior, etc.--the point is that these children somehow conveyed

to Mr-. Fairley that they were sorry for their misbehavior and that

they cared about him and cared whether or not he liked them. They

understood Mr. Fairley's anger with their misbehavior and saw it
30

as legitimate. Thus not only was their misbehavior less consis-

tent than that of the chronic behavior problems, but their atti-

tude toward Mr. Fairley's reactions to their misbehavior also
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differed. In contrast tes the antagonism present in the relation-

ships between Mr. Fairley and the chronic behavior problem stu-

dents, then, the relationship between Mr. Fairley and these stu-

dents was a good one. Perhaps this relates to the fact that all

the children in this group were girls, while all the children in

the chronic behavior problem group were boys. It would seem that,

just as girls were less outs' than boys academically, so

their misbehavior was perceived to be less disruptive, and per-

haps alen less deliberate and directed, than that of the boys--

indeed, as if boys were more salient than girls in all areas.

To summarize, Nedra, Tamika, Crystal, Margie, and Tonya were

all students whose more-or-less good "records" were punctuated by

occasional bouts of misbehavior. These bouts, however, were only

bouts, and being perceived as such, they ncver became symptoms of

"problems" of the sort exhibiced by the chronic behavior problems

or the academic problems.

The Average Student (Tamika, Crystal, Jason, Nedra,

Stephanie, David K., Michael, jill). It may seem remarkable that

the average students should be the last group to be discussed.

Such placement, however, reflects the most important distinguish-

ing characterictic of average students, namely, that there was
31

nothing remarkable about them. Unlike the model, above-average,

or academic probl,m students, the average students displayed nei-

ther unusually high nor unusually low academic skills; unlike the

chronic behavior problem students, none of the average students

had serious behaviora. problems. Three of the students--Tamika,
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Crystal and Nedra--were episodic behavior problems, but, as shown

above, there was nothing critical about the "problems" of the

episodic behavior problem students.

There was very little about the average students as a group

that stood out. I have, therefore, chosen to ap1 ,oach the problem

of description by providing a brief sketch oi each individual in

the group. Since the group was divided into high-average (i.e.,

does most or all of her/his work and almost always does it well)

and low average (i.e., does most of her/his work and often does it

well), I will divide my descriptions into two groups.

Low average 1. Tamika. Tamika was a somewhat aloof, but

nevertheless pleasant, student (interview, 5/4/84), who fluctuated

in her work habits across the year, but who made improvements in

her reading ability and in other academic skills. At the end of

the year, Mr. Fairley said the following about Tamika:

. . . Just a nice personality, and I've gotten all kinds of
nice little notes and nice little pictures from Tamika, and
she would say some of the nicest things. She's also gone
from not knowing how to read to doing fairly well. (inter-
view, 6/13/84)

He added, however, that she didn't take tests very well, and had

problems attending to and following directions (interview,

6/13/84). She was also an episodic behavior problem.

2. Crystal. Like Tamika, Crystal also fluctuated in her work

habits across the year. She performed well in some areas, such as

phonics and math, but was slightly behind in others, such as

contekt clues (interviews, 12/15/83, 6/13/84). She was likeable

and easy to work with, although she was occasionally gruff with
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her fellow students (interviews, 9/21/83, 5/4/84). Again, like

Tamika, Crystal was an episodic behavior problem.

3. Jason. Jason was an extremely shy little boy, who was

likeable, but who had few friends in the class (interview,

12/15/83). Although he was slow in answering questions and didn't

flaunt his academic skills, he was a conscientious worker who

usually did know the right answer to questions when prodded

(interview, 12/15/83). At the end of the year, after noting that

Jason had made a lot of progress in a lot of areas, Mr. Fairley

made the following comment:

. . Just a very delightful little boy. You know, if I had
to pick a couple little boys that I'd like to take home to
live with me forever, Jason would be right there. (inter-
view, 6/13/84)

High Average

4. Nedra. Nedra was a likeable and intelligent student

whose work occasionally suffered because she did not always take

it seriously:

. . Nedra I think could do a little better on her work.
She's still a baby, and she was in the beginning of the year
and still is now. And she also, I think, needs a lot of time
to play. She rushes through her work at her seat most of
the days . . . and when she does, I get a lot of wrong
answers. (interview, 12/15/83)

Nedra-..also was an episodic behavior problem student, and, of that

group she was perhaps the most defiant, sometimes acting "bratty,"
32

and sometimes "spoiled" (interviews, 5/4/84, 6/13/84). She

was, however, in many ways a "perfect student" (interview,

7/16/84) who understood concepts and produced good work when she

could sit still long enough.
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5. Stephanie. Stephanie was notable for her preoccupation

with being "into what's proper and what's correct and what isn't,"

and for her habit of tattling on others (interview, 12/15/83).

She was, however, a friendly and affectionate child (interview,

6/13/84). With regard to academics, Stephanie was "a pretty

awirage second grader . . . She has a pretty good reading ability

and she does quite well in her math, and she listens fairly well."

(interview. 12/15/83)

6. David K. David K. was most noted for being an excitable

person who had problems with self-control. (Mr. Fairley called

him "wild" (interview, 6/13/84)), but who nevertheless was con-

sidered him a good student:

David is a pretty good student and can really concentrate.
And he needs to. I have some excellent work from David. And
very seldom does he make very many mistakes on his papers. I

think he has a greater ability to understand what we're doing
than the other four children in this (reading) group. He's
also very precise. (interview, 12/15/83)

7. Michael. Michael was retained by Mr. Fairley and was now

spending his second year with him. In contrast to his first year

with Mr. Fairley, during which he rarely paid attention or finish-

ed his work, Michael performed quite well this year: Although not

at the top of the class, he consistently did good work and rarely

misbehaved. Mr. Fairley stated that he was "probably the best

person I've ever retained, the most successful . . . He just

fits in perfectly with the class." (interview, 6/13/84)

8. Jill. Like Jason, Jill was an extremely shy person who

needed to be "pried open" to get answers (interview, 9/21/83).

Because of her reticence, it was difficult at first to evalunte

her academic skills, but in the end, she made more progress than
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any of the other students in her reading group (interview,

12/15/83). She was a hard worker, and "acted up" only once, at

the end of the year (interview, 6/13/84). Although she had no

more friends than Jason, she was a nice, likeable person (inter-

view, 6/13/84).

The average students were a diverse group, whose individual

members had differing academic strengths and weaknesses, and

different personality traits for which they were best known. What

connected the children together as a group, then, was that none

stood out in a markedly positive or negative way--they were, for

the most part, "middle of the road" students. Again, however,

their status as "average" did not make these students unimportant.

Indeed, it could be argued that their "average-ness" heightened

what was notable in other students' behavior (i.e., made good or

poor academic performance or behavior all the more salient), in

the same way that other students' noteworthy behavior made these

students seem "normal."

Discussion

On the relativity of identity types across school years. The

identity types which have been described here are not absolute

types, which look like and mean the same thing across school years

and classes. The names of types, or categories, of students may

not change across the years--thus in every classroom one may find

model students, academic problem students, behavior problem stu-

deuts, etc.--but the meanings which these names have, and what
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the students who make up each type look like, changes from year to

year, dependent on the unique composition of each new class. The

child who is an episodic problem student in one class may be a

chronic problem student in another class, or the model student of

this year's class may be the average student of last year's class.

Since I had the opportunity to work with Mr. Fairley for more

than one school year, I was able to observe some of these differ-

ences in the meanings of labels across years. The following

vignette, which compares the two classes' reactions to the same

story game,,illustrates general differences between the classes

which serve to shed light on some of the specific differences in

the meanings of such labels as "model student."

In late October, Mr. Fairley began a story game with the
class. The game was meant to get the students to use their
reading skills, to convince them that reading was a fun thing
to do, and to get them curious--to get them interested in
"extras."

Mr. Fairley began the game by distributing a short story
which he had written about a group of survivors from a des-
troyed planet called Zing. This group of Zingons had come to
earth, disguised as earthlings, with the purpose of teaching
earth children about peace, so that they could prevent a
repetition of the events which had led to the destruction of
the planet Zing. More specifically, the story was concerned
with one particular Zingon named Zato, who was, the children
were told, someone they knew. The problem was, Zato was in
danger of being discovered, and if he was discovered, he
would be sent away. The narrator of the story thus called
for the children's aid in preventing the ' ?owers that be"
from discovering Zato. First, however, the children needed
to find out who Zato was (he was disguised as an earthling),
without letting Zato know what they were doing. To this end,
a series of. clues ("secret notes") were distributed over the
course of the next few months. Zato was, of course, Mr.
Fairley.

This story game was not new. Mr. Fairley had used it in last
year's class with great success: The children enjoyed re-
ceiving--and actively sought out--the secret clues, and they
became intensely involved in the unfolding of the story.
Despite their enjoyment of the game, however, this year's
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class did not get quite as involved. In early Janu-,y, t*I7

example, Mr. Fairley noticed one boy come in in the morning,
open his desk, see one of the secret clues, read it, and then
simply put it back in his desk. This was not what had been
expected; it had been expected that the children would share
the clues with each other--there should at least have been
some talk about the clues. Mr. Fairley noted furthermore
that the children were not involved in searching the room for
secret clues left behind shelves or in corners. Thus when he
placed a clue on the floor in the play area (an area where
the children spent a lot of time), none of the children
noticed it, and Mr. Fairley had to ask one of the lunch aides
to point it out to them. Mr. Fairley later remarked on the
different reactions of this year's and last year's classes,
and noted that even Josh needed to have an adult show him
where the clues were. (fieldnote notes, 1/12/84)

It is clear from the above vignette that there were some

general differences between the two classes in terms of curiosity

and motivation. It is also clear that along with these general

differences there were some very specific differences in the

meanings and composition of identity types. Continuing with the

example of the model student, it seems protable that although Josh

and Scott may have been recognized as very good students within

the context of last year's class, they may not have been con-

sidered model students--or at least their modelness may not have

been so outstanding: a student who needed to have secret clues

pointed out to her or him certainly would not have stood out as an

exceptional child in a class in which most of the students were

able to find the clues on their own.

-

One gets a picture here that seems very different from the

one which I presented in the section on the model student. In the

latter, the description was of outstanding students who went

"beyond the call of duty" in all areas, whereas in the description

above, one see8 students who are not quite on par with their

fellow second graders. The contrast is a striking one, which
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clearly illurates the point that what is seen as "model,"

"average," or "problem" in one year may not correlate perfectly

with what is seen as "model," "average," or "problem" in another

year.

This does not mean that there is no carry-over, so to speak,

from year to year--it would be hard, for example, to imagine a

class in which Josh and Scott would be categorized as academic

problems or chronic behavior problem. Thus, although there may

be no set of specific criteria for modelness against which all

children are measured point by point, there is a theme, or motif,

of modelness which cuts across school years, and which enables an

experienced teacher like Mr. Fairley to recognize model students

within ehe first few days of the school year. Thinking in terms

of themes, then, it seems evident that what is consistent, or

predetermined, about the model student is that s/he is a cut above

her or his fellow classsmates--that s/he is better at doing most

tasks, has slightly better behavioral habits, etc. The specifics

of being a cut above are then open to a great deal of variation

(see Erickson, 1982), depending on the class of which the model

student is a part (see section 2, below); i.e., being a cut above

in this year's class--a class cont:ining ;!:.ve,-; children with

sever@ behavior problems--meant.' e._pecially that one consistently

behaved appropriately and finished tasks; 1...hereas in last year's

class, tn which the children as a whole were more well-behaved,

being a cut above meant especially that one was in constant pur-

suit of "extras." "Extras" were, of course, not ignored this

year--indeed, as I have stated, going beyond routine requirements
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gas one of the defining characteristics of the model student--bv,:

the weight which was placed on "extras" did not equal the weight

4hich was placed on them. in last year's class. Thus Josh avd

3cott could remitin model students despite their somewhat une

siastic participation in the Zing from Zato story game.

This kind of variation on themes holds for all the identi'll.

types. Take, for example, the chronic behavior problem. If the

assence of being a model student is being a cut above one's fellow

:lassmates, the essence of being a chronic behaviot problem is

Deing a cut below one's fellow students in all areas, both academ-

ic and behavioral. But again, as with the model student, what

this looked like from year to year changed. In last year's class

there was no one who could compare with either Jarrod, Shane, or

?at M.--there was no one who misbehaved and ignored tasks r,,s

:onsistently or was as disruptive as any of these boys. Just as

the model students of this year's class were not as exceptional as

:hose of last year's class, so the chronic behavior problems of

that class were not as diabolic as those of this year's class

Each class was unique, and had its own version of model students

and of chronic behavior problem students (as well as of the other

types).

Identity types, then, hold across school years as themes;

ihat holds them together is not point by point attribute corres-

pondences, but family resemblances (Wittgenstein). In addition to

reflecting commonalities, such as "being into extras" or "misbe-

having," those family resemblances reflect similarities in

structural position. Thus whoever is at the top will be the model
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student of the year, whoever lags behind academically will be the

academic problem, ghoever acts up the most will be the behavior

problen At the top, lagging behind, and acting up the most,

however, .01y relationships with others--relationships that will

define what it means to be at the top, to be lagging behind, or to

be acting up the most--and it is.the nature of these particular

relationships which determines the unique variations of identity

themes in each classroom.

On Definition in Relation to Others

As we have seen, the meaning of identity types changes from

year to year. A corollary of this is that the meaning of any

given identity type in a classroom is inextricably tied with the

meanings of ehe other identity types present in the room. Groups

of children, then, are characterized in relation to other groups

of children, and what is distinctivt about each group will tie in

or contrast with what is distinctive about one or more of the

other groups.

The example of Josh and Scott, used above, applies here as

well. Again, these students had characteristir:s which would be

considered "good" in any class, but they took )n their modelness

in this class, in relation to this particular group of children.

First of all, and on a general level, this year's class was, on

the whole, not as intelligent or 1..husiastic as last year's

class--they did not have the same kine ,Df positive attitude to-

wards learning as last year's class. was evidenced on the

one hand by the way in which the students participated in events
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like the Zing from Zato story game, and on the other hand by the

difficulties the children had with learning routines and following

directions. For instance, the following is a summary of a conver-

sation I had with Mr. Fairley on the topic of directions:

He (said) . . . that this is an "impossible" class--they
don't listen to directions. It's as if they never heard
about directions before. .(Mr. Fairley) sai 6. that he has
never seen anything like this before--and it's not just
group three people either (the lower reading group)--all of
the kids ilre like this. I asked (Mr. Fairley) if he had any
kinds o.t. similar problems last year at this point and he said
no: "In fact, they were eager to do it on their own."
What's worse than not listening to directions is their
attitude: they don't s,:em to care if they learn or not.
(fialdnote notes, 10/2/83)

Since the class was less weighted at the top, so to speak, than

last year's class (8/27/84), Josh's and Scott's behaviors, such as

listening to Mr. Fairley, always doing their work the.right way,

going along .rith rather than interrupting the flow of events, and

pursuing extra interests, tended to stand out all the more: their

model-like characteristics were defined as such because so few

children in the class possessed them.

Not only did few children in the class possess model-like

characteristics; there were also children who possessed extreme

problem-like characteristics, such as never listening to Mr. Fair-

ley, constantly interrupting the flow of events, etc. Thus it was

not just the scarcity of model-like characteristics that gave Josh

and Scott such high placement--it was also the presence of oppo-

site characteristics. The presence of a Shane in the class, for

instance, heightened Josh's modelness, just as the presence of a

Josh in the class heightened Shane's problemness--i.e., in
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comparison with each other, Josh did always do everything right,

and Shane did always do everything wrong.

Indeed, Josh and Shane often served ar a contrast set for Mr.

Fairley. For instance, when discussing student motivation, Mr.

Fairley made ehe following statement:

When I see Shane not working, since I knov he's not assuming
responsibility, I've gotta constantly remind him, cause I
know he won't go back to his task. But I never say anything
to Josh. (interview, 3/16/84)

The contrasts between gets-his-work-done versus never-does-his-

work, and self-motivated versus no sense of purpose are clear

here; what is important is that, in a convensation about motiva-

tion, Josh and Shane were invoked as examples of opposing

tendencies.

Josh and Shane were also used as a contrast set in discus-

sions about social class and social class values, This is evident

in the following statement, in which Mr. Fair1,:.y negates differ-

ences in ethnicity to accentuate differences :In class:

I can look at, say, Josh and Tamika, f.nd say the only differ-
ence between the two is the color of their skin. But they
are both hard workers, they're both pretty well-behaved,
they're both nice kids. They both have values, they both
take care of things . . . They have the same values except
for the color of the skin . . . When it comes to values, you
look at Shane and Josh and say, well, they're the same except
for their economic status, and . . . no, right away you know
that's not the same . . . They have a completely different
set of values. And I think those kinds of things, not only
are they hard to overcome, I don't know if you can. I mean,
how can I say, oh yeah, I have to look at both little boys
and they both have the same values? Well, I know they don't.
(interview, 5/4/84)

A more specific example of a contrast of values can be found in

the following statement, in which Mr. Fairley contrasts Josh's
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family with that of Jarrod, another chronic behavior problez-

student:

Then last week, I se:It a note home about being clean and
neat, and I mentioo.d that at every conference, especially
the first one. About ht4 '...mportant it is that the child be
clean and neat, and the way that other children see them, and
the way that I see them. And yet Jarrod comes filthy to
school . . . I mean, Josh's mother will read that note, but
she didn't need to read that. It was meant for Jarrod, and
Jarrod's mother doesn't read it, or doesn't follow up on it.
(interview, 6/13/84)

The model and chronic behavior problem students served as a con-

trast set even in our discussions about future school careers:

"You can predict the kids lthe Shane and Jarrod (i.e., they will

do badly), and you can predict that Josh will probably be a good

student in high school" (interview, 6/13/84). Finally, Josh and

Shane served as a contrast set in the day to day life of tht.

classroom as well. ror instance, when Shane got into trouble

during lunch on 3/L1/84, Mr. Fairley sent Josh tc.. the office to

get the disciplinary papers for Shane (fieldnotes, 3/27/84).

These kinds of contrasts held with regard o other groups of

children as well. The model and above average students, for

instance, were contrasted with each other in terms of productivi-

ty; although both groups of children shared high levels of intel-

ligence, they differed in their levels of productivity, and it was

that latter difference which served to define Josh and Scott as

model students, and Jeremy, Jonny, Becky, and Pat M. as only above

average students. Furthermore, that all six students were seen to

be either above average or model was determined not only by how

smart they were Rer se, but by how smart they were in comparison

with the rest of the students in the class. Similarly, what made
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Pat S., Chris, Margie, and Tonya academic problems was not only

their individual difficulties with particular tasks, but also the

level of difficulty they experienced when compared with the levels

of difficulty experienced by the average, above average, or model

students. ILL the same way, the behavior problem students must be

seen as being defined as such in relation to the behavior patterns

of all the students in the class, with the episodic behavior

problems and chronic behavior problems defining each other further

in terms of differences in gender, and in the degree and type of

misbehavior.

The examples of contrasts given here serve only to indicate

the range of contrasts possible. The point is that in all cases.

the students were evaluated and judged not only as against them.

selves, but also within the context of the class as a whole. 'ig

took the form of both grouping together on

resemblances, and of splitting off on the

with each process aiding the other.

of family

differences,

On attributes as differentially important for different

students. It seems evident from the above that the ICuderC-3 in

Mr. Fairley's class were not judged, or placed, as against one

static set of criteria: although all the children were considered

in terms of their work habits, behavior patterns, personality

traits, and relationships with peers, these criteria did not make

up a set scale which, depending on their particular combination in

any given student, assigned that student to a specific category.
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Rather, different attributes were important in differing degrees

for different students.

Reading ability, for example, was not given equal emphasis

across all students. It was very salient for Mr. Fairley when

considering Pat S. and Chris (viewing session, 3/6/84), but not

very salient when considering students like Josh. Indeed, Josh's

status as a good reader was almost taken for granted by both Mr.

Fairley and myself, and thus rarely came up in our converse-
33

tions. Although Mr. Fairley was concerned about the reading

abilities of all his students, reading was more of a problem for

some students than for others, and the reading abilities of the

problom readers had more salience for him. This seems to corrobo-

rate the notion that much of what teachers attend to is that which

presents them with a problem: "in these 'problem' situattirm it

is the discrepant phenomenon that becomes figure while the more

normal phenomena are taken as ground, and often go unnoticed."

(TWS Progress Report, March, 1983, p. L-6). With the limited

amount of time available to help children with their reading

skills, a good reader gives the teacher one less thing to think

about, and she/he can divert her or his attention to those stu-

dents who really need it.

Social class is another example of an attribute which was

important for some students but not for others. As I have shown,

social class was very important for Mr. Fairley when considering

students like Shane and Jarr,d and when comparing them with other,

"better" students, such as JosA. Shane, and Jarrod, however, were

not the only students in the class with lower class backgrounds.
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It was because Shane and Jarrod stood out in so many ways--in

their dress, the way they talked, etc.--that their social class

backgrounds became visible and salient for Mr. Fairley.

Part II. Mr. Fairley, Year One: A Comparison

As noted in the "discussion section" of Part I, identity

types do not look like and mean the same thing across school

years. Each year's class consists of a unique group of students,

which is in some ways similar and in many ways different from

other groups of students during other years. Teachers also change

from year to year, and depending on the particular group of stu-

dents with whom they are working, priorities and foci may change.

Finally, the circumstances under which teachers are teaching may

also change from year to year, having an additional impact on a

teacher's priorities, and on how she or he sees, makes sense of,

and constructs classroom life.

The research project of which this study is a part enabled me

to work with Mr. Fairley not on3y during the 1983-84 school year,

but also during the seccind half of the 1982-83 school year. This

presented a unique opportunity to observe changes in the ways in

which Mr. Fairley made sense of students and events in his class-

room from year to year. The two years were very different for Mr.

raYrley. As rhn:e:: in the introduction to Part I, Mr. Fairley was

confronted in 1)S-84 with a new school, a new reading program,

and not only with a new set of students, but also with some new

types of students. Despite his emphasis on curiosity, "extras,"

and going beyond the standard curriculum, these drastic changes in
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setting, program, and students precluded the full implementation

of this philosophy of enthusiastic learning, and forced Mr. Fair-

ley instead to focus on issues of management and control.

The 1982-83 school year, in contrast, was one in which

"extras" and high level learning experiences predominated over

management issues. Again, as noted in the introduction to Part I,

during this school year Mr. Fairley was working with a familiar

curriculum in a school in which he had taught for seven years.

Furthermore, not only was he well-acquainted with most of his

students before the school year even began, but the students were,

for the most part, intelligent, enthusiastic, and highly res-

ponsive to Mr. Fairley's teaching strategies.

In what follows, I present an in-depth discussion of some of

the key themes of classroom life during the 1982-83 school year.

This will be followed by a brief discussion of the identity types

in Mr. Fairley's room during this year. When compared with Part I

of the study, it is clear that each school year is unique, re-

flecting partic der students' and nachers' active constructions

of classroom cultures under unique circumstances.

Wise Choices

Puring an interview on 2/24/83, Mr. Fairley talked about the

importance of "giving the kids the chance to do things on their

own":

They need that opportunity. I like to think that the best
learning comes when children know what they want to do and
and are doing it--making their own choice. That's the
first. The second's when they're sitting here in the
(reading) group because then it's more structured, focused
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in on something, and we're learning something. Third is when
they're sitting at their seat. . . . They don't have any
help. If they get something wrong, they don't know why it's
wrong. (interview, 2/24/83)

One way in which this philosophy was implemented was through

"wise choices," an event during which the children were either

given a range of activities to choose from, or left to their own

devices.

"Wise choices" was an event category recognized by all the
34

participants in Mr. Fairley's classroom. Mr. Fairley would

occasionally ref'r to it by name, with such statements as "I want

you to make wise choices after you finish your work" (fieldnotes,

3/10/83). Students, too, referred to it by name, as, for example,

when Doug asked, "Can we do 'wise choices'?" (fieldnotes,

5/4/83).

Mr. Fairley's reply to Doug's inquiry--"No, you're gonna do

my choices (fieldnotes, 5/4/83), points to wise choices as a truly

student centered event. In this sensL, "wise choices" connects

with bnth the importunc of extras, ane. with the emphasis

placed on students Ltling responsible for their vork, and for

getting help when they need it.

There were gradations, however, in the degree to which "wise

choices" was truly student-centered--in other words, in the degree

to which Mr. Fairley relinquished classroom control--as well as 2

limits to what counted as wise chcices. At one end of the

spectrum, "wise choices" looked like an event during which the

children had absolute freedom to engage in any activity of their

choice. Again, Mr. Fairley's direction to "make wise choices

after you finish your work" (fieldnotes, 3/10/83), lacks explicit
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reference to limitations on what kinds of activities the students

could engage in. on another occasion, Mr. Fairley gave the

following set of directions: "Two things I'd like you to do this

morning. Number one, SRA. Two, if you'd like to decorate your

folder, you can--or if you want to do anything else read, write--

you can do that" (fieldnotes, 6/6/83; emphasis added). Finally,

one day, when Mr. Fairley was giving the students time to catch up

on their handwriting assignments, he addressed those who were

already finished: "Get something out that you'd like to do and do

it" (fieldnotes, 5/6/83).

These examples seemed to best fit Mr. Fairley's philosophy

that "the best learning comes when children know what they want to

do and are doing it" (interview, 2/24/83). Students were not told

what to do, but were given the opportunity, and were expected, to

pursue their own interests. However, just as "wise choices" was

an event category shared by all participants, there also seemed to

be a shared understanding of what the "wise" in "wise Choices"

meant. This is particularly evident in the above quote--". . . or

if you want to do anything else read write--you can do that"

(fieldnotes, 6/6/83, emphasis added). "Wise choices," then, did

not mean that students could do anything. During "wise choices"

students were above all expected to be scholarly, and for the most

part, they were. During these events, most students read, wrote,

worked on the computer, and occasionally drew. The choice lay in

whether to read, write, work on the computer, etc., and in what to

read, write, etc.
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Of the 22 occasions during which I Observed "wise choices,"

six were of the most "open" variety described abovechildren were

simply told to find something that they wanted to do and do it.

Five of the remaining 16 occasions were of the "intermediate"

variety, during which Mr. Fairley would place some explicit

restrictions on what the students could do. On one occasion, for

instance, the morning assignment for the two lower reading groups

was to read. They were told that they could read whatever they

wanted, but that they had to read at least one story. The point,

Mr. Fairley said, was "to get in a good morning's worth of

reading" (fieldnotes, 2/15/83). The most frequent kind of inter-

mediate "wise choices," however, occurred during library time.

Each week, when it was time to go to the library, Mr. Fairley let

the students choose whether they wanted to go or not. Although

they were given the option of staying in the classroom, they were

expected to use the time to work. On one occasion, Mr. Fairley

told the class that everyone had to go to the library, "not unless

you're gonna stay here and work, really work" (fieldnotes,

3/11/83). On anothe, occasion, he said, "If you're not working,

go" (fieldnotes; 3/25/83).

The remaining 11 instances of "wise choices" were consider-

ably more restricted than the open and intermediate varieties.

During these occasions, students made choices, but between a

limited and specified set of activities. tic:c f:-.r.4uently, the

students were permitted to choose which of two or three assign-

ments to complete. For instance, they could choose what kinds of

math problems to do on the computer (fieldnotes, 2/23/83), whether
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to do handwriting or SRA (fieldnotes, 3/24/83), or whether to work

on reading folders or join the reading groups (fieldnotes,

2/28/83). On other occasions, children were given a writing

topic, but were then permitted to modify .!.t slightly. For

instance, on 4/29/83, Mr. Fairley gave a "rites of spring" assign-

ment. When a student asked if he could write about a different

season, Mr. Fairley said "yes," adding that things always change a

bit depending on who's working on it--the point was simply to

write about the feelings that accompany a change in ehe seasons

(fieldnotes, 4/29/83).

An important aspect of this kind of wise choice event was

th.t students were expected to choose on the basis of their

desires and needs and then stick to their choice. For instance,

after the class was given a choice between a writing assignment

and a series of other tasks, one student, Brad, told Mr. Fairley

that he changed his mind--he :lidn't want to write anymore. Mr.

Fairley said he was sorry, bo.t Brad had to stick with his choice

(fieldnotes, 3/29/83). It is for this reason that I have

included this more restricted kind of choice event in the category

of "wise choices." Students were expected to think about their

choices, and then see them through to completion.

Student Responsibility

"Wise choices" illustrates two of the maj or themes in Mr.

Fairley's classroom. First, as noted above, it reflects one

aspect of M. Fairley's teaching philosophy--that classrooms

should be equipped (both in terms of materials and time) to
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provide students with opportunities to explore their own

interests. The second theme illustrated by "wise choices" also

reflects an aspect of Mr. Fairley's teaching philosophy, namely,

that students need to take their interests seriously, and that

they need to be serious about their pursuit of these interests.

This latter point falls under the broader notion that dents are

to be held explicitly responsible, within certain limits, for

their own learning.

Aside from district-mandated learning goals, reflected in

the two sets of standardized tests the students were required to

nke during the school year, Mr. Fairley did not have a

standardized program which each child was expected to fulfill in

exactly the same way. Everyone had to read, learn particular math

skills, learn cursive writing, etc., to be sure. But within those

boundaries and within the practical press of everyday life in the

classroom--which meant coordinating the activities of 23

children--Mr. Fairley worked to tailor each child's program to

her/his necds. His goal was not to take a heterogeneous group of

students at the beginning of the year and turn them into a homo-

geneous grlup, each with the same skills and abilities, by the end

of the year. Rather, his focus was on motivating each child to

develop and improve her or his skiils and thinking abilities to

their fullest potential. This focus is illustrated by a comment

Hr. Fairley made about the gap between students across the school

year:

. . the better teacher you are, the greater that gap will
be . I argued with a teacher who once said, 'Well, if
you're a great teacher, then the lower child will close the
gap.' And I said, 'No, if you're a great teacher, the gap
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will get much, much larger because as you teach every child
to the best of their ability, you have a child at the top
who can move six grades in one year and a child on the bottom
who, if you're not a good teacher, maybe they move a quarter
of a year, if you're a great teacher they move half of a
year. That's what differences in people mean, so the gap
gets worse, not better. (interview, 3/7/83)

This emphasis on attending to each student as an individual

with particular skills, weaknesses, or interests, in addition to

seeing each student in relation to the other students in the room,

meant, again, that not all students were expected to do the same

amount or quality of work. Where one student needed to do 50 math

problems in order to master a particular skill, another needed to

do only 25; likewise, Mr. Fairley had different expectations with

regard to the number of work sheets turned in, stories read, and

quantity and quality of writing (fieldnote notes 2/23/85). The

only standard was that each student do their best. This added, of

course, to Mr. Fairley's workload, as he pointed out during a

discussion of his tendency to interrupt planned lessons in order

to accommodate students questions:

I choose of my own free will to make it a very difficult job
in that I accept questions as much as I possibly can. I like
the kids to do lots of different things, and that, of course,
plAts a heavy burden on me to be able to keep track of all the
different things that are going [on]. (interview, 3/7/83) 35

This flexibility, or openness, put an additional burden on

the students as well. One of Mr. Fairley's mottos was that

"children do better work when you expect things from them" (inter-

view, 3/7/83). This motto held not only in terms of expecting

students to do their best on worksheets, for instance, but also in

terms of expecting students to explicitly.take some responsibility

for their own learning. This expectaticn of responsibility held
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at all levels, from the most basic, rudimentary tasks to the

highest level tasks.

At bottom, Mr. Fairley expected his students to take respon-

sibility for following directions; in particular, he did not want

them to be dependent on him to interpret each set of worksheet

directions. This was made clear by the increasing frequency with

which he handed out worksheets without going over directions, and

by his periodic lectures when children complained that they didn't

know what to do. On one occasion, for instance, Mr. Fairley told

his Group 1 readers that they had to make the transition from

getting directions from adults to reading and understanding them
36

on their own (fieldnotes, 1/17/83).

In addition to students being responsible for reading and

listening to directions, Mr. Fairley also expected his students

(again, within certain limits) to correct their own work (he also

expected some of the better students to correct work that Mr.

Fairley himself usually corrected), and to gauge their own pro-

gress and bring their needs for extra help to his attention. This

was particularly true with regard to math work, and took the form

not only of statements like "Michael, if you don't understand, I

really need you to ask questions," but also more general comments,

such as "You're gonna have to help me figure out if you need a

little extra help," or "You have to let me know . . . and then we

can decide how much extra help you need" (fieldnotes, 3/11/83).

This expectation held in othar academic areas as well: students
37

were expected to seek Mr. Fairley out if they needed help and
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were even, on occasion, expected to make appointments to see him

(fieldnotes, 3/25/83).

A six-week math contest serves to illustrate the wc,,rkings of

student responsibility. Toward the end of February, Mr. Fairley

put several math tests on one of the bulletin boards, one each on

addition, subtraction, and multiplication. The children were told

that if they got 100% on all three tests, they would be taken to

McDonald's for lunch. They were to practice on their own, and

could take the tests at their own pace (tests were given each week

during library time). The motivator was, of course, the lunch at

McDonald's, but the responsibility for learning ehe material and

taking the tests (which included not only the expectation that

they pace themselves and ask for any necessary help, but also the

assumption that they not cheat), lay entirely with the students.

Student responsibility, or active participation, also held at

"higher" levels. This was made evident in the sedtion on "wise

choices," an event during which the students were expected to

seriously pursue eheir own (scholarly) interests. Occasionally,

ehis active participation took the form of student requests to

alter a particular assignment in light of time constraints,

requests which Mr. Fairley consented to (fiPldnotes 4/20/83,

6/10/83).

In addition to having students take on responsibilities with

regard to particular tasks, Mr. Fairley also had the students

spend time thinking about themselves as responsible students. For

instance, on 3/25/83 Mr. Fairley gave the class ehe following

writing assignment: "Surely you have done some thinking about
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becoming a better student (scholar) and a nicer person. Tell

about the improvements you've made. List at least five improve-

ments you've made and then list the things you are still working

on and how you might make improvements."

Finally, the atmosphere in the room as a whole was one which

encouraged both active participation and responsibility for one's

behavior. This is reflected particularly in Mr. Fairlsy's

approach to discipline. Mr. Fairley frequently made rules (e.g.,

seatwork students were not permitted to interrupt him while he was

running reading groups), and he often had to remind students to

sit down, be quiet, listen, etc. But the rules were never adhered

to consistently. Management was simply not the most important

issue for Mr. Fairley. This was made clear to me early on, as the

following exerpt from my notes indicates:

(Mr. Fairley) talked a bit about how.unruly the class was
today. He said that he doesn't want to pile them down with
work (so they can pursue their own interests), but that he
doesn't want them to talk so much either. He said that if he
started the class in a strict way from the beginning of the
year, and ran it that way all through the year, he'd have an
orderly class, but he would end up with children that weren't
so interested in learning. (fieldnote notes, 2/28/83)

Or in his own words:

I know at the end of the year what things went very poorly
and need to be improved for next year and I know every year I
say, 'Oh, I'm going to try and have them a little quieter,'
but it never works because I'm not committed to having them
quieter. (interview, 3/7/83)

This did not mean that Mr. Fairley was willing to tolerate

pandemonium; rather, the goal was to be flexible enough in his

discipline that it didn't put a damper on the learning environment

in the room--discipline was not an end in itself, but only a
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means for the enhancement of learning. The one sign Mr. Fairley

had on the wall relating to discipline underscores this point:

DO DON'T

1) make wise choices 1) talk without permission

2) work quietly & neatly 2) save seats

3) read a book 3) act funny when your class
needs you to act scholarly

4) extra work

4) ask help person unneeded
5) sit quietly in reading questions

group

5) get drinks during reading
groups

6) get up without permission

Again, and as with all other rules, these rules were not held to

consistently. As long as students were relatively quiet and did

not disturb other students, they were able to avoid reprimand. To

some degree, then, students learned to act responsibly and

appropriately on their own.

At all levels of organization, then, and in all academic

areas, students were encouraged to be active participants, and

were expected to take on the responsibilities that came with that

privilege.

Cultivating Enthusiasm and Thoughtfulness

In the previous two sections, I presented a view of a

classroom in which students were given as much room as possible to

pursue their own interests. Above all, I have demonstrated that

Mr. Fairley provided his students with time. But Mr. Fairley

provided more than time; he also worked to provide materials and
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mental guides for his students--to introduce them to areas and

ways of thought.

If there is one word which can capture the general

atmosphere in Mr. Fairley's classroom--as well as his primary

teaching goal--it is thoughtfulness. Above all, Mr. Fairley

wanted his students to learn how to think. This became evident

during the second week of observation, as indicated by the

following notes on an after-school conversation with Mr. Fairley:

(Mr. Fairley) talked about the importance of teaching the
children not just things, but how learn . . . (He) doesn't
seem to be interested in anything that's standardized; nor is
he satisfied with just making sure the children learn the
minimum--what they have to know to pass the tests. He seems
more interested in tapping the children's curiosity and in
prodding them to explore things on their own. (fieldnote
notes, 2/17/83)

On a later date, I noted that "(Mr. Fairley) said that it's impor-

tant for children to learn how to stop and think about things--

not just to do things to get them done" (fieldnote notes, 3/29/83).

This emphasis on thoughtfulness--on really thinking about and

exploring things--came out in interviews as well. In one inter-

view, for instance, Mr. Fairley emphasized the importance of

teaching children "to keep their eyes open all the time and always

be looking for things in all different ways" (interview, 3/7/83).

He then went on to say that one of the most important aspects of

teaching is.

. . . getting children to be aware of everything that happens
in their world, and know that everything is interrelated.
There are very few things in this world that are complete--a
complete separate process in isolation from everything else--
and yet some children do their school work like . . . school
work is completely isolated from all other knowledge. (inter-
view, 3/7/83)
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The following rather lengthy interview excerpt illustrates Mr.

Fairley's philosophy of learning, and thus his felt need to have

the children go beyond the standard curriculum:

I think 90% of your job is motivating. I think it's natural
for children to want to learn, but it's not natural for
children to want to get into books as early as we force them
in schools. I think that we probably would be better off
just going on tons and tons of field trips

. . . if we had a
littlo one-room school house in the woods, maybe we could
spend many, many days finding and exploring the woods and the
things you could see. If we were extremely wealthy, we'd
have our own little private jet and we could fly from
place to place each day; you know, like today, instead
of talking about the Everglades, or talking about moun
-tains . . . we could just go and see them. I think that
would be the natural way for a child to learn--it's not
natural for them to take a book and start wanting to learn
about it. But, we've committed ourselves to doing that at a
fairly young age, so now we need a little help in getting
them to do that. (interview, 3/7/83)

Or, as he later put it more succinctly: "Kids remember a lot of

things. It's the boring stuff that they forget real fast" (inter-

view, 2/24/83).

Mr. Fairley, then, did not want to teach only phonics,

curstve writing, and addition--he wanted to teach thinking and

learning. He did not want his students to just complete tasks--he

wanted them to think about the tasks, to incorporate them into

their ltves, connect them with other tasks, build on them, and

move beyond them. This goal, however, necessitated that the

standard curriculum be enriched and built upon. In what follows, I

will dtscuss three of the means by which Mr. Fairley accomplished

this: writing assignments, reading materials and questions, and

group discussions.
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Writing Assignments. In an interview in February, Mr.

Fairley expressed his frustration with handwriting practice:

I ihudder . . . I hear teachers talk about (how) we really
need to work a lot on handwriting. There was a teacher here
a few years ago who would show them

. . . handwriting.
They never once all year wrote their own thoughts. They
were always copied from *11: book. The whole year they had
beautiful handwriting. J it's very showy when it goes home
and the parents look az. Cais beautiful handwriting--they
think, 'Oh boy, they really now what they're doing.' And
then you realize that it's uot their own content . . .

Yet . . . you don't send home papers kids write that are
their own without a lot of explanation, because the words are
misspelled, the handwriting is terrible. But it's the
thought that's in it. And so to spend an inordinate amount
of time on cursive handwriting or printing without it being
something the children are learning is ludicrous and a waste
of time. (interview, 2/24/83)

Mr. Fairley did have his students do standard handwriting

practice, because, as he said, "I don't want to send a kid into

the third grade next year and have the teacher say, 'Didn't you

teach those kids cursive handwriting?'" (interview, 2/24/83).

These exercises most often took the form of copying fill-in-the-

blank sentences or a poem off the board. With the poems, however,

Mr. Fairley often pushed his students to go one step beyond simply

copying the poem, as is illustrated by the following examples:

1. On 3/1/83, Mr. Fairley asked his students to copy the
following poem off the board:

People Keep Saying

: People keep saying it's not good to learn
Things by heart, but if you don't have
Things by heart, what are you going to have to

think about when you lie awake and can't sleep at
night?

Pretty things that are well said--it's nice to have them
in your heart.

(R. Frost)

Mr. Fairley told the class that he expected them to copy
the poem exactly as it was written on the board, with the
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same indentations, capital letters, and punctuation. He
then asked the children what 'by heart' means. The chil-
dren began to list off some things they knew by heart--
math facts, spelling, etc. Mr. Fairley stopped them,
saying, 'These are all information things. Let's talk
about other things you know by heart'--things they like
to remember, such as favorite sayings. The children then
listed off things that they like to know by heart. Be-

fore reiterating the details of copying the poem, Mr.
Fairley told the students that 'I'd like you to share
some of those things you know by heart in your journals'.
(fieldnotes, 3/1/83)

2. On 3/7/83, Mr. Fairley read the class a poem entitled
'The Cremation of Sam McGee.' The poem ends when the
narrator opens the door of a burning boat, only to see
Sam McGee sit up, smile, and tell him to close the door
to keep the cold out. The students were given the
folloWing exerpt to copy:

The Northern Lights have seen queer sights
But the queerest they ever did see
Was the night on the barge of Lake LeBarge
I cremated Sam McGee.

In addition to copying the excerpt, the students were to
draw a picture about it. To get them thinking, Mr.
Fairley asked, 'Now, what kinds of things could you put
in your picture?' As the children made suggestions
(boat, dog-sled, dead person), Mr. Fairley wrote them on
the board. The brainstorming continued for several
minutes, until a student asked if the story was true.
Rather than giving a direct answer, Mr. Fairley asked the
class what they thought, and then took them through each
section of the poem, asking them what they thought was
true and what wasn't. The discussion ended when Mr.
Fairley reminded the students to do their handwriting
carefully, and assigned two students the job of handing
out paper. (fieldnotes, 3/7/83)

3 On 3/24/83 the children were given the following hand-
writing assignment:

A kite, a sky, and a good firm breeze
And acres of ground away from trees,
And one hundred yards of clean strong string--
Oh boy, oh boy! I call that spring!

Students were given the option of either copying the poem
and then working on SRAs, or copying the poem and then
drawing a picture about it and writing a paragraph on
.what spring meant to them. (fieldnotes 3/24/83)
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In each of the above examples, the students were not only

required to do a good job of copying the handwriting from the

board; they were also asked to do a little extra--to think about

what it meant to them, and to relate it to their own lives.

In addition to building on handwriting practice--to making it

more meaningful, perhaps--Mr. Fairley also gave his students wri-

ting assignments in which thinking took precedence over correct-

ness. This emphasis on thinking writing and its connections with

the basics of what second graders are expected to learn is illus-

trated by the following notation from my fieldnotes:

(Mr. Fairley) stressed that writing becomes more and more
important as time goes on: it helps dhe children to read
better and to organize their thoughts. It also teaches them
to think about what they think and feel. (Mr. Fairley)
thinks this latter point is crucial, which is why he gives
them writing assignments that apply directly to their lives.
He mentioned that teachers don't give their children these
kinds of writing assignments because it takes too much time
to go over them. (Mr. Fairley) thinks it's worth the time--
and besides, it's interesting. For instance, Brad used the
word 'neophyte' in his paper yesterday ('I am a neophyte
artist'); although he used it in a funny way, it shows his
knowledge of homonyms and shows that he thinks about words.
(fieldnote notes, 4/22/83)

On the most general level, Mr. Fairley encouraged his

students to write by having them make and keep journals, beginning

early in February. The journals belonged to the students, and

although Mr. Fairley occasionally provided ehem with topics,

especially at the beginning (fieldnotes, 2/9/83), students were

free to choose their own topics--Mr. Fairley's suggestions were

usually meant to be used only if a child did not have something

specific in mind.

Again, however, Mr. Fairley felt that his students needed

some prodding. They needed to be given things to think about,
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which they could then explore and build upon on their own. For

this purpose, Mr. Fairley devised writing assignments on specific
38

topics.

The following list of writing assignments, given between

February and June, illustrates the variety of topics given, and

serves to underscore the emphasis placed on serious thought and

creativity.

1. Write about which things you like about yourself and
which you'd like to change, and explain why (fieldnotes,
2/9/83). This was a journal assignment.

2. Mr. Fairley put a series of prints (Monet, Renoir, Van
Gogh) around the room. Students were to pick a print
and write about what they thought was happening in the
picture, and how they felt about it: "They make you
think about things." (fieldnotes, 2/17/83)

3. All groups: Surely you have done some thinking about
becoming a better student (scholar) and a nicer person.
Tell about the improvements you've made. List at least
five improvements you've made and then list the things
you are still working on and how you might make improve-
ments. (Written on the board, fieldnotes, 3/25/83)

4. Learning to philosophize assignment. Write down some
things that you're curious about that you could find an
answer to, and some things that you could never really
find an answer to. (On the board: 1) Things that can be
easily discovered; 2) Things that you can spend a life-
time searching for Feelings-Facts). (fieldnotes,
3/29/83)

5. "I am" writing*assignment. For this assignment, students
had to write a series of sentences about themselves,
listing their unique characteristics, their place in
their family history, their hopes for the future, etc.
Mr. Fairley put his own version of the assignment on the
wall. (fieldnotes, 4/29/83)

6. Rites of spring assignment. In part 1, "Rites and Cere-
monies," students were to write about "something that
happens over and over again" that marks the beginning of
spring--repetitious things that one doesn't stop to think
about. In part 2, "Discoveries and Revelations," stu-
dents were to write about things that aren't repeated
each spring--things that one does stop to think about.
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Again, Mr. Fairley had his own version of this assignment
on the wall. (fieldnotes, 4/29/83)

7. Write about what you will remember about this school 40
years from now. (fieldnotes, 5/6/83)

8. Friday the 13th writing assignment. Write about an ex-
periment that has gone bad (fieldnotes, 5/16/83)

9. End-of-the-Year Report: (fieldnotes, 6/6/83)

- What important things have you learned this year?
- What special things has Mr. Fairley done for you this
year?

- What special things have you done for Mr. Fairley this
year?

- What have you learned about making and keeping friends?
- What things have been particularly interesting to you

this year?

- What do you wish that you could have done a better job
at this year?

- What advice would you give to the new students coming
to Mr. Fairley's class next year so that they will have
a great year?

- What advice would you give to Mr. Fairley so that he
can do a better job of teaching you next year?

- What is the best thing that Mr. Fairley has done for
you this year?

- On a separate piece of paper, write a note to
Mr. Fairley.
(I will save this note all of my life, so make it the
best that you have ever written.)

Thinking writing was encouraged not only by assigning

interesting and provocative topics, but also by the way in which

Mr. Fairley interacted with his students while they were writing.

(This usually occurred in blocks of 20-30 minutes and occasionally

spanned several days.) I will use the "learning to philosophize"

assignment as an example.

Mr. Fairley began by telling the class that he had been
reading a book called "Learning to Philosophize," that gave
him some ideas for a writing assignment. Pulling from these
ideas, he wanted the children to "write down some things that
you're curious about and that you could find an answer to,
and those that you could never really find an answer to." He
explained that certain questions can be answered by reading
books, by asking other people, or by looking for oneself,
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but that there are other questions one could spend a lifetime
thinking about without ever really finding an answer. He
then turned on the overhead projector, on which he had
written:

1) Things that can be easily discovered.

2) Things that you can spend a lifetime searching for.
Feelings-Facts.

Mr. Fairley emphasized that, for the second part of the
assignment, he wanted the students to write about "the kinds
of things that we could never agree on"--feelings, what makes
a nice person, etc. "A good philosopher," he said, "is a
person who thinks about things." Mr. Fairley pointed out
that this assignment was an appropriate continuation of last
week's assignment (goals for self-improvement), and after
giving some practical advice on how to approach the assign-
ment (such as moving back and forth between two categories
rather than working on each one separately), he told the
class that he wanted "nothing else done for the next 20
minutes except this writing assignment," stressing once again
that he expected them to write about things they were really
curious about.

The children began to complain--"I don't get it," I
don't know what to write about," "I can't think of anything."
Mr. Fairley replied, "I don't want you to say that you don't
know what to do before you even start," gave them a little
more practical advice, and told them that he would continue
to talk and give them ideas while ehey wrote. He began by
asking questions: What makes you happy? What do you think
you'll be like in 10 years? What makes people beautiful? 39
As the children wrote and asked more questions, Mr. Fairley
expanded on some of these points: "What makes a beautiful
person--inside, not outside? You could spend a lifetime
thinking about that." "It's important to set aside some
time in your life to think about what makes you happy and
what doesn't make you happy."

Mr. Fairley's questions and examples helped to lessen
the student's complaints, but one student, David A.,
c.ontinued to complain. He claimed repeatedly that he didn't
have anything to put in the second category. "David, I feel
sorry for you," Mr. Fairley said, and then went on to point
out that he was creating a mental block. "Being curious is
one of the things that makes us hmman." Mr. Fairley then
addressed the entire class, telling them that they have to
take time to think, that they shouldn't just write anything.
Several minutes before ending the writing time, Mr. Fairley
gave the students one final question to thik about: "Suppose
you had a genius standing in front of the zlass and you could
ask him anything you wanted. What would you ask him?"
(fieldnotes, 3/29/83)
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As can be seen from this vignette, not only the writing

topics, but the writing sessions themselves were thought pro-

voking. These sessions were far from quiet; rather, they were

,:haracterized by a constant questioning and exchange of ideas.

Students alternately complained, acted confused, and became

enthused, while Mr. Fairley alternated between giving practical

advice, answering questions, and prodding the students with ques-

tions of his own.

Writing (both printing, and especially cursive, which was new

to the children), was something the students in Mr. Fairley's

classroom had to learn to do. But learning to nrint and do

cursive were not for Mr. Fairley ends in themselves, but tools to

be used in learning to explore and express thoughts. The motto

"Read to Learn" here takes the form of "write to think."

ReadinK Materials and Questions

In an interview in early March, Mr. Fairley discussed his

approach to reading:

. . at least 50% of my reading program is geared toward
things that I think they should be able to do, and that is be
able to read something and to know what they've read, and to
be able to make inferences and draw conclusions from the
reading, to be able to take that information in, use it to .

. help problem solve in other areas, to be able to combine
information that they've read with information that they
know, to be able to trace out a new path that is a reflection
of what they know and what they've learned

. . I think that's what it means to grow and to be
educatedit means to use the information you've got in a
meaningful way. So, we've struggled because much of the
material we use in the class is not very meaningful, also the
reading books aren't very meaningful. But you don't have much
choice--we have to live within the realities of a budget
and a school district that is very large and very structured.
(interview, 3/7/83)
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There were several ways in which Mr. Fairley worked to

enhance the reading program, to make it more meaningful and

relevant. First, and on the most general level, Mr. Fairley

worked to make reading something which was not done only in read-

ing groups. In addition to their weekly trips to the school

library, Mr. Fairley occasionally took the children on "field

trips" to the local town library. Mr. Fairley also had a wide

range of books available in the classroom itself, which the

students were encouraged to browse through at their leisure during

"wise choices," free time, or during the free reading period which

took place after lunch each day.

With regard to the reading program proper, Mr. Fairley used

three tactics to make it better suit his goals and the children's

needs. The first of these was to choose stories that were both

relevant and meaningful. Mr. Fairley felt that although nonsense

stories can be fun, they don't do much to spur students' interests

(fieldnotes notes, 3/29/83). He therefore tried to "pick stories

that, you know, once in awhile we read some real silly ones, but

quite often you can find stories that have some real deep meaning

in them and they can relate to them very easily." (interview

6/9/83 viewing session, date)

The second way in which Mr. Fairley worked to enhance thf.:

reading program was to depart from the teacher's manual: "I

generally don't go near the motivation for the story it gives in

the teacher's manual. I use my own things; so there are better

ways" (interview, 2/24/83). Several weeks later, I wrote the

following summary of a before-school conversation.
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(Mr. Fairley) talked about teaching reading. He said the
problem with reading is that we cut it down into so many
little parts. If we taught people how to speak, we'd
probably have a lot of children who don't know how to speak.
(Mr. Fairley) said that he had thought the teacher's manual
would tell him how to teach reading, but then he realized
that a child could learn everything in the book and still not
know how to read. (fieldnote notes, 3/1/83)

Mr. Fairley, then, used his own methods to teach reading and

comprehension. He was well enough acquainted with the reading

program in general, and with the reading stories in particular

that he rarely used a teacher's manual during reading group

sessions. Questions on reading matertals--both those asked during

reading group sessions and those the children answered in written

form in preparation for group meetings--were therefore usually of

his own devisi.

The questions Mr. Fairley had students write and think about

prior to reading group sessions were a particularly important

aspect of his strategy to make the reading materials relevant and

to get the students to move beyond reading just to get the work

done. On 8 of the 32 days during which I observed morning

classes, Mr. Fairley began the day by assigning reading stories

and questions. Students were expected to come to reading group

sessions having read the stories in their entirety, and with

written answers to the questions. On these days, comprehension

was the focus of the group sessions. Students took turns reading

their answers, discussing differences between their answers, and

answering additional questions that Mr. Fairley asked as they went

along.

The sets of reading questions, varying from 2 to 10 ques-

tions, consisted for the most part of questions relating to the
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content and sequence of events in the stories. On a story about

Abraham Lincoln, for instance, Mr. Fairley asked, "After Abe's

mother died, he had to teach himself to read. What two nice things

happened to Abe to make reading a little easier?" and "Whom did

Abe Lincoln marry?" (fieldnotes, 6/3/83) For another story, "The

Lollipop Man," Mr. Fairley asked such questions as "What job did

the Lollipop Man do?" and "Who was going to take the Lollipop

Man's place?" (fieldnotes, 5/18/83)

Often, however, Mr. Fairley asked additional questions that

went beyond content or sequence of events. Of the 21 sets of

questions collected, these types of questions occurred in 11 of
40

the sets. Following are several examples of the types of ques-

tions asked:

1. For a story about Abraham Lincoln, students were asked to
write a letter to President Reagan to "tell him what you
think he should do to make the world a better place to
live in." - Reading group 1. (fieldnote notes, 6/3/83)

2. For a story on whales, students were asked the following:
"Pretend that you are going to write a letter to the
President asking him to protect the whales. Write a
letter giving your reasons why you think whales should be
protected." - Reading Group 2. (fieldnotes, 1/17/83)

3. For a story in which the main character retires from his
job as lollipop maker, students were asked, "Do you think
that a person should have to retire at 70? Why or why
not?" 41 Reading Group 3. (fieldnotes, 5/18/83)

4: For two stories on the harsh winter of 1936, Mr. Fairley
assigned the following to Reading Group 1 members:

- This story contains many exaggerations of the truth.
On your paper make a list of the sentences that you
read in which the truth has been exaggerated.

- Make up an exaggeration of your own about the winter of
1936. It was so cold that . . . (fieldnotes,
2/25/83). 42
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Group Discussions and Fine Lines. As pointed out in the

section on writing assignments, not only the topics, but the way

in which they were talked about during writing sessions was

crucial to the generation of thoughtfulness. A similar point may

be made with respect to reading. Stories and written questions

were thought-provoking in and of themselves, while discussions of

the questions seemed to further stimulate and enhance this

thoughtfulness. This process is illustrated by a discussion

which took place during a reading group session on Abraham

Lincoln and the Civil War.

Early on the morning of 6/3/83, Reading Group 1 members were
assigned two stories on Abraham Lincoln, along with the
following set of questions to answer in written form prior to
the group meeting:

1) Where was Abe's family moving from and where were they
going?

2) What did the children do in the forest?
3) How did Abe help his father in the forest?
4) How did Abe learn to read?
5) After Abe's mother died he had to teach himself to read.

What two nice things happened to Abe to make reading a
little easier?

6) All his life Abe was glad about two things. What were
they?

7) Lincoln moved to Illinois as a young man. Why did he move
from Vandalia to Springfield?

8) Whom did Abe Lincoln marry?
9) Why do you think Abe Lincoln became president?

10) In a paragraph, write some advice to President Reagan.
Tell him what you think he should do to make the world a
better place to live in.

When the group met two hours later, they began by going over
some of the major themes in the stories. The children were
confused about the difference between the Revolutionary and
Civil Wars, so Mr. Fairley digressed to give them a short
history lesson; when one student mentioned a Charlie Brown
show on World War I that he had seen, Mr. Fairley incor-
porated World War I into the history lesson. 43

As the group began going over their written responses to Mr.
Fairley's questions, the discussion slowly moved to focus on
what the U. S. was like during Lincoln's time. The students
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began to brainstorm and throw out suggestions--there were no
cars, there were lots of animals, etc. When this topic was
exhausted, Mr. Fairley steered the group to a discussion of
their last question--the letter to Ronald Reagan on how to
make the world a better place to live in. One student talked
about the importance of safe and clean water. Mr. Fairley
and the other group members nodded in agreement. Another
student then suggested that all taxes be cut to $1.00 per
person. Mr. Fairley grabbed onto this suggestion, and asked
the group how many of them agreed. Some students nodded in
agreement; others shrugged their shoulders unknowingly. Mr.
Fairley then prodded the students to brainstorm about what
kinds of things taxes provide for, and once again, students
threw out suggestions--roads, schools, libraries, police.
With this information in mind, the group decided that we
should have "medium" taxes, and then went on to discuss how
much tax different people should pay. The discussion ended
when Mr. Fairley collected the students' written work and
sent them back to their seats.

As with the writing assignments, emphasis was placed on

talk about reading materials, and students were encouraged to

bring in extra information and connect the readings with other

topics they had thought about or were interested in. Mr.

Fairley's emphasis on thoughtfulness, then, was not something

which came out only in interviews; it was something which could be

seen in the day-to-day doing of schooling in his classroom.

The emphasis on talk and discussion was a central aspect of

Mr. Fairley's goal of providing a thoughtful and scholarly

learning environment, and this warrants further examination here.

For this purpose I turn to what Mr. Fairley and I called "fine

line"discussions--events during which thoughtfulness and the

generation of ideas reached a peak.

1Fine line" discussions. "Fine line" discussions were brief,

14-group discussions during which students came as close to a

4 ot. control" as was possible without actually losing control,
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and -ing which the potential for learning was at its peak.

Duri le lines," Mr. Fairley's attention was focused on the

contenu opposed to the process of talk; formal turn-taking

procedures were temporarily suspended in favor of the spontaneous

generation and free flow of ideas.

During an interview at the end of the year, Mr. Fairley

referred to the importance of "bringing the kids right up to that

fine line between . . . the point where they can participate but

not go aver the line to where they can't listen." (Viewing

session, 6/3/83). On another occasion, I noted the following in

my fieldnotes:

Mr. Fairley talked about today's session with reading group
1; specifically, about their eagerness to learn about ice-
bergs, how they float, etc. He said that when he lets every-
one talk at once -- when the whole group is participating --
they are walking a fine line; things would easily get out of
control. He doesn't usually let that kind of participation
go on for long for this reason: he likes the eagerness, but
doesn't want them to get carried away. (fieldnote notes,
5/4/83)

The iceberg lesson to which Mr. Fairley referred provides a

good illustration of what "fine line" discussions looked like.

On 5/4/83, reading group I met to read and discuss "Danger
Afloat," a story about icebergs. The group began with their
usual routine of reading 1-2 pages, stopping to answer Mr.
Fairley's questions, and then returning to the reading. Mr.
Fairley's questions were straightforward: Why do they call
them icebergs? What does berg mean? Where does the iceberg
get its water from? Why are icebergs so dangerous?

Approximately half-way through the lesson, after Mr. Fairley
had just assigned another two pages of reading, David A.
asked what Eskimos are. Mr. Fairley responded by asking
David questions, to get him to look in the story for some
clues. Suddenly the group was talking about igloos--about
how they're made, and whether or not people use them anymore.
Students were not taking turns, but were simultaneously ask-
ing questions and making observations. David eventually won
the floor with his persistent question as to how icebergs
float, and the discussion then turned to general principles
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of floatation. Mr. Fairley drew pictures on the board,
pouring out a continual stream of questions, while the stu-
dents threw out answers and asked their own questions: How?
Why? Turns at talk were not assigned, but followed each
other in rapid succession. Several minutes later (about 10
minutes after David's initial question about Eskimos), Mr.
Fairley ended the discussion by saying, "We'll continue with
icebergs tomorrow. There's a lot of things to learn about
icebergs." (fieldnotes, 5/4/83)

It is difficult to capture "fine line" discussions in a

vignette--the rapid pace and high intensity of talk precludes

written description. My frustration at trying to record a "fine

line" in April, for instance, led me, towards the end of the

discussion, to simply write my impressions: "This is a great

lesson. The brainstorming is wonderful--things are structurally

very loose. (Mr. Fairley) is hardly constraining the children at

all; yet everything seems to be flowing perfectly. The room is

electrified--everyone is involved" (fieldnotes, 4/25/83). I,

too, found myself at the edge of my seat.

The two most important aspects of "fine line" discussions

were, first, the rapid and "natural" pace at which the group moved

from topic to topic (from icebergs to Eskimos, to igloos, to how

things float, to Greenland . . .), and second, the rapid success-

ion of turns at talk, which occurred in a more or less smooth

manner without Mr. Fairley's direction. This latter point is

particularly noteworthy; turns at talk in 2nd - 3rd grade class-.

rooms are usually rigidly assigned and controlled by the teacher.

There are reasons, however, for the high level of teacher

control of turns at talk in second and third grade classrooms--one

can easily imagine the chaos of a classroom in which no con-

straints were placed on students' talk. Children of this age are
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not assumed capable of and are not expected to be able to control

their own turns at talk in large classroom discussions for extend-

ed periods of time. Because of these constraints--the contextual

framing (scholarly discussions), assumptions concerning children's

competence at these kinds of discussions, and the sheer number of

children involved, there are three additional aspects of "fine

line" discussions which are noteworthy: they did not occur fre-

quently, they had a short time duration, and relatively few stu-

dents actively participated.

Across 35 days of observations, I was able to observe only 7

"fine line" discussions. They were clearly not an everyday event.

Moreover, as was stated, they did not last long. The longest

sustained "fine line" discussion lasted approximately 10 minutes;

most "fine lines" lasted between 3 and 6 minutes. They were often

intermittent over a period of 10 to 20 minutes: a discussion

would increase in intensity until it got out of hand, Mr. Fairley

would enforce turn-taking procedures for several minutes, and then

another "fine line" would begin.

Another indication of the difficulties involved in sustaining

"fine lines" is that these discussions took place for the most

part among the members of the highest reading group. Of the seven

"fine_lines" recorded, five occurred during reading group 1

sessions, and two were whole class discussions. Although members

in the two lower reading groups did have discussions, they never

reached the intensity characteristic of "fine lines." "Fine line"

discussions, then, clearly required certain kinds of students--

students who were on top of the material, who were curious and had
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many outside interests, and who were capable of sustaining a non-
44

teacher-directed conversation, even if only for a short time.

Most of these students were in the highest reading group.

Student Enthusiasm

In the previous three sections (wise choices, student respon-

sibility, and cultivating enthusiasm and thoughtfulness), emphasis

has been placed on Mr. Fairley--on his teaching philosophy and on

the implementation of that philosophy in the day to day running of

his classroom. But the atmosphere of a classroom reflects not

only the teacher, and her or his attitudes, goals, and teaching

strategies; rather, it reflects the interaction of the teacher and

a particular set of students. This includes not only the

teacher's attitudes, goals, and teaching strategies, but also the

attitudes, goals, and learning strategies of the students. In the

following two sectionE, therefore, I will discuss the students'

contributions to the atmosphere in Mr. Fairley's classroom. The

focus in this section will be on the high level of enthusiasm

among Mr. Fairley's students; in the following section, I will

focus more specifically on the different types of students present

in the room.

As was made clear in the sections on wise choices, student

responsibility, and group discussions, Mr. Fairley's students did

not need to be prodded to participate. There was no need for

every activity to be devised and monitored by the teacher; rather,

students took on tasks and initiated activities. This, of course,

was one of Mr. Fairley's primary goals, and he worked to encourage
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students' active participation by providing them with the

materials and time to discover and pursue their own interests.

Not all students, however, will necessarily take to this kind of

prodding; thus their overall enthusiasm in this context points to

the caliber of the students in Mr. Fairley's classroom. They

were, in general, a highly motivated and eager group of students.

The students in Mr. Fairley's classroom expressed enthusiasm

about teacher-directed classroom tasks as well as about their own

interests. With regard to the first category, students were

enthusiastic about the whole range of classroom tasks, from the

most mundane, to those allowing for the greatest degree of

creativity. Students did, of course, moan and groan on occasion,

but they often expressed delight when Mr. Fairley initiated even

the most routine tasks. On one occasion, for instance, the class

responded with a unanimous "'YEAH!" when Mr. Fairley announced a

practice session on writing capital letters (fieldnotes 5/4/83).

On another occasion, the class had been having difficulty coming

up with words with short "o" endings. At the end of the lesson,

Mr. Fairley said, "If anybody, including myself, comes up with a

word that ends with a short 'o', stop the class." The students

eagerly picked up the challenge: within ftve minutes, students

were competing to offer their words, and words were still being

volunteered an hour later (fieldnotes 3/1/83).

Other kinds of assignments were also greeted with enthusiasm.

Students were particularly eager to work on writing assignments,

yelling out "YEAH!" when Mr. Fairley presented a writing assign-

ment (fieldnotes 2/9/83), and often seizing any opportunity to
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extend the time spent writing. On one occasion, Mr. Fairley said

that he would give the class one to two minutes to finish an

assignment. The students were writing frantically, and when Mr.

Fairley offered them an additional 13 minutes, the response was,

once again, "YEAH!" (fieldnotes 4/25/83). On yet another occa-

sion, students eagerly accepted Mr. Fairley's offer to take their

assignments home for the weekend (fieldnotes 5/20/83). Again,

this kind of eagerness was not always unanimous; however, most

complaints centered not on having to do the work, but rathc,r on

how to do it.

Another frequent occurrence in Mr. Fairley's classroom

consisted of students participating in activities and tasks that

they were not assigned to. This happened most frequently with

reading groups: a reading group would be having a discussion, and

"outsiders" (children at seatwork) would either stand behind the

group and offer their responses to questions, or they would join

the group, and read along with the group as well as answer ques-
45

tions (fieldnotes 4/22/83, 5/2/83, 5/18/83). Some students

were even interested in completing the worksheets for other

reading groups (fieldnotes 5/4/83). Finally, two students, Fred

and Michael D., initiated their movement from the lowest reading

group_to the middle group. Mr. Fairley kept them in both reading

groups for a period of time, and then let them make the move when

it was clear that they could handle the work. His response to

their desire to move to a higher reading group was overwhelmingly

positive: "That's the kind of enthusiasm that I like . . . two



oeys vino do everything they possibly can." (fieldnotes
46

5/13/83)

There wnre also occasions on which students went out of their

way (this usually occurred after the class had been dismissed for

lunch) to talk with Mr. Fairley about particular topics. On

2/23/83, for instance, Brad and David A. had a lunch-time conver-

sation with Mr. Fairley about Cinquain poetry--about the

difficulty of finding just the right words, etc. Another lunch-

time conversation focused on Kon Tiki--the theories behind it and

the routes it followed (fieldnotes 3/11/83).

Finally, as has been made clear in some of the previous

sections, students responded eagerly (and in appropriate

"scholarly" fashion) to opportunities for creative and self-moti-

vated activity and thinking. "Wise choices" time was usually a

very productive time, and Mr. Fairley often had to work to keep

discussions (especially student-initiated "fine lines") from

getting out of hand. The students in this classroom, then, were

particularly well suited to Mr. Fairley's teaching strategies, and

for the most part reacted positively, pushing not only themselves,

but Mr. Fairley as well.

Identity Types

Not all the students in Mr. Fairley's classroom were the

same, however, and enthusiasm, eagerness and zeal were not

uniform characteristics of all the students. There were, rather,

different types of students, each contributing different pieces of

the classroom's atmosphere. In this section, therefore, I will
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focus on the types of students present in Mr. Fairley's classroom.

During a discussion on saliency, Mr. Fairley elaborated three

broad ,._trat:e.gories of students. I noted the following in my notes:

(Mr. Fairley) elaborated on his criteria for salience. Of
least importance are the children with academic needs--those
who simply need to be pushed a little . . . Next in impor-
tance are the children with extraordinary intellectual
skills--the creative and enthusiastic children who voluntari-
ly engage in "extras." Finally, and most importanL:, are the
children who need extra help and attention from the teacher.
(memo 1/27/84)

To these broad categories, I would add a fourth: the "average"

students, those whose academic performance was quite adequate, and

who didn't have any outstanding needs in either direction. I will
47

discuss each of these groups in turn.

1) The Model Students/Scholars. In the section on "fine

lines," I pointed out that there was a certain group of students

who were at the core of these typ3s of discussions. Although most

students in the vicinity of a "fine line" rarticipated in some way

or another, it was those students who participated 1...lot only as

listeners but 1.so as talkers who best represent the model, or

scholarly, category of student.

Mr. Fairley's definition of a model student for this parti-

cular school year was best realized by Eric. After a before

school conversation with Mr. Fairley about Eric, I noted the

following in my notes:

(Mr. Fairley) started talking about Eric . . . (he) had spent
some t'l.me talkir with him during free time yesterday after-
noor ric is very apologetic about not getting all his work
done on time; he meticulous and a perfectionist. (Mr.

Fairley) laughed and said that that is exactly what he cares
about--that is how he'd like all the children to be. Eric
doesn't get all his work done, but what he does he does
wellhe always does a good job. What's important, says (Mr.
Fairley), is quality . . . He feels that Eric is on the right
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track--most other children are just worried about getting the
work done and over with. (fieldnote notes 3/25/83)

On yet another occasion, I noted the following:

Eric really concentrates on his work and takes time to think
about what he's doing. Although he often doesn't get the
work finished, what he does get finished is high quality.
(Mr. Fairley) would like Eric's attitude to be a model for
the other children. (fieldnote notes 5/9/83)

Eric was clearly a serious student who was concerned about

learning: he was what Mr. Fairley called a scholar. But a

scholar was not simply a sevious student who worked hard to

complete all classroom tasks. In addition to this characteristic,

a scholar was also someone who was curious, who thought about

things in new and different ways, who sought out new information

wherever it could be found, and who was enthusiastic about

learning.

Eric exhibited all these characteristics. He was, first of

all, continuely asking questions. On one occasion, for instance,

the class was discussing a fable in which a lion is convinced by

his future father-in-law to have his claws and teeth removed. The

children were trying to decide between several alternative morals

to the story, when Eric stopped Mr. Fairley to ask if a cat

without claws and teeth is really a cat (fieldnotes 3/29/83). On

another occasion, Eric, along with two other students who also fit

into Ehe category of model student, spent half the lunch period

asking Mr. Fairley questions about longitude and latitude,

compasses, sextants, the prime meridian, etc. (interview 3/7/83).

One of Eric's characteristics, then, was curiosity, and he never

hesitated to pursue his interests, be it through asking direct

questions, or asking questions on where to look for answers (on
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one occasion, for instance, he asked Mr. Fairley a series of

questions about the Thesaurus; Mr. Fairley noted this as an

example of "extras" [fieldnote notes 2/17/83]).

The example given above of Eric's question concerning cats

without claws also illustrates his ability to think about things

in different ways. There were other occasions when he set himself

off from the rest f the class. On 3/7/83, students were told to

draw a picture to i5o ;ylong with a poem Mr. Fairley had put on the

board. Before beginning the assignment, Mr. Fairley had the

children brainstorm about the kinds of things they might include

in their pictures. As Mr. Fairley listed dhe suggestions on the

board, Eric interrupted to protest; "I'm talking about the inside

of the boat--they're all talking about the outside" (fieldnotes

3/7/83).

Finally, Eric knew about things one would not normally expect

someone of his age to know. For instance, when Mr. Fairley

suggested world hunger as a possible topic to be included in a

writing assignment, Eric made a point about Rnosevelt's picture on

dimes, and then went on to explain the phrase "brother can you

spare a dime" (fieldnotes 3/29/83). As Mr. Fairley once stated,

"Eric's a neat little boy and knows a thousand things" (interview

2/24/03).

The scholar, then, was someone who was intelligent, did

quality work, and was above all enthusiastic and excited about

learning. Ideally, the scholar was also well-behaved. The

scholar's enthusiasm, however, often caused her or him to get

carried away. Even Eric, the ideal scholar in this classroom, was
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known for being "hyper" (fieldnote notes 3/29/83), and there was

only one other student in this category (Teresa) who was as well-

behaved as Eric. The remaining four scholars (Doug, Mandy, David

A., and Brad) were all known as "talkers"--they were loud and

excitable.

The point to be made here is that the creative intelligence

of the model student in this classroom sometimes manifested itself

in unruly behavior, in the breaking of rules, and in a failure to

always complete classroom tasks. David A., for instance, was

continually talking out of turn, and he often only turned in a few

sentences for a writing assignment; but the sentences and the

ideas behind them were of high quality (fieldnotes, 3/29/83).

This is what mattered most to Mr. Fairley; David A. thought

(fieldnote notes 2/23/83). It was as if a student who did not go

off the beaten path could not be a scholar--they had to be

constantly pushing against boundaries, and if some of those bound-

aries included the conventions of classroom behavior, it was both
48

understandable and reasonable.

This notion of the model student as intelligent, creative,

and somewhat unruly fits in well with the atmosphere in Mr.

Fairley's classroom, as presented in previous sections. In a

classroom in which students are given responsibility and the

opportunity to pursue their own interests, and in which emphasis

is placed on lively discussion, rules, regulations, and highly

conformist behavior are inevitably considered secondary rather

than primary. This was clearly the case with the model students,

who not only contributed a great deal to the "intense" atmosphere
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of the classroom, but who als,0 had e 2ositive impact on the other,

perhaps less self-motivatad students in the room.

2) The Academic Problem. The academic problem students, as

dafInta above, were ehose students who "simply need to be pushed a

little" (memo 1/27/84). The academic problem category, however,

was made up of a diverse group of students who had a wide range of

academic difficulties.

The five students in this group may be split into two groups:

those who did simply need to be pushed into putting out more

effort and those who were only capable of going so far--who had

shortcomings in their abilities.

The first group contained two students, Shannon and Michael

R. Shannon was a very intelligent student, one whom Mr. Fairley

felt was not working up to her abilities. In this sense, she was

not an academic problem because her work was below grade level;

rather, she was an academic problem because her work was below her

level. Shortly after beginning the research project I wrote the

following in my notes:

(Mr. Fairley) said that he really likes her (Shannon) a
lot, but that sometimes she infuriates him. He said that he
doesn't give her work that is too hard because she doesn't do
well, but that when he gives her easier work she's finished
in two minutes and then she becomes a problem. He thinks
that Shannon probably knows a lot more than she lets on, and
that she could do much harder work. He said that one time
Doug put "I don't understand" on one of his papers--(Mr.
Fairley) understood this, because it was an unusually hard
assignment. But Shannon caught on to it and started writing
that on papers that (Mr. Fairley) knew she could do.
(fieldnote notes 2/28/83)

Later in the year, when Hr. Fairley was discussing his goals for

the remainder of the year, he stated that his goal for Shannon was

to get her to push herself a little harder:
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. . she's been left behind by a number of kids in the class
who . . . read about as well as she did in the beginning of
the year and have moved on by . . . maybe they would have
moved by anyway, maybe that's just the type of person(s)
that they are (and) that she is, but I'm feeling, "Gee, I

don't think Shannon has gotten or has pushed herself as hard
as I would have liked to see her," so I end up turning the
heat on her a little bit to get a little bit more from her.
(interview 3/7/83)

Mr. Fairley had this problem with Shannon throughout the school

year, and although she seemed quite capable of it, she never moved

from the middle reading group to the highest reading group--

despite the fact that she was one of the top readers in the class

at the beginning of the year. Mr. Fairley said that he realized

that school work was not Shannon's first priority, but he always

felt frustrated when he knew that someone wasn't working to their

full potential (fieldnote notes 5/4/83).

Michael R. presented a somewhat different case. He was

clearly not as "manipulative" as Shannon, and Mr. Fairley was often

not sure if Michael was incapable or simply not interested (field-

note notes 3/11/83). He did feel, however, that Michael was

"immature," and that patience, coupled with a little prodding,

would be helpful (fieldnote notes 5/6/83). The following vignette

of a seatwork session in early March illustrates the ways in which

Mr. Fairley worked to increase Michael's motivation and

persistence:

After the preliminary activities of the morning had been
taken care of (attendance, etc.), Mr. Fairley assigned a
worksheet which the children were to complete before moving
on to individual reading folder work. The worksheets were
distributed according to membership in reading groups; the
worksheet given to the group of which Michael was a member
consisted of three parts, dealing with phonics skills,
matching events to stories recently read, and fill-in-the-
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blank sentences. The teacher told the children to do the
worksheet "like a test."

Shortly after seatwork began, Mr. Fairley sat at a table
in the back of the room. Children who had questions or
needed to have their worksheets or reading folder units
corrected started to go to the table. Mr. Fairley also got
up periodically to get new materials for children working on
reading folders.

Approximately 15 minutes into the seatwork session, Mr.
Fairley got up to go to the reading folder progress chart (on
the wall). Michael, who was seated in the back row (close to
the table), was talking with the boy sitting next to him.
Mr. Fairley went to their desks, told Michael's neighbor to
get back to work, and asked Michael, "how are you coming on
that stuff? . . . Put that envelope away" (he had been
drawing on an envelope). Mr. Fairley then went to the
progress chart, after which he returned to the back cable.

Almost immediately, Michael went to the table with his
worksheet. Several children were waiting in line to see Mr.
Fairley, but he skipped over them and asked, "All done
Michael?" He wasn't. Mr. Fairley helped him to answer one
of the questions and then sent him back to his seat. He
resumed his work with the other children. After a minute or
so, he got up to go to the front of the room, stopping at
Michael's desk on the way to ask once again if he had
finished. Upon receiving a negative reply, Mr. Fairley
helped Michael with another question and then said, "That's
it, keep on going, you'll be done in no time."

By this time, most of the children had completed a unit
in their reading folders as well as their worksheets, and
some of them were wandering around the room and talking. Mr.
Fairley went to the front of the room and made arrangements
with the class for turn-taking on the computer. As soon as
this was settled, he teturned to Michael's desk. Michael was
now almost half-wxy done with the worksheet. Mr. Fairley
said, "We have to stay with it all the way through--keep
going," and then he cleared off all the "extra" papers from
Michael's desk, telling him that he should have no dis-
tractions. Mr. Fairley returned to the back table and
corrected the remaining reading folder work. The amount of
talking in the class increased as the children were getting
ready for break time.

Once again, Michael brought his worksheet to Mr.
Fairley. He had now completed two of the three sections.
Mr. Fairley went over the directions for the third section,
said, "OK, Michael, now the last part," and sent him back to
his seat. He then went to the front of the room and told
everyone to stop for break.
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Two hours later, when the children were getting ready
for lunch, Mr. Fairley said that those children whom he had
down for talking and those who had not completed their
assignments had to stay after the others were dismissed. Six
children were on the teacher's list for talking; Michael was
the only child who hadn't completed his assignments. Michael
sat still while the teacher reprimanded the "talkers" (3-4
minutes). After the teacher dismissed the talkers, he sat
down near Michael and said, "Michael, when I looked up from
the reading groups this morning you were just looking like
that" (he had put on a "spaced out" expression). He then
told him that he needs to put some effort into his work, and
sent him to lunch.

From Mr. Fairley's perspective, Michael, for whatever reaons,

lacked motivation. As illustrated by the vignette, Mr. Fairley

reacted to this assessment of Michael by keeping tabs on him

during work sessions, and by "checking in" with Michael as often

as he thought was necessary to keep him going. In the end, Mr.

Fairley retained Michael so that he could work with him during the

following year as well.

The problems of the remaining three academic problem

students, Tracy, Crystal, and Terrell, centered nr- .70 much on
49

motivation as on ability. All three students according to

Mr. Fairley, information processing difficulties (fieldnote notes

2/4/83). Terrell, for instance, had problems "catching on"

(fieldnote notes 2/28/83). Tracy would occasionally have

difficulty finding the right page in a reading book (fieldnotes

2/23/85), would get confused by a table of contents (fieldnotes

5/2/83), and on one occasion, used words meant for a different

reading group (written on a separate section of the board) to

complete a fill-in-the-blank exercise (fieldnotes 2/25/83).

Crystal had similar problems with these kinds of exercises and

would often focus on the fill-in-the-blank words rather than on
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the sentences the words were to be used to complete (fieldnote

notes, 2/28/83). Crystal would also occasionally read an entire

story without understanding a key word (e.g. she would read a

story on tarpits without knowing what a tarpit was) (interview

3/7/83). Both Crystal and Tracy tried very hard; thus their poor

academic performance did not reflect a lack of effort. As Mr.

Fairley stated in an interview:

After you left today I sat down with Crystal
. . . and

explained . . . "Crystal, I'm not upset with the way you're
behaving. I'm not upset with how hard you're trying when you
work, I'm not upset with your attitude, I am upset with, I
explain a certain procedure to do your work with and then you
go back and forget the procedure. (interview 3/7/83)

The academic problem group, then, consisted of students who

lacked in either effort or ability (or some combination thereof).

Mr. Fairley showed less patience with the former than with the

latter, but his strategy in all cases was to keep tabs on these

students, push them to their potential, and give them as much

extra help as he could. Although none of these students partici-

pated actively or productively in "fine line" discussions or any

of the other "high level" activities in Mr. Fairley's classroom,

they all made progress over the course of the school year.

3) The Needy Group. Mr. Fairley defined this "most impor-

tant":category as consisting of those children "who need extra

help and attention from the teacher" (memo 1/27/84). All the

students in the academic problem group needed extra help and

attention, to be sure; however, only one, Tracy, really fit into

the needy group. The other needy student was Moni(a.
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Perhaps the most important characteristic of Tracy and Monica

was that they needed, at some level, to be protected--they brought

out Mr. Fairley's protective tendencies. Both were "special"

children. Tracy, for her part, was a former special education

student. Tracy came up in conversation on the second day of my

research in Mr. Fairley's room, and I noted the following:

(Mr. Fairley) told me about Tracy--she used to be in special
education, got teased a lot by the other children, etc. She
stands out--she's awkward and doesn't always catch on to what
the rest of the class is doing. When she first came into the
class, some of the children would tease her. (Mr. Fairley)
said he threatened two of the children--said that if their
difficulties continued, somebody would have to leave the
class and that it wouldn't be either him or Tracy. (fieldnote
notes 2/4/83)

Tracy stood out not only because of her academic difficulties, but

also because she was older and taller than any of the other

students in the room. She seemed to be very sensitive about all

these aspects of herself. In her first journal entry, for

instance, she wrote about her fears of getting answers wrong and

of being laughed at (fieldnote notes 2/9/83). Her sensitivity to

her height also came out clearly when the students were picking

partners for field trips. As Mr. Fairley stated,

I . . . notice that Tracy starts to stand up, but she also is
a little nervous about standing up. I don't think she likes
to stand up, she's tall in the class and she doesn't like to
stand up in front of everybody else, and she's not sure, I
think she still worries . . . that when she stands up that
somebody will say, "Oh, I don't (want) Tracy to go with us,"
because she had such a hard time when she was in another
class . . . and in a year and a half we haven't quite been
able to convince her that, you know, it'll be all right
(viewing session 6/ /83).

On another occasion, after a school-wide assembly in which

children were encouraged to participate, Mr. Fairley said that he

was glad that Tracy had not participated:
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. . she can be kind of awkward in her movements at times .

. In a controlled situation here in class, she can act
silly and get away with it, but . . . I think that kids that
are tall and large for their age and for their grade

. . .

are the kind of kids that people look at right away, and I
was very glad that she didn't get up there. (interview,
2/24/83)

Tracy, in sum, was shy, awkward, and sensitive. Mr. Fairley,

then, provided her not only with extra academic help, but also

with protection. This included punishing students who teased her

(e.g., by taking away recess privileges [interview 6/9/83]), and

als-D protecting her from other school personnel who wanted to put

her back into a special education program (fieldnote notes
50

5/20/83, 6/14/83).

Monica was not a special education student, but like Tracy,

she had special needs. Monica was Mexican-born and was new to

the U.S. and to English. Her parents spoke hardly any English at

all. This was her second year with Mr. Fairley.

Monica was, above all, extremely shy. Unlike the other

children in the room, she interacted with me only once or twice

during my entire stay in the classroom (almost five months), and

spent most of her time with the other Spanish-speaking student in

the room, Paula. She was extremely well-behaved, and would never

give up on a task until she had done it properly (fieldnote notes,

5/2/83).

Although Monica, unlike Tracy, was never laughed at by the

other students in the room, Mr. Fairley was very affectionate and

protective towards her. He often patted her on the head and gave

her hugs, and he always chose Monica to ride with him on field

trips: "I like to take Monica because I still worry about her
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getting mixed (up) and getting lost or something, and I probably

shouldn't because she's pretty grown-up and she knows what she's

doing" (interview, 6/9 /83).

Both Tracy and Monica, then, were extremely shy and sensitive

studclits, who seemed to call out for attention, affection, and

protection. From Mr. Fairley's perspective, they were two of the

most important students in his room.

4) The Normal/Average Students. The above three groups of

students were those who stcod out the most for Mr. Fairley, either

because of their superior intelligence and creativity, their

difficulties with academic tasks, or their general neediness.

Almost half of the students in Mr. Fairley's class (11 of 23) did

not fit into any of these categories and were what I would call

normal, or average, students. In the day-to-day press of class-

room life, in which Mr. Fairley had to attend to the demands of 23

children, those with the greatest needs (i.e., those who needed

challenging tasks, extra help, or sensitive attention) were the

most salient.

Of the groups discussed so far, however, the students in the

average category had the greatest affinity with the model

students, or scholars. As noted in the section on student

enthusiasm, the overall atmosphere of the room was lively and

eager. Although the average students were rarely the major par-

ticipants in "fine lines," they participated eagerly in non-fine

line reading discussions, in discussions on writing assignments,

and in the writing assignments themselves.
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The average student group, then, wa,, a -umewhat toned down

version of the scholar group. Although not s 4nt-.1"gent or

creative as the scholar), Mr. Fairley considered all the average

students to be intelligent. They worked hard, for the most part,

and often went beyond required tasks to pursue their own

interests. Fred and Chris, for instance, requested that Mr.

Fairley move them from the lower to the middle reading group

(fieldnote notes 4/22/83), and for a period of time they did the

work for both reading groups. They, not Mr. Fairley, initiated

this move. Another average student, David P., had a tendency to

write a great deal for writing assignments, had a very good

memory for detail (fieldnote notes 2/17/83), and was often

interested in learning new things (fieldnote notes 2/15/83).

Finally, Marty was known for his distinctive writing style

(fieldnote notes 5/16/83).

The average students were average, then, only in relation to

the high intelligence and creativity levels of the scholars. They

did not go quite as far as the scholars did, did not produce as

high quality work, and did not come up with as many novel ideas.

They also were not as unruly as the model students; in contrast to

such students as David A., and Doug, the average students were

extremely well-behaved and well-mannered--they were quieter, more

courteous, and more respectful, both of Mr. Fairley and their

peers.

Again, the average students were "average" only when compared

with the model students. In another classroom, in another year,

they may very well have been considered above average. Along with
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the model students, then, the average students contributed a great

deal to the "intensity" of Mr. Fairlay's classroom, and partici-

pated fully and enthusiastically in the learning process.
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NOTES
1

Phi a Laotian student, presented a unique case. See
footnote 22, page 46, below.

2

This one-sidedness held for only one other group of stu-
dents, the chronic behavior problems (the majority of whose char-
acteristics were seen as negative and detrimental); all other
groups were characterized by a mixture of positive and negative
attributes.

3

I am using the pronoun "he" here because there were no girls
in the category of "model student." This absence reflects (in
part) Mr. Fairley's differing perceptions of girls'and boys' aca-
demic abilities. See pp. 49-51 for further discussion of those
differences.

4

Indeed, from an observer's perspective, it seemed that,
rather than talking to Scott in between his other activities, the
tasks of taktng attendance, etc., were attended to at convenient
points (pauses) in the conversation--i.e., the discussion with
Scott was, for those few moments, the focus of Mr. Fairley's
attention.

5

Since Pat M. was a member of both the above average and the
chronic behavior problems groups, and will therefore be discussed
in more detail later, the focus in this section will be on Becky.

6

These two instances serve to illustrate the nature of the
assumptions shared by Mr. Fairley and myself. In Becky's case, we
both seemed to have similar ways of seeing and reacting to "lazi-
ness."

7

Note the reference to boys' "extra" interests--"just about
every other boy in the class." This perceived difference between
boys and girls with regard to "extra" interests is discussed on p.
50.

8

This quote provides a good example of the ways in which Mr.
Fairley constructed identity types. Note how Jarrod and Shane (the
other two chronic problem students) are separated from the rest of
the boys (see above footnote), and how Pat is grouped with them on
the basis of a lack of "extra" interests.
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9

Who,. -.his looked like with regard to Jarrod and Shane will
be in more detail below, in the section on academic
problem dents.

10

See pp. 66-67 bel,.:v for discuLsion of the ways in which Mr.
Fairley invoked this conrest set.

11

As in the section on model students, the pronoun "he" is
used here because here were no female chronic problem students.
See the section on episodic problem students, below, for discus-
sion of different perceptions of problem behavior based on gender.

12

Shane and Jarrod were friends. Mr. Fairley saw this as a
problem, insofar as they seemed to influence each other in nega-
tive ways. He therefore made periodic attempts to keep them
apart, and to get them more involved with other students who might
influence them in positive ways.

In addition to trying to minimize the influence they had on each
other, Mr. Fairley also tried to minimize Jarrod's and Shane's
influence on new students. For instance, when a new student
joined the class in March, I wrote the following in my notes:

(Mr. Fairley) showed me David W's report card from his last
school. He pointed to the word "aggressive" and said that he
hoped David W. wouldn't turn out to be another Shane or Jarrod.
He also mentioned that he was pleased that Pat M. wasn't here
today. (Note the connections between Shane, Jarrod and Pat M.).
(Mr. Fairley) wants to try to get David W. in with the good crowd,
like Scott and Josh. (fieldnote notes 3/26/84)

13

I would speculate here that such "timing" was also practiced
by the model students, who, as a consequence, probably managed to
always do the right thing at the right time (for example, raising
hands or calling out answers at the exact moment when Mr. Fairley
expected students to do so, and not several moments too early or
late). If this were the case I would expect it to be less notice-
able than the opposite tendency (always doing the wrong thing at
the wrong time), i.e., the students would be perceived as acting
"normally."
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14

At times this obliviousness seemed as frustrating for Mr.
Fairley as hostility or defiance. I recorded the following in
another context: "Mr. Fairley told me that Shane feels no guilt -
he just thinks he can do . . . things and get away with it, and he
isn't really concerned about getting in trouble." (fieldnote
notes, 5/25/84)

15

See pp. 13-14, above for definitions of class.

16

More examples of the home-life explanatory framework are
given below.

17

Again, the belief in and practice of the value was more
important to Mr. Fairley than the actual economic situation. For
instance:

There are families that are just lower economic and still have
mother and father and still hold on to . . . you know, to values
of taking care of things, taking care of their family, haveing
pride. You don't want the teacher to see that you're poor. You
want to, you know, you wear your best clothes to school. Um,
families that, if you didn't know, through some records or free
lunch, you wouldn't know that they were not middle class. Like
Jason. You wouldn't know that he's not a middle class family if
you didn't know other things about him. (interview, 5/4/84)

Jason, then, although most likely in the same economic bracket as
Shane and Jarrod, did not act lower class: he was "taught to take
care of things." (interview, 5/4/84)

18

These latter commenrs indicate that Mr. Fairley recognized
the importance of economics; i.e., if both parents had to work, it
was unlikely that there would always be an adult at home to take
care of and supervise the child. Again, however, the notions of
value and commitment seemed to override economics. For instance:

What do you say to your child to make them come in and sit in
their seats? . . . I know the answer for it--it's just that, is
somebody going to make a commitment? It's a life-long commitment
to your children--over and over and over . . . I mean go over and
over-to reteach and reteach and reteach--something flashing out
every time you do something wrong. (interview 5/4/84)

19

Although this statement seems to indicate that Mr. Fairley
saw all his students within the context of their home lives,
references to the family situations of children other than She
and Jarrod were rare, and were most often made for purposes of
contrast with the situations of Shane and Jarroo.
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zu

Recall that one of the characteristics of the above average
student was that s/he was judged to be smarter than s/he demon-
strated through his/her work. Pat M., then, was able to have good
academic standing (as measured by test scores), and yet still be
seen as performing way below capacity.

21

There was some evidence, however, that Mr. Fairley thought
Shane wasn't only unmotivated. On 3/26/84, when Mr. Fairley
announced to the class that anyone not seated would have to stay
after school, Shane turned and told me that I would have to stay
after school, since I was standing. I later made the following
notation in my notes: "Mr. Fairley expressed a little surprise at
Shane's being able to turn (his) words around to accuse me--he
didn't think Shane was that smart" (fieldnote notes, 3/26/84)

22

There was one other child, Phi, who also had academic
difficulties. These difficulties, however, were the result of a
language problem (Phi was just learning English), and started to
disappear rapidly as his English improved. I would speculate that,
had he known English at the beginning of the year, he would have
been categorized as a model student. Indeed, at the end of the
year, Mr. Fairley stated, "I suspect that it won't be long before
you see Phi near the top of his class." (interview, 6/13/84)

23

The phrase "more or less" is used here beacuse two of these
students, Margie and Tonya, were also part of the episodic problem
group, which shared some negative behavior patterns and personal-
ity traits. (see below, pp. 52-55.) Unlike with Shaae and Jarrod,
however, these negative patterns and traits were not perceived as
being the cause of those girls' academic problems.

24

On one level, it may be stated that the norm for girls was
the absence of "extras," while the norm for boys was their pre-
sence. That at least the latter was the case is illustrated by
the following quote, in which Mr. Fairley coplains about the lack
of "extra" interests on the part of Pat M., Shane and Jarrod, the
three chronic behavior problem students:

You know, he (Pat M.) doesn't seem all that interested in astrono-
my or . . . anything in particular. I don't see him having . . .

interest in those . . . shark books. I see David and Phi and Pat
and Jeremy and Michael and Josh--just about every other boy in the
class interested in them, except for Shane and Jarrod. But Pat,
who has all the intellectual abilities, doesn't seem all that
interested in them. (interview, 12/15/83)



25

This did not seem to be an absolute, however. See be low,
p. 105 for a comparison with Mr. Fairley's class from last year,
in which he considered a girl to be one of the brightest students
in the class.

26

Here, as with Jarrod and Shane, Mr. Fairley may have been
making causal connections between behavior and academic perform-
ance.

27

I am using the pronoun "she" here because all the episodic
problem students were girls.

28

This quote provides a good example of how Mr. Fairley con-
structed identity types. Note how he names the students in list-
like fashion, based on st.ailarities in their behaviors.

29

The statements, "they have all learned a great deal this
year," and "they all have done good work" seems to contradict
Margie's and Tonya's statuses as academic problem students. I

would claim, however, that this "contradiction" points to the
complexities of Mr. Fairley's sense-making more than to discrepan-
cies in his thinking. In other words, perceived attributes were
neither fixed nor absolute, but varied in salience with context.
In this context, then, in which emphasis is not on academic per-
formance per se, general and relative statements about academic
performance are being used to make a point about the episodic
nature of these students' misbehaviors.

.30

Although the chronic behavior problems did on occasion
attempt to make amends for their misbehavior, this was not a
pattern with them. Shane for instance, seemingly did not even
know when to stop misbehaving, let alone make amends: "Now if he
makes a mistake, so big deal, he goes right on making another
mistake." (interview, 5/4/84)

31

This is not meant to indicate that these students were
unimportant in Mr. Fairley's eyes. Although they may have been
less salient on a practical level than some other students (they
rarely presented problems that necessitated Mr. Fairley's imme-
diate attention), they were nevertheless emotionally salient.

From a researcher's perspective, however, the average students
were less salient than other students, and at times seemed almost
"invisible." For this reason--and despite Mr. Fairley's recogni-
tion of this student type, and "approval", so to speak, of this
section of the paper--the "average student" type seems somewhat
tenuous to me.
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32

A defiant attitude seems more in keeping with the chronic
behavior problem than with the episodic behavior problem. Again,
however, the notion of consistency is important here. Note, also,
the language used: Nedra is described as being "bratty" and
"spoiled," not "hostile" or "confrontive". This fits Mr. Fair-
ley's perception that girls are less defiant, and perhaps more
accommodating to authority, than boys.

33

This taken-for-grantedness reflects something of the rela-
tionship between Mr. Fairley and myself. Having worked together
for an extended period of time, we came to develop sets of shared
assumptions: we both knew that Josh was a good reader, and nei-
ther of us was surprised about it, so there was no need to comment
on it--it remained implicit. Perhaps this kind of giveness with
respect to Josh's reading may not have been present had Mr. Fair-
ley and I only met this year.

34

Since the study did not begin until February, I was not able
to observe the introduction and establishment of "wise choices."
I was able, however, to observe Mr. Fairley at the beginning of
the following school year. Based on those observations, I would
speculate that Mr. Fairley introduced and explained "wise choices"
explicitly, with particular emphasis on being wise in one's
choices, and that he then monitored his students' activities
during this event until he felt satisfied that their choices were
indeed wise.

35

On occasion, the burden became excessive, and Mr. Fairley
felt constrained to put limits on student activities. On 6/10/83,
for instance there was a great deal of noise in the room, and Mr.
Fairley was having difficulties running the reading groups. After
telling the class that "It doesn't matter to me if you're doing
reading, writing, or math, as long as you work quietly," Mr.
Fairley had each child say what she or he was planning to work on.
He then went on to say that if they all worked on different
things, he couldn't tell how much work they did--it would be
easier to measure their progress if they were all working on the
same assignment. He concluded by saying that working on different
things is okay if they work quietly--it's only a problem if
they're noisy (fieldnotes, 6/10/83). There was a balance, then,
between trying to accommodate individual students, and running a
classroom.

36

Again, since I was not present during the first half of the
school year, there is no way to document the process of this
"weaning." There was a trend during the second half of the year,
however, of giving fewer and fewer explanations of worksheet
directions. On this basis, I would speculate that Mr. Fairley
began the school year by providing explicit and detailed inter-
pretations of directions, and only gradually handed this responsi-
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bility over to the students as one means of getting ehe children
to think for themselves.

37

There was, of course, a balance here. Mr. Fairley paid very
close attention to which students had weaknesses in which areas,
and often approached them. He was also attuned to those students
who were too shy to ask for help. The point, it seems, is that
Mr. Fairley wanted helping interactions to work both ways: there
is a difference between a teacher determining that a child needs
help in a certain area and the child taking a more active stance
by seeking out help or information.

The balance, however, was a delicate one. The goal was to get
students to take some responsibility without, on the one hand,
leaving them in the lurch, and on the other, encouraging students
to constantly seek Mr. Fairley out for help on every detail of a
task.

38

Although, as discussed in the section on "wise choices," Mr.
Fairley often permitted students to modify these assignments.

39

As be stated in an interview, 'lave found that the best
way to help a child is just to keep v ,ving questions on them,
just ask them questions and questions . ." (interview, 2/24/83)

40

There were three reading groups. On one of each of the
eight days, I was unable to record the reading questions for one
of the groups.

41

This series is a particularly good example of how Mr. Fair-
ley worked to make a seeming "nonsense story" relevant.

42

Questions of this nature were not distributed evenly among
all the reading groups. Of the 21 sets of questions collected,
the distribution of "extra" questions and no "extra" questions was
as follows:

"Extra" questions No "extra" questions

Group 1 6 Group 1 1

Group 2 3 Group 2 4
Group 3 2 Group 3 5

The higher level groups were clearly expected (and given the
opportunity) to move beyond the story more frequently than were
the lower level groups.
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This is a good example of the way in which Mr. Fairley
worked to accommodate students' questions, and to encourage them
to look for information anywhere it can be found (even a Charlie
Brown T7 show is legitimate).

4 4

These students will be discussed further in the section on
student types.

43

Mr. Fairley did on occasion send an outsider back to
their seat, but this was usually because he felt that the outsider
in question had not completed her or his seatwork. (fieldnotes
5/18/83)

46

Mr. Fairley raised his voice to make this statement, so that
,--,,ervone in the room could hear. It was one of the ways in which
he Q:ncouraged students to work to their full potential.

47

It is important to note here that the ranking of these
categories reflects who stood out the most for Mr. Fairley, and
not necessarily who he attended to the most. The "least impor-
tant" category, for instance, (those with academic needs), re-
ceived a great deal of in-class attention from Mr. Fairley.

48

This is not to say that Mr. Fairley did not get annoyed with
these students--they were frequently reprimanded. Behind his
reprimands, however, there was a sense of tolerance, based on the
high intelligence of these students.

49

Terrell was somewhere between the two categories of motiva-
tion problem vs. ability problem--Mr. Fairley did on occasion
state that Terrell could understand more if he tried a little
harder. (fieldnote notes 5/13/83)

50

According to Mr. Fairley, the special education teacher was
not very sensitive, and what Tracy needed, above all, was a sensi-
tive teacher. (fieldnote notes, 5/20/83)

Mr. Fairley did such a good job of instillir; confidence in Tracy
that her mother, with whom I am acquainted, still praises him
(Tracy left Mr. Fairley's classroom three years ago).



Chapter 6

CASE STUDIES OF FOUR BEGINNING TEACHERS:

LEARNING PRACTICAL WAYS OF SEEING

This chapter focuses on the practical things on which four
novice teachers concentrated during their first year of practice.
The first section describes some significant teacher observations
recorded between September and December. The second section
discusses the teachers' views of their work from January to March.
Finally, the third section presents teachers' end-of-the-school-
year observations as they were recorded between April and June.
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CASE STUDIES OF FOUR BEGINNING TEACHERS:

LEARNING PRACTICAL WAYS OF SEEING

Introduction

Absent from most of the literature about teachers' practice

is research on how novice teachers make sense of daily actions

that occur in their classrooms. Perrone (1976) and Brophy and

Good (1984) suggested that teachers have not had opportunities to

examine their practices, nor have they been encouraged to do so.

The Teachers' Practical Ways of Seeing Project provided a forum in

which four beginning teachers reflected on their practice by

keeping journals, taking notes, and participating in audiotaped

interviews with project personnel. In addition to supplying

needed research, these opportunities for reflection and structured

discussion proved to be of great value to the teachers themselves

in understanding their own practice and motivation.

This three-part report will focus on some of the practical

things these four novice teachers concentrated upon during their

first year of practice. Section 1, called "The Settling In

Period," describes some significant teacher observations which

were recorded between September and December. The second section,

"The Critical Teaching Months," discusses the teachers' views of

their work from January to March. Finally, Section 3, "The Home

Stretch," presents teachers' end-of-the-school-year observations

as they were recorded between April and June.

The participants are four first-year teachers, all of whom

had been trained in alternative educational preservice programs at
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Michigan State University. These new teachers will be referred to

in this report as B-1, B-2, B-3, and B-4.

B-1 is a second-grade, first-year teacher in a well-estab-

lished Protestant school system in a mid-Michigan setting.

B-2 teaches pre-kindergarten four-year-olds. She works in a

Protestant school outside the city of Detroit that was designed to

be an elementary preparatory school for urban students. She was

hired two weeks after school started.

B-3 works with fourth graders in a Roman Catholic school in a

mid-Michigan suburban community. She joined the schoo: staff

three weeks after school had opened.

B-4 started work with her first graders the first day t>t

school in a middle-class suburban, mid-Michigan city.

The real names of all participants in this report have been

withheld; pseudonyms have been used to protect persons an loca-

tions in the project.

The data base in this report comes from 24 hours of audio-

taped interview conversations between four beginning teachers and

the personnel in this project. Section 1 is based on fifteen

hours of interview discussion, while Section 2 is based on 4

hours and Section 3 on 5 hours of discussion.

In an article on teacher-researcher deliberations, Florio-

Ruane and Dohanich (1984) stated that "teachers have a great deal

to teach those who study them." This report describes What begin-

ning teachers focus upon during their first weeks, first months,

first year of teaching. Although an attempt has been made to

transcribe their comments as accurately as possible, all of their
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observations and stories can never be fully reproduced, even with

the best intentions. So it is in this limited, yet honest, effort

that we share these findings.

Section 1: The Settling In Period

The first section of our report, "The Settling In Period,"

extends from September to December (See Table 1). During this

period, the students learn to socialize appropriately with new

classmates. They come to understand the expectations of school

and learn to work in a harmonious manner with others. An addendum

is attached to "The Settling In Period" because the classroom and

school activities change with the advent of the fall and early

winter holiday celebrations, beginning with Halloween and ending

with Christmas recess. This is a time of interruptions and irreg-

ularities in the daily schedule. Every experienced teacher knows

that in order to function at any level successfully, you must be

flexible.

The First Days/Weeks

Although all four participants in the Teachers' Practical

Ways of Seeing Project were first-year teachers, they did not

begin.working at the same time. The second-grade teacher (B-1)

and the first-grade teacher (B-4) started work on the first day of

school; the pre-kindergarten (B-2) teacher and the fourth-grade

teachez (B-3) were hired three weeks after the school year began.

The two who started on the first day seemed more self-assured.
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Table 1: The Settling In Period

Participant Position

Beginning 2nd grade,
Teacher 1 established
(B-1) inner city

Protestant
school.
Started at
beginning of
school year.

Beginning Pre-kdgn.,
Teacher 2 two-year-old
(B-2) Protestant

school.
Hired 2 weeks
after school
started.

Beginning 4th grade,
Teacher 3 suburban
(B-3) Catholic

school.
Hired 3 weeks
after school
started.

Beginning 1st grade,
Teacher 4 suburban
(B-4) middle-class

public school.
Began first
day of school.

Interview
1

Interview
2

Interview
3

Interview
4

10-06-83 10-18-83 10-24-83 11-14-84

10-19-83 11-01-83 11-16-83 12-14-83

11-08-83 11-21-83 12-08-83

9-26-84 10-02-84 10-29-84 11-12-84



B-1 (second grade):

I knew what I wanted to do. I had the first day very
organized and knew exactly what I was going to do. I had
additional activities planned just in case. They were
angels the first day.

The teachers hired later (B-2 and B-3) experienced a more

difficult time settling into school and managing their classes.

B-2 (pre-kdgn.):

At the onset it was rough. I was hired the second week
of school, a week later than everybody else. Trends had
been set. It was hard.

All four novice teachers mentioned feeling uncomfortable

those first days and weeks, but those hired later had more diffi-

culty in.getting the year off to a good start. Comments from

participating teachers indicated that the time of hiring was one

factor that influenced their initial observations.

Getting Acquainted and First Impressions of Class

Wubbels (1985) asserts that "one of the principal

facing a new teacher is how to create a favorable (working) cli-

mate in the classroom. The difficulties teachers have maintaining

discipline is a part of this problem."

As soon as they felt less anxious in the new environment, tha

novice teachers shifted their attention from personal concerns to

observations of the pupils. The pre-kindergarten teacher and the

fourth-grade teacher, both of whom were hired later in the year,

identified problem areas earlier than their colleagues who started

on the first day of school.
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B-3 (fourth grade):

They're a really good group, but their chemistry is chat-
chat-chat . . . . Getting past the talk is quite a chal-
lenge.

B-2 (pre-kdgn.):

At the beginning it looked hopeless. I said, 'Gosh,
these kids don't know anything. Some of them don't even
know their last names.

In the getting acquainted process, each teacher used tech-

niques with which she felt comfortable. Before the first-grade

teacher introduced herself, told her class about her cat and

listened to them talk about what they would learn in first grade.

The other three started out with structured class guidelines as a

means of establishing order and routine.

B-1 (second grade):

As the days went by they got used to me, they got com-
fortable. I knew I had to plan a lot cf work.

However, in each interview all teachers discussed how impor-

tant it was for the students to feel comfortable in class. This

goal was achieved sooner for some beginning teachers than for

others. Some comments are:

B-2 (pre-kdgn.):

They have knitted together.

B-3 (fourth grade):

After I got their names and knew where they were at, they
became more comfortable.

Gender 1).!TP1vnces Observed by Neophytes

Beginning teachers focused on gender differences more than

had been anticipated.
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An interesting finding surfaced as we continued to interview

our novice teachers. They initially identified girls as "bright"

or "smart" and boys as "good, hard workers." "He's a real

trooper" was the pre-kindergarten teacher's initial observation of

a boy whom she identified as "smart" much later in thi. year.

B-4 (fourth grade):

I have a girl reading in a high sixth grade book. She is
my very highest reader. She's quite capable.

I see one boy just trying,

B-2 (pre-kdgn.):

I can think of one little girl; she's four year's old.
She's very bright and ready to read.

Boys seemed to be identified as discipline problems. ThlAr

academic capabilities were discussed secondarily.

B-1 (second grade):

I have 25 kids; only nine are girls, sixteen are boys,
very active, who like to do their thing.

B-2 (pre-kdgn.):

There are a couple of boys that I have who are very high
spirited. I wouldn't say they are problems, just aggressive.

B-3 (fourth grade):

He's bright, hey, but he calls out the answers before
he's asked.

These teachers had almost developed a uniform criteria for

descrfbing "brightness" or "smartness" in students. The descrip-

tions are summed up like this: "They give good answers to ques-

tions . . . ." "Their responses are usually correct . .

"They are good readers, have good vocabularies, and are well-

behaved and pay attention to the teacher."
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Early in the term, three of our participants used "neat wri-

ting" as a criteria to identify smart students, all of whom were

girls. One concern this gender sorting raised was "Why has wri-

ting been singled out to be evaluated so early in the year?"

Could it be that new teachers need help in knowing how to assess

or make sense of other content areas early in the yea,:?

Grouping Students for Instruction in Content Areas

In discussions, the new teachers presented a variety of

methods for setting up groups in reading and other content areas.

The methods included listening to children read orally, using last

year's reading check list, and having parent volunteers come in to

aid students in completing workbook pages from one basal series so

they could progress to the next basal test.

There was unanimous agreement among all four teachers that

the academic range in each class was very broad. Efforts were

made to put each child in a group where s/he could function at

her/his ability level. (In some of the schools where these teach-

ers worked, school policy dictated how basals were to be used in

the reading program.)

B-1 (second grade):

In our school, books must be used that correspond with
the grade level the child is in.

Teachers had problems determining how many groups were manageable.

B-3 (fourth grade):

I'm trying to organize five reading groups. The sub
before me had seven groups. That's too many! I consoli-
dated them.
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Our pre-kindergarten teacher grouped four-year-olds by performance

in phonics, drills, repetition and f:Ine mocor development.

Some Non-Academic Problem Areas

The novices had not yet started to single out specific stu-

dents as disciplinary problems. They emphasized helping students

feel comfortable in a new setting.

B-4 (first grade):

I kept an eye on children who didn't go to kindergarten
at this school last year.

I wanted to make sure everyone had a friend.

They were very concerned about lunch. Tt: , 'lig thing!
They even needed help with their drinks anc, evrmiJs at
lunch.

B-2 (pre-kdgn.):

The four-year-old kindergarteners had difficulties ad-
justing to a ful:' school day. The length of the day was
the hardest. The smaller ones seemed to need more sleep,
kissing and hugging, and constant loving.

Several of our novice teachers cited special difficulties

students experienced, such as death in a family, divorce and

family instability, and being on medication. The athletic super-

stars were also a concern because they didn't always know how to

respect or tolerate others who were not as sports-oriented.

Each beginning teacher felt that making the students feel

comfortable end attending to the children's needs was a high

priority. Physical movement, non-physical movement, and body

language were signals that children were uncomfortable.

B-1 ( econd gr4de):

Socially, her head is glued to her chest.
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B-4 (first grade):

I get a lot of information from their expressions and
reactions.
A key for me is facial expression. The first couple of
weeks I don't think I was good at this, but now I try to
be more careful how I coue across . . . .

Reflections on Change

After three months on the job, the novices were able to point

to specific patterns of change in their practice. Several of them

had developed "calendar markers" or expectations of where students

should be academically and socially by a certain time. This is

characteristic of the experienced teacher's practice.

B-3 (fourth grade):

I think we'll be in good shape by Thanksgiving. I feel
like we are almost there.

I have changed my room for closer proximity. I have
gotten to know the students better.

There are routine expectations.

I see a lot of cooperation.

B-2 (pre-kdgn.):

I am preparing for transition and change. They can make
an easier transition from subject to subject. I'm doing
less 'policing': they are obeying the rules better.

B-4 (first grade):

, The noise level is lower. It's much quieter . . .

smoother. You learn these things from experi.ence,
through trial and error. They tell you in preservice
that this or that works; well, that's not always true. I

have a supportive principal and staff that helped me not
be afraid to take risks.

In their reflections on change, these teachers expressed the good

feelings they got from being able to talk to other professionals.
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The fourth-grade teacher commented, "It takes somebody to draw the

questions out of you."

When I Need Help

In their moments of frustration, created by lack of resources

or inexperience, the novices would refer back to college instruc-

tors in pre-service training. The pre-kindergarten teacher, B-2,

said, "Everything you needed was at MSU. There you always had

your C.F." The fourth-grade teacher commented, "I was thankful

for the Triple E Program."

Although they missed preservice help when there were uncer-

tainties, these inexperienced teachers did not initially seek help

from other teachers on the staff. One beginner reported talking

to the student's teacher from last year. Two others called the

parents of students for solutions.

Teachers had more to say in areas where patterns of success

had been repeated. They also talked freely and gave more details

of their instruction as their confidence and knowledge of "knowing

what to do" increased.

Hey! I'm Catching a With You!

There were numerous concerns expressed about peer acceptance

in the new work environment. Some of the teachers were worried

about fitting in. They felt that both parents and teachers would

consider them too young. There was a lack of confidence in their

ability to do the job as well as Lae veteran staff. They worried

and made comparisons.
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3-3 (fourth grade):

I thought our fourth graders did a better job than the
fifth graders.

She's been teaching a long time. I felt so good because
my observations were just about like hers on tIle same
children.

In summary, new teachers were anxious about performance and

acceptance during their first weeks on the job. This anxiety was

more pronounced in the new teachers who started work after school

had already begun.

The novice teachers' attention shifted from personal concern

to the students as they felt less anxious in the work environment.

Beginning teachers paid special attention to gender differences;

girls were singled out as "bright" or "smart" much sooner than

boys. Neat handwriting seemed to be part of the evaluation

criteria for being "bright.''

These teachers developed several methods for grouping stu-

dents in content areas. Oral reading was one method used consis-

tently by the novice as a criterion for placing students in their

ability grouping level. School policy was another factor that

sometimes affected reading group placement.

Some nonacademic problem areas discussed by our new teachers

were difficulties young children had adjusting to a full school

day, the effects sweets and special medication had on students'

behavior, death or divorce in a family, and the ways in which

specific social needs were manifested.

After three months, the novices were able: to t entify vnanges

in their practice. They had clearer expectatl fcr the nlass
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and had set personal "calendar markers" indicating where the class

should be at a certain time in the year.

They valued being able to talk with professionals outside

the classroom; however, in times of uncertainty they did not seek

help from the professional staff where they were employed. In-

stead they referred back to help they had received in preservice

training, and two of them sought answers from the parents of the

students they taught.

Conversations between the TPWS teachers were longer and more

detailed in areas where they had experienced succcss.

The majority of information given in the first part of this

report presents salient issues discussed by the novice teachers

prior to the advent of the fall-winter holidays. An experienced

teacher knows that the "face" of the classroom changes during this

time, so we reanalyzed the audiotaped interviews to see if new

issues surfaced that had not been reported earlier. This, in

fact, did happen, and "Extra! Extra!" is an addendum describing

how four beginning teachers fared during this hectic time of the

year.

Section 1 - Addendum: EXTRA! EXTRA! Read All About It

Routine Sure Helps

Many of these comments reveal how novice teachers establish

daily routine. After observing two experienced teachers for al-

most a year, project coordinator Erickson (1984) commented, "The

time of year is one factor that seems to influence what teachers
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choose to notice." By early November, three of our teachers were

reporting recurrent patterns and routines in their observations.

Our second-grade teacher, B-1, employed in a mid-Michigan

Protestant school, was still experiencing difficulties observing

recurring patterns in classroom life in late October.

B-1 (second grade):

There's no real day of the week when the class is up or
down. When I think about weekends coming, they don't
seem to be active then. Mondays change too; sometimes
they come in on Monday and they are very calm and some-
times they come in--like today--and they are very active.
So I can't see any pattern yet.

She was better able to articulate a pattern by November as her

observational skills sharpened.

The day ran very smoothly, especially for Monday. Over-
all, I feel more comfortable. I don't have the tension
and stuff like I did before. The kids are getting into
the routine, even though it's getting closer to Christ-
mas. Everyone says that about that time the kids adjust
and you adjust.

I have more time; I'm getting my papers corrected and
everything is fitting together.

(Comments: As I listened to the comments of these new teach

ers and reflected on my own 16 years of practice, I thought of

the following questions: Could it be that what appears to be

effective management techniques by experienced teachers is nothing
more than a set of rehearsed routines? What does the effective

novice lack except time? Is there a real difference? If so, what

is it?)

The following lengthy quotation was taken from an exchange

between the the interviewer and a beginning teacher:

B-4 (first grade):

I was very nervous and had a lot of doubt and I guess
just not knowing . . . . When I started, I had expected
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there to be a more of 'This is what you will do at this
time, then you will do that, or this is what's expected
of you.' There wasn't a whole lot of that. I was kind
of on my own, which really made me nervous. I was kind
of unsure of how things were going and needed a lot of
feedback. I was always running to people, saying,
'Am I doing this right?' or 'Am I supposed to be doing
this?' . . . . I feel like I have just now gotten over
that feeling . . . . I don't feel as confused and unsure
about myself as I did . . . . I feel like I know now
what's really important. I know what things I can put
off and I know what things have to be done immediately.

It Takes a Lot of Time to Plan

Brophy and Evertson (1976) wrote: "We believe that well-

adjusted college students who have appropriate role definition of

what teaching involves, who want to become good teachers, and who

apply themselves appropriately can acquire the skills that will

make them consistently effective. However, it will be important

for such persons to sharpen their observational skills."

The problem our new teachers had was not a lack of good

observational skills, but a lack of adequate time to plan and

prepare for the many diverse needs and abilities they saw among

their students.

B-2 (pre-kdgn.):

Time, school work, lesson plans . . . There's so much
that needs to be done.

B-1 (second grade):

What's frustrating is--there's a lot of material out
there. I spend a lot of time looking through maga-
zines . . . Some of are no good, others are really good.
I spend a lot of planning time going ehrough them for
enrichment activities to see what I want to use.

B-4 (first grade):

So I am constantly trying to find things that will be fun
for ehem and also be a challenge for them. A lot of
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times that meant that I had to sit down and draw it or
write it myself. That's a good idea, but it takes for-
ever to write it up.

I spent five hours of school yesterday, just getting
ready for today.

(Comments: Experienced teachers are plagued with the same

problem: lack of time. One of the places you will see a notice-

able difference between a veteran teacher and a novice teacher is

in the amount of visible time spent in planning. Veteran teachers

have a set of tested routines they know are reliable and can

anticipate certain behavior patterns from students. They also

have a mentally prepared or written reportoire of back-up activi-

ties if the first try fails. It might prove very helpful to have

a trained teacher supervisor remain with all new teachers for the

first months of school. This would be less costly ehan a full

year and much more could be accomplished in terms of understanding

classroom organization and management by new teachers.)

IAX ROOM Looks Sharp

Among the new teachers, the pre-kindergarten and the fourth-

grade teacher were particularly concerned with how their room

looked. They related the physica:. environment to doing a good

job.

3-2 (pre-kdgn..):

It's shaping up with the bulletin boards and those types
of things. You know, I had come a week late and so I was
trying to adjust; another teacher's work was up and it
was really hard for me. Now ths way the room is arranged
is really attractive, and today there were two or three
of the other teachers who had come downstairs . . and
threatened to steal my ideas. But it looks really,
really warm.
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The fourth-grade teacher also focused on the physical appear-

ance of the classroom. When asked what particular things she had

noticed in the room lately, she replied, "I like the way it

looks."

(Comments: Experienced teachers do not seem as concerned

about monthly bulletin boards as beginning teachers. Their pri-

mary focus tends to be on academic instruction and student prog-

ress. Moreover, the novice teachers did not put the same emphasis

on the bulletin boards in our June interview.)

Teachers' Profiles/Biographies of Students

By early November, certa:In students could be singled out and

compared to A classmatt:

specific behaviors.

B-1 (second grade):

?roblcn or as a good student by

Mary is a little sharper than Betty. She doesn't need to
ask as many questions about what to do. She will just
pick up a book and read it if she's finished with her
work, whereas Betty will ask if you want her to read
after her work is finished.

It's usually . . . about five kids that cause problems
and the kids know that. Sometimes, during indoor recess
or when I'm out of the room, someone will come up and
say, 'So and so's at it again.' The class will . . . say
something and without the name, I know who's doing it.

(Comments: Experienced teachers employ a similar method to

build case histories on students. They also know how to effec-

tively use school resources such as student cumulative records.

It seems to me that the novice teachers make wise use of what is

observed, even though they do not fully understand how to use the

information in students' cumulative records.)
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3-2 (pre-kdgn.):

It's a problem to get him to produce. He's not even able
to find the rie,t work station yet.

I have a new boy and he's not fitting in.

3-4 (first grade):

Jill is bright and gets.along well with the group.

I am still surprised at some of my little boys. Leroy is
a problem child . . . he kicks . . . at times when I'm
not looking.

(Comments: Note the gender differences in the brief passage.

Every student identified as a problem is a boy. Are girls really

that much better behaved in schools than boys? This pattern of

boys being more difficult is a consistent theme throughout the

eight taped interviews in Section 1.)

My Clas- Group Now

In many of the earlier interviews, the beginning teachers

singled out specific students to talk about. Later discussions

focused on the class as a whole group. This is one of things that

indicated that a group was forming.

3-2 (pre-kdgn.):

Now they speak to each other and even help tie one
another's shoes.

3-3 (fourth grade):

The kids are great, good friends and very cooperative
with each other. The bonds between them are neat.

3-1 (second grade):

Now they are saying . . . "we".
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Keys to Good Teaching

The new teachers gave explicit examples of what they noticed

when they perceived things to be going well in their classrooms.

These specifics can be seen as an extension of how one changes or

"gets better" at doing the jcb.

B-1 (second grade):

I have more time after school for myself now. Not all of
my time is spent planning at night.

Assigned work is being done in the allotted time.

They understand expectations.

B-3 (fourth grade):

You can't beat the clock. I have done something else
new. I have the students take home their work foiders.

So the parents must return the work folder dated, with
their signature and can make written comments or inquir-
ies about their child's work.

I know now who can do a better job.

The pre-kindergarten teacher noted that having the necessary tools

made a difference.

B-2 (pre-kdgn.):

Now I have a cart with all my supplies on it when I move
from group to group.

The first-grade teacher made changes as a result of observing and

interacting.

B-4 (first grade):

At first I felt I had to have new
every day. Now I know repetition

I was giving them so much written
they did. They don't really care
come back to them the next day.

activities for them
is OK.

feedback about what
if their papers don't

I learned just from talking to other people.
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(Comments: By the third month of their teaching career, all

four of the new teachers had begun to talk and act more like

veteran teachers. Many of their concerns were similat to those of

experienced teachers at the same time during the year. Time on

the job seems to be the key factor that distinguishes any good

novice from the veteran teacher.)

All Those Interruptions and Holidays

The experienced teacher gets ready for itnd is accustomed to

many of the interruptions that occur around the holiday season.

The novice has no way of really knowing what to look for or

antic2pate until it happens.

The beginning teachers began to experience the changing

"face" of the school during the holidays and appreciate the effect

interruptions can have on instructipnal time.

B-4 (first grade):

Little things that you don't think about tend to take a
lot of time and can interrupt the vIlole class schedule.
Before Halloween, they would stop right in a lesson to
tell me about a costume.

B-3 (fourth grade):

The Christmas program! You know, it's all a part of
teaching, I guessflexibility.

. . . we had that one four day week and then the three
day week of Thanksgiving . . . I knew that the next week
was going to be the Christmas program . . . and we would
have a Christmas safety assembly for the lower grades on
Wednesday, then on Friday we would have the Chri8tmas
parties and there was only a half-day left. I knew Vg,
were not going to accomplish a lot, and there would be a
lot-of clean-up.

(Comments: These comments paint a vivid picture of how

confusing, pressured, and frantic school can be around the holiday
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season. Compare this with what you might imagine going on in

schools elsewhere at this time and what do you get? Not a time of

calm and good will, but a group of educators trying to "keep the

lid on" until Christmas goes by.)

Other topics discussed by all four teachers included appre-

ciation of the contribution made by parent volunteers and concern

about substitute teachers not finishing or following lesson plans.

In summary, the addendum focused upon issues and corr:erns

that surfaced around the first of November and extended through

the end of the Christmas break. During this time, the teachers

recognized routine as necessary and of value in running a smooth

classroom. In their discussions about lack of time to plan for

diverse student needs, it was clear that they were experiencing

some of the same problems the veteran teachers struggled with

throughout their careers. Two of the four teachers talked about

the physical environment of their classroom and relatc:d it to

doing a good lob. The experienced teachers put less value on

bulletin board%.

Student bivt:gaphies were developed, documenting what new

teachers observed during daily activities. The second-grade

teacher said, "They'll say som,....rAing, and without the name I know

who's.doing it." By early November, certain students could be

singled out as a problem or a good student.

While earlier the new teachers singled out specific students

to talk about, by Thanksgiving they were able to pinpoint group

dynamics at work. The first-grade teacher captured how holidays

and other interruptions affected all teachers when she said,
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"Little things that you don't think about tend to take alot of

time and can interrupt the whole class schedule."

(Comments: Part of this research data points toward a need

to recommend that new teachers be given assistance during the

first months of school. November and December seem to be a crit-

ical time. It seems to be a point in the teachers' experience

where they encounter problems that their preservice knowledge base

was inadequate to handle. Again, experienced teachers can deal

with these areas more effectively because they have a repertoire

of responses which have been accumulated over time.)

Section 2: The Cricical Teaching Months

The second section, "The Critical Teaching Months," covers a

period from January through March, which is viewed by experienced

teachers as the most academically productive period of the school

year. Students understand that the celebrations and holiday fes-

tivities are over and it's time to get down to the business of

studying. This period marks the mid-pcnt of the calendar year.

Veteran teachers have regrouped students in reading and math

so that every child is challenged to work to fullest pot,c..!tial.

Class schedules and activities become routine. Both su,464ats and

machers are familiar with each other. Scholastic leaders usually

emerge, and the less capable students are more easily identified

or they "point themselves out" behaviorally. Depending on the

school location, the student body is usually fairly stable by this

time.
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At this point, teachers become preoccupied with lea:m!ng how

to handle students with diverse learning styles and behaviors.

Veeman (1984), in his longitudinal research on Perceived Problems

of Beginning Teachers, identified eight problems that every new

teacher will encounter. The participants in his study were first-,

second-, and third-year teachers. His list included: classroom

discipline, motivating st,dents, dealing with individual differ-

ences, assescing students work, insufficient and/or inadequate

teaching materials and supplies, and dealing with problems of

individual students.

Many of these problem areas were discussed by our four new

teachers during interviews held during the months of January,

February, and March. In the second section, we will divide these

concerns into three areas:

1. Case Studies in Student Diversity: Our beginning teachers did

not single these students out as discipline problems, but talked

about them as students who were different from the majority of the

class. Somehow preservice had not prepared them fully enough to

understand how to work with the diversity of students in their

classrooms. They would see a problem and want to help solve it,

but lack the knowledge and, many times, the skill to do the right

thing,at the right time. Most of the content in Section 2 will be

devoted to vivid case studies of students given by all four of our

beginning teachers.

2. Goals, Philosophies and Formal Evaluations: By mid-year the

new teachers talked about reassessing and evaluating their own

practice, common philosophy held by their particular staff,
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mandated goals by building administrators, and formal annual

evaluations. Each of our new teachers made a contribution to

the discussion on this topic.

3. Teacher-Parent Relationships: Our informants reflected upon

how their relationship with parents could affect decisions in

their classrooms. This too was an area of concern for all

four beginning teachers.

Table 2: The Critical Teaching Months

PARTICIPANT INTERVIEW

B-1 (Second Grade) 11-28-83

B-2 (Pre-kdgn.) 1-25-83

3-3 (Fourth Grade) 3-12-84

3-4 (First Grade) 2-7-85

Case Studies in Student Diversity

When the second-grade teacher was interviewed during this

period she often made comparisons between the "smart," the "slow,"

and the "different" students. How did she learn to document the

differences? In the following case studies she gives a vivid

description of what she saw during daily student observations. In

the first case study, "The Slow Learner Who Excels," the student

frustrated her because he worked at such a slow pace but always

handed in an excellent product.

Case Study #1: The Slow Learner Who Excels

3-1: He's just so slow, and you really have to pull it out
of him. In his work he doesn't get anything wrong.
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I've talked to the resource teacher and she gives him
all sorts of work and he'll do it. He has a hard
time talking and thinking at the same time. I'll ask
him a question and he'll think for a long time. I try
to give him as much time as I can. The kids get antsy
and stuff like that and I just hold on. I'll hold on
as long as I can and then I get tired and say, "Just
say something. Just get it out, spit it out." Then
he'll say the answer. Whew! Sometimes I can't wait
all that time because I'm in a group discussion or
working with the whole class.

His reading was kind of poor at the beginning, too;
that's why he's in the first group. The others haven't
grown as fast as he has. He can read all sorts of
books. He's getting chapter books and things like,
where the other kids are in small paragraph type books.
So he is at a better reading level. He's taking a lot
more in. He just has a hard time expressing it or
telling me about it or something.

I: And so then you are basing this just on him responding
slow?

B-1: I knew he was slow from the beginning just getting
things out, but I didn't realize that he was able to
take more in, to read harder words, to do harder level
work. It's just because he wouldn't tell me anything.
So I'd have to watch him and I'd notice the books that

he was 1;icking out from the library or just certain
things that he was doing. I could tell that he wasn't
at his reading group level.

T: Tell me a little bit more, as best as you can recall,
as far back as you can remember. What made you notice
this change?

B-1: OK. How far back? It's just kind of progressive, it's
kind of like I've gathered it along the way. It works
into his math too; he does very well on his math. He's
just slow. He was sick for three weeks and has been
out of the classroom for allergies and all sorts of
sicknesses. I've sent work home, and I told his
mother, "Here's his work. I really would like to teach
it because this is the stuff that he doesn't know." He
was getting so far behind, I thought--well, maybe she
could teach it. He needed instruction! She said she'd
handle it and that she would give him math. He did it
right away. He never needed help and he did a great
job. There were reading directions up there and he
could handle them too. His responses are slow but the
kids are getting more used to him.
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I: Does he bother them?

B-1: Yes.

I: Did you refer him to the Resource Teacher upstairs?

B-1: Yes. I don't know if she had taught him last year; I'm
not sure about that. But we've talked about him the
whole year because when you say a kid is sharp, how do
you pick that up? You just know that he's picking up
more. He just can't deliver it and that's why you
can't evaluate him--because he doesn't really tell you
anything.

I: Does he write?

B-1: Yes, he does writ- and he answers everything correctly.

I: Is the writing slow too?

B-1: No, his writing isn't slow. He has beautiful writing,
the best handwriting in the class. I mean that, at his
age, those things are very important. He's clear,
neat, and he's right on. In the reading group he can
answer the questions. Usually I take his group and I
have comprehension questions that I ask them. But, as
for asking him, it's really hard to get it out of him.
If I give it to him, he'll write it down. And he can
write the answers and they're correct.

What kinds of things have you noticed about yourself in
response to him? What does it feel like to be a teach-
er who observes those kinds of behaviors in a student?
What do you do?

B-1: Well, I kind of felt bad that I thought he didn't
belong in here. Here I was putting him in the lowest
group and it's discouraging him because it's all inside
of hiut. This might be an extreme, but if all this
knowledge is inside of him and he doesn't really know
why he's in the lowest group or he doesn't know because
he's getting everything right, he will think he's dumb.
Kids are very'perceptive; they know what group they are
in, the highest or lowest. They also know if people
think they're dumb or smart. And I think he's going to
think that he's dumb because he can't relate all the
time. He knows the other kids get fidgety but he still
has all this knowledge in him.

I: So you measure him by what he puts on the paper.

B-1: Yes. He was reading to me some book and it was hard
for him. It was slow, but the words were his level
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reading words. They were large words and words he
hasn't had before. I'm thinking to myself "You can
read that, you shouldn't be in the first-grade basal."
He should be at least in the beginning second-grade
basal. So I put him in the second-grade basal. We've
read about two weeks in it and he is very pleased with
the move. He likes being in the next group. Fo,-.

to read orally is still something that's not boo: ..,ng
his self-image, but he words hard. I know that I have
to tell him "You're doing a good job. Look, you got
'em all right." Point it out to him because sell-
confidence might be some of his problem in getting it
out. His mother is in a lot because he's sick and he's
the same way around her, maybe a little faster.

I: Does she talk slow?

B-1: No. She's very bright and she's very in tune. She
seems like she's had some type of teaching back-
ground . . . . She knows how to ask kids questions and
stuff like that, which is nice . . . . I really didn't
know how to get information from him . . . . I kind of
had an idea.

I: Where did the idea come from?

B-1: I . . . picked it up along the way; something must have
gtven me a clue. His perception on things, aven though
he couldn't answer quickly . . . once he got something
out, it was right and it wasn't an off-the-wall answer.
You know, he was in tune to what was going on.

I: Do you remember though, initially, what made you notice
him? What kind of a hunch made you start watching?

B-1: It was his reading books that he was getting during
library time. I had noticed that they were larger
books . . . smaller print . . . chapters, and much more
than a paragraph and a huge picture. They weren't
picture books.

I: How does he handle words that he doesn't know when he's
in a reading group?

B-1: He sounds them out. I think he also uces the placement
of the word. The hunch we's that with his old reading
book he didn't miss too many words. In the new one I
haven't really found too many that he misses. It's
just slo-o-o-w.

I. When he needs help with a word he doesn't ask you, or,
if he asks you, is he still that slow? Is tlas consis-
tent in everything' When he plays, is he slow too?
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B-1: Yes, if he doesn't understand a worksheet, he'll say,
"How do you do this?" When he comes up, you kind of
know that he's going to ask for help anyway. Then I
just kind of yank it out of him. I'll say, "Okay,
there are 14 people piled up behind you."

I: Do your best to hurry on, huh?

3-1: I try to relax. I just know that I have to point it
out to him and sometimes when you're around someone
that's slow, you start to be slow.

I: I'd like to hear more about him. Would you make some
little notes, if you can remember, on just some special
things you're noticing about him in the future?

Case Study *2: The Uninterested Student

(These students usually group in the lower bottom level of the

class. They have a short attention span, are disruptive, and do

just enough to get by.)

3-1: There are four boys in the middle group. A little bit
below average, maybe average. They are restless, so I
know that I have to keep their attention on other
things. I can't give them a full page to read; they'll
complain it's too long a paragraph.

I: How do you know that they are restless? What do you
see that tells you that?

3-1: They squirm, they bother each other, they look at other
stories in the middle of someone else reading. They
will go to the back of the book while they're flipping
and say, "Oh, this is my favorite one . . . . Can you
read this?" I make them put their finger on the place;
even one finger, just so they can remember. Their
bodies are very active. And so we point out the pic-
ture. I try to point that out before we read because
if I don't, the kid that's reading is the only one
paying attention. Everyone else has got their face
glued on that picture. It takes longer with this group
because they get distracted very easily.

I: Okay.

3-1: And it's really funny sometimes. But they all can
read. I think that they'll be a lot better off when
they get more serious about school.
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I: Now, you had them look at the picture, and after they
look at the picture and talk about the picture, then
you move from there. What's the next step?

B-1: I try to keep them reading so they know that their turn
is coming up, so they will know they should pay atten-
tion. It is a small group and sometimes, if I have a
little problem, I might jump around. But then if we
jump around, not reading one after another

. . .

there'll be someone that's off and they ould get
offended. Smeone will say, "I thought we were on this
page . . . and I'll say, "Well, you should have been
reading." Their reading is poor. It's just that
they're not interested. They've lost zhair love for
reading.

I: Okay.

B-1: I know there've been controversial issues about how you
should have your class reading, so I have them read in
order. They'll read a paragraph on the page or they'll
read the whole page; it depends on the length. I don't
let them all read the same amount. Usually, if it's a
large page, then one person reads a half and someone
else reads another half the next time or a shorter
page. They're in tune to that. After we read, we go
through questions about the story.

I: Do you write them on the board?

B-1: No, they do them orally. Sometimes I do have them
write it down. I always go over it first because then
I know that they'll know what's going to be on the
written paper.

I: You go over the questions?

B-1: Yes. I'll have a list of six questions or something.
Thut's our comprehension of the story. And I'll go
through the questions and then give the sheet and then
they'll say, "I don't know how to do this." And I'll
say, "You've just answered it. You do know." They're
always afraid to get more work. Then they'll go back
and read it and write it, but it's really a chore to
get them to do it. It's the work, just getting them to
work!

I: How do you monitor, when they're not working? What do
you notice?

B-1: Where their eyes are . . . their pencils in their
hands . . . if they're talking . . . if they're not
sitting down in their seats or if they're up stretched
across the room. It's got to be quiet to do the
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individual groups. Sometimes you have kids with pen-
cils in their hands and they're just not working.
Their pencil isn't working. And it's kind of easy from
where I sit. I face the whole class and my reading
group is with me, so I can see where everyone is. I
can't catch everyone. Once in awhile, I'll yell across
the room, "I don't see that pencil moving!"

I: Is it pretty consistent with the same folks who don't
move their pencils?

B-1: Yes, usually I know the time span it takes most of the
kids. It, you know, it varies. I know that so-and-so
is a fast.worker and so-and-so is a medium. If I walk
over or if I notice a paper and it's not done and it's
already been 10 minutes, I'll look at them and say,
"You weren't working very much." "I know, but she
was . . . ." They put the blame on someone else.

Case Study #3: The Daydreamers

(Three of our beginning teachers, B-1, 3-2, and 3-4, all

reported that daydreamers were members of their classrooms. These

students are usually not disruptive, but do not pay attention even

when the teacher goes to great effort to involve them.)

B-I: It's bothering me that in group discussion it's usually
the same people that are in tune. I try to place the
children that aren't in tune closer to me or give them
a job to do so that they are involved more. They don't
raise their hands and I have to ask them questionL. A
lot of times it's not behavioral. nmy're not in their
desk or bothering their neighbor or sothing like
that. It's just that they're off in dreamland.

Our second-grade teacher discussed different types of day-

dreamers: (1) The Forgetful Daydreamer, (2) The Creative Day-

dreamer, and (3) The Loner Daydreamer. The last kind of student

she discussed was the child with the (4) "I am Dumb" attitude.
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"The Forgetful Daydreamer"

I: How long have you been paying attention to this day-
dreaming?

B-1: With some students it's new and witmpme students it's
old. There are only three.

I: You want to talk about those children? You have three
folks that you feel some frustration with because you
can't draw them into the group. What have you noticed
about them that is so different from the rest of the
class, who might slip out to lunch periodically?

B-1: Well, one student,
forgetful--you'll
he'll say, "Oh, I
quick to forget.
forgot. . . ."

I've talked about him before. He's
tell him to pick up his pencil and
forgot." After the third time, he's
It's so funny. He'll go, "Oh, I

I: He's not being funny. Does he really forget?

B-1: Yes, and we've had conferences with his parents. It's
always hilarious what happens. You'll call his row
to go to lunch and he'll just be looking. Then
he'll . . . wake up, and he doesn't really jerk, but
you get the feeling that he jerked and he looks around
and everyone's gone. "Hey, where did everyone go?"
He'll ask just like that.

I: Okay.

B-1: Last year he was at a different school. When we ask,
"What are you thinking about?" we try to be really
gentle. Sometimes it's amazing . . . when he comes out
of it, he knows the answer . . . sometimes he doesn't.
That's hard because you don't even know if he's aware.
It's really hard. It's so hard. It's funny but I
notice him because he kind of sits at angle and he
could be looking at me, but he just doesn't really move
too much.

'lave you suspected ary hearing problem?

E-t: Yes. We had him tested for seeing and hearing and
everything. It's like he really doesn't know where he
is. Sometimes he is there and we excuse him, but I
think he just forgets.

I: So the forgetfulness on his part is what you watch a
lot?

B-1: Yes.
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"The Creative Daydreamer"

I: What about these other two folk?

B-1: One of them, I think, is very creative. He goes off--
he's not at his desk too much. I think he's scheming
up something.

I: What made you notice what you call "creativity"?

B-1: Oh, I hear his vocabulary . . . his actions . . . his
stories. He's quite on the hyper end of things and he
likes to get attention a lot. We've really curbed him
and are trying to get him to relate to other kids in
our classroom. We tell him, "You're a part of this
classroom and you have to obey the rules. You can't
talk loud and you have to stay in your seat to get your
work done." And we're really drilling him with this.
He has to learn, has to understand that this is how you
act in a classroom. That's what we're trying to teach
him. I'll say, "Now is the time to work," and he'll
look over. It's not the blank stare on his face; it's
kind of like an expression. It's like he's talking to
himself but his mouth really isn't moving, not in
talking form, you know. It's kind of like a scheming
idea. I can't really explain it; it's just the expres-
sions on his face. We're on a behavior contract and
work contract. Every day I evaluate him.

I: How long have you had him on a contract?

B-1: This is the third week.

I: Why did you put him on contract? Was it because he was
just not paying attention?

B-1: He wasn't paying attention and wasn't staying in his
seat. He's always disrupting the class.

I: When you talk about disrupting the class, what do you
mean?

B-1: He would stand or just talk about other people's busi-
ness, scream across the room. Then I'd tell him, "You
can't do that," or scold him in some way. He'll say
somebody did it first or "He's got my pencil." It's
always something else that starts it, and yet he's the
only one that is acting wrong.

I: But you'd notice something more--that he has potential
to do a lot more than be does.

B-1: He is very bright.



I: Now what hat, :.ou got.on from him beside the stories
he's told . . . that said to you he was bright?

B-1: As far as work goe, he just doesn't have any problem
with it. It's just sitting down and doing it that's
the hard part.

I: Okay. Alright.

B-1: He uses imagination when he tells stories, or like in
"Shof4 and Tell" he always he3 something to say. Every
time I ask a question, his hand shoots up before I
finish my sentence. And he does have the answer. He
likes to talk orally . . . .

I: But he won't write.

B-1: How can you write if you're walking around the room or
bothering someone behind you? You can't just sit down
and get going. If it's an oral discussion, he'll be
alright. I'll say, "Wait a minute--you can't talk when
so-and-so is talking." "No, I'm not interrupting. I

have something to say." Just no manners! He's an only
child and it's just him and his mom, so he gets a lot
of attention. That could answer a lot, but he just
isn't in tune with other people.

I: When you say you know he can handle the work, what do
you notice?

B-1: I can't tell as much from things where he has to do a
lot of thinking and writing down. At the same time,
things that you circle or all sortS of worksheets

. . .

he gets those problems correct as long as he can do it
fast and get on with his business. But if it's some-
thing that looks like "Man, I have to sit there for
five minutes," he's off. He'll break his pencil five
times so he can get up and sharpen it. One time he
stopped me and said, "I can't go on with : ,' I don't
have a pencil . . . ." When he old me tnat, _ said,
"Okay--quick, get it." I lookeo in his desk after
school while helping him look for a book, and I pulled
out this pouch of a million pencils. I t could not
believe it! He just wanted attention. Hs wanted some-
thing else to do. That made me so angry i:hat we had to
stop the whole class for that.

"The Loner"

I: Tell me a little more about the third person. What's
outstanding about this person?

B-1: This person is more off to himself . . . isn't very
loud . . . had a lot of problems last year. I talked
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to his first-grade teacher. His parents got a divorce.
I don't understand all of what happened, but he got
behind in everything. The teachers said, "We had a lot
of problems with him last year." I still haven't got a
lot of detail on what happened. He hands in his work;
it's mostly correct. His reading is good.

I asked his teachers froa last year, "Did you notice
any speech problems?"--because he says "baffroom" in-
stead of "bathroom." They said, "He had so many prob-
lems last year that they didn't even notice anything.
. . like speech." I thought, "Wow!" I even asked his
mom. (We had parent/teacher conferences two weeks
ago.) She said, "Come to think of it, that's right."
I thought, "This kid is seven years, going on eight
years old, and they're just now noticing this?"

He's quiet when he comes to talk to me. He whispers,
"Miss , can I go to the baffroom?" And I'll say
"bathroom." He doesn't volunteer for questions too
much. He usually knows the right answer, but he won't
raise his hand. But as far as off being in another
world daydreaming, he's there. When I'm off somewhere
else or going from child-to-child, he draws a lot.
He'll draw all over his table and anything that's near
him. He's very arty . . . I'm surprised at some of the
things he turns out.

I: What kinds of things does he draw?

B-1: Just about anything. Tha day before we were making
Indian vests out of paper bags, shopping bags. They
were just to make Indian patterns or put on Indian
language like "tepee," or something like that . . . .

On the back he started out with kind of a fire and this
fire was neat. I mean it went like really curvy and
had all different kinds of spikes in it . . . . You had
to look closly to see how he did it. He outlined it
but it wasn't big, as far as thickness of it . . . .

From far away, it just looked like a fire. It was
neat!

Then the thing that scared me is that he made a cross
in the fire. Since it's a Christian school, you know,
that just sort of scared me. It looked very Satanic to
me . . . a cross in the fire. I told him dhat it kind
of worried me. Just by the tone of my voice, I think
he got the idea. Then, on the front, where the vest
comes together, he made two giant hearts and then
across the middle, Jesus' cross connected two hearts.
Here he was--I thought that it was Satanic, but I
didn't tell him it worried me. And then on the front
he wrote something very loving.
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I: He's very versatile.

B-1: Yes. He can dlaw about anything. He takes his time;
it's creattve than the other sort of things chil-
drer_

I: Tell me a little bit about some of the other kinds of
things that you are noticing. Those were really good
insights. I mean you were very detailed and that's the
kind of thing we're looking for . . . . Can you think
of anything else that is outstanding since I saw you
last?

"I'm Dumb"

B-1: We were thinking about holding him back. He is the
lowest student--going to the Resource Room, mostly
because he needs to learn to read in a group and be-
cause he needs to learn to read tn a group and be more
independent. He's always had a tutor. He's has a hard
time sitting down, being independent. He was coming
along and was excited about his math. We really raced
him, tried to get him to do things quickly . . . . He
was excited that he could do something.

Then the report went home and he had N for "Needs
Improvement" or S, that's "Satisfactory," and also some
pluses or minuses. He had more N's than his brother,
who is in kindergarten. His brother is up with his
class, is excited about school. Just completely oppo-
site of my student. His brother came home with a super
report and is really tuned in. I really didn't notice
this until I talked to his parents, who said he was
acting and he didn't really care. He had the "I don't
care, I can't do it, I'm dumb" attitude. I talked to
his parents. They said he just kind of sank when they
compared the report cards. He really felt like he
couldn't do a good job and was just not going to be a
school person. "It was very sadi The nA7.71t day, after I
talked to him, I watched 'lila more carefully; he wasn't
even interested in his math. I don't think I heard him
say, "Can I do math?"--which I always heard before I
gave out the report cards. That was . . . three weeks
ago.

Beginning teacher B-2 taught pre-kinriergarten four-year-olds

in a Protestant school outside the city ot Detroit. The school

was in its second year as an elementary acadeLL: academy. What

follows is B-2's account of student diversity in her classroom.
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Case Study #4: The Daydreamer

B-2: These students appear hard of hearing, restless, and
unable to stay on task. There are two more boys who
are becoming really defiant. It's tiring--all day
long!

This one little boy doesn't seem to respond. He seems
to be not totally there! I don't know how else to
explain that, but he stares off. You can call his
name--he will just sit there and stare off th,-- other
vay. It's not like he's saying, "I am going to ignore
her." It is as if he honestly does not hear
you . . . . I will say, "What were you supposed to be
doing?" He All answer, "Playing." It's an incoherent
kind of stare that he has on his face. His eyes don't
look at you. He doesn't ever look guilty. He just
comes up te the desk, holdLag out his hand like he
e:Itpects you to spank him in his hand. He doesn't even
try to bargain with you or explain what he was doing.
It's like half of him is somewhere else.

I noticed him the first day he came to the classroom.
He is very easily upset. I assume he must be threat-
ened a lot by his parents, not brutally though. I

think they do spank him quite often.

I don't have the slightest idea of how to work with
him. It's just getting to the point where I know that
I need to develop a plan to worL with him.

Have you contacted the parents of this child?

B-2: Yes, but I have received no response from them. He can
write very well. Sometimes he knows phonic sounds and
sometimes he remembers his numbers. Other times he
does not.

I: What does he do for you to know he doesn't remember?

B-2: You can ask him a question and he'll just stand there
and stare off. It doesn't matter if he's in a group or
in a one-to-one contact. His response is random and
he's not excited about it. He acts like, "This just
came to me . . . this is 'mat' . . . 'hat' .

uI

I: What seems to excite him?

B-2: I haven't seen anything that excites him. He can be
sneaky. At times he will pull on other children and if
I catch him up, he will just drag his feet in coming.
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Case Study #5: The Immature Student

B-2: The . . . boy is just immature. He whines, cries and
sucks his finger. I noticed him in early December.
You can't tell if his whining is a real probLem. (His
mother just had a baby.) Some people just speak with a
whine. It's getting to the point where I know some of
it is intentional. He really projects this baby image.

He'll come up and tap me, whining, when he knows he's
supposed to raise his hand. He also crawls on the
floor.

I: What do you think about, specifically, when you watch
children?

B-2: As I mentioned earlier, I had a hard time. I had never
worked with children that young. My expectations were
far above their level. It was so frustrating. .I think
about how I have learned to tell when they really hrive
to go somewhere and when they don't. You gat to kvow
the different personalities.

B-3, our fourth-grade teacher in an established Catholic

school in a mid-Michigan city, talked about how she had observed

diversity in students.

Case Study #6: The Inappropriate Actor

B-3: Jewel is a very disruptive, hyper girl uho does not
work up to her academic potential. However, when she
concentrates she does very good work. . . . She
is . . . inappropriate socially. She's always giggling
at something. She will giggle even if someone walks
across the room . . . . I learned she is a victim of
incest.

Case Study #7: The Loud Talker

B-3: Errol is a husky, red-cheeked, beloved boy in my room.
He has a husky voice that carries and you could almost
recognize it anywhere. He's not unpleasant but he
talks too much . . . to the point where he's disrup-
tive.

His handwriting is better. His work is not great. He
went to Florida the early part of February. I had been
tutoring him after school so he could catch up. He was
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doing a good job on his papers and written assignments.
He was ezperiencing a lot of success memorizing the
subject and predicte of sentences. In application he
slipped because he made a D on hts test. He needs to
slow down; he's always in a hurry and turns in messy
work that I usually hava him rewrite.

Case Study #8: The Nervous Student

B3: Bud is a real jerky and nervous kid. He talks real
fast and tries to do or say a lot of funny things for
attention. I don't know if it's insecurity or he's
just hyper. I do know it seems real hard for him
to be good even when he's trying. His mother died last
fall.

Beginning teacher #4 is a first-grade teacher in a mid-

Michigan middle-class suburban city. Here is her account of

student diversity. (These are not stories about classroom disci-

pline problems as such. Rather, they point up the fact that our

new teacher didn't appear e--.inped to handlc the different kinds

of students and didn't know where to go for help.)

Case Study #9: The Angry, Aggressive Fighter

I: What have you been looking at in your classroom since
we last talked?

B-4: I don't know. Everything has been revolving around a
few major problems.

I: Okay. Was that specific children or the class?

B-4: Specific children.

I: Then would you like to think about who they are?

B-4: Sure, I've been thinking about it for months already.
I'm just going to tell you about it now. Well, I have
one boy, Leroy, I've been having quite a bit of diffi-
culty with lately. It's been coming on for quite some
time.

I: What kind of difficulty?
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B-4: Well, he's a very, very emotional, aggressive, angry
child, and he's not doing well academically at all.
I've cut down his workload because he gets frustrated
so often . . . .

I: What does he do to exhibit the anger?

B-4: He hits and pinches and yells at people, and confronts
them and verbally attacks them a lot. I hear com-
plaints about it a lot, although I don't see it . . .

but I'm quite sure it's happening because I've come
into the room sometimes and the kids don't know I'm
watching and I see him doing things. He likes to jump
over people while they are sitting down

. . . . He
wants to break dance in the middle of the floor and
stand on his head and then he usually lands on people
when he's coming down from this.

I've noticed a big change in his attitude toward me.
He's really improved within the last month or so. He's
been saying "thank you" and "Can you piP:ase zip up my
coat?" . . . being very, very polite and nice to me,
which he had not done before. work is getting
better; his writing is getting a 2.....ttle bit better. I

give him a lot less, probably lass than half of what I
give the other children. As far as seatwork, if he's
not overloaded he can complete it. He doesn't fall
apart when I give him something back to cc. -A:e he
used to. I'd say, "You have a few r,:srz.cct
make," and he usually comes up to me for .it of
help with them but he doesn't get really -hich
he did before when he had corrections.
Not too long ago, I was in the teacher's lna:4:1, in the
morning ane the kids came running . . . . "Angie has a
bloody nor -ad Leroy punched her." Angie came running
in. She h..:a blood everywhere . . . she was scream-
ing . . . I thought she had broken her nose; there was
so much blood she was just in hysterics. I said, "Ssnd
Leroy in immediately" . . . but Leroy didn't want to
come in. He kind of sat in the hallway and started
crying . . . He was tearing and just saying, "I didn't
do it, I didn't do anything. She hit me first, she hit
me first' " I finally found out from one of the
teachers on duty that Leroy had learned from hiz. cousin
that Angie had said something about him. I don't know
what it was. Leroy went up to her and started saying,
"You did," and started ,,,alking towards her with a very
angry look on his face. I have seen him do that to
people and he's very intimidating becauL. he's much
larger than the other kids.

I: How old is he?
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B-4: He eight and the rest of the kids are six and
seven . . . so he was walking up to her, I guess, and
she pushed him away . . . she's frightened. She could
have run, she could have talked to someone else, but
she pushed him away and he took that as "She hit me
first!" And so he just punched her right in the nose
and he ran to Mr. Art and said, "I didn't do it! I

didn't do it! She hit me first!"

So I told him, "We talked about this before and I think
we're going to need to call your mother." And he just
went bananas, I mean, kicking and hitting with me, the
whole bit. He was so scared--"I'm not going home, I'm
not going home, I'm not!" Just crying . . . . I know
he's very strictly punished at home, his parents are
stern. But on the other hand, I kept thinking he knew
:hat ahead of time. He has known the consequences and
Lf he doesn't want to get sent home, then he has to
beha7e himself at school.

His mother came down to the room. I guess she works in
surgery at Stevens Hospital. She was in her surgery
clothes and the whole bit; she works on the line or
something . . . . Anyway, to make a long story short,
she took him home. The next day he got to school one
hour late . . . . His mom came in that afternoon
and pulled me out of the classroom. She just wanted us
to know she and her husband did chastise him at home,
but it was not ber-ause he hit Angie, but because he was
disrespectlul to me, the teacher. She said that in her
home children are to be respectful to adults no matter
what. They have always brought their children up so
that if someone does something to them they don't like
and they're unhappy with a situation, they're to go
and tell an adult and if that adult doesn't give them
satisfactory action then they're allowed to just take
care of it any way they see fit . . . .

I said, "Well, that's the way you want to handle things
at home. Leroy knows the rules at school . . . .

Leroy did not go and seek help from the teacher until
after he had already attacked her, and then he ran up
to the teacher . . . ." She told me, "Anytime some-
ehing goes wrong, you gtve me a call; I'll be 'ilere."

So I told her, "I'm not going to threaten him telling
him that I'm going to call you or that you're going to
come over here, or I'm going to send a note home."
I've tried to handle my probl'.,s with Leroy myself or,
if they get to that extent, tL,',71 I will talk to the
principal. I also told her I feel really bad about
this; Leroy has made a lot of progress. I said, "I
think you ought to know that at last he's finally
making some close friendships." This attitude that he
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has that he can hit other people, that he can verbally
attack them, is the reason he doesn't have any friends,
hardly at all. The other children are afraid of him;
they are intimidated by him, don't want to have any-
thing to do with him: I said, "What kind of way is
that for a child to go through school, knowing that
they don't have any friends?"

"I'm also worried because when I have called you in the
past about Leroy and you have come into the classroom
and talked to him, Leroy was terrified for the rest of
the day . . . . I don't know what happens at home; I
don't know how you handle discipline, but I do know he
shows very negative results when he comes back into the
classroom."

And she said, "Well, I don't want you to think that we
just wallop him for anything . . . . Last night we sat
him down and we talked it all out before we -7alloped
him . . . . I told him that I didn't want any bad kids
in my family . . . .9

I realized what this child lives with at home and
there's no way anyone could tell me that a child that
angry and hostile isn't getting that from home or
sGmevriere. "Well, the next time anything happens, you
call my husband," she said. "I was in surgery and I
should not be coming over here . . . . He would not
want my husband being here . . . so all you have to is
mention that my husband is going to be here and that'll
straighten him up."

So after school I went and talked to Sandy, the princi-
pal . . . . Leroy's mem had told her Leroy is so good
at home; he does all the laundry, he does the dishes.
His mom said . . . he has an hour and a half to do his
chores. He has to do all the vacuuming and every
single carpet . . . .

But what really got to me was when Sandy said
that . . . Leroy's mom said, "I don't like Mrs.
Glass . . . she's so young." You know that had to be

'.71d it . . . his problems are probably because I'm
young.

So anyway, Lero2 i-as had his off-and-on days since
then . . . , m not sure whether there is some learn-
ing disabili-z:y or whether or not he's under so much
frustratiln and pressure that maybe that's hindering
his performance . . . . I need to find out these
things so we're going to have him tested, and his
mother has finally agreed. The only thing she's con-
cerned about is that he's not mentally retarded.
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It's so hard, it's always like working with a time
bomb . . . . Today he's been kind of moody, which is
pretty usual. I don't know why, but I feel like he's
trying to punish me. I mean that's a terrible feeling,
but I do.

What has he done to make you think that?

B-4: Because I feel like I have to work so hard for my
results. I mean I shouldn't feel this way, but some-
times I feel, "Why can't you just come up to me and
say . . . "I'm upset about this or I'm having a hard
time or can you help me do this?" I never know; I
always feel like I don't know what's going to happen.
It's so frustrating because I never know what I've done
wrong . . .

Could it be that Leroy is trying to find out how far he
can push you, to find out if you really do care about
him?

B-4: I guess, but I don't know. Well, today he was just
kind of sitting there and I said, "Have I done some-
thing to make you angry at me?"

I: Is Leroy a black child?

B-4: Hmmm-mmm.

I: Oh well, that's part of it. You don't tell adults in
the black culture when you're angry or sad, not if
you're a child. That's disrespectful. So he could
never say chat to you. It's in his mind but that's
sf7mething we don't do with our parents. You don't say
that to adults because that's being really rude. So he
can't talk, he can only hope thac you will still like
him. And I think that it's important for you to
know . . .

B-4: So he takes all his frustration out on me. Wonderful!

I: Well, because you're a safe target. You're safe and I
think once you understand that, it becomes alot more
bearable. You may be the only person that , . . he can
be angry with who still shows him love.

Case Study #10: The Non-Talker

B-4: I got a call from Merle's mother. She said ". . . I

really hate to bother you . . . but Merle is so upset.
He's been crying all afternoon."
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He didn't say a word to me. I didn't notice anything
wrong with him during the day. Now I feel terrible
this poor child's been unhappy all day.

She said, "I hear you've changed reading groups."
Well, we have. The last week or so everyone has been
moved to a new reading group and the reading groups
have been shifted.

She said, "Well, Merle is just crushed." I asked why.
She told me he had not been reading at school. "I don't
know if you realize how important those reading books
are to them. Merle just loves school; he just loves
bringing home his workbook pages and I don't know if
you realize that taking him out of that group has just
really been detrimental."

I said, "I didn , take him out of a reading workbook or
group. He's still reading in "Happy Morning."

She said, Well, he said that today he was excluded
from that group and so he's no longer in that reading
group. I could not figure out for the life of me what
she was talking about. And it finally dawned on me
that while I was down with Leroy and Angie,the reading
aide had met with my kids and-she had excluded him
accidentally in the reading group. He had taken that
to mean "Well, I dumped from the group." So he spent
the whole day upset, but didn't come to me and say
anything about it.

Case Study #11: The Disrortisie Talkers & Dreamers

B-4: I'm having a terrible time with my seating arrangement.
I told you this before. These kids are turned around
in their seRt c.lirrying on these conversations that I
can hear across the room. They'd just talk and talk
and I'm dying for some new manaement techniques. I'd
say, "Angie, would you turn around please?" Then
she'll turn around and start talking again. . . . I

feel like they take advantage of me. The cl_Lss knows
they don't ever really get in big trouble, what can I
do? Sometimes even when I raise my voice or something
they get scared for just a couple of minutes but it
wears off. And so I always feel like I'm rearranging
those seats again. Today I said I have ctIrtain places
where I will put people. I separate them all in this
corner and that corner, but they don't care who they
sit by. They don't care who they talk to. They'll
talk to anybody.
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I: Now, as you think about the class, are there other
specific problem students beyond Leroy?

B-4: I have a few kids that I cannot believe their inability
to sit still. I wonder whether there's some sort of
nervous tension. It's like a disease where they can't
sit still. And I had one boy . . . we had a lady come
in today and show us how to weave. It was fascinating;
the kids were all so intrigued. He was rolling over on
his back with his feet up in the air and you never have
his attention ever! I talked to his mother about it
and she's very concerned. I was trying to help. I
have a few more like that. It just seems like they're
always off in another world. You know, that type of
thing and the only problem is that it's conta-
gious . . . like they're entertaining somebody else.

Goals, Philosophies, and Evaluations

Throughout our conversations over the year, all four new

teachers talked about constant personal evaluation of their own

practice, educational philosophies, some mandated goals and objec-

tives and formal eveluations by the administrator in charge.

B-2, recalling in reflective thinking the educational philos-

ophy of the Protestant school outside Detroit where she worked

with kindergarten four-year-olds, said, "I really feel good here.

All the teachers share a common Christian philosophy. I know the

curriculum welleverything is accessible and organized."

B-1, our second-grade teacher in a mid-Hichigan Protestant

school, talked about personal goals she had put together with the

help of the school principal. She was to come up with a plan to

combine some of her weaknesses and strengths and apply them in her

own practice. She described the process in this manner:

B-4: I made most of my goals to December just because half
year occurs around Christmas and Thanksgiving time. I

don'x: know; I thought I could remember more in December
and I did have mandated goals that I had to make with
my principal. I could choose the time, and I chose the
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first week in December. This week or next week we will
have a conference on my goals.

I: What kinds of goals did you have?

B-4: We were to choose a strength and a weakness and combine
them to see if we could put together something that I
wanted to get accomplished. I combined two things that
would meet each child's needs. I chose one strength
that the principal had helped me with. I looked at
things I'm tuned in to--individual's feelings and emo-
tions or just picking up particular things about chil-
dren. Not just looking at their work, but noticing
them as students and as persons. A weakness is that I
don't think I get to their level as much as I would
like. I also have to find more work or find out what
they can put out or do. I have a lot of kids who need
onrichment. My goal is to meet each child's needs. I
have a large classroom, but this is my goal--to have
each child learn to his fullest potential.

B-3, who worked in a Roman Catholic fourth-grade classroom

hared her formal evaluation experience, stating, "It was really

ad!"

B-3: The principal came in to observe me for my evaluation
and the kids were really misbehaving. They even sat on
the shelves near the window; they had never done that
before, except at special times . . . She wrote that
on my evaluation. I didn't sign it yet because I don't
think that should have been put on there. I should
have a chance to explain to her what was going on. I

should have stopped everything and sent everyone back
to their seats. I w.st have had a lot on my mind.
There's a lot of frustration with myself because I knew
what to do but didn't do it . . . .

B-4, who taught first grade in a middle-class urban mid-

ichigan public school related her story about staff:, administra-

ors, and her formal evaluation.

I: The last question is: How do you feel about your
interaction with the teachers, the admiLlistratk:rs, and
the parents? Anything new in that area?

B-4: I feel more comfortable than ever now with the other
teachers. And Sandy (the principal) too. I really
like her a lot. She's been so supportive of me. There
have been times--especially like when I had to write up
those forms on Leroy. Oh, I had my evaluation too

. . .
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I: How did this.t go?

B-4: It went really well.

I: Oh, good.

B-4: I was very happy . . . I was just a nervous wreck
'cause she was in quite a bit, just watching and taking
notes and then sometimes she would leave without even
having said anything. And I always wondered, you know
when someone is watching you, you notice so many more
things, like I wish Shawn would quit talking. I had
one kid up like this with his sweater swinging around
like a helicopter, and I'm like, "Oh, my God!" Things
that they don't ever do, they do when someone's watch-
ing the classroom. But it went really well. I still
feel my youth tends to be a problem once in awhile. I
still feel like the teachers or the parents think, "But
she's so young."

Teacher-Parent Relations

All four of the beginning teachers talked about teacher-

parent relations and some of the ways they affected or influenced

decisions in the classroom.

B-1 told about her relationship wicL parents, as a new

second-grade teacber in a Protestant sc;lool.

B-1: I feel like I know the kids hetter because of their
parents.

I: Do you want to talk about how you notice that?

B-1: Well, their parents give me feedback on what happens at
home. They talk about certain things that. . . were
important enough to the kids to tell their parents. So
I can see the things that they like or don't like. We
find out so-and-so really likes math and I'll think
"Really?" . . . he really doesn't seem to like it. I

might say an encouraging words to a child--"Oh, you
like math. Why don't you do some more . . ." And one
mother came in, saying "I think my son can du better; I
think he's lazy. He's got a bad attitude." I said,
"You're really perceptive. You're right; he is . . . .

I don't know what he's taken in because I can only tell
what he gives out . . . ." She said, "I should push
him and stay on top of him." It was good for her to
tell that to me. I need to push from both ends too.
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And so now I say, "Don't even come to me," when he says
he doesn't want to do something. I say, "Just sit down
and do it; you handle it."

B-2 related some of the pupil's behaviors regarding what she

ma in the parents of her kindergarten four-year-olds.

B-2 I know all their parents. A lot of times when I look
at them I'm thinking about the kind of parents they
have. They are so much like their parents

. . . . I

have a little boy who runs everywhere he goes. I

couldn't figure out why; then I met his mother. She
runs and skips everywhere she goes--to the car, even in
the parking lot. The other day she vlsited the room.
As she left, she went skipping down the hall. Most of
these parents are young, in their early twenties. They
are kind of bouncy and full of life.

B-3 tells of an unpleasant encounter she had with a room

trent in her fourth-grade classroom in a Roman Cr.tholic school.

B-3: She came in Friday and kept me until 4:30 p.m. It
ruined my whole weekend. It was the same week the
class had been so rotten. She had three complaints.
The firrt one I considered important; the other two
were nousense and those were the two she spent most
time discussing.

(#1) After the Valentine Party a few kids dl,,covered
some phrases with double meaning, but her daughter did
not catch on and went home and related . . . to her
mother. I had been using the phrase "Do it" when I
told the class to get busy. Well, some of the kids
picked it up and started saying, "Do it." I noticed at
spelling time they would look at each other and smile
like they were getting something out of it. "Big
deal," I thought. So I ignored it. The daughter was
later offended when she caught on, according to the
mother.

Complaint #2 had to do with a boy burping during the
party and three kids laughing. This parent talked
about how loud and rude those three boys were to her as
they had laughed right in her face. They could hlve
been laughing at anything, but she took it personally.
I don't think they would be that cruel to anyone. She
acted like they did it every day. It was at their
party, not during class.

Complaint #3 was about some music the kids were bring-
ing from home. The class could bring in their favorite
records to play the last period on some Fridays. Many
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of them brought Michael Jackson's song "Thriller." She
didn't think that was appropriate music to play in
school and didn't want her daughter exposed to this
kind of music . . . . I didn't see anything wrong with
it . . . . She acted like it was a moral heavy-duty
wrong . . . . It was like she was back in the sixties,
with Vietnam, hippies, and drugs.

I talked to my principal about it. She was understand-
ing, but said she wouldn't use it in her class. She
didn't say I couldn't. She suggested that, because of
the nature of the hyperactive students in my room, it
might be better to ban the idea of favorite music on
Friday.

Section 3: The Home Stretch

The period after spring vacation till the end of the school

year can be thought of as the busiest and most stressful time of

the year. Generally, the time span is from April to June.

Pupils are reassessed, regrouped, and carefully monitored by

teachers. These careful observations help the teacher to decide

whether the student's academic and social growth merits promotion

or retention.

Table 3: The Home Stretch

PARTICIPANT INTERVIEW TAPE DATE

B-1 (Second Grade) Tape #8 6-7-84

5-2 (Pre-Kdgn.) Tape #7 5-16-84

Tape #8 6-27-84

B-3 (Fourth Grade) Tape #6 6-11-84

B-4 (First Grade) Tape #7 6-3-85
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The final interviews with our four beginning teachers reveal

their retrospective thinking about the problems faced by beginning

teachers in their first year of teaching.

Student Self-Control

Teachers talked about how they noticed students change over

the year from being too talkative and disruptive to being consid-

erate, well-mannered, individuals who functioned cooperatively in

the classroom.

Dow (1979) in her book Learning to Teach: Teaching to Learn,

which was based on her work with student teachers, reported that

learning to teach intensifies one's awareness of the importance of

learning about oneself as well as about others. Students, in

learning to teach, also learn to observe--in both a personal and

academic sense. Her work offers illustrative case studies of

"doing" and "seeing" among student teachers.

One area that our novice teachers talked about regularly

involved the consistent behaviors they observed in students over

the year.

3-2 (pre-kdgn.):

I have seen a lot of growth in self-control since
September. Little things they did earlier in the year,
I don't see anymore. For example, if a piece of crayon
fell to the floor, all of them would try to get it at
once. Everybody wanted to go to go to the bathroom at
one time. I see a lot of growth in these areas.



Teacher-Parent Relationship

A problem area discussed in Section 2, all four beginning

teachers indicated that help was needed in how to effectively

communicate with parents.

3-3 (fourth grade):

There was one parent who came to school too often.
Someday that will be a problem . . . for her daughter.
The child is too young to understand right now.

Dealing with this mom hasn't been all negative either.
In ehe beginning of school, it seemed she was there
forever. Near the end, she came less and was not
really critical. She would sit outside the door.

3-1 (second grade):

In one of my classes last year I studied that home life
has everything to do with it. You can learn it, put it
down on paper, but until you see it, it does not click.
It's like a TV show; it's not real to you. In hind-
sight you see the whole thing.

. . . next year I will know how to anticipate some of
these things.

3-2 (pre-kdgn.):

I need to learn how to set up a system to notify par-
ents of children who are not passing inspection and
getting assignments in on time. I basically relied on
notes. Next year, I will make a standard letter.

It is hard to be tactful to parents of students who are
not doing well. I had problems wording what I wanted
to say about my four-year-olds who were faillng. Many
of the parents didn't even think of pre-kindergarten as
being in school yet.

The parents are a lot more supportive; they give posi-
tive comments about how well I am doing.



Teacher-Administrator-Staff Relations

Discussion involved how helpful the new teachers found exper-

ienced teachers, and other staff aid and advice. They seemed more

strongly affected by feedback from the principal.

3-3 (fourth grade):

The principal went to lunch with my team partner and
discussed me. It was good to hear from my partner. I
knew the principal would never say it to me. She
thought I had done a good job for someone my age . . .

I had come in and turned things around for the better.
It was great to hear that . . . . I assumed she would
have let me know if something was wrong. That made me
feel really good. I needed feedback.

3-2 (pre-kdgn. Hired two weeks after school started.):

I was late for meetings, devotion. No one told me, so
I just asked around.

The headmistress came to me the second week and said,
"Let's talk." She was compassionate about my situa-
tion.

Our first- and second-grade teachers concurred that conversa-

tions and specific directions from their administrator and fellow

teachers were helpful as well as necessary to understanding school

expectations.

(Comments: These examples could serve to show that new

teachers need direct support, supervision, and specific directions

during the initial stages of learning to teach. The duration of

supervision will depend on the teacher growth and understanding of

how classrooms work and how schools are managed. Could it be that

we program new teachers to fail by not providing necessary support

and leadership in the most critical part of their career?)



A Review of Academics for Promotion and Retention

When new teachers consider students for retention and pro-

motion, their norms resemble those of experienced teachers.

In their work on diagnosis and evaluation Brophy and Evertson

(1976), in Learning from Teaching, made these comments about

evaluation: "Teachers in general felt that IQ was important but

was not the only or even the best indicator of student potential,

and that more specific information was needed in order to know

what skills a child had mastered."

Our novice teachers relate their personal observations.

B-1 (second grade):

I just did report cards and I have seen growth in every
single one of them. Sometimes it's not as much as you
would expect, but my students did very well on the Iowa
Test Basic Skills. Most of my kids were in the high
80-90 percentile. That made me feel good.

I was afraid that, being a new teacher, the scores
would be low and the kids would suffer. But I think
they benefited from having a first-year teacher. Hope-
fully, they will get it next year from a more experi-
enced teacher.

I concentrated on the skills . . . . I was afraid I
wouldn't get through it or they wouldn't get the skills
solid . . . . I wish I had done more language arts and
more drama and things like that.

3-2 (pre-kdgn.):

The pupils look like they want to say, "If we have to
say the ABC's once more or count to 100, we will
scream."

The numbers, letters and phonics--there's just no way
to make it stick besides repetition.

At the beginning of the year, I was in the babysitting
business; there was pant wetting; they couldn't tie
shoes or button buttons. There wasn't much curriculum
going on. But now I have to make sure they can read
solidly and that their skills are solid.
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Our fourth-grade teacher expressed pride at the academic gains her

students had made during her first year as a teacher.

6-3 (fourth grade):

I looked at the reading folders being sent to the new
teacher. As you go along, you don't realize how much
you are doing until the end. Every single kid was up
to grade level in reading this year. That was a nice
feeling.

6-4 (first grade):

I was making sure kids were leaving first grade with
skills they should have.

I tried to make 0.1ings fair and equal. I would try to
make mental notes of who I had or had not called on.

Students with Emotional, Social, and Physical Problems

Specific students were seen as disruptive and low achieving

across the year. Beginning teachers in their final interviews

reported that a lac:k of background knowledge of students' health

records, emotional and social behaviors hindered them from doing a

better job.

Emotional Ercjjaltils were described as negative behaviors mani-

fested by students that interfered with their learning and, in

many cases, disrupted the class. Students with these problems

could be passive aggressive where they didn't trust or cooperate

with others. There were others who were active and hostile and

would even do physical harm to those around them.

Our second-grade teacher reported that, in her class alone,

there were three students receiving professional help.

B-1 (second grade):

After I had seriously considered writing a referral on
a boy in my room, his parents came up and told me.
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Another student had transferred in, so his file came
late. He had been referred for professional help in
kindergarten and first grade and his parents had never
told me. They had sent their pastor in to talk to me
instead. He has his job, but that kind of professional
counseling is not for him to do. I wanted to retain
him and the Resource Teacher agreed with me, but his
parents are fighting it and said "No."

Social problems were associated with how well or poorly the

student related to classmates at work and playtime. Both the

second grade and the pre-kindergarten teachers noticed enormous

peer pressure operating in their classrooms.

B-1 (second grade):

Caren is shy; she never looks up
. . . . You can

hardly hear her when she reads orally. The last month
and a half she has come out of her shell. She is
chosen in sports at recess, and is a good team member.

Todd wanted to be popular, but in the wrong way. He
does mean things to other kids. He passes the limits.

It was really frustrating. I spent a lot of time with
him. I got to the point where I was angry with him. I

didn't like him anymore, his attitude or as a person.

There are just kids who have social problems and a
combination of things. You can't sit with just six
kids to work and yet they can't sit together either.
You have to space them out.

You can see them one minute as best friends with their
arms around each other; the next minute they are fight-
ing and hating each other. It's peer pressure!

3-2 (pre-kdgn.):

One day I was asking a boy to answer a question. A
girl turned around and told him the answer so he would
like her. They are always asking "Do you like me?",
"Will you be my friend?".

Before, all they needed was my acceptance, but now it's
a peer type thing.
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Physical problems were defined by the beginning teachers as

anything that interferes with the normal functioning of any parts

of the body.

B-3 (fourth grade):

Errol ru*os through his work. He had not been
class !..1.,I. as dyslexic; now we've found out he is.

I just didn't know. The symptoms are real hard to
tell. We didn't know where or what to look for.
Curly was my other student who had a hard time settling
down. He was on medication.

(Comments: These emotional, social, and physical problems

reported by novice teachers would lead one to believe that this

should be a focus area of preservice and inservice training.

Were else can these teachers learn to interpret observations and

understand information in students' records? Should such critical

information be left to chance when these things can so radically

affect classroom management?)

Teacher Confidence

After teaching one year, our four beginning teachers all

agreed that confidence in one's ability to do the job well and to

be in control of the work situation are key elements in good

teaching.

B-1 (second grade):

I got more confidence in my teaching. I realized that
I am the head of dais class . . . I am a real
teacher. There's more to teaching than reading and
arithmetic.

You put your personality into it; your mind can be
working the same time you are teaching and working.

I keep coming back go the word--confidence. The stu-
dents will judge me, but I can teach!
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3-2 (pre-kdgn.):

At the onset, it was very intimidating. I remembered
feeling the same way I did when I was student teaching.
It was a feeling of being incompetent.

. . . I knew I
had the skills but it was, like, can I make all this
come together? Being the youngest teacher on the staff
didn't help any either . . .

B-3 (fourth grade):

It is important to establish yourself. I can't wait t
be there on the first day next year. I plan to develol
expectation and work on relationships early.

B-4 (first grade):

I feel very different personally than I felt right at
the beginning; I guess my confidence in myself has
improved.

(Comments: Confidence for these teachers seems to be con-

nected to understanding their role and being able to point to

visible accomplishments. Perhaps part of the preservice and in-

service training should be to help teachers clearly understand

their role.)

Interruptions and Schedule Irregularities

This problem, common during the fall months, surfaced again

during the period from spring vacation to the end of the school

year. Part of the "home stretch" frustrations were attributed to

classroom interruptions in the form of announcements, visitors,

and schedule irregularities caused by assemblies, fundraisers, and

field trips.

B-2 (pre-kdgn.):

A lot of their restlessness is due to change of daily
schedule. All those bake sales, fundraisers,the open
house, and plays for assembies.

We are interrupted for many things. Other kids come
into the room to make announcements. The class had
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their school pictures taken. I lost the whole morning
with that. Open house went on for three or four days.

B-3 (fourth grade):

The school calendar is too full. There are assembly
programs, Officer Friendly, especially in the spring.
Every week there's some silly half-hour program.

(Comments: These interruptions are a way of life in schools.

What might be helpful is to develop a list of some of these

anticipated schedule irregularities and give them to new teachers.

These events can be anticipated and flexibility can be encouraged

to help make the transition smoother from event to event.)

Classroom Management

Classroom management continued to be a real problem area.

Brophy and Evertson (1979) advised that teachers with inadequate

classroom management skills are probably not going to accomplish

much. The key to successful classroom management is prevention of

problems before they start, not after they have begun.

It seemed to me that these teachers were making every effort

to do a good job, but were losing the class at times because they

didn't have control of classroom interruptions. The schedule

irregularities seem to set the stage for unnecessary talking and

unusual restlessness.

(Comments: If teachers had known about these programs and

put them into lesson plans, I strongly feel this would have mini-

mized the management problems. It would be interesting to see

whether it made a difference if someone took the time to do this

for new teachers. Experienced teachers get frustrated, but have

learned to "roll with the punches." You can have lessons well
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planned but when these interruptions occur, the stage has ro be

re-set to start all over again.)

I Just Didn't Know

The final category in this section deals with unclear expec-

tations of new teachers and things they are expected to know but

which no one bothered to teach/tell them.

Included in the long, vivid example given by B-1 are suggest-

ed areas for future research efforts, preservine and inservice

training. The teacher was asked to think of ways experienced

teachers can be helpful in their first year.

B-1 (second grade):

I was supposed to do grades a certain way, but when I
found out, it was almost too late

. . . .

An experienced teacher came in and said, "I had started
doing my records and thought of you. We have never
shown you how do do this, have we?"

There's just so much the older teachers take for grant-
ed. They say, "This is the routine." They understand
the student files and transfers and students who have
been tested and researched.

The business part of teaching: the recordkeeping and
the grading. I wish I had known the questions to ask
when you go to a new school. If I could have filed
some questions the first day, like "What's different
about this school?" things would have been a lot
easier.

I guess you just have to walk through it. You learn
you can't know ehe school system at once. You have to
be flexible as a new teacher.

It's . . . the expectations. I would feel funny order-
ing a drink at a bar if some of my students or parents
saw me. I work in a Christian school. I didn't sign
anything that said I couldn't when I came.
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This year has taught me a lot about social things.
What I can and cannot do or say.

(Comment: Is time all that is needed to help these new

teachers, as the second teacher concluded? Don't we have some

uniform ways and patterns of doing things that we could share with

novice teachers to make their first year less stressful? All the

things she talked about brought back clear memories of my first

year on the job, some of which were painful and many experiences I

wish never to remember again. There were so many things I just

didn't know and nobody told me. I think I know some things that

would benefit my new colleagues, but there is no structured forum

in our system for this kind of sharing at this time.)

Recommendations

Feiman-Nemser and Buchmann (1985) found in their work on

preservice students, The First Year of Teacher Preparation:

Transition to EfAmozisal Thinking, that "From years of teacher

watching elementary and secondary schools, preservice students

have many ideas about what teachers do. Since teaching is con-

cerned with learning, it also requires thinking about how to build

bridges between One's own understanding and that of one's

students."

Beginning teachers are just one step removed from this pro-

cess, so they are left on their own to make sense of how to build

these bridges. It seems that we program new teachers to fail by

withdrawing support or helping develop a clear understanding of

their role in the teaching process.
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During our one-year interview conversations, these four new

teachers made it clear that they needed continuous support, super-

vision, and specific direction beyond what was given in their

first days on the job. Because we know that experienced teachers

are as busy and sometimes as frustrated as the novice, the respon-

sibility of helping the newcomer needs to be placed in the hands

of administrators and teacher supervisors, with mandated times and

places for this training. New job roles could be created for

successful experienced teachers who might be interested in a new

challenge.

Our recommendations are limited because of parimeters of our

data. However, it cannot be disputed that the interviews have

revealed some areas that need immediate attention in preservice

and inservice training. Because teachers are not sure of what is

expected of them, I feel the following suggestions would be

helpful:

1. A set of standard criteria should be developed by schools of

education, teacher supervisors, new teachers, experienced

teachers, and administrators. These standards could grow out

of the needs that are recorded in teacher journals and con-

versations. The criteria could be modified to fit the needs

of a particular school community.

2. Some of the areas I see as needing attention include:

A. Annual review of school business

1. Record keeping

2. Grading

3. Organization of content ar.tas
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4. Classroom management and anticipated problem areas
that are peculiar to that community

5. School calendar and scheduled events

6. Philosophy and goals of the school

B. Description of the community

1. Physical changes, new business, removal of old
establishment

2. Demographics--population composition

a. coordinate school and community expectations

b. list old and new questions

c. attend meetings beyond staffings

d. committees to know about and become involved in

e. professional organizations

3. Plan of action

A. Teachers can meet weekly with a buddy to compare
notes and discuss questions and concerns found
in journals. Both novice and veteran teachers
can work together in a staff development program.

B. Buddy system can be set up with teachers at the
same grade level but alternate goals be considered.

C. Have group indicate when goals have been reached
and problemm solved so the process remains pro-
gressive.

D. Teachers may opt to leave group after the first
two months if it's not helpful, or they may re-
main as long as they feel it's necessary.

E. This will aid teachers in achieving a shared
philosophy about practice, as well as provide
.them with group support.

F. Finally, these recommendations should be con-
sidered within the current structure of the work
day. There ought to be a restructuring in the
profession so teachers, both new and experienced,
can be reflective about their practice, share
their experience, and continue to learn as teach-
ers and grow as students.
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Chapter 7

COMPARISON OF BEGINNING AND EXPERIENCED TEACHERS:

FOCUSED GROUP INTERVIEWS WITH BEGINNING AND EXPERIENCED TEACHERS

This chapter compares beginning and experienced teachers'
ways of seeing. These differences emerged during four separate
focused group interviews conducted after the group has viewed a
video tape of a Boston teacher's classroom. The study presents an
overview of the viewing sessions and interviews, the teacher's
first impressions, their responses during a second closer look,
and their ways of seeing the tape in a final viewing session.
Finally, the chapter concludes with a discussion of common issues
of practice.

Margaret Brown



COMPARISON OF BEGINNING AND EXPERIENCED TEACHERS:

FOCUSED GROUP INTERVIEWS WITH BEGINNING AND EXPERIENCED TEACHERS

Introduction

After completing observation, videotaping and interviews with

beginning and experienced TPWS teachers, we invited both groups to

participate in a series of four meetings. These meetings were

designed to create an additional data set that could be used in

studying the thinking of the beginning and experienced teachers.

In addition to providing a comparison of the ways in which begin-

ning and experienced teachers reacted to daily classroom occur-

rences, these meetings also provided insight into how teachers

viewed each other's practices.

Meetings began in December, 1984, and continued through

February, 1985. The purposes of the meetings were: (1) to un-

cover additional information on similarities and differences be-

tween experienced and beginning teachers in their responses to

classroom events; (2) give recognition to teachers who partici-

pated in the project and to provide closure for their participa-

tion; and (3) to stimulate thinking by these teachers on the

varying ways they perceive the same classroom events.

Organizing for Viewing

This series of four meetings was organized by Daisy Thomas

and Margaret Brown, with the assistance of Frederick Erickson.

The first meeting was a plenary session for both sets of teachers,

the second was held for experienced teachers only, while the third
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meeting was for beginning teachers. The fourth and last meeting

brought the two groups together again. All teachers involved in

"Teachers Practical Ways of Seeing" attended these meetings, with

the exception of Beginning Teacher #1, who moved from the research

area. Two of the experienced teachers were only able to attend

one or two of the meetings.

The Task

The focus of each meeting was a three-to-five minute segment

of videotape. These segments were filmed in the classroom of a

Boston teacher who had participated in an earlier study conducted

by Frederick Erickson in 1974. Teachers viewed the events of this

classroom and recorded their reflections.

Structure for Reflecting

Teachers were given a format designed to organize their

thinking about what they saw during each viewing. This written

form asked each teacher to do the following:

1. Summarize briefly in narrative form your first
impressions.

2. List questions you would like to have answered by
analyzing the tape.

3. List the problem or challenges you see in this tape.

4. Record your observations and judgments/interpretations
about what you saw.

These four categories were used for our first three meetings.

We changed the format for the fourth meeting. Problems/chal-

lenges, observations, judgments/interpretations were retained, and
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we added the following questions to obtain further reflection on

the viewing:

5. How have your impressions changed? Why?

6. How did viewing this classroom make you think about
your own teaching?

7. Did you see anything that might be an educational
influence?

This format established the agenda for viewing. It will also

be used as an organizer for this analysis.

During our first meeting Erickson gave a brief overview of

the videotaped classroom. He described the framework from which

this four--minute segment was taken. A brief description of the

classroom was given which provided the following facts: (1) time

of day, (2) age of the children, (3) socioeconomic status and

ethnic makeup of the community, and (4) information on what had

taken place just prior to the taped segment.

After this brief description, teachers were given observa-

tional analysis forms on which to record their objective impres-

sions of what they saw. Following our first viewing, time was

taken for sharing impressions and discussing the problems and

challenges of the videotaped teacher, as well as for the develop-

ment of guiding questions to answer during the second viewing.

Observers were asked to reevaluate problems and challenges raised

during the first showing. The fourth and last task of this ses-

sion was a written account by the teachers of their final judg-

ments/interpretations on how the filmed teacher performed in her

classroom.
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Looking at the Taped Segment

The scene shown on the tape is of a small reading group com-

posed of five children. It takes place in a kindergarten/first

grade class in a Boston suburb. The children's parents are second

generation working-class and middle-class Americans. There are 10

first-grade children in attendance during the second-half of the

day. These same children had been pupils of the teacher in kin-

dergarten the year before. It is an early September scene; the

children are still becoming accustomed to classroom routine.

The first segment of the film shows the five children in the

directed reading group in the process of getting started. The

rest of the class is in another part of the room doing seatwork,

under the supervision of the same teacher.

First Impressions

Looking over each set of teachers' impressions of the video-

taped classroom, we find their responses limited to a few short

phrases. For example:

Mrs. Tobin:

Mr. Fairley:

Mrs. Gates:

Mrs. Smith:

Experienced Teachers

"Begins new reading book--explains to others
that they should be quiet while she has a
group lesson--going over table of contents."

"Introduction to reading book."

"This is a reading lesson."

"Teacher conducting a reading lesson--four
pupils at a table on one side of the room."



Looking at these statements, we find that they record only a

brief sketch of what has taken place. As we look at the writing

of the beginning teachers for a description of this same scene,

the same meager framework is apparent.

B.T.:

Beginning Teachers

"The teacher is working with a small reading
group (five students). She calls their atten-
tion to the table of contents."

B.T.: "Gave reasons for directions."

B.T.: No response . . . did not attend the first
meeting.

After reading these descriptions of what both sets of teach-

ers saw, we might assume that these teachers are primarily inter-

ested in what and how the teacher teaches and the dynamics of the

group, since so little was written on the physical set-up of the

group or on descriptions of its members. So little attention was

paid to the members of the group, in fact, that there was dis-

agreement between two teachers in their written accounts of how

many children actually were in the reading group. This could be

construed as meaning, "This isn't important--let's move on to what

is." This attitude was reinforced by what teachers wrote when

they added their perspectives about what was going on. They took

a contextual view of the setting, one which emphasized important

aspects of classroom organization, instructional management, and

style of teaching. They wanted to know more about these areas.

The "how" and "why" of the Boston teacher's methods were
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questioned or commented upon by both sets of teachers. It became

an important focus of their comments.

Among experienced teachers, for example, Mrs. Tobin com-

mented: "Teacher is doing two things at once, i.e., listening to

kids read and telling Raymond to sit down--teacher doesn't mind

children talking without raising hands to be recognized." Ob-

viously, the Boston teacher and Mrs. Tobin held different beliefs

about how children gain entry to speaking in a group.

Experienced teacher Mr. Fairley was more interested in how

lessons were presented and in the goals of teaching. She wrote:

"I wasn't sure what the lesson was about--teacher changed direc-

tions a great deal--not enough time for children to react--could

teacher have said more to motivate and gain attention?"

In contrast to the first two experienced teachers, Mrs. Gates

had a more understanding and approving view of the Boston teach-

er's style. She presented an opposite reaction when she wrote:

"Well organized--good control of students." (Mrs. Gates was the

only member of the group who made use of videotapes to study

teachers as part of her work on an advanced degree. She also had

begun to view tapes of her classroom to examine her own teaching.

Moreover, her racial background and varied teaching experience

gave her a different cultural and environmental perspective.)

The fourth experienced teacher, Mrs. Smith, was more control-

led in her remarks on how the reading group was proceeding. Com-

menting upon the children's interest in the lesson and upon the

teacher's role, she noted that "The others of ehe group became

involved with the lesson once the teacher could devote her
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attention back to them." Mrs. Smith's remark seemed to reinforce

Mrs. Tobin's statement that "The teacher was doing two things at

the same time." Both felt that the Boston teacher should have

done a better job of preparing to teach by dealing with poten-

tial distractions before beginning.

As I examined the beginning teachers' comments, I looked for

ways in which they agreed or disagreed with the experienced teach-

ers. Among beginning teachers, Beginning Teacher #3, examined

the way children handled distractions. She jotted in her notes:

"Some children are trying to focus--the children are at various

'energy levels'--whole group distracted by classes exchanging in

the hall--starts focusing again just as teacher comes back from

asking the children to quiet down." Though B.T. #3 concentrated

on how children handled outside distractions and the effects these

distractions had on their focusing, she didn't mention the role of

the teacher in controlling the noise.

Beginning Teacher #2, also discussed distractions; however,

she was more concerned about instructional methods and teaching

strategy. She observed: "(Teacher) not very motivated to read,

thus children seem uninterested--Round Robin not effectively

involving children--lost children with disturbance in hall."

B.T. #2 also looked more critically at the teacher's role as a

motivator and noted her teaching strategies.

Finally, Beginning Teacher #4 gives us a last look at first

impressions. Her focus is on the individual child as she writes,

"One of the girls at the table has difficulty sitting still and

the teacher has to ask her to pay attention several times."
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As I reviewed what the teachers had written about the Boston

teacher's expectations, teaching strategy, and preparedness, as

well as and about class attentiveness and environmental factors, I

put together issues that both groups, collectively or as individ-

uals, saw as important or problematic. Issues that most concerned

experienced teachers were:

1. Setting the stage for uninterrupted and sustained teach-
ing.

2. Turntaking and routine rules for participation in group
discussion.

3. Clearly-defined and presented lessons.

4. Highly interesting and motivating lessons.

5. Good control cf students.

Beginning teachers expressed concerns about:

1. Children focusing on lessons.

2. The importance of the individual child.

3. Presenting interesting and motivating lessons.

Now for the Questions

The short segment of tape shown to TPWS teachers left them

with many unanswered questions. They wanted to know more. They

wanted to know why the Boston teacher used her particular approach

to teaching a lesson. They also wanted to know about her interac-

tion with children, why the physical environment was so noisy, and

what her rationale was for making decisions. Each teacher's

questions tended to highlight that teacher's philosophy, teaching
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style, and educational beliefs. Collectively, their questions

indicated the difficulty they had understanding and interpreting

the Boston teacher and her classroom, difficulty apparently caused

by differences between the expectations and environment of the

TPWS teachers and those of the Boston teacher. Whereas the par-

ticipants in our viewing sessions taught in a mid-sized midwest

city or in upper middle-class suburban communities, the Boston

teacher taught in a larger Eastern setting in which 80% of the

students in her class were working-class Indian-Americans. In

addition, their familiarity with issues of the mid-eighties may

have given the TPUTS teachers a different perspective from that of

the Boston teacher who was videotaped in the early seventies.

In order to look at both sets of teachers' comments, I've placed

similar questions asked about class setting on parallel charts:

Experienced Teachers

Mr. Fairley: "Why didn't teacher close the door when the
students in the hall were making noise?

B.T. #3:

Beginning Teachers

"Why didn't she close

B.T. #2: "Was there a door for
down on disturbance?

the door to ehe hallway?

teacher to close to cut
Why not?

Both sets of teachers asked questions about the missing door.

(The door of the Boston teacher's room was missing due to summer

remodeling. This tape was done on the third day of September and

work was still in progress.) The teacher's attention was brought
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to the absence of the classroom door by the noise created when

(.older children could be heard moving, noisily, through the hall.

(On the tape, the Boston teacher stopped her reading group and

waited for the children to pass. After waiting a reasonable time

for the noise to subside, she got up and asked the children in the

hall to quiet down.) One of the beginning teachers intuitively

sensed that there may not have been a door to close.

The experienced teachers asked additional questionr, attempt-

ing to get further information about the setting in orde- to

understand more about the problems of this teacher:

Experienced Teachers

Mrs. Tobin: "Who is talking (in her group or in the
classroom)?"

Mrs. Gates: "Was this an open school with a few walls?"

Mrs. Gates: "What time of day was this?"

Mrs. Gates: "Was this an inner-city school?"

Mrs. Smith: "Was this a K-6 School?"

Mrs. Smith: "Why were there larger children at this end of
the building?"

A second set of questions was formulated on how this teacher

organized and taught reading groups. While in groups children

often talked without taking turns and spoke as ideas occurred to

them. The children doing seatwork had difficulty settling down

and could be heard. The Zoston teacher was perceived as taking

time from the reading group to remind children of their tasks.

She had few of the instructional techniques that the TPWS teachers



felt were motivational for starting a lesson. Looking first at

the experienced teachers, we find the following observations about

their Strategies and Readiness:

Experienced Teachers

Mrs. Tobin: "How long have the children been in school?"

Mrs. Smith: "Couldn't she offer a more stimulating lesson
for beginning readers? Where's the motivation?

Mrs. Smith: "How familiar is the class with the routine of
groups and lessons?"

Mrs. Gates: "What was the pre-school and kindergarten
training for these children?"

Mrs. Gates: "What was the purpose of the lesson?"

The questions asked by both sets of teachers on strategies

and readiness reflected their knowledge of ways children are

usually able to perform in fArly September. Mrs. Tobin's question

is an inquiry establishing the tim. of the year. Mrs. Smith's

question might be a criticism of this teachey's instructional

strategies.

As we look at the beginning teachers' questions, they appear

similar to -hose of the experienced teachers, but fewer questions

were asked by the beginners. One beginning teacher asked a ques-

tion t'hat explored further the amount of previous exposure chil-

e 311 had to reading. Another had a question about the goal of the

les?.on.
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B.T. #2:

Beginning Teachers

"What was the amount of exposure children
had prior to this lesson in reading/listening
to books?"

B.T. #4: "What is the central goal of the lesson?"

Again, experienced teachers continued to probe for answers

regarding children's preparedness and understanding of the purpose

of the lesson. Perhaps novice teachers haven't gained enough

experience to look critically at teaching strategies or perhaps

their questioning strategies need time to develop. Their ques-

tions might also reveal what experience and what insight beginning

teachers need more time to develop.

In the area of classroom organization and management, experi-

enced teachers seemed to prize routine and rules, a fact demon-

strated by the following comments:

Mrs. Smith:

Experienced Teachers

"How long would it take her to establish a
routine and behavioral expectations for the
group? Weeks?"

Mrs. Smith: "Do all the children in the classroom notice
the voice of the teacher?"

Mr. Fairley: "Where was the (disrupttve) student's voice
coming from?"

Mrs. Meijer: "How does the teadher teach students the
rules of the classroom?"

Mrs. Meijer: "How do the students learn to live according
to the rules?"



Beginning teachers wanted to know about the children in the

class and stressed the need for a smooth transition. They had

management concerns as well and even thought of alternative ways

to solve some of the problems that had arisen.

B.T. #2:

B.T. -4:

B.T. 44:

B.T. #2:

"How can we get from a smooth transition to a
smooth lesson?"

"What are the other children in the class
doing?"

"What are the teacher's main management
techniques?"

"Could the teacher change the time the stu-
dents read so that there would be no distrac-
tions from kids in the hall?"

Both sets of teachers prepared questions that inquired about

organization and management. However, they asked these questions

from different perspectives. These are the areas of concern that

their questions revealed:

Experienced Teachers

1. Establishing rules and routines.

2. Establishing a purpose for reading.

3. Preparation for stimulating lessons.

4. An organized and quiet physical environment.

Beginning Teachers:

1. Children not having enough time to get acquainted with
books.

2. Children's need to develop listening skills.
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3. Concern for management problems based on lack of smooth
transition and time of lesson.

The experienced and the beginning teacher groups seemed to be

closer in their comments regarding children. Comparing the two

groups, we find these questions:

Experienced Teachers

Mrs. Gates: How did the children learn to read so well?

Mrs. Gates: What was the pre-K-K training training for
these children?

B.T. #2:

B.T. #4:

Mrs. Tobin:

Beginning Teachers

How close is Raymond? (Teacher spoke to
Raymond several times. A voice can be heard
reading loudly, but child is unseen.)

Would the children continue to focus without
the teacher? (Viewers observed that the
reading group continued after the teacher went
to the hall to quiet other noisy classes.)

How did children learn to 'read' so well by
beginning of first grade? Was there much
readiness before first grade?

Two experienced teachers noticed that first graders were

reading from their basals during the first week of school. They

wanted more information on the children's previous exposure to

reading. Although these two teachers found first grade reading to

be a positive aspect of the Boston teacher's practice, only Mrs.

Gates described other areas of her practice in a positive way.

As we compare questions asked by the two groups, we find that

experienced teachers viewed control as a strong issue. Beginning
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teachers seemed to look to better management of the setting and

better operation k,,E. Jig.: institution to improve the classroom

climate.

A Second Closer Look

Problems and Challenges

On the agenda of an elementary teacher at any given moment

is: concern about making "right decisions" in presenting academic

material, sound methodology, awareness of multiple and complex

social-emotional needs of children, and personal satisfaction in

his/her setting. The questions posed by both sets of teachers

appear to be based on these agendas, as well as on their unique

conceptions of a model classroom environment. This was evident as

we participated in group discussion after each showing.

A primary concern for both sets of teachers was the level of

noise coming from the hall, which interrupted the lesson and made

it difficult to concentrate on teaching or learning. After a

repeat showing of this segment, some of the earlier questions were

answered; however, the concerns about why such a high level of

noise was present in the classroom still needed to be addressed.

During our second sessions, an additional segment of tape was

presented prior to a reshowing of this first segment. This was

done because both sets of teachers had expressed concern about

being asked to form generalizations about the classroom as a whole

after seeing only a small part of its school day. They requested

the additional tape in order to have a broader perspective upon
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which to evaluate the Boston teacher and her classroom. They

wanted to see how the teacher and the children handled classroom

life during different periods of the day. They were particularly

interested in seeing the transitional period just prior to the

beginning of the reading group. Because both sets of teachers

commented upon the unfairness of evaluating the Boston teacher on

the basis of so little observation, in our second and third meet-

ings we responded to their request for more information by adding

both a math lesson and the transition period preceding the chil-

dren's movement to the reading table. As we viewed this segment

during our second meeting, teachers were asked to observe, review

and test their first recorded comments. They were also asked to

look for occurrences that they might have missed during the first

viewing.

The noise level in the classroom continued to be a central

topic of writing and discussion. Both sets of teachers felt that

this noise was distracting for the teacher and for the children.

Their comments following the second viewing included:

There'd be no way I would have continued talking to my stu-
dents and trying to have them focus in on me while all that
noise was doing on.

No one appears to be attending until she asks them to close
books. Raymond still needs much direction and appears to be
unsure of expectations.

One experienced teacher questioned the Boston teacher's dis-

cipline methods, viewing them as lenient and interfering with

learning. She said:

I wrote in my notes, 'Directions given many times, no conse-
quences for noncompliance.' She did not seem--it didn't
make any difference to her how many times she had to talk to
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the same person about the same thing. There were no conse-
quences, just her voice.

Such comments clearly illustrated the difference between her

values and those of the Boston teacher regarding expectations for

children's behavior and about the teacher's role in requiring

compliance with rules.

The Boston teacher's way of conducting her class was differ-

ent from that of most oE our teachers. Looking over what was

written, we find that both beginning and experienced teachers

expressed concern over many of the Boston teacher's classroom

practices. Only one experienced teacher viewed her approach as a

positive influence in helping children to learn and develop inde-

pendence. However, this teacher also expressed concern for behav-

ior problems she saw displayed during the reading group's lesson.

Other experienced teachers were critical of her failure to estab-

lish routine and teacher-centered control, her unclear rules, and

her lackluster method of conducting lessons. Beginning teachers

expressed more concern over the Boston teacher's instructional

style, personality, and motivational techniques as they directly

related to the children.

Very little nttention was paid by either group to the chil-

dren's background, the time of year, the teacher's experience with

the gtoup while they were kindergarteners, and the fact that both

the teacher and the children seemed to be quite comfortable with

their way of managing. Only scant, and maybe incredulous notice,

was paid to the fact that, as the school year began, these five

children were readers, another child could be heard reading aloud
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in the backgroundf and other children were doing independent

written seatwork.

As we search for factors that might offer an alternative

view of the Boston teacher, one that suggests she might actually

have been quite good at what she did, we look once again at what

Mrs. Gates wrote as she attempted to present a more positive view:

Well, I was looking at it in terms of two things, and it
seemed to be a good transition between the groups . . . (the)
teacher (expected) that the children know what type of behav-
ior was expected . . . who was going to read, who would work
independentl, and then she began the lesson.

Mrs. Gates commented further:

It seems as if the children are expected to work independent-
ly while the teacher works with small groups. For small
children to have to work independently . . . is very hard to
learn. I think the teacher did a good job of stressing that
the fact children must learn . . . and (know) what was ex-
pected of them.

Perhaps Mrs. Gates saw the Boston teacher's method as one in

which children were expected to act in a given way, but also as

one which allowed them time to learn ( ,Iderstand how to behave

in this manner. She may have seen the teacher as actively guid-

ing children toward greater responsibility for self-discipline

and involvement in their learning. Her support of the teacher may

be viewed from the perspective of a statement made by Gertrude

Stein about children. Stein said, "Everyone, when they are young,

has a little bit of genius, that is, they really do listen. They

can listen and talk at the same time." Could Mrs. Gates have felt

that, even though the room was not the traditionally quiet class-

room, a lot of learning had taken place in this setting?
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The beginning teachers did not address the issue of independ-

ence in children. Perhaps they did not see it as an issue, or

simply perhaps they simply concurred with the experienced teach-

ers' emphasis upon order.

Final Session: How Did First Impressions Change?

With each successive session, our discussions had pointed up

the need to broaden the group's understanding of the Boston teach-

er's classroom. Thus, the first meeting's discussion prompted

requests to see film of the transitional period that occurred just

prior to the reading group. Similarly, after seeing this, the

teachers felt a need to vlew the Boston teacher's conduct of her

math group.

All of these sessions that we viewed--reading, transition,

and math--occurred during the beginning of the school year. By

the fourth discussion session, we had expanded the scenes to

include a reading group that had taken place much later in the

year. Thus, in addition to providing views of the class across

content areas, the teachers were also given a view of the Boston

classroom across time.

In our final meeting we were anxious to see how TPWS teachers

viewed the Boston teacher after three sessions, which had included

the additional taped segments of math class and class transition

as well as a reshowing of the original tape of the reading group.

Had their thinking changed as they learned more about the Boston

teacher or had we only given them more Mformation that supported

their first impressions? Were there greater differences between
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beginning teachers and experienced teachers? Were there still

significant differences between the various experienced teachers'

reactions or had the gap between them been closed? These ques-

tions guided my review of the written accounts of this meeting.

Among Experienced Teachers

After viewing the video segments, each participant described

in writing his or her final view of the Boston teacher. I ex-

amined Mr. Fairley's response first, since he had consistently

written comments that were critical of the Boston's teacher's

instructional style. He now wrote: "Teacher seems more at ease.

The children seem much more interested in their work. There are

still many unanswered questions."

These statements do indicate a change from Mr. Fairley's

earlier comments ehat "Teacher did not seem to be able to reduce

the number of distractions. No feeling of dynamic interaction.

was bored watching the lesson! Were the students?" Even with

"many unanswered questions," there has been a decided shift to a

more positive attitude toward the Boston teacher's classroom stra-

tegies.

The second TWPS teacher I reviewed was Mrs. Tobin, who had

also differed with the Boston teacher's way of conducting lessons.

In the final session, she wrote: "Yes . . . she seems more

comfortable with her students, not as rigid and uptight. She

seems mora student-oriented rather than (concermtd about) how

she's going to come through on the video. More giving of herself

and her.ideas to her students."
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In looking for changes in Mrs. Tobin's thinking, I went back

to our second meeting and examined what she'd written at that

time:

Kids get distracted at all the noise. Teacher's personality
appears to be the type that some noise and inattention do not
bother. Teacher's personality seems to have changed when she
presented the math. She seems more prepared to teach this
lesson; therefore her enthusiasm was catching . . . children
seem quite mottvated.

Mrs. Tobin's later writing indicated that she placed a high

priority on lessons being highly motivating and on the teacher's

being at ease with children. This was also a change in how Mrs.

Tobin first viewed the teacher.

As I turned to Mrs. Smith, the third experienced teacher, I

wanted to learn whether her attitude toward the Boston teacher had

changed in a similar way. Mrs. Smith wrote: "Yes! I was so

pleased to be able to watch her in such a positive motivating way.

Very different teaching style from most of the tape. I really

needed to see more to make up my mind completely. But the teach-

ing styles do seem different on each tape."

In contrast, how had Mrs. Smith evaluated the Boston teacher

after our second session? This is what she wrote then:

Teacher giving directions for transition between activities--
sounds like recess outside--many other noises. No one
appears to be attending until she asks them to close their
books. I think once the children learn the routine of the
...:lassroom, the teacher will have a much smoother lesson with
fewer interruptions and more time to devote to the lesson
itself.

Big difference between math lesson and reading lesson! More
mottvation, more student involvement. We should use them as
much as possible for more effective teaching. The teacher
appeared better prepared and more motivated herself. Hur-
ray--She's trying crowd control!
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Not only did Mrs. Smith change her opinion of the Boston

teacher's style but she also found an aspect of her teaching that

she approved and sanctioned. Still, there was some hesitancy in

complete acceptance, as demonstrated by Mrs. Smith's remark on

needing to see more. I wondered if she needed to see more to

check on whether the first aspect of the teacher's style was her

true style or if the later teaching was a more accurate demonstra-

tion.

Two of the experienced teachers were unable to attend our

last session; therefore, we do not have their final observations

as part of our study.

What did they look for?

In summarizing the three experienced teachers' observations

on these two occasions and noting how ehey changed their thinking,

I drew some conclusions. The experienced teachers were looking

for:

1. Lesions that were hienly motivating and interesting for
children.

2. A teacher who felt very comfortable with children.

3. Positive interactions between teacher and children.

4. A set of rules and established routine to cut down on
distractions.

A Look at Beginning Teachers

In our earlier session, the beginning teachers differed from

the experienced teachers in that they tended to look at how
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children themselves were affected by thP lAocton's teachers class-

room management.

Taking a look at what B.T. #3 had to say during our final

meeting, we see how her impressions had changed:

I'm not sure yet - I wish I could have seen the introduction
to this reading group. The group did seem quieter this time
and more focused on their teacher. However, she seemed to be
doing more "lecturing" than discussing. I would like to see
her with a discussion going on . . . and managing the rest of
the group. I was definitely left with a more positive
impression.

How did this written account differ from her earlier one?

During the second session she had written:

The problem is management. She didn't have their attention.
She needed to have their attention to focus everyone on one
thing. I did hear a better set of directions this time
though group didn't have ideal conditions for listening and
focusing. Now I'm wondering if the group was having as
much trouble focusing as i was."

B.T. #3 placed strong emphasis on the need for children to focus,

on teacher control, and on a total group approach in both sets of

her writings. I did not see the child-centered approach that we

glimpsed in earlier remarks by beginning teachers.

Beginning Teacher #4, writing on how her impressions had

changed, commented:

Yes. The teacher seems to be more relaxed and at ease with
the children. She seems much more enthusiastic about the
reading that has just taken place, encouraging children to
comment on it and helping them to understand it. She seems
to be more tolerant.of the children working at their desks
and of the questions that they are coming to her with.

I approached the notes of the last beginning teacher,

B.T. #2, curious to learn which of the two previous teachers she

most resembled--the one who sees a teacher as the central figure
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in the classroom or the one who feels that a comfortable learning

environment is more important. Here are her final impressions:

Yes. My impressions have changed--positively. The teacher
seemed more at ease and eager to teach. She frequently gave
the students positive reinforcement and she personalized her
conversation with them. Teacher was motivated and thus pass-
ed this on to her students.

B.T. #2, like B.T. #4, placed high value on the teacher's

personal involvement in teaching and on the importance of that

involvement as a positive motivation for learning.

In reviewing how beginning teachers looked at the Boston

teacher, we do not find clear agreement on what factors they

considered most important. However, all three did want--

1. The teacher to be be more involved in what she was
teaching.

2. The teacher to present highly motivating lessons.

During our last meeting there seemed to be some divergence in

group response to the Boston teacher. B.T. #3 concentrated upon

the need for children to focus upon the a teacher as a center of

learning, whereas B.T. #4 and B.T. #2 seemed less concerned with

this factor. Perhaps this can be accounted for by the differing

personalities, training, and classroom experience of the beginning

teachers.

Looking For Common Issues Of Practice

After beginning and experienced teachers had completed view-

ing sessions, discussions, and writing on ways of seeing the

Boston teacher, both sets were asked to reflect upon common issues

of practice. Until this time they had examined the problems and

challenges facing the Boston teacher primarily in relationship to
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her handling of classroom issues. Now they were asked to think

about these challenges tn terms of how they might relate them to

their own practice. Might the issues that came up during meetings

have implications for their teaching? The Boston study had been

done during the early seventies. Had more than a decade of educa-

tional change made a real difference in teachers' ways of seeing?

Among experienced teadhers' comparisons of the similarities

and differences between their practice and that of the Boston

teacher, we find Mr. Fairley's remark that "Like the teacher in

the study, I too have days that are better than other days
.

Trying to teach course objectives while dealing with children with

human feelings and needs can be a difficult task. Every day I

confront the problems and issues that this teacher meets in her

classroom."

Such comments, seen from the vantage point of Mr. Fairley's

earlier writings, demonstrated an introspective mood and a change

in thinking. All of his comments had consistently reflected his

personal belief in the need for highly-involved teachers and well-

defined standards of teaching. However, with increased observa-

tion and greater instght into what the Boston teacher was trying

to accomplish, he had modified some of his first impressions and

had begun looking at the broader issues of teaching. For example,

he began to examine the belief that a teacher must always be "up"

to the task of teaching, the notion that, no matter what the

difficulties, a teacher must demonstrate 11100% involvement and

showcase readiness" at all times. Discussing the possible impli-

cations of this, Mr. Fairley wrote: "I wonder how often
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ev,' lations of teachers are made during a time period that shows

negatively. Can an accurate and objective evaluation take

place after just x few short visits?"

The later uriing of Mrs. Tobin shows a similar development

in perspective. She wrote: "It's hard to evaluate a person by

taking small chunks of lessons to see if that person is doing an

effective job in the classroom. I run my classroom management

quite differently, but was very comfortable with the way this

teacher handled her children . .

about them."

Mrs. Tobin also pointed out the difficulty of fully under-

standing a particular classroom and a particular teacher on the

basis of only a few short viewings. Two key issues for Mrs. Tobin

had always been the teacher's classroom management and her rela-

tionship with the children. In her later writing, after she was

able to see that the Boston teacher addressed these issues, she

found that the two of them had similarities in teaching style,

alchough they did not address these issues in the same way.

Mrs. Smith made these comments: "Classroom management and

preventive teaching are important to me. I want my children to

know their expectations and mine and be able to function effi-

ciently in our room. Today (the Boston teacher's) room ran

smoothly. The children appeared responsible and worked efficient-

ly." Mrs. Smith's primary concern was that the children develop

personal responsibility for learning. She focused on classroom

efficiency and the development in children of a clear understand-

ing of what was expected of them. After several viewings, some of

. she likes children and cares
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Mrs. Smith's concerns had been addressed, but she needed more time

before she could relate the Boston teacher's situation to her own.

As we review the responses of experienced teachers, we find

few comments on children's academic progress. This may be due to

the way our questions were formed or perhaps it results from the

fact that teachers were more concerned with the "how" than they

were with the "what" of teaching. In any event, as we continued

our viewings of the Boston teacher, the elements that were seen as

most significant were the children's responsiveness, their growth

in responsibility, and their increased participation in discus-

sion.

Beginning teachers, in their earlier writings, had examined

the teacher's interaction with the children very closely. In

their final comments, they too demonstrated an expanded vision.

Beginning Teacher #3 indicated that she spent some time

thinking about what really is expected of teachers. She wrote:

After concluding discussions, I can see some things in this
classroom that all teachers must face. Setting the norms
for a group of active children is a challenge. In the final
tape there has been the progress we all hoped to see midway
through the year. We all have to learn to be flexible and
willing to try new ways of dealing with the many interrup-
tions we may have . . . Right now, it seems like there has
been an endless amount of activities cutting into my teaching
time.

In earlier writings, B.T. #3 had not reached this level of

sensitivity regarding the role the Boston teacher had played in

her classroom. She seemed to have developed a more objective way

of looking at the practice of other teachers.

Beginning Teacher #2, when asked about common iss, stated:

"I'm not very sure what this question really means. But I have
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four and five-year-olds who are even younger than the children

this teacher has. So I feel that both she and I are confronted

with the same problems. Without really understanding the ques-

tion then, B.T. #2 was able to relate to the Boston teacher be-

cause of her experience with a common age group.

Beginning Teacher #4 expressed similar empathy when she

wrote: "I too am teaching first grade reading groups. I realize

how important it is to work with a small group while having the

rest of the class on tasks at the same time. Motivating children

to want to read is important and the teacher's attitude is vital

to the success of the lesson. I too must keep this importance in

mind." B.T. #4 appears to mean by this statement, that it is the

teacher's responsibility to move children to learn.

B.T. #2 and B.T. #4 provided the first comments by either set

of teachers on how a teacher's attitudes affect children's ability

to learn. In addition, B.T. #4 identified with the challenge to

the teacher of addressing the needs of individual children while

still attending to the whole group.

In summary, we find that all of the TPWS teachers were able

to find issues of common concern connecting their teaching prac-

tice to that of the Boston teacher. These issues include:

1) Meeting the individual needs of children while maintain-
ing an optimal level of instruction.

2) Projecting an attitude of real concern for children.

3) Presenting expectations clearly so that children are
led to become more responsible.

In addition, the beginning teachers related to these issues:

1) The challenge of setting norms and of maintaining flexi-
bility while dealing with interruptions.
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2) Developing a clear understanding of children's age/grade
development and needs.

3) Balancing the curriculum to best meet the needs of indi7
viduals, small groups, and.the whole class.

An analysis of the issues focused upon by both experienced

and beginning teachers showed that the early establishment of

norms and expectations was seen as important by both groups.

Beginning teachers, however, emphasized the need for flexibility

in this regard. Both groups stressed the delicate balance between

meeting objectives and attending to the diverse needs within the

classroom. One c,xperienced teacher emphasized the importance of

the teacher's exhibiting a caring attitude toward children. Fi-

nally, one beginning teacher felt it was vital that teachers are

better prepared to interact with young children.
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Chapter 8

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter begins by rgvlewing patterns of teachers' inter-
ests and concerns as reveal-, in the focused group interviews
reported on in the last cha %.c. Then the chapter continues by
reviewing the major findings of the whole study regarding
teachers' practical habits of attention and interpretive sense-
making while teaching.

Fredrick Erickson



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Significance of Themes from the Focused Group Interviews

It was apparent from the teachers' comments while viewing a

tape of a teacher and a set of students they had never seen before

that especially the experienced teachers wanted more information

in order to make sense of what they were seeing on the television

screen. They were asking for wider frames of reference in order

to make connections between the particular behavioral details that

could immediately be seen and heard, and set of larger issues,

knowledge of which lay beyond the screen and beyond the moment.

Among these concerns were more it:formation regarding the nature of

the institutional setting, the community background of the

students, the teachers' strategies in dealing with a whole year's

worth of curriculum, and the teacher's pedagogical commitments--

her working philosophy of teaching.

These concerns were spontaneously expressed by the teachers

during the open-ended discussions of the video viewing session.

It is significant that the experienced teachers especially wanted

information beyond what could be heard and seen on the screen.

This suggests that they were used to operating more comprehensibly

in mating sense than were the beginning teachers.

The specific kinds of information desired by the experienced

teachers are also significant, in that they confirm, in broad

strokes at least, some of the researcher's initial guesses about

patterns in the teachers' ways of seeing and making sense. Those

first hunches by the researchers appeared in the earliest of the
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project's progress reports. Let us review the teachers' questions

that arose in viewing sessions at the end of the study and then

review the researchers' initial hunches at the beginning of the

study.

In the viewing sessions the teachers wanted to know about the

nature of the school and community: "Is this an inner city or a

suburban school?" "Is this an open building? (i.e. do the

classrooms not have walls)." There were a number of questions

regarding time in the school year and in the children's school

lives: "What time of year is this lesson?" "How long have the

children been in school?" "How familiar is the class with the

routines of groups and lessons?" "What was the pre-school and

kindergarten training for these children?"

The teachers also wanted to know about the working philosophy

of the teacher they were seeing on the screen. They freely

expressed their own; especially the axiom that classroom

orderliness must precede learning--the children must sit still and

not talk before profitable instruction and learning could take

place. Even Mr. Fairley expressed this when watching the first

tape of teaching that was shown, yet he was the teacher who seemed

most to have valued students' curiosity and independent learning.

Various children could be seen around the room working on their

own--a high value for Mr. Fairley. Yet the ambient noise level

concerned him as much as it did the other experienced and

beginning teachers.

All but one of the teachers expressed much concern in the

initial viewing session with issues of noise level and management.
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(The exception was Mrs. Gates, who by coincidence had studied

other tapes of the Boston teacher in a graduate course at the

university the previous summer and who through that experience had

become convinced that there was much more to be seen on classroom

videotapes than could be apprehended at first glance. She had

also become convinced, through study, that the Boston teacher was

extremely effective, albeit in slightly nonstandard ways). Except

for Mrs. Gates, the concerns over what was seen as disorderliness

were so central for the teachers that they did not notice some

pedagogically crucial evidence that was there to be seen and heard

on the videotape--this was the first day the children had had a

reading lesson in first grade, the children had been with this

teacher the year before as kindergartners since it was a K-1 split

classroom, and the children on the screen were reading aloud

fluently and asking and answering comprehension questions. The

students could already read, and very well indeed for beginning

first graders! Presumably the teacher had taught them to read

last year and so her instruction could not have been nearly so

ineffective as the teachers assumed at first viewing. Yet during

the first viewing session all the teachers but one failed to

notice how well the children were reading.

The teachers, beginning and experienced alike, seemed to be.

looking at the videotape through a set of beliefs. Among them was

the assumption that the room was too noisy and disorderly for

learning to be taking place. When tapes from much later in the

year were shown in which instruction proceeded much more smoothly

than on the first day of reading instruction for the year, most of
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the teachers still complained about the noise level in the room.

Learning that 80% of the students in the room were working class

Italian-American and that such levels of ambient noise were usual

for them, at least with this teacher, made no apparent difference

in the normative frame of the teachers' ways of seeing. They

still remarked on the noise and questioned whether learning could

take place under such conditions.

Time and regional/ethnic professional culture may have

influenced this. The videotapes were made in the mid 1970's when

"open classrooms" and inquiry oriented instr tion were still in

fashion, although that trend was waning as "te -Inroof

curricula" and methods of "direct instruction" werc being

introduced. The teachers were watching in the mid-1980's, by

which time the beliefs in direct instruction as a route toward

teacher effectiveness had become well entrencheci in their school

districts.

This was also the Midwest, and the tapes were from the urban

Northeast. The entire teaching experience of the teachers had

been in small cities and suburbs in the Midwest where there were

no large concentrations of working-class Italian-Americans. There

were no more open classrooms. Thus the Midwestern teachers' ways

of seeing seem to have been powerfully influenced by the lenses of

culture and of their situation in recent educational history. (It

is not coincidental that the fieldnotes of the project

coordinator's first day in one of the suburban teachers' rooms

contain the comment, "It's so quiet in here, I can't believe it!

That makes me nervous." The researcher had observed in the
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Boston teacher's classroom for two years and had adapted to the

noise level there. He was finding a Midwestern suburban classroom

remarkable for its stillness in sound and in children's body

motion.)

In sum, not only did the teachers want much more information

about time of year and about particular traits of children, they

also demonstrated the influence of their own pedagogical

commitments in what they noticed and overlooked on the tapes.

This is consistent with generalizations reported in the project's

first and second progress reports. Here are quotations from the

second of those reports, submitted in September of 1982 after a

full year's observation with the suburban teachers had been

completed:

1. It seems that the two experienced teachers see
globally at the beginning of the year and more
specifically later in the year.

2. It seems that the two experienced teachers see
connections rather than isolated phenomena.

3. It seems that the two experienced teachers attend
to what they think they need to see and hear at any
given moment.

4. It seems that what the two experienced teachers
think they need to see is often a situation that
calls for their decision and action; in these
"problem" situations it is the discrepant
phenomenon that becomes figure while the more
normal phenomena are taken as ground, and often go
unnoticed.

These initial hunches about ways of seeing changed a bit as

the study progressed. The first hunch was revised in later

reports. It appeared that teachers attended to different kinds of

phenomena more than to others at different times of the school

year, and so time of year was importantly related to ways of
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seeing. Yet the experienced teachers were able to see very

globally and very specifically at any point in the year--this is

how they made connections, by reading off a specific behavioral

cue interpretively against their background of recollections and

understandings.

The fourth assertion was also modified somewhat later in the

research. It became apparent that at some times, some of the

teachers (notably Mrs. Smith, Mrs. Gates, and Mr. Fairley) watched

for sheer enjoyment and appreciation as some students began to

"fly," as Mrs. Smith put it--as they began to do extremely able

academic work with enthusiasm and relish. This did not require

decision or intervention on the part of the teacher. But those

moments of relatively detached watching for the sheer pleasure of

it were rare. More usually the teachers seemed to concentrate on

attending within a triage press on decision and action.

What Teachers See: A Summary

We have claimed that the experienced teachers see very

specifically and very globally simultaneously. During the study

the teachers were observed attending to a very wide range of

specific phenomena across an even wider range of what is available

potentially as seeable and hearable. Let us consider first the

range of potential objects of attention and then consider a list

of actual objects of teachers' attention, a list that illustrates

the range of what teachers actually attend to while they teach.

The range of potential objects of a teacher's attention

includes events and relationships outside the classroom as well as
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inside it. Among these outside-the-classroom relationships are

those with the principal and with other teachers in the building,

as interaction occurs in the teachers' lounge, in faculty

meetings, at parties, and in one-on-one encounters. Also outside

the classroom is the playground, where the teacher watches

students from his or her own classroom. Within the classroom

there are various classes of potential objects of attention: (1)

physical objects that contribute to constituting the setting

(e.g., lights, radiator, student chairs and tables), (2) overall

curriculum and its materials (e.g. sequences of study, books,

workbooks), (3) overall social management (e.g., ambient noise

levels, and seating, postural, kinesic, and gaze-direction

arrangements of children in various activities), (4) particular

instructional activities (e.g., math lesson, free :k.! 'ding time),

particular groupings of children (e , reading c.rour,, the girls

who sit together at snack time, the children at

experiment table), and (5) particular children (their academic and

social-emotional performance, interpreted as displaying the

knowledge and skills they have mastered and the conceptual

confusions and limits on knowldge, skill, interests, and patience

according to which they can be characterized pedagogically for

purposes of instructional intervention, and as well, for purposes

of simply figuring out how to live with them until the end of the

day or the end of the year).

Here is a list that illustrates the range of phenomena that

the teachers who were studied actually attended to in split-second

glances and listenings while teaching. From such momentary foci
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of attention came remembered behavioral snapshots that were

discussed in interviews.

pencilled-in answer on a math workbook page, read
upside down as teacher walks past front of child's desk

set of students' index fingers of right hands pointing
to title of story on page of basal reader

almost whole set of eyes of all students in the classroom
(but for one who is not looking) in the moment just before
the teacher explains how to complete a worksheet

time at the moment, on the face of the classroom clock
mounted on the wall

ambient noise level and kinesic (body motion) activity
level of three children completing a puzzle sitting
on the floor in the corner of the room by the bookshelf
where the free reading books are kept

slight hesitation at mid-clause in a student's speech and
question-intonation at the end of the clause as the child
answers a recitation question from the teacher

expression of intense concentration on the face of a student
sitting at her desk while working on a writing assignment

answer to question by teacher that: reveals special
understanding/misunderstanding by a student

set of ratings behind a student's name on a classroom
citizenship chart prominently displayed on the well

expression of grief on a boy's face as teacher tells class
that its pet hamster died over the weeke-,Ad

immobilized pencil poised on worksheet paper, held in the
hand of a child who is sitting at her desk at a time when
she is supposed to be completing the worksheet

child falling off a chair, having tipped it over backwards

child falling off a chair by sliding off it sideways

be.l signaling end of recess

lAee sting on child's forearm

bruise on child's upper arm

child seen standing alone on the plAyground
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child's loose tooth

contents of a student's lunch box

new Cabbage Patch doll

What are the meanings of these phenonana enat teachers

actually attended to? The only meaninc, ident.fied in the list was

that for the answer to the teacher question that revealed special

understanding/misunderstanding by the child. Mat was a quasi-

hypothetical instance, used as an illustrative placeholder for

many particular cases of answers by students that were especially

ravealing to the teacher. All the other objects of attention

could have been interpreted as meaning various things, depending

upon the point of view of the teacher. Is the Child whose pencil

is immobilized on the page daydreaming or thinking carefully about

the next answer to be written on the worksheet? Are all the

children whose fingers are pointing to the title of the story in

the reading book actually attending to that title? Was the child

who hesitated and used question intonation at the end of a spoken

answer to the teacher's question guessing, partially unsure of the

answer, or sure of the answer but saying it in a statistically

infrequent way (i.e. a "marked" way) for some oeher reason?

What of the expression of grief on the boy's face as the

death-of the classroom hamster is being reported? This is an

example that came from Mrs. Smith's classroom at the beginning of

Monday morning in the time soon after the Christmas holidays. The

boy's name was Ethan. In making interpretive sense of his facial

expression Mrs. Smith put more than one ehing together. She knew

that not only had the hamster died over ehe weekend but that
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Ethan's grandmother had died about a week before and this was the

first death of a relative he had confronted. She had made a

connection--hamster--Ethan's face--Ethan's grandmother. She also

made another kind of connection, for this was not just any boy's

face looking sad, this was Ethan's face. The teacher recalled

instances of Ethan's reactions to classroom situations of disap-

pointment for him during the previous months of school. Sometimes

his emotions had flooded out suddenly when he became disappointed.

The teacher was making interpretive sense by making connec-

tions across diverse phenomena, and was doing so for the purpose

of deciding how to take action. In an informal interview on the

playground that morning she said she had noticed the boy's expres-

sion just as she was announcing the death of the hamster. She

then watched the boy during the next moments as she said a few

words about how we feel when people as well as pets leave us for

various reasons, including death. It seemed that the boy was

still very sad but was not flooding out, judging from his facial

expression. Because of that the teacher opened the topic up for

class discussion. Had anyone had a pet that had died? Some

children had. How did they feel? Someone volunteered an account

of how she felt when an older sister left for college. Another

child_told how he felt when an uncle died. The teacher told of

her feeltngs in similar situations.

Throughout her own discourse on loss and grief, and during

the children's talk about it, the teacher watched Ethan, If it

seemed to be too much for him she could close the discussion and

begin to explain the work assignments for the day. Since his face
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kept telling her it didn't seem to be too much she let the

conversation go on a while.

The teacher had wanted Ethan to hear that the emotions of

grief were allowable. Noticing his face and making the connec-

tions between the death of the hamster and his family situation

provided th3 teacher the opportunity to conduct a spontaneous

lesson on grieving. The teacher's aim was the benefit of the

class as a whole, but she also had Ethan's benefit especially in

mind. She watched him carefully for the rest of the day.

Classroom happenings vary in scale, in duration, in frequency

of occurence, and in the comprehensivent-rs . fferent seman-

tic cues that must be connected in order i;t. nse of the

happening. So far we have been considering instances of classroom

phenomena chat can be noticed in a moment. Other phenomena can

only be apprehened as they unfold slowly and recurrently over

long strips of time. An example is the development of an individ-

ual student's letter formation skills in curstve writing, as

evidenced in instances of the child's written work across many

months. Still other phenomena occur over the space of a few

hours. Ethan's face for the rest of the school day is one such

case. Another ease, also from Mrs. Smith's classroom, was the

swelling of a ehild's arm after being stung by a bee. The teacher

watched the arm all day because she knew the child's medical

status report said that she was allergic to bee stings.

Attention by the teacher to any of those potentially avail-

able of attention varied in kind according to the nature

of the object toward which attention was directed. The teachers
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attended to the acquisition of cursive writing very differently

from the way they attended to a momentary rise in classroom noise

level or to the waxing and waning of a swelling from a bee sting.

These objects of attention differ in kind not only becau :..A. of

their physical form but because they evoke different kinds of

responsibility for decision and action by the teacher. Thus, for

example, the situation of attending to the evolution of a child's

cursive writing skills over time, or to mastery of multiplication

tables, does not require the same sort of decision-making and

data collection as does the situation of watching a child.who has

just been stung by a bee. In the latter case the teacher may have

to decide quickly to take the child to a nurse or to call in the

school principal and the child's parents. Consequently.the dif-

ference in kind of attention is not simply a function of the

difference in time scale between the development of penmanship

and the swelling of a child's arm. Legal and ethical issues of

responsibility are much more salient in the laLtar case, although

they are not entirely absent in the former.

We have seen in the case study of Mrs. Meijer that referring

a child for special education testing is another situation in

which the consequences of attention and decision have legal and

fiscal ramifications. Mrs. Meijer paid special attention to po-

tentially referrable nhildren over a time span comparable to that

necessary to observe the acquisition of cursive writing skills.

With special education referral in mind, however, she attended to

a much wider range' of phenomena than had she been watching penman-

ship--many differing instances of the children's academic and
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social performance across a variety of scenes and events in the

school day. The result of all that observation and interpretation

by making connections across many different kinds of phenomena was

the referral of one child, Craig.

Another important feature of observation by the teachers is

that it is highly situation-specific. We have seen this in the

example of Ethan's sad face. It was also true of the example of

the bee sting, which occurred on the playground duing morning

recess early in the fall in Mrs. Smith's classroom. Two girls

were stung during that recess period. For the rest of the day

Mrs. Smith attended mainly to the size of the swelling on one of

the children's arms. With the other child the teacher attended

more to her facial expression and to the teariness of her eyes

than to the swelling itself. The latter of the two girls was seen

by the teacher as more easily upset and more anxious about ill-

ness. The former of the two girls was the one who had a note on

her medical record warning of her allergic sensitivity to bee

stings.

The experienced teachers employed ways of seeing that were

both very situation-specfic and were also embedded in sets of

interpretive connections made across many different kinds and

levels of context. The ways of seeing and making sense differed

according to the kind of decision and action that the teacher

thought was necessary regarding the particular object of attention

of the moment.

The teachers' notionf of what kinds of decision and action

were necessary were related to their pedagogical commitments.
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Whether a.particule at behavior was seen as a pedagogical

problem or oppe±rLunity depended upon the teachers' working

philosophy of teaching and learning. Many of the examples

presented above could be seen in these terms quite differently

depending on the frame provided by pedagogical commitments of

differing sorts. The immobile pencil on the student's worksheet,

for example, might be seen as a salient indicator of a problem

requiring action by a teacher who was very concerned that students

maintain "time on task" in certain visible ways during Featwork

periods. For a teacher who regarded the visible display of effort

during seatwork as not very important, or as an unreliable

indicator of student's attention and learning, the immobile pencil

would be much less salient. It might go entirely unnoticed.

Let us review the main pedagogical commitments of the five

experienced teachers we studied. Mrs. Smith, one of the suburban

teachers, was very committed to providing empathy with stu'r',1nts,

to student learning, to quiet orderliness as a precondition for

students' academic work, and to hilarity when it was time to have

fun. She was the teacher who watched Ethan's face carefully while

turning the announcement of the hamster's death into an occasion

to support Ethan's grief over the death of his grandmother. Mrs.

Smith_was also the teacher who said she loved to watch the most

academically able students after Christmas aT, they began to "fly"

academically. She reported the most piea4ure ef all the

experienced teachers in nonutilitari4tn 1ookti.5.-A"pprediaz1ve

watching of students who ware doinG cel udthol.i.:: particular help

from her. She reacted much more strony clsroom
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noise than to ambient body motion and student postures and

insisted on quiet while work was being done. She believed it was

her responsibility to see that students spent much "time on task,"

and used that term itself. Yet work should alternate with time

off task. She liked fun and organized many celebrations in the

classroom. She was particularly fond of costume parties (the

faculty of the school organized an all school costume day and Mrs.

Smith participated in this avidly, devising ingenious costumes for

herself and for others). Mrs. Smith was the art coordinator for

the building and also the coordinator fol. use of computers. Her

pedagogical commitments were both to work and to play. She wanted

to foster academic achievement and students' emotional growth and

well being.

Mrs. Meijer, the teacher across the hall from Mrs. Smith, was

very much committed to and interested in children's academic

performance and interests. She had been an upper-grades teacher

before taking on a second-grade class a few years before our

study. She was interested in social studies and developed

supplementary units on Native Americans of the state. Like Mrs.

Smith, Mrs. Meijer believed in quiet as a necessary condition for

student learning. She also stressed the importance of students'

understanding what was required of them and taking initiative to

complete work and do it correctly. Thus a student like Craig, who

was both noisy and often off in the wrong places at the wrong

times, was an especially salient child in her room. Mrs. Meijer

was especially frustrated because her class had not started to
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"jell" after Christmas, while Mrs. Smith's class across the hall

had already begun to "jell."

Mrs. Tobin taught in the urban school system. Many of her

students were of low socioeconomic status and of minority race and

language background. She believed in order as a precondition to

classroom learning. She also believed that the best thing to do

for her students was to see to it that they spent time working

seriously, using the texts, workbooks, and dittoed worksheets that

were available. If they did their work persistently and

correctly, benefits in learning would follow. Accordingly she and

her aide were especially vigilant about student behavior during

seatwork, and she used some behavior modification techniques

during reading groups. Students were awarded citizenship ratings

and were given cookies and crackers as rewards for effort and

accuracy in their classroom work and for good deportment. Mrs.

Tobin had some doubts about the new reading series that was being

introduced that year. She thought the material in the stories was

not at as high a level as that in the previous series. Still, she

used the new materials in a thorough way, figuring that with its

unit by unit tests the new reading program would benefit the

students.

Mrs. Gates also taught in the urban school system. Her

school had the highest student turnover rate tn the district and

many of the students in her class were of low socioeconomic status

and of minority racial and language background. She was concerned

that such students were often misperceived as having less ability

than they actually had. They needed explicit teaching in survival
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skills and encouragement to try things. If they tried hard under

emotionally supportive conditions they could experience success

and feel good about themselves. The child's family could help

Mrs. Gates with this. She encouraged parents to work with their

children. She sent home games and devised other educational

acttvities with which parents and children could be engaged. Mrs.

Gates had very mixed feelings about the new reading program, with

its unit by unit tests. She felt that the school district, with

its extreme emphasis on monitoring students' stepwise acquisition

of mandated skills, was not leaving time for enrichment in reading

and math, and for the teaching of survival skills such as those of

test-taking. Accordingly she devised games, contests, and various

self-testing activities by which students could practice working

under timed conditions and get quick feedback regarding the

accuracy of their work. She didn't value these things in their

own right but felt they were necessary for the kinds of children

she taught, who needed both procedural skills and a sense of

courage when facing test situations. At the same time she pro-

vided diverse enrichment activities because she valued the kinds

of knowledge and experience not measured by the tests. She did

this especially in language arts, an area in which she was more

confident as an instructor than in math and science. She worried

about the children and about her teaching. Sometimes she felt

very tired but she kept trying. She wondered if she was doing

right in adding things that "they," the school district, did not

emphasize.



Mr. Fairley also taught in the urban district. The two

schools in which he was observed had student populations

characterized by somewhat fewer minority students and a slightly

higher average family income than did the schools where Mrs. Gates

and Mrs. Tobin taught. Still, Mr. Fairley's school attendance

areas contained pockets of poverty and minority students were a

significant presence in his classrooms during both of the school

years he was observed. In Year I Mr. Fairley expressed confidence

in his approach to teaching, which differed fundamentally from

that emphasized in the school district. He believed that his way

was both better for children and possible for him to achieve with

them, although that took effort and commitment on both their

parts. He thought that teachers needed to know their children

well. Each summer before school he would write a handwritten

letter to each of his new students and try to visit them in their

hcmes. During the year he invited children to his home. His wife

was also a teacher and they would sometimes have children stay for

the weekend. He sometimes spent time with students outside school

during the week so that they and he could come to know each other

as people. He wanted to discover the children's interests and he

wanted them to know that he had interests and curiosity too and

was always learning things. Over ehe years he had gotten well

acquainted with families in the neighborhood, teaching one sibling

after another. Families repeatedly requested placement of their

next younger children with Mr. Fairley. He believed that academic

skills were necessary but that they followed from engagement in

work that was interesting and intellectually substantive. He
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thought it was very important that children develop a love for

learning and that teachers believe in eheir students' capacity and

foster their curiosity. The district's skills testing emphasis

would have interfered with this, had he let it do so. But his

children did well on the tests and so he went ahead teaching in

the way he thought was right.

In Year II Mr. Fairley found himself in a new situation. The

old school was clozed and he followed "his" families to a larger

school where most of the students had been reassigned. He was not

able to get acquainted with the Year II class during the previous

summer, as had been his custom in earlier years. Also Year II was

the year the ne,,- 1. ing series was being used, with its unit by

unit tests. Mr. ley had doubts abaut the level of material in

the series. Ee still thought the whole emphasis of the district

on incremental skill acquisition left out the heart of what was

truly educativeto provide material worth learning that engaged

and stimulated children's interests, taught by a teacher who

modeled a love for learning and saw to it that every child tried.

But it was a hard year. He used the reading books and worksheets

more centrally in his reading instruction than in former years.

There were still independent projects and other enrichment

activities in the various subject areas. But many of them didn't

take off the way they had in previous years. Fewer of the

children seemed curious. He had to spend more effort keeping some

students from disrupting the others and leseffort on enriching

the curriculum. The year wasn't as satisfying as previous years

had been.
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It is apparent that the working philosophies of teaching

differed acro s-. the ftve experienced teachers studied. Perhaps

the most extreme contrast is that between Mr. Fairley and Mrs.

Tobin, with Mrs. Gates and the suburban teachers Smith and Meijer

in between. Mrs. Tobin did not seem to question the mandated

curriculum while Mr. Fairley, especially in Year I, made it a

point in interviews to note that his philosophy of teaching was

quite different from that current in the district. Mrs. Gates was

ambivalent. She questioned the mandated curriculum yet worried

more about being right in doing so than did Mr. Fairley. Mrs.

Smith and Mrs. Meijer did not question for the most part the

mandated curriculum but ehey developed many activities on their

nna and in collaboration with each other.

Each of the teachers was responsible and conscientious by his

or her own lights. According to their perspectives they had

differing notions of what was a problem, what needed fixing, what

could or couldn't be fixed. For Mrs. Tobin the curriculum was not

a problem, especially. Management was the important issue and she

had found a system that worked for her and her aide. Shc

monitored students carefully to see that they were persisting in

their assigned tasks and were doing them correctly. For her the

immobile pencil of a child at seatwork was the kind of occasion

that one needed to watch for and react to. One needed to watch

quite a wide range of children for this, in Mrs. Tobin's opinion.

Mr. Fairley and Mrs. Gates sometimes would notice and call to

account a student who was holding an immobile pencil when it

should have been moving, but they did not do this as consistently
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as Mrs. Tobin did. Mrs. Gates would be especially vigilant for

the immobile pencil durin6 one of the activities she had designed

to simulate timed test situations. At other times she would not

be so vigilant about that kind of phenomenon. She would be very

selective in watching students and only look at those L;tte knew

needed to be "reminded" to complete their work.

Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Meijer were often vigilant about the

immobile pencils in their rooms. Students in their classrooms

generally were doing more academically advanced work than were the

children in the urban classrooms and they did it much more quiet-

ly. Yet Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Meijer were vigilant. Many of their

advanced students did not need so much instruction as did the

students from the city, who were less skilled in accomplishing the

tasks assigned to them. Mrs. Smith's and Mrs. Meijer's classrooms

may have "worked" in part because they could get good results by

seeing to it that the children kept at their assigned work. Both

suburban teachers had heard of the term "time on tas'e and used it

during interviews in describing children in their rooms. They

were especially careful in looking at the students' worksheets,

correcting them and getting them back to the students quickly.

Mr. Fairley spent the least time looking at worksheets be-

cause he used them the least. He was the teacher most acutely

focused on children's talk in discussion as indicating not only

their understanding of right answers but their underlying reason-

ing. If someone asked an interesting question that revealed a

novsl conception he would extend class discussion along those

lines, especially in Year I. In Year II he did that less,
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focusing more on what studEmts thought than on how they thought.

Mrs. Meijer and Mrs. Gates were also interested in children's

Chinking. Mrs. Meijer seemed to enjoy reasoning with students and

she had enjoyed teaching upper grades whera ehat could happen in

even more extended ways. Mrs. Gates t:as concerned that, in the

tnterest of their own academic survival, her students understand

t.1-, kinds of things One tests were driving at. Her interest in

the "how" of children's thinking was thus more pragmatic than Mr.

Fairley's may have been, with his deep belief in the value of

knowledge and curiosity in their own right.

Probably Mrs. Gates and Mr. Fairley would have paid special

attention to the grief on Ethan's face had he been in their rooms,

and they might have extended the liscussion of feelings about the

des.th of pets and other kinds of separations as did Mrs. Smith.

In different ways Smith, Gates, and Fairley seemed to resonate

emotionally with their students, while Meijer and Tobin were more

detached. It was not tbat Meijer and Tobin were uninvolved with

their students' feelings, it was t that those phenomena were

not such a priority and focus of ,t%t..ention as they were for the

other teachers. For Mr. Fairley in Year II there appeared to be

less emotianal resonance with the class than in Year I.

A cautionary note is in order lest these characterizations

seem stereotypical. All the teachers were observed noticing and

reacting to all the kinds of classroom phenomena we have been

discussing. It was not that Mr. Fairley was never corterned about

an immobile pencil or that Mrs. Tobin was never concerned about

the originality of a student's insight as well as the Izorrectness
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of it as an answer to a question or that Mrs. Meijer never noticed

and resonated with the feelings of her students while Mrs. Smith

was constantly awash with sentiment. Rather, the teachers' ways

of seeing varied in terms of relative emphasis on the various

domains of what was potentially noticeable. Ways of z.eeing varied

as well from situation to situation depending on the immediate

exigencies of that situation.

To conclude this discussion, the experienced teachers'

of seeing involved processing information about kinds of phenomena

that were extremely diverse in physical form and in the time scale

necessary to perceive them. Particular phenomena were viewed

interpretively by making connections of comparison and contrast

between the phenomenon at hand and remembered instances of other

phenomena. Those connections were made from a memory bank, as it

were, in which was stored information on individual children and

groups of children across the whole school as well as infor-

mation from earlier years of teaching. Time of yeav was an impor-

tant influence on what was especially salient for teachers to

notice. 4:Ji these patterns of interpretation seem to have been

influenced fundamentally by the pedagogical commitments of the

various teachers; th t working philosophies of teaching and

learning. This led teachers ta notice what they thought, con-

sciously or intuitively, thay needed to notice.

How Teachers Learn Ways of Seeing

Professional ways of paying attention to classroom events and

making sense of them seem to be acquired rather than being innate.
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Our data on the process of acquisition are less, both in breadth

and in depth, than are our data on the ways of seeing used by

experienced teachers. Still a few useful comments on what is

acquired and how that happens can be made by way of summary. It

seems that the undergraduate interns and beginning teachers saw

classroom events in a more fragmentary way than did the experi-

enced teachers. The novices made fewer connections--they did not

interpret events of the momew: in terms of a sense of the whole

year of progress through the curriculum, nor in terms of 1 back-

drop of recollections from previous years. The novices also

seemed more tentative in their perceptions and judgments 0-1an did

the experienced teachers, although by the end of the first year of

teaching the beginners expressed more confidence in their percep-

tions than they had done at the beginning of the year. These

generalizations are illustrated by the two examples that follow.

The following example shows differences between experienced

teachers and university undergraduates who are intermittent visi-

tors to classrooms. The differences in ways of seeing were re-

vealed in contrasts between observational notes made by undergrad-

uate teacher education students and observationll comments made by

two experieLl, d teachers while watching a vif;0-.5., of -.11assroom

life.- The experienced teachers were Daisy Thomas, the teacher

collaborator in the study, and Mrs. Smith (pseudonym), one of the

two experienced suburban second-grade teachers studied in 1981-82.

At the university teacher education class--one for students

in their second of six terms as teacher education majors, the two

experienced teachers discussed a videotape of Steven, the focal
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child mentioned earlier in this report. The vt)tape was made on

the morning of January 15, 1982. Steven was seate,:, at a table

with three other students, doing seatwork and studying for a

spelling test. As the videotape of Steven was shown to the

university class the teacher education students wrote

observational notes, and the experienced teachers also jotted down

some notes. TL n the experienced teachers discussed what they had

noticed. Their comments were audiotaped.

The written comments of the undergraduate students were com-

pared with the spoken comments of the experienced teachers. Both

of the experienced teachers were able to note specific details in

Steven's behavior at his table and then to extrapolate from this

to general comments of children and of teaching. They also dis-

cussed strategies for dealing with conspicuous children like

Steven, while still dealing with the rest of the class. Although

the experienced teachers extrapolated inferentially in discussing

Steven, they still noted specific behavioral details of what

Steven did, what the other children at his table were doing, and

what the teacher was doing. Those details were all considered in

relation to one another. In other words, the experienced teachers

made connections across different levels of organization in the

classroom--individual, group, class as a whole. They also made

comparisons beyond that one classroom to last year's class as a

whole, to other individuals like Steven they had encountered, to

differences in teaching acrnss different buildings in the dis-

trict, and also across school districts. The experienced teachers

repc-atedly commented on relationships between what the t7,acher was
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doing and -That Steven, the focal child, was doing. They discussed

various options for working with a student like Steven, and how

one's strategies might change across the school year.

In contrast, the written comments of many of the undergrad-

uate teacher education students were either highly inferential

(providing little grounding in behavioral evidence) or highly

fragmentary (noting specific behaviors of Steven, but not relating

these to the group at his table, or to what the teacher was

doing). The undergraduate students also did not mention the

relationship between what Steven was doing on one morning in mid-

January and what had happened earlier and later in the school

year. Their accounts of Steven wwl:e asocial and ahistorical; they

did not situate Steven's behavior in wider contexts across the

time and space of real life in that classroom. In one sense this

is not surprising, since the students knew nothing of these wider

contexts of interpretation. In another sense it is very signifi-

cant, for the extremely inexperienced teacher education students

seemed quite unaware that they needed to employ broader contexts

of interpretation in order to make sense of Steven--considering

the class and teacher as a whole social system at that point in

time and looking at that particular point in time in terms of the

overall history of the school year and in terms of Steven's place

in that history.

Another example of differences (and similarities) in what an

inexperienced and experienced teacher report that they notice

comes from a case study of a student teacher that was conducted by

Daisy Thomas, teacher collaborator. The classroom teacher,
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Thomas, and the student teacher, April Mason (pseudonym), both

wrote journal entries each day reporting what they had especially

noticed that day in the classroom, which was a fourth-grade class

in a suburban school.

One major similarity between the inexperienced and experi-

enced teacher's journal entries was that both teachers noticed

particular children as especially salient. They repeatedly men-

tioned Liam, James, Andrew, Simone, and Rachel. These were the

most troublesome children in the room. As Thomas put it in a

report of the case study, these were children who "point them-

selves out" by their academic and social behavior.

The four beginning teachers we studied across their first

year of teaching reported ways of seeing at the beginning of the

year that resembled those of the student teacher near the end of

her stint of student teaching. The beginning teachers also no-

ticed gvp-level phenomena as well as the behavior of individual

children, as the student teacher had begun to do by the end of the

student teaching experience. Not only did the beginning teachers

have a sense of the whole room, they also reported early on that

they were attending to students' academic performance and to some

aspects of curriculum. They found their sense of time for in-

struction to be undeveloped--some activities they planned would

take much longer than expected and some would take much less.

In the period after Christmas the beginning teachers also

looked at the classroom in terms of academic achievement by

students. They seemed to lack a sense of the whole year, however,

and were not sure whether they were behind where they should be or
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not. They also wondered about particular students. That wonder-

ing continued into the spring when they were confronting the

problem of deciding which students if any to retain. Since they

did not have previous years of experience they could not use a

store of recollections as a backdrop against which to project

their current problems and quandaries. Still the full year seems

"CD have given them something, fs:' at the end of the year the

bcginners reported that they unoerstood much more than they had

dnne at che beginnir--

Throughout the year the beginning teachers were looking

outside the classroom as well as inside it. They attended acutely

at the beginning of the year to what fellow teachers and the

principal said to them and about them. Later in the year the

beginning teachers paid more and more attention to parents,

especially as recurring difficulties with a few students had

developed and as decisions about retention loomed ahead.

Since our data are cross-sectional rather than longitudinal

we can only speculate about the actual process of acquisition of

experienced ways of seeing. The undergraduate education majors

seemed to have begun with a kind of split vision. In interviews

they showed themselves adept at looking at individual children in

detail, but sometimes also they would gloss the behavior of a

child with a highly inferential global judgment. Their

inferences did not appear to be grounded in connections of

evidence, as did the inferences of the student teacher and the

beginning teachers. Moreover, the undergraduates we interviewed

did not seem to be aware of pat:erns at the group level. They
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lacked a sense of the whole classroom. Like the other novice

teachers, however, the undergraduate majors were tentative about

their conclusions. They were sometimes sure of what they were

seeing but not of what to make of it, interpretively.

It appears that a sense of the room as a whole may develop

during student teaching, as suggested by our case study.

Certainly by the time of the first year of teaching the novice

teachers we studied had a sense of group level pherlmena in the

classroom. Their sense of curricular time was still undeveloped,

however. Perhaps this was because they had not spent much time in

student teaching with full responsibility for instruction, and

also because they had not experienced the full march through

curricular time across the school year. This sense of the year as

a whole may have provided the breadth of connections that enabled

them to feel they knew better by spring how to plan their next

fall than they had known during their first fall of teaching.

It might be that a sense of pedagogical commitments was

developing, along with the explicitly reported confidence in one's

abiltity to do the basic job--"I can do it!" One can speculate

that the beginning teachers' ways of seeing at the beginning of

the second fall of teaching would be more focused, with more

connections being made, and that the ways of seeing would also be

mord fixed than in the first year. There would be fewer doubts

about how to make sense of what was seen.

We were struck, in interviewing the beginning teachers, with

somethiug that can only be reported sketchily here because at this

writing it is so partially understood. There was a sense that in
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the beginning of the fall the novice teachers thought they knew

what they were doing, and knew what they needed to see in order to

do it. Some of this may have been bravado but it seemed genuine.

The beginners believed in certain entities they had learned about

in their teacher education courses--student ability and grounds

for grouping decisions based on it, children's self esteem and its

behavioral indicators, teacher strategies for fostering extrinsic

motivation, and certain aspects of planning. By winter the

beginning teachers were much less sure of their knowledge and

skill. Presumably their ways of seeing were more labile during

that time. In the spring confidence in their own judgment was

returning. In addition they seemed to have more of a sense of

what the "it" was that they had begun to feel they knew how to do.

Throughout the year, however, there seemed to be little

change in a basic conviction held by the beginning teachers. They

did not doubt their fundamental perceptions. They believed that

if they knew what to look for they knew how to see it. They

appeared to be much less aware than were the researchers of the

limits on human information processing. Seeing itself wa, not a

problem; what sense to make of what was seen was sometimes the

troubling quandary. This leads one to speculate that even in the

troublesome times of the first winter the beginning teachers

approached their work with epistemological optimism. The belief

that we can see what needs to be seen may be necessary if

practical, common sense reasoning is to be done at all, under

conditions of information overload and uncertainty. Yet since the

Greek philosophers first questioned the grounds of common sense
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knowledge such epistemological optimism has been considered

unwarranted by scholars. The Greeks may or may not have been

right, but given the long and distinguished history of

epistemological skepticism it is striking that the beginning

teachers we studied never reported doubting their own capacity for

accurate and vi1id perception. The experienced teachers we

studied did not doubt their perceptions either. Like the

beginning teachers, the experienced ones often wondered what to

do. Except for Mrs. Gates, they seemed not to have wondered about

how to see and hear.
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Chapter 9

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

This chapter discusses the implications of the findings for
research and practice. Three aspects of implications for practice
are considered: those regarding preservice teacher education,
those regarding continuing education for experienced teachers, and
those regarding organizational changes in schools that would ci-
fect the work life of teachers and would affect opportunities for
their continuing education throughout the teaching career.

Frederick Erickson



IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

Implications for Research

The greatest weakness in this study results from our

inability, for logistical reasons, to follow undergraduates

longitudinally through their university coursework and on through

the first year of teaching. We are left with intriguing traces of

evidence regarding the acquisition of professional ways of seeing

and making,sense, but what we can say about the process of

acquisition itself is limited by the nature of our data.

Future research should check our assertions that novices

begin by looking at classrooms in a fragmentary way, without a

sense of the whole room or the whole year. Then, we think, during

student teaching the novice begins to develop a sense of group

level phenomena, interpreting the actions of individuals in terms

of their place in the classroom as a whole. During the first year

of teaching, we contend, beginning teachers develop a beginning

sense of the year as a whole and consolidate their sense of the

classroom as a whole. A sense of the year as a whole may not

develop fully until during or even after the second year of

teaching, since the capacity to look back at praz. full years of

zeuching seems to have been so important to the experienced

t-szchers in understanding where they were and why at any given

point in the current year. The only way to test these assertions

is by intense longitudinal study of a few individuals from their

days in undergraduate school through two or three initial years of
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teaching. Such a study would be logistically difficult but

scientifically worthwhile.

Further work could be done with beginning and experienced

teachers that would test our claim that as the pedagogical

commitments of the teachers become more developed and teachers

become more confident in their ability to teach, their ways of

seeing become more fixed, less open to the possibility of

recognizing the contradictions in their working philosophy that

might be revealed by paying attention to disconfirming evidence.

We may be too pessimistic in our tentative conclusion that the

experienced teachers' linked ways of seeing and pedagogical

commitments constituted a self-sealing system no longer open to

much learning.

We do not assume that critical reflection on one's philosophy

of teaching and skepticism about the validity of one's immediate

perceptions are unmixed blessings. For practical actors in the

world there well may be necessary limits on cultural and

epistemological relativism. We can know fron personal experience

that in some situations it is not the unexamined life but the

examined life that is not worth living. Further research on

alternation between critical reflection and intuitive action in

teaching seems desirable. Some of this might be done with

teachers whose work is especially exemplary. How reflective are

the most masterful of teachers? How reflective are those that are

average? How do we distinguish mastery from just being capable

and experienced--do ways of seeing and making sense have anything
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to do with suct . a distin.tion? These are all questions for which

further research is necessary.

A. significant outcome of the research reported here is that

it calls into serious question the validity of general description

of teaching as a basis for general prescriptions about exempl..1,..y

or effentive practice. The tendency toward generalization in

educational research looks misplaced when one reads the case

studies presented in this report.

In this research nine teadhers were studied in considerable

depth. The case studies of them show repeatedly that for each of

them their pedagogical perception and sense making was radically

situational and contextually embedded. This is true to so extreme

an extent in our findings that if they are valid it begins to seem

meaningless to ask research questions such as "How does the

teacher attend to and react to instances of bee stings?" or "How

does the teacher make decisions about special education referral?"

One can indeed find some general consistencies in the behavior of

a teacher and find similarities in behavior across teachers. But

these surface resemblances mask underlying differences of situated

meaning across the instances that are being c.uu: .; ed.

This insight points to what ma: be an important distinction

between teachers' ways of viewing their own cJassrooms and

external observers' ways of viewing them. The external observer,

whether researcher, principal, or supervisory specialist, is as an

intermittent visitor not privy to the depth and richness of

contextual embedding--of local meaning--that is available to the

classroom teacher. Even the incidents of two bee stings in our
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data corpus did not present the teacher with similar practical

needs for attention and decision. In the one case the child had a

medical record of allergy to bee stings. In the other case the

other child did not haVe such a record, and so the teacher

less likely to be faced with an emergency medical situation. Thc:

two occasions of bee stings, even though they happened on the sme

day for the same teacher, were not instances of a generic type.

Rather they were unique occasions for practical action.

It follows that it would be inappropriate to attempt to

derive general prescriptions for practice ("What to Do with Bee

Stings") from the analysis of multiple cases of bee stings becalse

they are not instances of the same phenomenon. This suggests that

the nouns and verbs used so glibly in the attempt by researchers

to develop a language for the practice of teadhing are rt, in

actual practice of teaching, labels for fixed semantic referents.

Consider other terms besides bee sting: "cursive writing,"

"understanding place value," "low self-esteem," "planning,"

"trying hard." These words used in the practice of being a

teacher or. a student, our analysis implies, are cover terms for

phenomena that are qualitatively different (i.e. fundamentally

different) in each particular realization although they can also

be seen to be analogous. Teachers, in making sense--that is, in

constructing meaning--seem to recognize both the analogies among

instances and the uniqueness of the single event. By handling

generality and p&rticularity simultaneously the teachers we

studied were confounding the canons of normal science and of

idealized accounts of rational decision-making. The teachers
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appeared to be rations.1 but in a different mode from that of the

practice of normill science. Rather than condemn the teacher for

being ir al, or for lacking a language of practice and

possessii. .kcodified knowledge, it would seem from our study that

research on teaching needs to reconstrue its theories of practice

to take account of the contextually embedded character of locally

situated meaning. Further research and theory development on this

topic seems warranted.

Finally, there is the question of the sources of pedagogical

commitments. Where do they come from initially? How are they

shaped in preservice teacher education? What is the influence on

them of beginning full-time experience as a teacher and of

cumulative experience across years of teaching? These are

questions that go beyond the data base of our study. Perhaps

one's pedagogical commitments are intuitively held from the

beginning and change little over time. That possibility is

suggested by the global inferences--highly categorical

judgments--reported by the undergraduate education majors we

studied. Without some implicit pedagogical theory they could not

make such inferences.

Teacher education introduces new notions. Then by the end of

the first year of teaching the beginning teachers we studied said

they had begun to understand things much more than in the fall.

Perhaps they were integrating vari.,ta kinds of knowledge by a

process of grounded theorizing. Since our study design precluded

monitoring their first year of teaching intensive participant

observation we lack a full picture of the beginning teachers'
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acquisition of understanding. Further research could shed light

on this.

Especially important, in retrospect, is the influence of the

whole institution and general culture of pedagogy on beginning

teachers. It seemed that messages about learning and teaching

contained in the mandated curriculum materials , in routine

practices and beliefs found in che school building and school

system were i Wential in shaping the working philosophy of

teaching of the experienced teachers. Mrs. Gates is an especially

poignant case in that she continued to struggle over what she saw

as contradictions between what "they" in the system wanted and

what she thought the children needed.

This suggests a classic topic in the study of the sources of

pedagogical commitments; the topic of ideology. Our analysis

found that standard school materials and other standard school

practices were ideological--they pointed to certain ways of

utderstanding teaching and learning as certain truth. With the

exception of Mrs. Gates and Mr. Fairley the experienced teachers

we studied did not question those truths much. Neither did the

beginning teachers we studied, except during a period of doubting

themselves and their professional knowledge that seems to have

developed right after the Christmas holidays--the time of year

that one of the experienced teachers described as "the big push"

in terms of the students' academic learning. It is not

unreasonable not to doubt if one's surroundings do not encourage

it; indeed if the ideological content of one's daily experience

discourages critical reflection on standard operating procedures.
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Further research here is necessary. Perhaps we mtssed some of the

doubts held by the experienced teachers. Perhaps critical

reflection develops in certain circumstances or at certain times

in the school year. Little seems to be known on this issue

regarding experienced teachers. It is intriguing to have found

that for beginning teachers the first winter seems to be a period

of doubt. More study of beginning and experienced teachers could

shed light on this. The topic is significant not only

scientifically but because of its policy implications for school

reform and for initial and continuing teacher education. It is

to those issues that we now turn.

Implications for Preservice Teacher Education

Because classroom meanings seem so contextually =bedded and

because teachers' ways of seeing and making sense seem so involved

with a sense of the school year as a whole and of past years, it

would seem that not much of what we have learned could be taught

to undergraduates since they had not yet experienced a year of

teaching. With this caveat in mind a few uses might be made of

our findings at the preservice stage of teacher education.

Since a sense of the whole school year and of its various

pedagogical seasons seemed so important to the early grades

teachers we studied, perhaps this could be foreshadowed in the

preservice education of teachers for the early grades. The

unrThrgraduate major cannot learn from direct experience about the

full annual cycle of seasons of instruction but mention of this

topic in courses could alert the beginner to watch for this during
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the first year of teaching. The most extreme version of thifi

might be a saC of metl'eds courses, or topics within a methods

course, organized according to the seasons of the school year.

Thus one would take a coursR i vr.thods for the period of the

beginning of the school year through winter holiday, then one

would take a course on main issues of method for the midwinter

through early spring, and then a course covering early spring

through the end of the school :year. The beginning teachers we

studied confronted connected sets of issues and the sets changed

acruss seasons. Some reflectilnn of this might well be desirable

in the organization of university course work and also in the

organization of field experiences with cooperating teachers.

A second implication for preservice teacher education

concerns our findinr. regarding the relationship between doubt,

pedagogical commitmt4c, and ways of seeing. Our si:A.,culation is

that with increasing years of experience in teaching and with the

development of more and more complete working philosophies of

practice, the ways of seeing of teachers become increasingly

fixed. This lack of flexibility in perspective may reduce stress,

but it can be maladaptive if, for example, a particular

combination of pedagogical commitments and ways of seeing leads a

teacher systematically to underestimate the potential of Hispanic

male students in the classroom. This could happen if the

teachers' ways of seeing were patterned in such ways that he or

she continually missed noticing fleeting behavioral evidence of

motivation or special competence among the Hispanic male students

in the room.
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As a measure of prevention for rapid development of

inflexible ways of seeing by beginning teachers, perhaps

preservice education could identify this as a problem and then

encourage critical reflection of their own ways of seeing by

undergraduate education majors. If we are correct in our

supposition that what one comes to see as a teacher is related to

one's pedagogical commitments, then one aspect of teacher

education should include experience and guidance in scrutinizing

one's own implicit and explicit pedagogical beliefs. Some

programs of teacher education do this. In others there may be a

tendency to encourage "conversion" as a true believer in a

particular pedagogical creed rathcr t-Isan to foster pedagogical

doubt and skepticism in prospective teachers.

This is a difficult prescription to enjoin, since it is

uncomfortable to doubt and there may be limit, usefulness

in practice. Still the potential benefits t in being

able to look at their classrooms from a variety , perceptual and

normative van' points rather than from a single perspective

alone seem to warrant some attempts to foster in prospective

teadhers habits of mind and perspectives that will prepare

for critical and multidimensional scrutiny of practice once they

begin-to teach. Our findings may suggest that the systematic

cultivation of doubt has been too long absent from the education

of teachers, whether at tto, preservice stage or in later

continuing education.



Implications for the First Year of Teaching

The teachers we studied seemed sure of their perceptions

throughout the year but became less and less sure they knew what

actions to take pedagogically as the time of winter holiday

arrived and passed. Mentorship by an experienced teacher or by a

university-based supervisor seems to be called for. If a

relationship of trust were established at the beginning of the

school year, the mentor could be of considerable assistance as the

'ginning teacher's winter season of doubt developed. If doubt

about one's pedagogical commitments is not so much a problem as it

is an opportunity for growth in the capacity for flexible

perception and critical learning within the midst of practice,

then the season of the beginning teachers' doubt could be seen by

the mentor (and by the administrators and colleagues of the

beginning teacher) as a crucial developmental period in learning

to teach.

Mentors for beginning teachers would themselves need the

capacity for flexible perception and critical reflection on

practice that they were attempting to foster in the neophyte.

Here a paradox emerges. If our findings are correct, teachers

become less flexible and critical with years of experience. Yet

the mpntors of beginning teachers would most likely be experienced

teachers and administrators. These are the very people who would

have become a bit blind to their own ways of seeing, given the

ideological press in everyday sr..hool life that seems to discourage

deep levels of self criticism ani.. institutional criticism.
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Mentors would need to have become capable of critical

reflection on their own practice. This would involve becoming

aware of their own pedagogical commitments. An interesting

finding from our focused group interviews with the teachers is

relevant here. When the experienced and beginning teachers first

watched the videotape of a teacher from Boston whose pedagogical

commitments and teaching style differed from their own, the

reactions of the teachers to the videotape seemed quasi-personal.

It was as if each teacher were saying to him or herself "What

would I do with those kids? What would I do 10*h this lesson?

Why doesn't she clos,e. the door and tell the kids across the room

to shut up? That's what I'd do first," This was a personalistic

kind of seeing through the lens of a set of pedagogical beliefs

that appear to have been deeply held emotionally. One wonders if

that is not what happens when mentors, supervisors, or evaluators

visit a teacher's classroom. Perhaps one of the reasons that

observational checklists are popular for such observations is that

the checklist puts a brake on what otherwise in the absence of

special training and insight might be quite egocentric and

arbitrary perception of the teacher by the observer.

A message to mentors and other observers of teachers, then,

(2,o-1,4 Ile "Know thyself." Perhaps new kinds of training are

necn4sary for suprvisors if supervision is not simply to recycle

th* status c'c o peaagogical commitments and ways of seeing from

one generav:on of experienced teachers to the next. With the

advent of increased numbers of beginning teachers entering the

work.force of schools in the next years, this point may have
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significant importance for policy in staff development and in the

conduct of school administration, especially at the level of the

building principal.

Implications for Experienced Teachers

From the point of view suggested by our findings the

professional with years of experience is in a special circumstance

for continuing education. The experienced teacher has a backdrop

of recollections from years of experience and has developed an

integrated set of pedagogical commitments and a set of highly

strategic ways of seeing and making sense in the midst of

practice. If our analysis is correct the experienced teacher is

also likely to be quite deeply attach2d emotionally to the

pedagogical commitments he or she has developed. The experienced

teacher is also likely to overlook, in nonrandom ways, certain

kinds of obseivational evidence that is available while teaching

and to conceatrate on other kinds of evidence, Perhaps for some

experienced teaci.ers the very cohereuce and analytic power of

their developed ways of seeing and making sense make their

perception and judgment quite narrol' and unidimensional.

This could explain why teachers are able to assimilate

discrete techniques learned in short-term inservice traihing

without changing their overall way of teaching. Our study

suggests that continuing education for experienced teachers needs

to be long term and to engage the teacher in depth. University

based consultants, school system based supervisors and principals,

and teachers working together as peers can help one another to
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become more aware of their ways of seeing and making sense in

order to develop a wider repertoire of perceptions and insights as

a teacher. But the contextual embedding of meaning is so powerful

and the ways of seeing of a teacher are so personal that one needs

to take a custom tailored approach to staff development that

addresses teachers' intuitive observation and decision-making.

Working as a consultant with the teacher the facilitator can

address directly the issue of teachers' immediate perceptions and

the relation of t7 -se ways of seeing to the teachers' implicit and

explicit pedagogical commitments. The teacher learns to begin to

look in new times and places during the classroom day for a wider

range of evidence regarding the abilities and interests of

students. As the teacher tries to change instruction in small

ways, pedagogical commitments and ways of seeing also begin to

change. The results are a sensA of empowerment on the part of the

teacher and greater learning by studentJ.

This approach to scaff development currently being piloted

in a new project of Cae Institute for Research on Teaching titled

formally Teachers' Conceptual Change in Practice. Tha '. project

began in the winter of 1985 and continues as of this writing. For

further information the reader is referred to the progress reports

and working pap3rs from that project and to the IRT's

Communication Quarterly (Volume 8, No.3, Spring/Sumner 1986) in

which progress to date is briefly described. Some aspects of the

early stages of the project are also described in Erickson, 1986.

After a year and half we are beginning to learn how and why this

new mode of continuing education for teachers stimulates
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fundamental change in teachers' pedagogical commitments and

practice.

Implications for Institutional Change

If beginning teachers were to receive sustained mentorship

during their first years of teaching and if experienced teachers

were to undertake sustained efforts at professional growth of the

kinds we have outlined here, some basic changes in the organiza-

tional character of schools would need to change. This point is

reflected in the informal title of the Teachers' Conceptual Change

in Practice project of the IRT; a title that developed because

neither the school staff nor the university-based researchers

collaborating in the project felt content with the tone of the

project's formal title. The informal title we devised is "Teacher

Development and Organizational Change."

To support teachers in deliberately developing capacities for

self-criticism and institutional criticism requires change in role

relationships among fellow teachers and between teachers and ad-

ministrators. Such changes in role constitute fundamental insti-

tutional change within the school as a formal organization.

Another institutional change involves the allocation of edu-

cational resources in continuing education for teachers. For the

sort of work we have been undertaking released time for teachers

is necessary. In our particular project the costs of that have

been shared between the university and the school district. That

partnership between the university and a local school building is

but one of the possible means by which increased time fo-7
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continuing education of teachers might be made available. Such

time is not cheap but it may be essential. It appears that time

is one of the key elements in helping teachers to entertain doubts

and cultivate new insights and skills in the practice of teaching

Conclusion

Teachers make sense. They see from within the action of

teaching what they think they need to see in getting the job done.

Their conceptions of what the job is and ought to be are influen-

ced In no small part by the implicit and explicit definitions of

what is real and desirable that are current in the school in which

they teach, as well as by their own personal proclivities. This

is a folk ontology, an ideology of practice, that exists in a

relation between what is outside them as objective and external

shaping forces and inside them as subjectively apprehended beliefs

and emotions. At the individual level this ideology of practice

is manifested in a set of pedagogical commitments and a set of

individually distinctive ways of seeing and making sense as a

teacher. Those ways of seeing develop over time and become so

taken for granted as to be invisible to the perceiver. The ways

of seeing and the pedagogical commitments of h,as:nning and ex-

perienced teachers can and do change, but not without considerable

effort and not without the pain that comes in rethinktng what one

already knows.

In concluding we are reminded of the joke about the

psychiatrist:
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Q: How many
psychiatrists does it take to change alight bulb?

A: Only one, but it takes time, and the light bulb has toreally want to change.
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